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Abstract

This thesis demonstrates the application of historical cartographic and written sources to

reconstruct land cover and climate conditions of the recent past for part of southern

Manitoba at a time just before the onset of intensive human land development for

agriculture. Original Government of Canada Department of Interior Dominion Land

Survey (DLS) township maps and survey field notebooks from 1871 to 1877 are analyzed

to reconstruct land cover. Historic land cover information is compiled in a Geographic

Infomation System (GIS), quantified and mapped, Details on the historic distribution

and extent of prailie grasslands, wetlands, forested areas and water bodies are captured in

the GIS.

The DLS graphic and written historical records yield land cover information with a fine

spatial and temporal resolution for the study area. The main study area comprises 170

townships covering about 16,500 km2 and 10 parishes. Township and parish maps show

land cover information for known locations thatare attached to specific dates. Tree ring

data, instrumental measurements and newspaper accounts provide climate and other

environmental information. Climate conditions just before and during the surveys are

analyzed to identify relationships between land cover characteristics and temperature or

precipitation patterns. A¡nual and seasonal land cover and climate variability are

apparent even over the short period of the study, Precipitation variability and extreme

events (severe stotms or drought) produced most impacts on land cover appearance,

including influencing wetland distribution and extent, and the occurrence of grass and

forest f,ires.



Comparisons are made between the 19th century reconstructed pre-settlement land cover

and 20th century land cover information from the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation

Administration satellite-classified imagery. The comparisons clearly show the extent of

environmental change of the recent past after maps are generated and data quantifying

land cover areas presented. Being in digital format, the 19tl'century land cover

information is used to generate a series of example maps for viewing and analysis at a

variety of spatial scales and for analysis of specific features, such as wetlands. The

digital format also allows these data to be available for other applications.

With settlement of the Canadian Prairies, dramatic, human-initiated changes to the

landscape occurred with forest clearing and wetland drainage to accommodate

agriculture. In the study area, in the 19th century, about 55Yo of the land cover is

classified as grasslands; wetland areas comprise at least 10%; and wooded areas about

35%o of the landscape. In the 20th, nearly all of the original grasslands have disappeared;

wetland areas make up less thanlYo of the area; and about 9Yo ofthe land is treed. But

even before large numbers of immigrants arrived in southern Manitoba, the prairie

landscape underwent dynamic and continuous changes caused by climate variability and

change, and by impacts of large herds of grazing animals or fire, However, the human

influences' especially the last two centuries, have contributed to rapid changes of land

cover over a short period. These human-caused land cover changes are playing a role in

influencing present-day and future regional climate patterns.
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Land Cover and Climate for Part of Southern Manitoba:

A Reconstruction from

Dominion Land survey Maps and HistorÍcar Records of the lg70s

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Because instrumental measurements of natural phenomena cover a short period of Eartli,s

history, a record of environmental change is often obtained from various proxy sources.

Some of the major sources of proxy evidence include ice cores, geological and biological

evidence, and historical records (Bradley, Iggg). Evidence of past environmental

conditions provides valuable baseline information that can be used for analysis of trends

and sensitivities in environmental processes, recognition of environmental changes and

identification of extreme events. Historical evidence is also a valuable source of data to

evaluate environmental change and variability of the recent past. Concern over global

environmental change and physical and socio-economic impacts have stimulated research

to advance understanding of various current and historic environmental patterns and

processes' natural climate variability and human contributions to environmental chanse.

Studying past environments involves using data spanning different temporal and spatial

scales. For instance, interpretation of written historical records yields information with a



f,rne temporal resolution, up to several hundred years in Canada. In many cases,

information is recorded at an identified point location and can also be attached to a

specific date.

1.2 Research Objectives and Relevance

This thesis uses evidence from written, historical documents to assess recent

environmental change for part of southern Manitoba. Using historical cartographic and

written sources, this thesis reconstructs land cover information and climate conditions

during the 1870s, just prior to intensive agricultural settlement. Pre-settlement land cover

information is compiled in a Geographic Information System (GiS) database and

mapped' Climate during the period is analyzed to establish relationships between

temperature and precipitation conditions and some of the land cover. Comparisons are

rnade between the 19th century reconstructed land cover and 20tl' century land cover

information to document changes. Specific thesis objectives are summarized below:

objective 1: To Compite Original DLS Land Cover Information in Southern

Manitoba in GIS Format

The prirnary objective of this thesis is reconstruction of pre-settleme¡t land cover before

widespread agricultural impact in part of southern Manitoba. Specifically, Dominion

Land Survey (DLS) township maps from the 19tl' century are analyzed to establish pre-

settlement vegetation cover and wetland locations. Land cover features from individual

townships, each covering a six-mile by six-mile square area, aÍe transfered to a



Geographic Information system (GIS). The final product of tliis study includes a map

compiling all of the land cover data from the individual township maps. Additional

compilation maps showing specific land cover features are also generated. These include

maps showing:

r Wetland locations and extent;

. The lirnit of parkland forest vegetation;

r The extent of gallery forest adjacent the Red and Assiniboine Rivers;

' The channers and courses of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers; and

' Case study examples highlighting some notable land cover features.

using historical documents such as survey maps and written materials to study past land

cover is imporlant because:

' Historical material assists in establishing baseline information;

' Historical dataprovide knowledge about the state of the landscape and clirnate for

a time just before the onset of extensive anthropogenic landscape transformations

documenting and preserving knowledge of past land cover;

' with knowledge of historic land cover conditions, comparisons to present-day can

occur to measure the extent of human influences on the landscape;

' Historic land cover information can be used in landscape restoration projects; and

' Historic land cover information can be used in models to assess changes in energy

balance



objective 2: To Describe and Analyze DLS Land cover Information

A GIS is used to capture, analyze and create digital maps of the historical land cover

information from the DLS township maps and to calculate area coverage of various land

cover types' All land cover details are input resulting in a digital database of information.

The GIS database is produced in ESRI's rM Arcview and Intergr aph,s GeoMeclia

Professional fonnat.

Transfening paper copy data from historical documents into digital format is valuable

because:

' Information preseled in digital format will be accessible for other applications;

' The database of land cover information will be available in an electronic medium

for other uses;

' The digital database of land cover information can be readily overlaid and cross-

referenced with other geographic data sets;

r The digital information can be used to generate maps for viewing and analysis at a

vanety of spatial scales where fine resolution features at the township spatial scale

or larger can be identified, or general, regional land cover pattems observed; and

. Calculations of area coverage can be made.

objective 3: To Reconstruct climate conditions during the Dominion Land

Surveys

Newspaper accounts, other compiled historical

derived from tree ring analysis are consulted to

documentation and proxy climate data

establish a climate context for the late



19'n century landscape. Sporadic instrumental mean monthly temperature and

precipitation data at Wirutipeg are also available, beginning in 1872.

Documenting climate prior to and during the surveys is important because climate

influences some land cover characteristics:

' Infonnation on temperature and precipitation can be linked to grassland or forest

fire occurrences; and

' Precipitation input is especially important in controlling extent and conditions of

wetlands and water levels in streams.

A climate history is also produced showing annual variations and possible linkages to

Iarge-scale atmosphere-ocean interactions such as the El Nino Southern Oscillation.

Objective 4: To Show the Utility of Consulting Historical Evidence in ldentifying,

Describing and Documenting Recent Environmental Change

This research will assess the value of using historical proxy evidence by addressing the

following questions:

r Are DLS land cover data suitable and practical to use in analyzing past land cover

conditions?

' What are the benefits and challenges of analyzing graphic or written historic

records?

¡ What features will the DLS land cover information show?

r Can reconstructed land cover features be related to climate conditions?



' Can the DLS land cover information be quantified and compared with modem-

day land cover mapping?

' Is the database of reconstructed land cover information relevant for other

applications?

This research reconstructs land cover information and weather conditio¡s just before

widespread Euro-agricultural settlement in southem Manitoba. Land cover change is

evaluated by comparing the reconstructed landscape with other available resources

documenting surface conditions. Spatial variations in land cover pattems and trends are

discemable thus illustrating environmental change in the recent past. Following inte'sive

settlement of the Canadian Prairies, dramatic, human-induced changes to the landscape

occurted, including elimination of native prairie grasses, clearing of wooded areas,

drainage of extensive wetlands, and diversion and engineering of watercourses. By

inputting and mapping the land cover information found on township plans into a GIS,

quantitative and qualitative analyses may be undertaken to identify land cover features in

the recent past and their former extent adding to the environmental knowledge for

southern Manitoba and showing the utility of proxy data.

1.3 Study Area

1.3.1 Southern Manitoba

Southern Manitoba is represented by the Prairies ecozone. Ecozones are parr of an

ecosystem classification system based on the integration of physical and human elements



that comprise any particular region (Wiken et al., 1996). Each ecozone has identifiable

characteristics for climate, soil, vegetation and wildlife. Canadian ecozone boundaries,

def,ined by the Canadian Council of Ecological Areas (CCEA, no date) are useful

delineations for standardizing environmental information for a region. Southern

Manitoba is the eastern edge of the Canadian Prairies ecozone and northern extension of

the U.S. Great Plains.

A relatively fLat, sparsely treed terrain with some rolling hills and valleys dorninates the

Prairies ecozone in Manitoba ('Warkentin, 1997). The Pleistocene contine'tal glaciation

shaped the current Prairie landscape, leaving behind numerous small lakes and the flat

lacustrine plain of glacial Lake Agassiz. Elevations are higher in the west part of the

ecozone, gently sloping to lower elevations toward the east. The meandering Red River,

originating in the United States, flows northward through the study area into Lake

Winnipeg and the Assiniboine River with its headwaters in the west marks the northern

limit of the study area' The Red River experiences periodic floods, occasionally some of

large magnitude. Numerous ephemeral streams and ponds can also be found in this

ecozone' water flowing only after spring runoff or significant rainfalls. Prairie grassland

dominated the ecozone prior to agricultural settlement in the 19th century. Other land

cover such as wetlands, aspen parkland, broadleaf deciduous forests and even remnant

coniferous forests can also be found in the prairies. 'Wetlands 
develop in poorly drained

areas? parklands in areas with greater precipitation or where subsurface water provides

moisture, while deciduous forests are common along the banks of permanent streams and

some coniferous woods are found at higher-elevations.



Southern Manitoba was home to various groups of indigenous peoples relying upon the

region's natural resources, particularly bison and forests for their survival. A few

European fur trade outposts were scattered throughout the territory for a short period of

time in the late 1700s and early 1800s. Agricultural colonization was first attempted with

the Red River Settlement in 1812 but before 1870, agricultural activities were a minor

component of the southern Manitoba landscape with small subsistence farms dispersed

over the area mostly located adjacent the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. With the arrival of

large numbers of European settlers beginning in the 1870s, the landscape of southern

Manitoba underwent a transformation. Manitoba's population increased from

approximately 10,000 in the 1850s to more than 150,000 by the turn of the century

(Haque, 1997)' The Dominion Lands Actr of 1872 positioned Manitoba (and later

Saskatchewan and Alberta) for an agïo-economy. Extensive tracts of grassland and

Parkland areas were surveyed, settled and cleared for farming. Railways and

communities were built making southern Manitoba the demographic, economic and

political core of the province' In Canada, the Prairie ecozone is the one most modified by

human activity, as much as 94%o of the land converted for agriculture use (v/iken, et al.,

1996)' Today, greater thanT5o/o of Manitoba's population lives in this area with the City

of winnipeg having the majority of residents. The agro-community is dispersed across

the landscape with large farms dominating. over the years, censuses have shown

declining farm numbers but increasing farm sizes.

1 The Dominion Lands Act (1872) established the policy for western settlement in canada after theGovetnment of canada purchased prairies tands frôm thl Hudson's Bay company in 1g70. The Actoutlined the process for land division ot survey for seftlement and the ailocation ofland for schools, therailroad and the Hudson's Bay Company (Libiary and Archives Canada,www.collectionscanada.ca)



The study area comprises part of southern Manitoba (Figure 1.1) and much of the area

originally designated as the Province of Manitoba in 1870. Southern Manitoba is also the

first region of the Canadian Prairies to experience the flood of agricultural settlers, long-

term clearing of natural vegetation cover and establishment of the agricultural landscape

that we see today' A large wave of immigration occurred after 1885 followins

construction of the Canadian pacific Railway.

1.3.2 Climate

A continental climate, with long, cold winters and short, mild to hot sumlners

charactetizes the Prairies ecozone. Precipitation is highly variable, but typically this

region is classified as sub-humid to semi-arid. Water deficit conditions are common and

drought is part of the climate regime. Drier conditions exist in the westem part of the

ecozone' This moisture gradient is responsible for regional soil ald vegetation

distribution patterns. Grasses are more typical at drier locations, with shrub aspen and

aspen parkland appearing with increasing moisture availability. Most precipitation

occurs as rain during the summer months fi'om local convective storms or frontal

passages' Table 1.1 summarizes mean climate conditions at selected stations in the

Prairies ecozone- Climate is represented by the statistical collection of weather
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Table 1.1: Climate indicators for selected southern Manitoba stations, lgTl-2000
normals.

Envjronment Canada, http://www.climate.weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca,/climate normals/index e.html

Station Mean Annual
Temperature
(" c)

Mean Winter
(DJF)
Temperature
('c)

Mean
Summer
(JJA)
Temperature

lo c)

Growing
Degree
Days
Above
l8 0c

Total Annual
Precipitation
(mm
equivalent)

Total
Annual
Rainfall
(mn1)

Total
Annual
Snorvfal I

(cm)

Winnipeg

49"54'N

97"1A',W

2.6 -r5.3 18.3 tò)./ 5 t3.7 4t 5.6 l 10.6

Portage la

Prairie

49.59'N

98'19'W

2.6 -15.1 18. r r63.9 5 14.5 389. r t25.5

Brandon

49.55'N

99"57'W

1.9 15.6 17.3 I 18.6 472.0 373.1 | 12.0

Emerson

49.01'N

97'10'w

3.4 -t4.4 r8.8 215.4 562.6 440.7 t22.5

Morden

49"1 0'N

98"04'W

3.8 r 3.3 r 9.0 222.8 53 3.3 416.2 |9.1

Steinbach

49"3 l',N

96'46'W

2.7 -r4.8 18.0 I OJ.J 539.4 440.2 99.2

Selkirl<

50'l I 'N

96"52',W

2.9 r 5.0 r8.6 199.9 510.4 429.3 8l .l
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indicators during a specified interval of time. It is quantified in two ways: the average

values of key climatic elements (temperature, precipitation, frost free period, for

example); and by the variability of the key climatic elements (the extent and frequency of

their departures from average values). Climate normals are generated based on a

consecutive 3O-year record and normals, have been compiled for Canada four times,

1941-1970,1951-1980, 1961-i990 and 1977-2000 (Environment Canada, 1971, 1981, no

date).

1.3.3 Native Vegetation Cover

Shot1, tall and mixed grass plairie, aspen parkland, riparian forests and wetlands

comprise present day natural land cover in the Prairie Provinces. Historically, fires,

seasonal flooding and poor drainage provided ideal conditions for growth of grasses

tolerant of either droughts or floods. Spear gïass, wheat grass and blue grama grass are

the primary prairie grass species (Gauthier et a1., 2003). Sagebrush, an herbaceous

species, is also present as are alkali grass, wild barley, greasewood, red samphire and sea

blite in saline areas (Scott,1997). The prickly pear cactus and some other cacti appear in

the drier southwest (Risser et al., 1981). Small, nutrient rich, seasonal pothole wetlands

are characteristic of the landscape and provide natural habitat for waterfowl, although

many of these wetlands have been reclaimed, A variety of wetland plants (reeds, cattails)

grow in these areas with aspen and willow scrub along the peripheries (Scott, 1gg7).

Following intensive settlement, beginning in the late 1800s, many wetlands were drained,

fìres suppressed and much of the natural grass prairie destroyed for cultivation. Aspen

folest interspersed with grassy openings comprise the Parkland vegetation adiacent the
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grasslands ecozone. Since settlement, many remaining grassland areas have actually

been ovemrn by aspen scrub forests (Ritchie, 1976). Expansion of parkland vegetatio¡

has been attributed to fire suppression and extermination of the bison (Risser et al., 19g1;

Nelson, 1973; Bird, 1961). Predominately deciduous forests along streams receive

sufficient moisture from higher water tables and spring flooding. Riparian forests can

also include aspen, bur oak, cottonwood, elm, Manitoba maple, green ash and willow

(Scott, 1997). Local species composition depends on soil conditions and landforms.

1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE

This chapter provides a preface to the study of physical environmental change. Four

research objectives and their significance are outlined. Geography, history, land cover

and climate information about the study area are briefly summarized. Finallv. a

fi'amework for the thesis structure is supplied.

Chapter 2 consists of a literature review

Prairies, focusing on physical environment

the 19tì'century.

on environmental change in the Canadian

changes following Pleistocene glaciation to

A synopsis of data sources and a discussion of methods comprise Chapter 3. Historical

cattographic and written material, proxy environmental data and some instrumental

climate records are used to reconstruct pre-settlement land cover informatio¡ and climate.

The primary data sources are historical materials that include the Department of lnterior

1a
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DLS township plans and field notebooks fi'om the 1870s. Old newspaper accounts, other

written' historical documents, tree ring data and instrumental records are consulted for

climate information' Classified satellite imagery, air photographs, and some classified air

photography are utilized when historic land cover conditions are compared with 20,h

century conditions. For each of the data sources, considerations and limitations are

evaluated' Text comments written on township maps are examined with content analysis

techniques to assess terminology and determine the land cover classification scheme.

Data capture off the historical DLS township maps with a GIS is outlined, Database

design and customization of the GIS is also described. Reliability and limitations of

methods is noted. Methods applied to the various climate data arealso reviewed.

Climate just before and during the time of the DLS surveys are considered in chapter 4.

Temperature and precipitation conditions are reconstructed from historical accounts,

proxy tree ring data and from an instrumental meteorological record. Relationships

between temperatures and precipitation patterns and land cover case studies are

presented' Regional climate patterns are also linked to larger-scale atmosphere-ocean

interactions.

Reconstruction of 19tì'century land cover is presented in Chapter 5. The historic la'd

cover information is compared to recent land classification media to evaluate changes in

landscape over the century. Township maps are compared with a classified satellite

image showing land cover in 1995. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons of area

coverage and extent of land cover features in the 19tl' century and the 20tl century is

14



provided. A selection of case studies demonstrating environmental change in specihc

townships is also presented. Examples include maps showing: wetlands locations and

sizes; changes in stream channels; variations in forest cover; and areas ofrecent fires.

Chapter 6 consists of the final product map. This chapter includes one generalized, map

showing the study area in southern Manitoba and its reconstructed pre-settlement la¡d

cover' The questions outlined in Objective 4 are addressed, including relevance of the

findings, identification of benefits of using historical data in analyzing land cover and

climate conditions, and a summary of landscape changes. Some directions for further

applications of the pre-settlement land cover data arcproposed.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE IN THE PRAIRIES

2.1 Introduction

Because climate is significant in determining distribution patterns of natural phenomena,

concert about global climate change and its impacts stimulates research toward

understanding current and historic environmental pattems and processes, natural climate

variability and human contributions to environmental change. Evidence of past

environmental conditions provides valuable baseline information for analysis of trends in

natural processes, sensitivities to changes and identification of extreme events.

The major sources of proxy environmental evidence include ice cores, geological and

biological evidence such as sedimentation and glaciar deposits and tree rings, and

lristorical records (Bradley, lggg), Reconstruction of past environments involves these

records' which span different temporal scales, from hundreds of years to thousands, or

millions of years' other information can be used to describe environments at different

spatial scales' For instance, examination of flora and fauna abundances in layers of
sediment provides information on past environmental conditions over hundreds to

hundreds of thousands of years. lnterpretation of written historical records yields

information with a finer temporal resolution, up to several hundred years in canada. one
benefit of historical records is that they can often be accurately dated and located. The
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year, month and even the day of an environmental event can often be identified and

usually the written material refers to a specified location.

The literature review provides examples of the different reconstructions using proxy data

for the Canadian Prairies and US Great Plains during the Holocene Epoch. The Holocene

begins in the final stages of the retreat of the Pleistocene glacier in the last ice age and

extends from the present-day back to approximately 10,000 years before present (Bp).

2.2 Proxy Data and Reconstruction of past Environments

Since the proxy data derived from ice cores and ocean sediments are not viable data

sources for the Prairies of continental North America, Prairie paleoenvironmental

research involves analysis of lake level changes, the mixture of pollen and aquatic

organisms contained within lacustrine and fluvial sediments, tree rings and written

accounts. 'When possible, it is beneficial to try to utilize multiple proxy data sources in

the study of environmental change. Evaluation of multiple sources of information

provides the opportunity to discover the best indicators of change for a region and allows

for cross-referencing of data. Because environmental responses to climate are often not

immediate, having mote than one source of evidence can help identify local and regional

responses that transpire at different times and rates. The discussion of the different proxy

evidence begins with the oldest time frame and coarsest temporal resolution and proceeds

to more recent data.
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2.2.1 P ollen Collections (Patynotogy)

Palynology involves collection and analysis of pollen (or spores) dispersed from

vegetation. One of the earliest descriptions of postglacial flora development in Ma¡itoba

was given by Löve (1959) where it was proposed that when the Laurentide ice sheet

began to retreat between 11,500 to 9,000 years BP, a "northern grassland,..and a marsh

grassland developed on the bottom the drained Lake Agassiz" in Manitoba. This early

theory of colonizing vegetation is contrary to today's knowledge that coniferous forest

established adjacent the retreating ice edge (Ritchie,1987). Ritchie (1g76) disproved this

theory of initial grassland colonization through pollen analysis.

Pollen alÏays can be used to reconstruct vegetation because they comprise the most

abundant and available source of proxy vegetation data in the Prairies. Most pollen is

very resistant to decay and is produced in vast quantities. Pollen grains also possess

unique morphological characteristics specific to a particular species of plant. Some

pollen records, however, may be biased. Actual vegetation composition may not be

properly represented because some pollen is poorly preserved, may have been transported

from other locations, or may have come from prolific seed dispersers (White et al, 1996).

These limitations of palynology make additional proxy evidence, such as lake salinity

fluctuations, alluvial deposition or eolian activity useful supplements to pollen diagrarns.

The first palynological research in the Prairies was undertaken by Lichti-Federovich and

Ritchie (1968)' Pollen assemblages were collected fi'om sediment cores of more flran 100

lakes in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories. pollen diasrams
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constructed for each sample site were then interpreted to map broad vegetation panems

across the Prairies. The following zones were differentiated and mapped: tundra; forest-

tundra; open coniferous forest; closed coniferous forest, mixed forest. broad-leafed

deciduous forest; aspen parkland; and grassland.

Additional pollen analysis by Ritchie (1976) and Ritchie and Yananton (1978) identified

broad vegetation zones in the Prairie Provinces and detailed Holocene vesetation

development. Four stages of postglacial vegetation development were outlined based on

i4 sample sites across the Prairies.

First, between 12,000 and 10,000 years BP, vegetation colonization and migration into

the Prairie Provinces proceeded rapidly. As the ice retreated, boreal forest developed.

And, a tundra environment was identified for the Flin Flon Manitoba area in the

northwest, as the pollen record indicated no arboreal assemblages in this region.

hr the second stage, after 10,500 years Bp, prairie grassland, spreading from the

southwest, quickly replaced the boreal-type forest that previously thrived adjacent to the

ice edge' Grassland reached the Missouri Coteau, in Saskatchewan, and the Assiniboine

Delta, Tiger Hills, and Riding Mountain in Manitoba. Forest migrated northward at an

estimated rate of 200 to 300 metres annually. Grassland became dominant probably

because of watmer, drier conditions that made climatic conditions less favourable for tree

growth. At this time, grassland extended even further north than present day boundaries,
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There was no pollen evidence supporling the existence of any transitional woodland

between the contracting spruce forest and the expanding grasslands.

in the third stage, between 9,500 and 6,500 years BP, significant tree pollen (particularly

birch and oak) appeared at five sample sites (Alpen Siding and Lofty Lake, Alberta,

Cycloid Lake, Flin Flon and Lake A, Saskatchewan). Ritchie and yarranton (197g)

hypothesized that a naro\ry belt (50-100 km) of deciduous forest developed to separate

nofihern boreal forest from southem grasslands. ln Manitoba, Duck and porcupine

Mountain pollen frequencies recorded birch-dominated woods sooner, between about

9,000 and 10,000 years BP. Around 6,500 years BP, oak and pine appeared in the prairie

Provinces, oak remaining today in parts of the aspen Parkland, along river valleys and

along the Manitoba Escarpment. It is generally believed that oak migrated from the

southeast' Löve (1959) first suggested the origin and migration route of oak from this

direction' The previously grassland- covered Tiger Hills and Assiniboine Delta area in

Manitoba contained signifîcant oak between 4,000 and 3,000 years Bp. Oak continued to

spread westward, reaching the Qu'Appelle valley in Saskatchewan. The origin and

spread of pine is difficult to reconstruct because it is produced in vast quantities and is

dispersed far from its origin. Pine may have migrated into the prairies from the west

because of prevailing winds but Löve (1959) suggested that pine fiack pine) first entered

eastem Manitoba from Ontario and Minnesota.

Approximately 5,000 years BP, the fourth stage, grassland areas contracted and parkland

(with pollen indicating dominance by birch and oak) and boreal forest boundaries
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expanded southward, responding to a cooler and wetter climate. By 3,000 years Bp, the

modem vegetation boundaries were established with Parkland and prairie rnargins still

undergoing fluctuations caused by fire and anthropogenic land use modifications.

Other research identif,ies reconstructed environmental sensitivities to warmer and drier

conditions before 6,000 years BP. ln grassland areas, some lakes became more saline and

held less water (Sauchyn and Sauchyn, lggT; Vance et al., Ig92). Wilson (19g4) found

evidence of increased eolian activity in southern Alberta, prairie potholes dried in

Alberta, Saskatchewan (Mott and Christiansen, 1981) and North Dakota (Cvancara,

1991). Reduced alluvial deposition and soil development was found in southwest Alberla

rivers (Waters and Rutter, 1984) indicating less flooding. The Aspen parklandcontracted

as grassland expanded northward (Hickman and Schweger, rgg3). Fires were more

prevalent as evidenced by a high charcoal input stratigraphic layer (Schweger and

Hickman, 1989). Other research concluded that:

' The northern limit of tundra was further north (Nichols, 1967);

' Boreal forest composition included a greater proportion of pine, a tree dependant

on fire for seed germination (Ritchie, r 976; wilson, 19g3); and

' Rocky Mountain glaciers were less extensive (Luckman and Kavanagh, 2001) and

alpine tree line moved upsrope (Beaudoin and Ki'g, 1990).
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warming also may have been intensified because of the Milankovitch cycler of solar

maxima about 5,000 to 6,000 years BP. Estimates of prairie growing season temperatures

(May to August) suggested that in Alberta (Lofty Lake pollen record), temperatures were

1'5'c warrner than present (vance, 1986). Temperature inferences from pollen analysis

at Riding Mountain, Manitoba (Ritchie, 1983) estimated growing season temperatures

could have been 1'5"C to 6oC waûner than current conditions. The temperature and

precipitation pattems around 6,000 years BP indicate a more intense, zonal atmospheric

circulation, bringing Pacific air masses over the Rocky Mountains with warm. drv air

(Bryson, 1980).

Pollen arrays from Hayes Lake, near Kenora were used to reconstruct post-glacial

vegetation in nofthwestern ontario (McAndrews, 1982). where glaciallake Agassiz did

not inundate areas of higher relief in northwestern ontario, refugia for some plants and

bison may have been created during the early Holocene. The oldest lake sediment layer,

dated over 72,000 years Bp, contained herb polren, possibry signaling a tundra

environment on non-inundated lands. At about 11,900 years Bp herb pollen abruptly

declined and spruce pollen became dominant. spruce forest (also containing larch, birch,

poplar and elm) replaced tundra probably responding to the onset of post-glacial climatic

' The Milankovitch cycles involve astronomical relationships that influence Earth,s climate (NASA, nodate)' cyclic flucfuatio's in three parameters Tgrî to influence long-term climate h-ends. First, Earth'spresent axial tilt of 23'5o oscillates from22 ø 24.5" over a 41,000 yå.period. second, magnitude of tiltcontrols seasonaliry, the time of year in the Earth's orbit wherå the planet is closest to the sun and varieswitlr cycles of 19,000 and 22,000 years. This precession of the equinoxes changes orientation ofhemispheres and iandmasses to the sun' The timing of closest approach changes amount on solar radiationreceipt at a particular location in a given season. cunently, the'E'arth is closest to the sun in early January.Third' Earth's elliptical orbit around the sun is not constant. The eccenh-iciry of the ellipse varies from

nïiiäiä ;::::i"' 
to being more elliptical. Eccentriciry has 

"y"1"" 
ãr about ós,000 y"u.r, 

-i: 
o,oo0 years
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wanning. Jack pine, red pine and birch pollen emerged as dominants approximately

10,000 years BP. From 9,200 to 6,400 years BP, Jack pine woods received an influx of

poplar and included open grassy areas interspersed among the trees conesponding to

walrner conditions. Spruce still occurred, but in wetter areas. This pine/poplar/grass

habitat was likely most suitable for bison movement into northwestern Ontario. pollen

analyses from Lake of the Clouds, northwest Mimesota, and Ignace and Thunder Bay,

Ontario also provided evidence of mid-Holocene Parkland-type habitat across parts of the

Canadian Shield. Frego and Staniforth (1986) found evidence of brittle prickly-pear

cactus, a grassland species, in southeastern Manitoba. Bison bones have been uneafthed

by McAndrews (1982) near Kenora, by Buchner (1981) around the Winnipeg River, and

by Nielsen (personal communication, 1999) near Gypsumville. McAndrews (19g2)

concluded bison occupied northwestem Ontario and Minnesota throughout the milder

Climatic Optimum or Hypsithertnal2 but after about 3,600 years Bp, when spruce and fir

showed resurgence, responding to a cooler climate, bison ranges shifted to more favorable

habitats in the west and south.

Spatial and temporal onsets of climate change did not occur simultaneously across the

Prairies. Changes were time-transgressive. The western part of the prairies responded

earlier to changes, which then progressed eastward. For instance, when cooler, moister

conditions emerged between 6,000 and 5,000 years BP in the west, this phase manifested

between 4,000 and 3,000 years in the eastem prairies.

' The climatic optimum was a period of warmer temperafures in Norlh America and Europe varying in date
and location but approximately befween 5,000 to 7,000 years BP. Average temperatures were befween 2oC
to 4oC warmer than present day.
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2.2.2 Diatoms and ostracodes Inferred Salinity and other chemistry

Diatoms are microscopic aquatic algae sensitive to changes in water salinity, temperature

and depth and are well preserved in sediments (Moser et al., 1996). Ostracodes exhibit

similar sensitivities but are microscopic, crustaceous organisms (Porter et al., I99g).

Found in almost all lacustrine sediments, in abundance, diatom or ostracode types and

densities serve as indicators of temperature and hydrology. Since water salinity can be

directly related to water levels, modem analogues are used to determine optimum salinity

environment for any particular diatom or ostracode type. With a modern baseline

established, past distribution and abundance can be compared to present-day

environmental characteristics and then past salinity, temperature and moisture conditions

gauged' Usually, with lower water levels, drier and warïner conditions are present and

salinity increases. Species preferring these conditions are then t¡lpically more abundant.

V/ith higher water levels, wetter and cooler conditions usually prevail, salinity decreases

and species adapted to these conditions become more abundant.

ln Alberta, at the shallow and saline Chappice Lake, ostracode analysis reconstructed

Holocene lake levels and drought events (Vance et al., Igg2). This was one of the first

studies in the Canadian Prairies to utilize lake biostratigraphy in paleoenvironmental

research' In the 20tl' century, this lake has proven to be sensitive to climatic changes.

Analysis of air photographs and meteorological records spanning four decades revealed

changes in lake levels responding to temperature and precipitation fluctuations.
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Core analysis indicated droughts to be common during the period of record and that more

extreme climate was experienced than the present instrumental record establishes. It was

not uncommon for drought to persist for decades at a time, nor was it uncommon for

decades to go by without significant water deficits. Shallow water levels accompanied by

high salinity prevailed in Chappice Lake between 6,000 to 4,400 years Bp. The warm,

dry Hypsithermal may account for the severity and longevity of drought episodes over

this time period. Even complete drying of the lake occuned. The lake started to freshen

and deepen between 4,400 and 2,600 years BP. High water levels and low salinity

conditions lingered until approximately 1,000 years BP and droughts \¡/eïe rare. This was

a time of alpine glacier expansion in the Rocky Mountains (Gardner and Jones, 19g5),

implying cooler temperatures. Between 1,000 and 600 years BP, corresponding to the

Medieval Warm Period, evidence of drought (high amounts of grass pollen) again became

apparent in deposited sediments. Sediment accumulated between 600 and 100 years Bp

yielded few high salinity indicator species of pollen or mineral composites. This

demonstrates a return to higher water levels during the Little Ice Age. There was

evidence of drought in the late 1800s, the 1930s and the 1980s in the very upper layers of

the core but these droughts were not nearly so severe as droughts of the Medieval lq'arm

Period or the Hypsi.thermal.

Ostracode stratigraphy data from the Harris Lake core, Saskatchewan, one of the longest

and most complete sedimentation records in Canada, was utilized to reconstluct uast
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Holocene environments (Porter et al., Ig99).lnterpretation of the ostracode data for this

I ake i denti fied four distinct p al eo environments.

During the early Holocene (9,240 to 6,400 years Bp), climate was quite variable,

frequently fluctuating between wamr and cool intervals. parkland and grassland

vegetation characteristics emerged but dominance of any vegetation was indeterminate.

when an inctease in ostracode species diversity appeared in the record approximately

between 6,400 and 4,500 years BP (second phase), it was correlated to the emergence of a

more continental climate (especially warner summers with lower precipitation). That

change comesponded with the drainage of glacial Lake Agassiz, which had previously

moderated summer temperatures and kept precipitation higher. Grassland expansion

occured during this warm, dry period. Summer temperatures were estimated at up to

10oC warmer than today. Between about 4,500 and 3,600 years Bp, cooler and wetter

conditions developed and bqreal forest expanded (the third phase). It is hypothesized that

increased land sliding into the lake occur¡ed during these wetter conditions. sediment

inputs from mass wasting contributed to altering lake chemistry and, therefore, altering

ostracode species' Since 3,600 years BP, the current climate and vegetation (spruce and

pine Parkland forest) environment has existed. surnmer temperatures are lower and mean

annual precipitation higher relative to the mid-Holocene waûn phase. Because of
sampling resolution, the ostracode record did not show more recent climate events.

A mineralogical study of Harris Lake salinity (Last and

of higher salinity not evident in the ostracode record.

Sauchyn, 1993) indicated periods

The Harris Lake research brinss
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attention to the impoftance of consulting multiple proxy indicators in environmental

change research. Different proxies have different spatial and temporal resolutions and

differing sensitivities to environmental chan ses.

ln Manitoba, some paleolimnological

flood (Medioli, 2000; Prevost, 2000).

ostracodes) and diatoms were present

Lake Louise and Horseshoe Lake.

theoretically correlated to flood events.

evidence was evaluated for the 1997 Red River

Thecamoebians (freshwater amoebas, including

in riverbank and two oxbow lake core samples,

Diatom or thecamoebian variations could be

Thecamoebian concentrations, unfoftunately, were too low in riverbank sediment samples

to describe river assemblages. However, short cores, spanning several hundr-ed years,

frorn the oxbow Lake Louise, revealed three distinct zones. Low thecamoebian

abundance and diversity was present prior to intensive settlement in the late 19tl'century.

Abundance and diversity then underwent an increase in the early 20th century. And, in the

most recent time, highest abundance and diversity appeared. Analysis also indicated that

prior to settlement, the lake might have been saline. Today, the lake is nutrient rich"

likely from ferlilizer runoff.

River diatom species are quite different from small, shallow lake species. After the 1997

flood, alluvial deposits in overbank sediments contained typical, turbid river diatom

species' However, core samples from Lake Louise contained species that were absent
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frorn the i997 floodplain sediments' Analysis of overbank sediment stratigraphy will
take place to discern if these turbid-water diatoms can be used as flood indicators.

Richmond and Goldsborough (lggg) analyzed, chemical, physical and biological

parameters for Killamey Lake, in southwestern Manitoba to examine lake production3

sensitivities to cha'ging climate' hydlology and other environmental factors. cores were

radiocarbon dated with the record length of sediment deposition spanning 4,670 years.

Five depositional phases were identified for the sampre record. From approximately

4'700 to 3,000 years BP, the warm, dry mid-Holocene, Killarney Lake was sliallow and

unproductive' indicated by abundance of ceftain species of diatoms (benthic taxaa), and

chemical and organic content analyses. It is possible the lake was actually dry just before

this record begins' ln the second phase, between 3,000 and 1,g00 years Bp, a cooler and

wetter clirnate prevailed' water levels and production began to increase in the lake. This

was evidenced by different diatom species abundance (planktonic taxas). Increases or

changes in other water level physical or chemical indicators such as organic matter and

phosphorous levels also were measured. water levels reached maximum depths behveen

1,800 to i,500 years Bp, the third phase, then rowered between 1,500 and 300 years Bp

(the fourth phase)' over the past three centuries, the lake deepened again and has seen

the growth of diatorn assemblages with no historic analogue (the final, cunent stage).

The appearance of the new diatom assemblages was a consequence of the lake response

3 Biological productivify refers to plant growth resurting from organic matter and sediments mi'eralcontent.
4^
, ï,lnln]. 

s.pecres.trve in or the bottom of a water body.- 
't'lanktonlc species are more typically suspended in water and carried by cunents.
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to European settlement, agricultural development and input of foreign substances into the

ecosystem (Richmond and Goldsboroush, 1999).

When water level trends in Killarney Lake were compared with other lakes in the prairies,

good correspondence appeared. Kenosee Lake, eastern Saskatchewan (Vance et al,,

l99l); Waldsea Lake, south central Saskatchewan (Last and Schweyen, 1985); and Harris

Lake, in the Cypress Hills region of Saskatchewan (Sauch1,n and Sauchlm, lggl) are just

a few example lakes which coroborated watel level trends in Killarney Lake and

associated climate. The reconstruction of water levels, diatom species and abundance,

and other physical and chemical constituents of Killarney Lake have proven useful in

identifying and evaluating lecent human inputs to the lake and their effects on lake

production and water composition.

ln Saskatchewan and Alberta, diatom assemblages have been used to establish past

salinity patterns in three Prairie lakes. Freshwater conditions appeared at Clearwater

Lake, Saskatchewan only after 8,200 years BP. This lake also illustrates the impoftance

of non-climatic forcing and varying sensitivities of paleoenvironmental indicators

(Leavitt et al., 1999). Focussing on the past 400 years in reconstructing sensitivity of

Clearwatel Lake to recent climate change and human land-use, biological indicators, lake

chemistry, physical and mineralogical properties were used as proxy evidence of

environmental change. A notable change appeared after 1920 and continued until the late

1970s when different communities of diatoms prevailed. Some species that emerged

were indicative of more saline conditions and lower water levels. It was concluded that
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this change in diatom community balance resulted from increasing human impacts on the

landscape and chernical inputs to the lake. Another period of distinct diatom

communities began about 1977. It is hypothesized that this change resulted from a

century of human influences on landscape that has triggered and enhanced a sensitivity to

drought when in the past, Clearwater Lake was not so sensitive to climate fluctuations. [n

the recent past, Clearwater Lake has reacted more strongly to human land-use

modifications than to climate. But today, reactions to land-use changes may have

sensitized the lake to current and future climate fluctuations.

Several studies investigated salinity/aridity fluctuations in North Dakota lakes (Fritz et

al',7994,1996;Laird et a1.,1996; Haskell et al., 1996). Based on diatom analysis, Devils

Lake was predominately saline over the past 500 years but showed wide fluctuatio¡s in

salinity values. Around 1850 AD, lake water chemistry shifted toward lower average

salinity values. By the 1940s, fluctuations became less drastic and after 1950, salinity

gradually declined. A distinct shift in geochemical properties appeared in the 20tr'

century, likely a result of agriculture settlement and land use changes. The 20tl' century

diatom-inferred salinity trends paralleled and were confirmed by modem, measured

records. An ostracode record of salinity generally coresponded with the diatom

reconstruction with slight variations in timing of changes.

Wiche et al. (1996), consulting historical accounts of climate and hydrology for the

region, disputed the derived salinity record for Devils Lake. They ascertained that the

early to mid-i800s was a wet period, which the diatom record did not support. Historical
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evidence also seems to support more frequent flooding of the Red River in the 19tl'

century (between 1800 to 1870) than after 1870 and the largest floods (1826,1852 and

1861) were much greater than any 20tl'century floods.

Data disagreements for the recent past could be a sign of differing environmental

sensitivities or were consequences of differences and limitations in the temporal

resolutiotl of the proxy sources. However, each of the three proxy reconstluctions

suggested lower water and higher salinity levels than present existed in Devils Lake from

the 16th to mid-19th centuries. This shows that amore arid climate prevailed during this

time' Droughts as extreme as, or more extreme than the 1930s Dust Bowl were not

atypical' High salinities and the numerous, continuous fluctuations over this period may

have resulted from a higher frequency of severe drought years as compared with the

modern record, rather than a long period of sustained drought.

Laird et aL. (1996), investigating Great Plains drought intensity over the past 2,000 years,

analyzed fossil diatom assemblages from Moon Lake, Nofih Dakota sediments. Diatom

responses to salinity changes revealed a high frequency of extreme droughts in the past.

Before 1200 AD, intense droughts were more frequent in the Great plains because of

atmospheric circulation patterns. Persistence of high pressure over central North America

with a strong westerly, zonal flow was associated with drought conditions (Bryson,

1980)' This diatom-salinity record suggested some of the most pronounced droughts

occured between 200 to 370 AD, 700 to 850 AD and 1000 to 1200 AD, the last interval

corresponding to fhe Medieval lYarm Period. Lengthy tree ring records from the western
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U'S' also corroborated multi-decade drought incidents in the first quarter of the

millennium (Hughes and Brown,1992; Stine (1994) and Graumlich (1993). More recent

aridity phases visible in the Moon Lake diatom record (1930s and lg90s drought) were

supported by tree ring data from the edge of the Great Plains (Stockton and Meko, 19g3).

Using spectral analysis6, Dean et al. (1996) analyzed Moon Lake sediments and

reconstructed salinity patterns suggesting that drought recurrence might be related to 22-

year solar rnagnetic or to 1 I-year sunspot cycles.

Haskell et al' (1996) reconstructed Devils Lake salinity and chemistry and infened

climate over the past 12,000 years. Between 72,000 and 10,500 years Bp, low salinity

prevailed, coinciding with the cool, moist post-glacial climate. Devils Lake was more

extensive and deeper than present, receiving glacial meltwater drainage and pollen arrays

showed spruce forest in the area (Aronow, 1957). over a relatively short time span,

between 10,500 to 8,000 years BP, the lake became a crosed basin with no drainage inlets

or outlets' Salinity values increased and water levels decreased. warming climate

contributed to lowering water levels with peak salinity appearing approximately g,000

years BP' Spruce forest pollen was replaced by prairie grassland species. Between g,000

to 3'500 years BP, overall salinity lowered in Devils Lake but large oscillations within

these lower values were present.

' spect.al analysis involves a'alysis of geological or biological phenomena such as vegetation deposits orsoil layers by interpreti'g variations in cãlour values from;".g"ry 
";J;istinguishing anyperiodicities.
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The lowest salinity values of the record were found between 4,500 to 3,500 years Bp.

Higher overall salinity again returned after 3,500 years Bp but numerous fluctuations still

occuned' Highest salinity values in this phase and magnitude of salinity fluctuations were

not as great as the earlier Holocene trends.

Available instrumental hydrological records and the diatom and ostracode evidence in

central North Dakota aided investigation of 20th century droughts and floods (winter and

Rosenbeny, 1998). The numerous, small, closed-basin wetlands in this areahavewater

balances primarily controlled by precipitation inputs and evapotranspiration outputs thus

making them excellent indicators of local precipitation trends. Instrumental records

consulted, covered 95 years or longer and included Palmer Drought severity lndices

(PDSÐ, Pembina River discharges, and the stage (or level) of Devils Lake. The pDSI and

stage of Devils Lake were deemed best indicators of hydrologic conditions in the study

area for the 20tl'century. winter and Rosenbeny (1998) propose North Dakota has been

in a'wet cycle' since 1993 and that this wet phase rnay be the wettest in the past 130

years, and possibly the past 500 years.

2.2.3 Sediment Stratigraphy and Geomorphology

The Pleistocene glaciation eliminated practically all former vegetation in Manitoba.

Glacial Lake Agassiz, "at times over 200 metres deep, formed between the retreating ice

margin and the high ground to the south, east and west,, Qllielsen et al., 1996:I). Lake

Agassiz persisted for about 4,000 years between approximately 12,000 to g,000 years Bp.

with the weight of the ice sheet removed, isostatic uplift contributed to the present
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geomotphology of Manitoba. The most significant changes included the southward

spread of Lake Winnipeg, the rise in Red River base levelT and course shifts in the Red

and Assiniboine River. Seismic profiling of the Lake V/innipeg floor revealed submerged

shorelines northeast of Gimli dated to 4,000 years BP. Isostatic rebound and southward

expansion of Lake Winnipeg continues today accompanied by increasing water levels.

Radiocarbon dating of submerged trees has indicated that in the past three centuries

alone, lake levels have risen 60 cm.

Until approximately 9,200 BP, part of Lake Agassiz waters drained through channels

towards the south and east (Krenz and Leitch, 1993). Drainage northward in the Red

River and westward from the Assiniboine River was established in the Lake Agassiz

plain about 7,500 years BP (Nielsen et al., 1993). Before the Red River channel was fully

developed, a chain of small lakes existed along its length because flow was impeded by

small topographic irregularities, Once these irregularities were eroded, the Red River

flowed unobstructed down a slight gradient. This hydrology prevented extensive flooding

of the stream through much of the Holocene. Differential isostatic uplift gradually

decreased the river's gradient allowing development of a meandering channel. The

Lockport area experienced less isostatic uplift relative to upsrream areas. Moreover,

more resistant strata prevented the river from downcutting at the same rate, resulting in

rapids' These three factors (decreased flow gradient, differential isostatic uplift and

rapids formation) led to increased flooding beginning about 5,000 years Bp because the

Lockport area became an impediment for flow.

' The level below which a slream camot erode its valley is termed base level.
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Stratigraphic analysis has demonstrated that the Red River has flowed in the same area

since the retreat of glacial Lake Agassiz (Brooks, 2003; Nielsen et al., 1993). In addition,

both the Red and Assiniboine Rivers cut their current valleys quite rapidly, within 1,000

years of the draining of glacial Lake Agassiz. The Red River, which drained into Lake

Agassiz, followed the lake's downsizing northward, cutting its present channel by 7,500

years BP or earlier. South of the present-day junction with the Assiniboine, the Red

River meandered tll'ough a wide flood plain and had high sedimentation rates. During

one period, between 5,300 and 4,800 years BP, very high sedimentation rates possibly

resulted from additional input by the Assiniboine River when it joined the Red south of

its curent channel (Rannie, 1997) and high sedimentation coincided with a cooler and

moister climate. By 4,500 years BP, moister conditions increased vegetation cover along

the banks and contributed to a reduction in erosion and sedimentation. This

sedimentation decline also coincided with a time when the Assiniboine River channel

changed and flowed directly to Lake Manitoba rather than the Red River (Rannie, IggT).

Sedirnentation again increased around 1,400 to 1,500 years Bp when the Assiniboine

again modified its course and flowed back into the Red.

The Assiniboine River originally drained north into Lake Manitoba occup)4ng a much

larger channel and containing more water than today. The river changed course about

3,000 years BP, flowing east through the valley of the present La Salle River and joining

the Red River in St. Norbeft, south of Winnipeg. This path was abandoned around 1.300
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years BP and the current channel now occupied. Possible causes for abandonment misht

be denudation of land when the channel breached durine floods or ice iams.

Alluvial deposits along the Red River and sediments in flood plain oxbow lakes and the

south basin of Lake Winnipeg were used to develop a stratigraphic record of flooding

(Brooks et al., 1999). After 1880, sedimentation in the lakes increased 10 times probably

because more intensive agricultural mechanizalion increased landscape erosion.

Contrary to expectations, the alluvial deposit thickness correlated to duration of

inundation rather than to magnitude of discharge. Obvious 1997 flood sediment deposits

were revealed in the oxbow lakes, Lake Louise and Horseshoe Lake but there was no

sedirnent layering in deeper parts of these cores.

In Saskatchewan, fossil plant and animal remains were analyzed from an infilled kettle

lake depression to reconsttuct vegetation and climate (Yansa and Basinger, lggg).

Evidence of a moist, cool environment and coniferous forest development showed up

around 10,200 BP and is consistent with other accepted knowledge, Next, a persistent

long-term drlang trend that continues to the present day was identified, begilning

approximately at 8,200 BP. Study of the mineral deposition of the same kettle lake by

Aitken et al. (1999) showed discrepancies in timing of climate shifts with the mosr severe

arid conditions manifesting sooner and more rapidly than the paleobotanical record

suggested' This comparison demonstrates how different proxy indicators responded to

changing environment over differing temporal scales, even at the same samole site.
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Hydrological, ecological and geomorphic signals, while indicators of climate, do not all

necessarily react over the same temporal scales.

North Ingegrigt Lake, Saskatchewan also underwent extensive mineralogical and

lithostratigraphic analyses (Shang and Last, 1g9g). The report emphasized that

reconsttuctions of geochemical trends in a water body apply to local conditions and may

not be representative of climate on alarger,regional scale.

With ice sheet retreat, fluvial, eolian and mass wasting processes were all intense.

especially during the early Holocene. Eolian activity became more dominant and

continued through the drier Mid-Holocene climate optimum. While fluvial processes

were sustained during drier times, rrass wasting decreased because of decreased water

availability' The later part of the Holocene experienced much variability in all processes.

Dune activity reveals much about past climate and vegetation. Since wind directs dune

formation, dunes are indicators of atmospheric circulation. Evidence found in early

explorers' maps and written descriptions of landscape (Muhs and Wolfe, 1999) help

detennine influences of human settlement and landscape modification on dune activity.

Dunes in the Prairies were active during drought in the 1930s. Poor agricultural practices

coupled with increased aridity helped to trigger dune activity. Some uncultivated areas

also experienced increased eolian activity, probably driven by circulation pattems

creating a different wind regime. Even before major European settlement and land
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modification took place, historical accounts from the early and mid-ni¡eteenth century

reported dune activity in the prairies.

using optical datings, dunes in the seward sand hills of southwestern saskatchewan were

sampled and periods of dune activity in the past two centuries identified (David et al.,

1999)' Most of the 19tr' century saw dune activity for this region corroborating Muhs and

wolfe (1999)' For this dune area, commencement of 19th century activity was attributed

to a more arid climate where: aridity reduced groundwater supply; then, any stabilizing

vegetation eventually depleted moisture trapped in dune sands; vegetation cover thinned

with limited moisture supply; and exposure of non-compacted sand to wind increased

dune activity' When precipitatìon increased in the latter part of the 19rr, century,

groundwater recharge began; basal sands became moister; and denser vegetation cover re-

established, again providing resistance to wind erosion and stabilizing dune activity. In

the 20tr'century, onlyminor activity occurred (even in the 1930s) compared to the lgrr'

century' unlike the previous example, the past two centuries of activity in this local

region was attributable mostly to climatic fluctuations. Human influence was a lesser

factor because the area was not cultivated.

During photospthesis, different plants use different types of carbon. carbon isotopes

found in paleosols sampled from dune fields in Manitoba and North Dakota, were

radiocarbon dated to almost 3,000 years BP. It was found that in cooler, wetter periods

o when sand quartz grains are buried, they begin to accumulate an electrical charge that increases in a measura6le andpredictable way in response to the level oîrad]ation exposure. The time erapsed since sediment grains were ¡astexposed to sunlight can be determined by measuring signals from sanrple sediments (Geoscience Australia, no date).
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when sand stability prevailed, signals for both C3 and Ca grasses were common. With

increased dune activity (warmer and drier periods), ca gïasses weïe more dominant.

Clirnate certainly was a significant force of dune activity prior to settlement but whether

climate is currently the main factor in eolian activity, or if human impacts have

destabilized landscape to activate dunes remains uncertain.

2.2.4 D end,roclimatolo gy an d D en droh ydrolo gy

Dendrochronology is the study of tree ring growth characteristics. Dendroclimatology

involves analyzing tree ring width variations to reconstruct temperature and moisture

conditions' Dendrohydrology involves the use of tree rings to study river flow, lake level

changes and flooding and drought histories. Tree rings provide fine, temporal resolution

with annual dating obtainable and even seasonal variations visible. Ring width

examination is the most common (and least expensive) component of tree ri¡g analysis.

Comparison of ring width records with available hydroclim ate d.ataassociates tree growth

response to temperature and precipitation variables. Temperature, precipitation and a

record offlood or drought events can be reconstructed (stahle, 1996).

Until recentl¡ trees in Canada's mountainous or foothill areas and northern locations

were commonly sampled for dendroclimatological studies (Stockton and Fritts (1973);

Luckman, 1994, 1998; case and MacDonald, 1 995; szeicz and MacDonald, 1995; Feng

and Epstein, 1996; Watson and Luckman, 2001). The western Prairie foothills yield trees

up to 1,000 years old (Sauchyn, 1997). Tree growth in these locations is limited by harsh

environmental conditions making them sensitive to climate changes (Bradley, Iggg). In
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the Prairies ecozone' tree species sampled for dendroclìmatic research include white

spruce in the Cypress Hills Saskatchewan (Sauchyn and Beaudoin, 199g), bur oak in

Manitoba (St. George and Niersen, 2002; St. George, 1999;Hanuta, 2002),ponderosa

pine in South Dakota (Brown and Sieg, rggg) and bur oak, pine and juniper in the u.s.
noftlrem plains (Sieg et al.,1996).

In the southem Prairies, dendroclimatological work with living trees is limited to the

recent past, 200 to 300 years' because few old trees exist. The record, however, may be

extended 600 years or more by using samples of wood from historic structures or

analyzing sub-fossil logs (St. George et al., 1999).

Based on tree ring analysis from riparian forest, a reconstruction of flood history to the

mid-1400s' for the Red River in Manitoba has been completed (st. George and Nielsen,

2002, 2000; St' George et al., ßgg). This proxy source extends the instrumental water

gauge record to improve knowledge of river flood events in a longer temporal context.

The Manitoba bur oak ch¡onology spans 536 years, from 1463 AD to lggg AD. Living

bur oaks found adjacent to the river displayed sensitivity to variations in river water

levels' In a sample of 194 bur oaks, an anatomical ring anomaly, unusually small

earlyr'vood vessels, was associated with high magnitude floods in the 19rr'century. These

"flood tings" appeared in 1852 and' rS2l,previously documented high magnitude flood

events (Rannie, 1998)' similarly formed rings found for 7747 and 153g indicate that

previously unknown extreme floods occurred on the Red River in those years. In addition
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to sampling living bur oak trees, wood fi'om historical buildings and dead logs buried in

the riverbank are included in the tree rins network.

The tree ring sarnples collected between Emerson and Lockport consist of more than 200

living trees, 44 disk samples from four historic structures and nine dead logs, The

relationship between bur oak ring development and flooding, however, is not simple. For

the 1826 event, 24o/o of the samples showed flood rings and only 5.9o/o ofthe samples in

1852 had visible flood rings. Flood ring development, therefore, may depend on a tree,s

location in the Red River flood plain. In addition, only trees at two sites displayed flood

rings. It is, therefore, difficult at this time to absolutely conclude whether any

characteristics of these sites or proximity to the river played roles in flood ring

development. If additional sites reveal flood ring signatures, site characteristics can be

analyzed to evaluate flood impact on tree ring development. Flood rings have nor yer

been discovered for the 1997 flood, one with a discharge similar to 1852 suggesting flood

ring development may be dependant on time of inundation and possibly duration of

inundation' Red pine, white pine and cedars in southeastern Manitoba have also been

sampled and will be used to reconstruct baseline climate for southern Manitoba (St.

George, personal communication. 2004).

Case and MacDonald (1995) leconstructed annual precipitation for a 487-year period in

tlre Alberta foothills. Pinus flexilis (lirnber pines), trees with lengthy life spans and

sensitive to moisture input were used in the reconstruction. The study found that historic

drought recuffence intervals in southern Alberta, covering the period of record are similar
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to that of the 20'n century and drought frequencies have shown no increasi¡g or

decreasing trend. The 18th century, however, experienced the greatest incidence of

drought years. This research also found that the 20tl' century's most severe drought i1

southwestem Alberta, between 191 8 and 1922, was not the most pronounced in the 487 -

year reconstructed history. ln the tree ring reconstruction, the most severe drought

occurred in the decade 1791-1800 with six of the 10 years in this decade being drought

years. Interestingly, there is little similarity between the Alberta reconstruction and some

work in the northem U.S. Great Plains (Stockton and Meko, 1983; Meko, lgg¡), Not all

drought periods identified in the Alberta record appear in the reconstruction by Stockton

and Meko (1983). Similarly, not all drought episodes documented by Stockton and Meko

(1983) are obvious in the Alberta reconstruction. This "asynchrony in the timing,

intensity, and duration of drought events" may be explained because of complex, regional

and local scale precipitation patterns, environmental interconnections and varying

response to changes (Case and Macdonald, 1995: 274). The two studies agree that

drought conditions are not atypical in the Prairies or Plains and that by looking only at the

modern, instrumental record, a full range of conditions is apparent. Knowing that

drought conditions more severe than recorded in the observed instrumental records have

occurred is significant and relevant to current and future resource planning and risk

analysis of extreme events.

Stockton and Meko (1983) reconstructed, a278-year precipitation record for the US Great

Plains using tree ring data from Montana, Idaho, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,

Oklahoma, A¡kansas and Wyoming, The tree ring record showed severe droueht
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appeared in multiple clusters of years. Multi-year droughts, as intense or more severe

than the 1930s Dust Bowl, were evident in the late 1750s, early I820s, early 1860s, and

mid 1890s. Droughts have been, and are still a common feature of the Great plains.

Similar to the investigation of historic flood occuffence on the Red River, investigation of

droughts in a longer temporal context shows that droughts more severe than the

instlutnental record records could be expected to recur in a region in the future.

Sieg et al' (1996) collected tree ring samples from North Dakota, South Dakota and lowa.

Cluonologies were developed and relationships between ring width and precipitation

analyzed. Ponderosa pine, Rocky Mountain juniper, eastern red cedar and bur oak are all

prospective species for dendroclimatic research in the northern Great plains. Oak samples

provided a tree ring record to 1676 AÐ, pine to 1281 AD and juniper to 1597 AD. Sieg

et al. (1996) found highest correlation between tree rings and precipitation using annual

precipitation rather than spring or summer amounts suggesting that ring width variations

reflected moisture conditions integrated over seasons.

2.2.5 Historical Records and Instrumental Measurements

Historical records and instrumental measurements provide data documenting recent

environmental change' In this thesis, recent environmental change in the study area is

defined as approximately the last 150 years.

Historical, written records span 1,000 years or more in some pafts of the world but are

often sporadic' The fundamental limitation of historical evidence is the brevitv of the
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period of time in which it is available. However, the strengths of historical evidence lie

in the accùracy with which it can be dated and the high resolution of the infonnation it

ytelds' Only ice core and tree ring data compare in quality with historical evidence in

tems of accuracy of dating and resolution (Bradley, 1999).

ln canada, records of the Hudson's Bay company (HBC) and Red River settlement are

available since the late 1600s and early 1800s, respectively. More recently, and

specifically in the southem Prairies, the Dominion Land Survey (DLS) or Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (RCMP) written records begin in the late 1g0Os. These records are

suitable to provide a representation of land cover prior to mass agïo-European settlement

and modification of landscape. Historic aI d,ata are also useful in identifying extreme

environmental events because these events were always noted in written materials. In the

Prairies, historical documents have been used to reconstruct climate for the pasr two

centuries years by Alsopp (1977), catchpole (rg7g), Rannie (19g3; 1990) and Blair and

Rannie (1994). prairie fire occunence was also studied by Rannie (2001).

2.2.5.i Hydroclimøte

Rannie (1999' 2002) cornpleted reconstructions of hydrological conditions for the Red

and Assiniboine Rivers over the past couple of centuries using historical written records.

climate of the 18tl'and 19tl'centuries in southern Manitoba has been reconstructed and

flood events on the Red and Assiniboine Rivers identified. A variety of documents were

consulted to reconstruct river flood events and estimate flood magnitudes. These

included HBC trading post journals and private conespondence as welr as reports held at
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the Provincial Archives of Manitoba (PAM). Whereas most documentation was spatially

limited to the junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers where settlement took place, a

quantitative scale evaluating flood magnitudes was derived from available written

observations. The research indicated that in the 19th century, the Red River experienced

more frequent and more severe floods than in the 20tl' century. Rannie (199g) confirmed

that floods with greater magnitude have occurred in the recent past and that the 1997

flood could be the third worst in the past two centuries. Another flood behaviour feature

observed was a higher incidence of summer flooding events in the 19th century caused by

excessive winter snow accumulation or heavy su'rrmer season rains.

Evidence of a wet 19tr' century in the Red River basin area was supported by other

studies' Research of historical accounts of Devils Lake, North Dakota reported higher

water levels during the period 1800 to 1870 (Wiche et al., 1996). A reconstruction of

diatom-inferred salinity in Moon Lake, North Dakota (135 km southeast of Devils Lake)

demonstrated low salinity levels from 1800 to 1850, implyng greater freshwater i'put in

this region, probably from increased precipitation (Laird et al., 1996).

Break-up and freeze-up dates in the 19th century for the Red River were reconstructed by

Rannie (1983). To gather information on break-up and freeze-up dates, Red River

settlers'diaries and correspondence from the 1800s were studied and compared to 20rh

century modem observations. Generally, the Red River broke up later in the spring and

froze earlier in the autumn during the 19tl' century. This pattern implies cooler spring and

autumn temperatures in 19th century southern Manitoba and the northern U.S. plains.
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Mean break-up of ice occured on April 23 in the 19tl' century and on April 12 in the 20tl'

century. Mean dates of first freeze-up were November 9 in the 19rh century and

November 20 in the 20tl'century.

Based on river break-up and freeze-up behaviour, Rannie (1983) suggests spring and

autumn mean temperature values of the 19th century were approximately 2.5"C cooler

than 20tl' century averages for southem Manitoba, Cooler conditions were noted for the

period, 1861 to 1880. Warming occuned rapidly in the following three decades, with the

1920s showing the greatest change towards overall waffner conditions. other studies

have also documented cooler conditions in the 19th century in the prairies and U.S. plains.

Tree ring analysis by Blasing and Fritts (1g76) revealed evidence of cold winters in the

U'S' Great Plains from approximately 1810 to 1875 or later. Analysis of historic

accounts (1850-1870) and instrumental records (1930-1960) in the U.S. north cenrral

Great Plains (Wahl and Lawson, 1970) indicated out the Red River Basin region

experienced colder temperatures in the 19tl' century. Examination of instrumental

measurements of Winnipeg daily minimum temperature records from 1g72 to l9gg,

Rannie (1990) asceftained a progressively later first autumn frost (at 0"C) in the 20rr,

century.

Extreme summer precipitation during 1993 in the central and northem plains of North

America was associated with persistence of a particular atmospheric pressure pattern that

draws moisture into this area from the Gulf of Mexico (Rannie and Blair, 1995).

Unusually high water levels and flooding occuned that summer in the Red River and in
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the U.S. mid-west (Mississippi River). Persistence of a low pressure trough extending

deep into the U.S. altered typical summer weather patterns. Normally, summers in the

central part of North America are dominated by a high pressuïe ridge with dry conditions

prevailing. When this pattern was replaced by a low-pressure trough, enhanced

meridional circulation resulted which allowed for the continuous influx of moisture over

a large area and over an extended period. Analysis of 19th century written, historical

documents revealed many wet summers and high summer water levels. It is speculated

that wet summers and high suûrmer water levels were more common in the 19t1, century

than in the 2Otì' century' A meridional ahnospheric circulation pattern promoting such

conditions is a possible explanation.

An investigation of Red River and tributary stream flows in North Dakota by Brun et al.

(1981) revealed increased flow rates during the 20th century. Gauge measurements taken

since the 1930s showed that downstream portions of streams experienced increases

greater than upstream areas. To find a cause or causes of increasing flow, the measured

flow rates were compared to precipitation input. While a positive correlation was

observed, the amount of precipitation increase did not account for the degree of increased

flow rate. Brun et al. (1981) ascribed increased flow rates to significant changes in land

drainage in the 20th century. Historically, water pooled in depressions and was allowed

to sit in fields, but engineered drainage schemes have directed surface runoff into streams

to make more agricultural land available and to allow land to dry quicker. Stream basin

drainage areas have been enlarged becaus e artificial drains contribute more water to
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stream systems. Land drainage, it is concluded, is definitely a significant factor

influencing flow rates and even, exacerbating flooding in the 20tl'century.

It is noteworthy that written records for Manitoba appeared in the era known as the Little

Ice Age (approximately 1500 to 1850), a period of generally cooler and moister climate

conditions attributable to atmospheric circulation pattems different from the 2gtl' century

(Bryson, 1980; Knox, 1983). Therefore, initial settlement of the Prairies occurued in a

different climatic environment than today. River liydrology is suggested to have behaved

and responded differently from today because of the different climate and land cover

conditions.

2.2.s.ii Lønd Cover

Recent human impacts on riparian forests have been documented in written and graphic

format (Nielsen et al, 1996). When organized, settlement of the Prairies began in the early

1800s with the establishment of the Red River colony, riverbanks were rapidly deforested

for building and fuel supplies. Tree ring analysis for oaks in the Winnipeg area depicted

aphase of increased growth beginning in the late 19th century. it is speculated that after

early 19"' century deforestation, less competition existed among trees thus increasing ring

width (growth) for a period.

Beginning with the fur trade in the late 1600s to agricultural settlement in the late 1g00s,

Prairie vegetation, wildlife, and aboriginal occupants experienced rnajor changes in

composition, numbers, and behaviour. Over this relatively short time span, humans have
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emerged as the dominant ecological component in this landscape, eliminating bison and

other animals, reducing or destrolng wildlife habitat and convefting land for agricultural

crops (Bird, 1961, Nelson, 1973). Bison grazing, wallowing and trampling of native

grasslands contributed to the appearance of the pre-settlement native landscape. Bison

and other grazeÍs, as well as ñres, likely maintained short prairie grasses over much of the

southern Prairies tenitory.

Nelson (1973) speculated that taller grasses appeared on the Prairie landscape after the

elimination of bison herds. Areas of tall grasses were then considered as ..natural,,

vegetation by sunøey teams and by farming settlers arriving in the 1870s. Determination

of pre-settlement land cover, then, may be a reconstruction that already includes

components of a landscape altered by early European, pre-agriculture presenTce.

Bird (1961) completed a comprehensive review of vegetation species composition in the

Aspen Parkland sumounding the Prairie ecozone. One 1905 map shows the extent of

Parkland in Manitoba. A second map, compiled about 50 years later, shows the

expansion of Parkland into former grassland areas. Periodic grass fires maintained short

grass cover and permitted occasional extension of grassland into adjacent parkland forest.

Since aspen poplar re-establishes very quickly after fire, grassland expansion into wooded

areas was relatively shorl-lived. Human land use and fire suppression after agricultural

settlement likely resulted in Parkland vegetation expansion, especially after 1g70 (Bird,

1961).
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The transfer of Ruperl's Land to the Dominion of Canada in 1g70 marked an era of

intense agricultural settlement in the Prairies between 1870 and 1900. The greatest

human modifications in landscape occuffed during the initial period of settlement after

the 1870s' Native prairie grassland became cropland or grazing land. Non-indigenous

vegetation and weeds were introduced. Livestock displaced and replaced bison herds.

Grass fires were suppressed. An ever-increasing amount of timber was cut from isolated

wooded areas across the Prairies and from river banks. The parkland woods, however,

persisted and even spread into sunounding grasslands because of fire containment. in

1876, the goverrlment of Manitoba recognized the need for regulation and protection of

dwindling animal populations and passed the first game act. However, habitat protection

was not considered at that time, so transformation of native prairie into agricultural land

continued unabated. Nevertheless, the nature of the original land suruey did, at the

outset, preserve considerable acreage in its native state. Various sections were i'itially

reserued for the Hudson's Bay Company and schools, and generous road allowances set

aside around each section. But as food demand increased, ûìore intensive agriculture

practices developed and many of the reserved sections were eventually sold to

agricultural settlers. Farming also eventually expanded onto marginal lands which often

were later abandoned.

Beginning in the 20th

of native grassland

vegetation has likely

(Bird, 1961; Rannie,

century, increasing mechanization in agriculture left o'ly remnants

cover in the canadian prairie provinces. Removar of native

increased surface water runoff and increased flooding of row lands

L999). Because low, flat land areas were attractive for agriculture,
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oralnage programs were initiated to remove water quickly after spring thaw. Removal of

native vegetation and implementation of artificial drainage has also likely resulted in

increased wind and water erosion of the more exposed soil (Bird, 1g61, Rannie, lggg).

Hildebrand and Scott (1987) also discuss the roles of wildlife and fire as controls of
grassland and Parkland lirnits in the Prairies. Bison contributed to suppression of tree

growth, and helped prevent expansion of trees into grassland regions even when climate

became more suitable for grasses. Grazing and trampling of young, woody vegetation

allowed grasses to dominate. uprooting and rubbing against trees by these huge animals

prevented forest expansion.

Hildebrand and Scott (1987) selected a sample of Prairie DLS township maps from the

late 1800s and compared tree cover prior to settlement in the prairies with calculated

present-day soil moisture deficits. Sample size totaled 4l points for Albefta,

Saskatchewan and Manitoba where climate data were available to determine moisture

deficit values. original surveyors' classifications (prairie, Forest, Scrub, Swamp, Brule

and open v/ater) were adapted to fall into the categories of prairie, ll'oods, Grove, and

water' wetland areas were reclassified into lloocls, Grove or prairie dependent upon

associated wetland vegetation type. For instanc e, a 'tamarack swamp, became ll.oocls

because of the presence of trees. A 'rvet, hay swamp' was reclassified prairiebecause of
the grassy characteristics of ,hay,.
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Differences in amount of tree cover were more plonounced with increasing moisture

availability. For example, if two adjacent areas both had high moisture deficits, of 230

mm and 250 mm respectively, no significant difference in tree cover was discernible. On

the other hand, if two adjacent areas had relatively low moisture deficit values, 80 mm

and 90 mlrl, a difference in tree cover between the two areas manifested. This

relationship demonstrated that the northern Parkland to coniferous forest vegetation

boundary where more moisture is available, is more sensitive to moisture changes than

the southern Parkland to grassland boundary with higher moisture deficits. Consequently,

when climate was cooler and wetter, the northern margin of Parklald-coniferous forest

expanded southward rather than the boundary between Parkland and grassland

contracting' That is, the coniferous forest encroached upon Parkland areas, reducing their

size. Hildebrand and Scott (1987) concluded the cunent Parkland zone is wider than the

pre-settlement era limits because the coniferous forest retreated northward, responding to

the onset of a warmer, drier climate trend. Additionally, agricultural settlement of the

Prairies and subsequent suppression of fires and destruction of bison herds has promoted

expansion of aspen Parkland woody vegetation into the southem grasslands. It is even

probable that other climate elements such as growing season length, degree days,

frequency of dry spells and short-term climatic variability, and others, influence grassland

or Parkland expansion and contraction.

Hogg (1994) has also shown a relationship between moisture and aspen parkland and

boreai forest zones in the Prairies. The current lirnits of Parkland are controlled by drier
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conditions that historically promoted greater fire frequencies in the southem parts of the

Parkland.

Rannie (2001) analyzed accounts of grass fires by settlers in southern Manitoba between

1796 and 1870. Seasonality, frequency, duration, extent and effects of fires were

discussed. High fire frequencies occured during the period and have been attributed

more to human influences rather than climate. As more settlers arrived in the area,

human carelessness with fire in camps and in agricultural practices increased and caused

more ftres allowing grassland to spread and foreste d, area to decline. With more intensive

agriculture later in the 19tl'century and into the early 20t1'century, fire suppresslon

became normal thus ending an era of grass fires.

'Watts (1960) produced a map depicting generalized distribution of pre-settlement

vegetation for Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba based on written reports of land

surveyors submitted to the Department of Interior in the late 1800s and from compilation

maps of the early land surveys. Differentiation and distribution of grassland and forest

vegetation was described. Grassland categories included: True Prairie; Mixed-grass

Prairie; Short-grass Prairie; Submontane MixecJ Prairie; Aspen Grove; and, Aspen-oak

Grove. Forest types were: Mixed WoocJ Forest; Manitoba Lowlancls Forest; and

Subalpine and Montane Forest. Wetland aïeas, however, were not specifically separated

from grass or wooded vegetation.
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Grassland was the dominant native cover prior to intensive settlement of the southem

prairies. The True Prairie definition encompassed tall grass species (the dominant being

big bltre stem) with few shrubs and trees along rivel courses only. True prairie was

found primarily west of the Red River extending north to approximately the Assiniboine

River. The western lirnit was the Manitoba Escarpment. Low, wet terrain was also

common in the True Prairie. Riparian forests in the True Prairie consisted mainly of

American white elm, the Manitoba maple, basswood and green ash, in addition to thickets

of willow. Mixed-grass Prairie grew in Manitoba and extended into Saskatchewan and

Alberta, composed of grass species varying in height from six inches to four feet. Short-

grass Prairie was established in southem portions of Saskatchewan and Alberta. Rapid

growing and drought-resistant species covered this moisture-deficient landscape.

Adjacent the Rocky Mountain foothills and in parts of the Cypress Hills, Saskatchewan,

Submontane Mixed Prairie occurred. Increased precipitation, cooler temperatures, lower

evaporation and better soil moisture promoted growth of hardy gïasses (fescue species).

The Aspen-oak Grove and Aspen Grove categories were transitional areas between the

southem grasslands and the boreal forests to the north. A combination of grasslands

interspersed with aspen poplar or bur oak trees constituted the Grove categories

vegetation' Aspen-oalc Grove occured in drier areas such as the lee side of slopes or on

lrilltops' In Manitoba, Aspen-oak Groves were located along the Manitoba escarpment

and slopes of the Pembina River valley. Other tree species (white elm, basswood, green

ash and Manitoba maple) could be associated with Aspen-oakregions. Sites that favored

tree growth included:
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Higher elevations experiencing moister conditions from higher precipitation,

cooler temperatures and reduced evaporation;

Depressions or ravines acting as snow traps and increasing moisture availability;

Low spots in the prairie where run-off collected or the water table was higher; and

Sandy areas allowing easy percolation of water.

Numerous, small Aspen Groves were scattered throughout the True prairie where

moisture criteria were met. Within the interior of the grassland, trees were typically

small, diameters being only a few centimetres and stands reaching maximum heights of

about four metres- Young Aspen Groves usually contained thick undergrowth of various

low-growing shrub species (hazel, cranberryr and other benies). Aspen Groves nearer the

edge ofboreal forest covered larger areas and had denser tree cover with prairie openings.

Trees were larger, diameters about 45 centimetres, and reached heights up to 17 metres.

The Mixed Wood Forest category, along the northern edge of the grasslands, contained

coniferous and deciduous species, white spruce and aspen dominating. Other common

tree species included balsam poplar, paper birch, balsam fir, jack pine, black spruce and

tamarack. Depending on local drainage, different species established dominance. Jack

pine and white spruce prefer drier environs, the rest of the above-mentioned species

favour moister conditions. Fire played an impoftant role in this ecosystem. Aspen almost

irnmediately regenerated in areas cleared by fire and was one of the f,rrst species to

mature. On the eastem edge of the prairie landscape, the Manitoba Lowlands Forest

existed' The surface was a combination of low, gravel ridges with poorly drained
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depressions between the ridges. Tamarack and black spmce dominated the waterlogged

depressions with Jack pine on the drier ridges. On the western edge of the grasslands,

along the Alberta foothills, the Subalpine Foresl was found. Lodgepole pine and

Engehnann spruce were dominant tree species.

The reconstructed, generalized vegetation distribution produced by Watts (1960) used this

fairly complex classification, distinguishing among different grass and woody species.

This classification also relied on the distribution of current vegetation patterns to aid in

classification' Although early survey maps and documents frequently identified tree

species, grass species were rarely differentiated. Original suruey maps, however, often

described the height of grasses and their density.

Archibold and Wilson (1980) were the first to analyze individual township maps ro

reconsttuct pre-settlement vegetation in Saskatchewan. The township maps for southem

Saskatchewan were produced in the 1880s. Six vegetation classification categories were

used: Grassland; Woodland; Scrub; Brule; Marsh and. Open Water. These were the same

category names defined on original township maps. Unlike V/atts (1960), no attempt was

made to provide descriptions or examples of species comprising these categories. A

series of maps was produced showing percentage cover of each surface cover t¡,pe in each

township. In this study, "notlh-south lines were used...providing a series of transects at 1

mile intervals for each township". Then vegetation mapping was accomplished by

measuring (in millimetres) "the length of every symbol entry for each vegetation type"

with "the sum of these values divided by the total length of the transect to provide a
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percentage cover value" for the different vegetation categories (Archibold and Wilson,

1980:2033).

Archibold and Wilson (1980) established that grassland dominated the southem third of

pfe-settlement land cover in Saskatchewan, bordered on the north by the North

Saskatchewan River. Woodland was found along stream courses and dominated north of

the North Saskatchewan River. The southeast part of Saskatchewan also had higher

percent cover of woods' Dense wood cover, townships with75% tree cover, existed in

the vicinity of Prince Albert (north central part of the province) at the limits of the

Prairies ecozone' Scrub was scattered tlu'oughout the study area. Brule, a term used to

identify burned tvoods, occurred in isolated, scattered patches throughout the study area,

with greater incidence in the noftheast. Highest percent cover by marsh was in the east

and southeast of the province in terrain of hummocky moraine.

When modern vegetation zones for Saskatchewan were compared with the reconstructed,

pre-settlement vegetation distributions and densities, human land use such as land

drainage and agriculture have visibly reduced nearly all types of vegetation cover.

Parkland vegetation, however, has expanded southward supporting the irnpofiance of fire

as a control to the limits of these woods.

Calculations of proportions of forest and grass cover across surveyors' north-south

transect lines fonned the basis of a pre-settlement vegetation classification for a resion

near Grande Prairie, Alberta (Tracie, L992; Table 2.1). A map was generated showing
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vegetation distribution for each township quarter section with a level of detail not

atternpted before. For each transect line, the percentage cover by vegetation type was

calculated. The classification included both sides of the transect line. This detailed

vegetation reconstruction was completed to investigate settlers' land choice preferences

in a small area where grassland and woodland, both desirable resources, were present.

Table 2.1: A Pre-Settlement Vegetation Classifïcation and Criteria near Grand

Prairie. Alberta

Grassland 80o/o or more grassland

Groveland 60-79% srassland

Transitional Groveland 40-59% grassland

Parkland 20-39% grassland

Scmb land <20Yo grassland

Trees 3 inches or less diameter at breast heieht

Forest land <20o/o grassland

Trees greater than 3 inches diameter at breast heieht

Poorly drained (open) 50o/o or more poorly drained and more than 50%o

open

Poorly drained (treed) 50o/o or more poorly drained and 50o/o or more treed

No information Area not surveyed or more thanT5o/o open water

Source: Tracie (1992)
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2. 2. 5. iii In strum e ntal úl/eatlt er Records

Gullett and Skinner (1992) analyzed temperature trends for Canadian Climate Regions

and found a statistically significant increase of temperature of 0.9'C over their 96-year

record for the Prairies. While an overall increasing trend of temperature is observed, cool

and watm phases are also apparent.'Warmer conditions prevailed from the late 1890s to

the 1940s, and since tlie 1980s with a cooler period between the 1940s to the 1970s and a

watming trend appearing in the 1980s. After analyzing temperature data from Winnipeg

between 1872 and 1993, Blair (1997) determined temperature variability over various

time intervals showed many shofi-tenn variations. A decrease in variability in the f,rrst

two decades of the 1900s was associated with a decrease in a meridional atmospheric

circulation. This suggests that Prairie Manitoba can experience rapid changes in climate

with certain weather trends persisting over short intervals. Zhang et al. (2000) have

shown statistically significant temperature increases across the Prairies between 1900 and

1998. Warmer temperatures were especially noticeable from 1950 to 1998. The

Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME, 2003) has included this

research in an assessment report to emphasize implications of Canada's changing climate

on the natural environment and socio-economic activities in Canada.

Climate is naturally variable but increasing anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases,

particularly carbon dioxide, have contributed to an enhanced greenhouse effect and global

warming. Various human activities have influenced the earth's surface, atmospheric

composition and other environmental systems and have disrupted natural processes

driving temperature and precipitation patterns. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
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Change or IPCC (2001) has stated that increasing temperature trends seen in Canada and

across much of the globe are linked not only to natural variability but also to human

activities: "There is new and stronger evidence that most of the warming observed over

the last 50 years is attributable to human activities."

Borehole temperature reconstructions (Majorowicz et al., 1999; Gosnold et a7,, l9g7)

detected cooler conditions in the 18tl'and 19tl'centuries with significant ground surface

temperature (GST)e warming in the grasslands of Saskatchewan, beginning in the 20tl'

century. Nevertheless, although the 18th and 19th centuries were cooler thal the20tt', a

warming trend was visible following the 18tl' century. lnterpretations of the GST logs

assett that significant watming was triggered prior to 1900, and also before significant

anthropogenic input of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. It is suggested that natural

clirnate variability, tending towards a warrner era, was already in progress and has

become amplified by human modifications of landscape and atmosphere. Land clearing

may have a more pronounced impact on regional energy balances and climatic changes

than is known. If ground cover remained undisturbed, it is proposed that the warming

fiend would be weakened. Lewis (1996) suggests that surface energy absorptions

increase (contributing to warming) after wetlands are drained and forests cleared. It

appears that land clearing has created a drier landscape and, a complex positive feedback

loop: A drier surface absorbs more energy, enhancing GST and ultimately surface air

'Cround Surface Tenrpelatures are measured at the Earth's sulface while Surface Air Tentperatures are measured 2 metres above the
sulface.
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temperature (SAT). Therefore, if native conditions remained undisturbed. GST and SAT

would probably not show the same degree of increases.

Using climate and vegetation model simulations, Case et al. (2000) and, Zhao et al. (2001)

have demonstrated that land cover change has statistically significant effects on regional

tetnperature and precipitation and impacts atmospheric circulation pattems. Land cover

changes have received more recognition in climate variability and change research

because of the physical interactions between land cover and land use and effects on

energy and moisture exchanges (Raddatz,2005; Pielke Sr.,2005; Feddema et al., 2005,

Diffenbaugh, 2005a,2005b; Marshall, et al., 2004), ln a climate modeling simulation,

Feddema et al. (2005) added effects of land cover change, specifically agriculture

expansion to study effects on energy fluxes. ln another climate cha¡ge modeling

experiments, Diffenbaugh (2005a, 2005b) found varied frequencies and intensities of

extreme summer weather events like storms or heat waves depending on types and

distribution of vegetation cover. Pielke Sr. (2005: 1625) observes that knowledge is

deficient in "the role of land use and land cover change and variability in altering regional

temperatures, precipitation...and other climate variables". The past large-scale changes

in land-cover that have occurred are at least in part drivers of local, regional and general

circulation patterns. And, present-day and future changes must be considered when

assessing regional and global climate change.

Using LANDSAT 7 satellite imagery, the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration

(PFRA) has produced a map showing present-day southern Prairies generalized land
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cover (Figure 2.1). Land cover data was compiled over the period 1993 to 1995 and

includes percentage cover of different land cover types. Agricultural activities dominate

the Prairies landscape with patches of woods and wetlands remaining.

2.3 Summary

The Canadian Prairies climate and land cover are dynamic experiencing frequent changes

over the Holocene and high annual variability. For much of the Holocene, climate

changes occurred naturally responding to solar cycles, atmospheric circulation changes

and changing surface conditions. But in the past couple of centuries, human disturbance

of the global climate system and landscape have produced changes more than ever before.

There is asynchronous timing of the onset of warïner, drier conditions or cooler, wetter

conditions across the Great Plains and the Canadian Prairies, Fritz et al. (1994) described

a complex interaction of the three dominant North American air masses: Cool, dry Arctic

air; Watm, dry westerly flow; and Warm, moist Gulf of Mexico air. positions and

movements of these th¡ee air masses, variations in moisture content and their

convergence exert control over the central plains regional climate and are responsible for

spatial variability in temperature and precipitation patterns. occurrence of warm, dry or

cool, moist conditions in an area depends on these air masses and the nature of their

spatial and tempotal vanability. Bryson (1980) and Blair and Rannie (1994) also

desclibed changes in atrnospheric zonal or meridional circulation affecting temperature

and precipitation patterns.
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Table 2'2 and Figure 2.2 summarizekey climate and landscape changes i¡ the Holocene

and their drivers' Comparisons of the reconstructions from the various proxy sources

across the Canadian Prairies and US Plains show that there is a broad representation of

clitnate and vegetation trends over the Holocene. Pollen analysis identifies the cooler,

wet conditions and boreal forest development following retreat of the ice sheet (A in

Figure 2'2)' After this stage, pollen also identifies both a warïner, drier climate witli

grassland expansion and Parkland development (B in Figure 2.2). Reconstructions of

lake salinities with diatoms or ostracodes reveal the Climatic Optirnum around 7,000 Bp

and then the shift to wetter, cooler conditions that helped establish the current ecozone

boundaries (C on Figure 2.2). Tree ring precipitation reconstructions a'd historical

records have documented variability between dry and wet periods in the lgtl'and 19,r,

centuries' Each of the proxies agrees generally on timing of climate phases but regional

differences are evident. with the proxies such as tree rings and historical accounts

teconstructing events in the past several hundred years, climate variability becomes very

apparent' Dry or wet series of years are identifiable but are not always s¡mchronous

across the region.
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Table 2.2: Summary Chronology of Environmental Change in the Holocene in the

Canadian Prairies (Before 10,000 BP to 1,500 BP).

(.)

ôl
ôt

ä0

Approximate

Time*

Climate Land Cover

Characteristics

Possible Driver(s) and

Comments

Earlier than
10,000 years BP

Cold and dry Continental Glacier Orbital forcing (Milankovitch
Cycle of Earth-sun
relationships).
High reflection of solar
insolation.

A
Around 10,000
years BP

Cool and wet Tnp refrcafina

Boreal forest growing at
the ice edge.

Glacial Lake Agassiz
formation.

Orbital forcing (Milankovitch
Cycle of Earth-sun
relationships).
Increasing absorption of solar
insolation.

Befween 9,000 to
6,500 years BP

Warmest and
driest time of
the Holocene
(Climate
Optimum or
Hypsithermal)

Grassland area expansion
Boreal forest area
cnnfracfino

Orbitai forcing (Milankovitch
Cycle of Earlh-sun
rclafinnqhinsl
Peak solar insolation input and
absorption.

B
6,500 to 4,000
years BP

Coolel and
wetter than
previous period
but not as cool
and wet as when
glacier was

Parkland forest developing
and separating grassland
f¡om boreal forest.
Grassland area contracting
Boreal forest area
expanding southward.

Possible atmospheric
circulation shift to a more
meridional pattem bringing in
more moisfure.

C
4,000 to 1,500
years BP

Cool and wet Modern vegetation
boundaries established with
grassland, parkland and
boreal forest areas.

Fire influences.
Grazing herd animals
influences.
Possible atmospheric
circulation shift to a more zonal
pattern bringing in wanner, dry
air.
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Table 2.2 continued (1,500 BP to present-day).

t Time ranges are approximate. Across the prairies. the onset of different prevailing

q)
I

c)

é)

Approximate

Time*

Climate Land Cover

Characteristics

Possible Driver(s) and

Comments

1,500 years BP
ro 1750 AD

Warmer and
drier

Modern vegetation
boundalies.

Medievai warm period

1750 AD ro 1860
AD

Cooler and
wetter
High variability

Little Ice Age

1860 AD to 1900
AD

Warmer and
drier

Clearing and conversion of
extensive areas of
grasslands and forests for
agriculture.

Significant human land use
influences (fire suppression,
elimination of grazing herd
animals, infroduction of foreign
vegetatlon species and weeds).

1900 AD to 1950
AD

Cooler- and
wetter
1930s exheme
drought

Continued clearing and
conversion of grasslands
and forest for agriculture.
Abandonment of marginal
agricultural lands.

Continued human land
influences with
mechanization.

use

more

C.l

tr
bo

1950 AD to 1999
AD

Warmer and
drier
1980s extreme
drnrrohf

Consideration to restore
natural land covers such as

grasslands, wetlands and
forests.

Signif,rcant human land use
influences.
Significant human influences on
the global climate system
identified.

? I sl ao-h,-,, Warmer and
drier
Incleased
variability

Restoration of natural land
covers such as gr-asslands,

wetlands and forests to take
advantage of carbon
sequestratron oppoúunities
to meet internationai Kyoto
Protocol ciimate change
agreement

Climate models indicate
waüner and drier conditions for
the southem Prairies.
Greater variabiiity and more
extreme events.

climate conditions is not uniform.
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Figure 2.2: Vegetation Establishment in the prairies (Ritchie.1976)
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All natural landscapes and biotic systems are dynamic, continuously adjusting to

changing environmental conditions. Bowen (1gg4) stated that the wetland areas of

Canada, the U.S. and Eurasia, created after glaciation should not be considered natural or

'normal' components of the landscape but temporary features that, with or without human

intervention eventually disappear from the landscape. While it is acknowledged that in

geologic or evolutionaty tirne scales, the observation is correct, it is neveúheless still

pertinent to identify human contributions in environmental change. Human interference in

natural systems is altering natural transitions and accelerating or slowing ceftain

environmental processes' The IPCC (2001; 1996) reported the Earth has experienced a

relatively stable climate over the past i0,000 years, temperatures not fluctuating more

than 1oC in any century. However, only in the last century, global average temperatures

have increased between 0.3o to 0.6'C. And, in the Prairies, nearly a 1oC increase has

occurred in the past century. Climate is naturally variable but various human activities

have influenced the earth's atmospheric composition and other natural systems. While

there is a consensus that global warming is occuming, the rate of change, the significance

of human impact on other components of the biosphere and extent of regional impacts is

still uncertain.

Human disturbance of native vegetation and fauna changed species composition,

dominants and succession and introduced new vegetation species to the prairies. Fire

suppression, fewer grazing animals and disturbances by these animals (buffalo wallows or

trampling of surfaces) have modified the pre-settlement ecosystem (Bird, 1961; Nelson,

1973)' While attempts to re-introduce or restore former forest and wetland areas may
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approach near-native conditions, the pre-settlement landscape will likely never be truly

recreated because only small areas can be preserved today. Farmland has become the

present-day and will continue to dominate as the future landscape in the southem prairies.

ln order to understand environmental change, an integrated, multidisciplinary research

approach based on a variety of data is desirable. lnstrumental records are available only

for a short duration of time and the use of proxy evidence provide information on a

variety of time scales. Ascertaining what factor or combination of factors is responsible

for a particular environmental change is important. Because of complex interactions,

feedbacks and forcings between physical and biotic systems, and different sensitivities

and response tìmes, it is necessary to identify as many as possible potential factor.s

controlling changes. For instance, the natural geomorphology of the Red River Valley

and sunounding landscape has been modified extensively by agriculture. At the same

time, changes in climate are believed to have occurred. Has the former or the latter had a

greater impact or any at all on the flood historv of the river?

A diversity of projects, using both modern instrumental records and vadous proxy data

sources provide insight into the past environment and direction for prospective future

research' Natural pattems and distributions on scales of hundreds to thousands of years

can "put current phenomena into the context of a longer time-frame, allowing us to see

processes taking longer than a lifetime, and to gauge the importance of past cyclic or

unusual events, disturbance regimes, and historically constrained phenomena',

(Schoonmaker and Foster, 1991). Paleo data provide baseline information that can be
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used to trace environmental changes and to determine the relevance of human imoact on

natural systems.

It is important to continue to add paleoenvironmental study sites in the US Great plains

and Canadian Prairies regions to better establish spatial distributions of arid and wet

phases and discover the extent of regional differences and the drivers of the parrerns.

Generalizations about cool, moist conditions during the Little lce Age or warm, dry

conditions during another era may be too simplified. Regional (North Dakota versus

Manitoba), or even surrounding micro-scale hydroclimate conditions may be quite

different' Because of the character of plecipitation, it is, therefore, impoftant to try to

develop climate histories for more local resions.

Chapter 3 describes the historical and modern data utilized to reconstruct pre-settleme't

land cover and climate for the study area. The chapter also details:

. Methods used to assess DLS land cover terminology;

r Capture of paper copy data and input to digital format;

. Creation of the GIS historic land cover database; and

' Comparisons of historic land cover information with modem-day land cover

infonnation.
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CHAPTER 3

DATA SOURCES AND METHODS

3.1 Primary Data Sources

Many proxy data typically show climate or other environmental changes by identifying

specific patterns, trends or responses, or variations in abundance of some indicator.

Environmental changes are often linked to climate but other non-climate controls may

also influence responses and variations. For example, in addition to climate influences,

vegetation succession and competition play roles in determining vegetation pattems.

Biological proxy indicators may also be responding to impacts of disease or

anthropogenic effects. With written records, human perception or bias influences data

recording,

Environmental responses to climate are also not always immediate. Responses vary

locally and regionally, and transpire at different times and rates. Large-scale vegetation

boundary shifts in particular experience a lag response to changes in temperature and

moisture conditions. Therefore, proxy indicators of climate change manifest changes at

different times depending upon location of the evidence and the type of proxy (Sauchyn,

1997).

Different types of proxy data are also more reliable signals for ceftain climate conditions.

For instance, trees can display an immediate, visible response to temperature and

moisture stress by reducing growth (Sieg et al., 1996) and diatoms are excellent
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indicators of arid conditions (Moser et al., 1996). Extreme weather or environmental

events, such as tomadoes or blizzards and droughts or floods will definitely be observed

in a written record.

Record length varies for the different proxy sources at different locations. For example,

deep, permanent bodies of water contain longer records of sedimentation layers

(Desloges and Gilbert, 1994). In many shallow and saline prairie pothole lakes, a

continuous annual record is not usually obtainable because of the precipitation of salts

and disappearance of water during dry periods exposing the lakebed to wind erosion

(Sauchyn, L997). Establishing a chronology of climate and discerning between climate

changes and natural variability are major challenges in paleoenvironmental research. For

chronology detennination at a scale of hundreds to thousands of years, radio carbon

dating (C-14) is commonly used in stratigraphic, diatom or pollen studies (Sauchyn,

1997). A relatively new technique, optical dating, determines the last time sediment was

exposed to sunlight and establishes a chlonology (Huntley and Lian, Iggg). Tree rings

and lake sediment varves are the only natural proxies that allow accurate annual dating.

They can also be easily cross-correlated with modern data to obtain confirmation of

dating. Individual years can frequently be assigned to written records. Months and even

days and hours can also be determined in written documents. Any of these factors rnay be

responsible for discrepancies in information when different proxy sources are compared

(Sauchl'n, 1997).
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Before the past two decades, a limited amount of paleoenvironmental research occurred

in the Prairie grassland region (Lemmen and Vance, 1999). Very little is known even for

the past millennium. This is primarily because of the lack of appropriate sampling sites

for the various proxy data sources. Most studies in the Prairie Provinces involving proxy

sources have been completed in more transitional environments where stresses are more

easily identifiable. For example, trees in mountainous or foothill areas and northem

locations are particularly sensitive to climate changes and to extreme events, so tree rings

clearly reveal these responses (Luckman,7994). Very few old, living trees suitable for

coring are found in the Prairie grasslands but old, dead trees buried in sediments have

been sampled along the banks of the Red River (St. George et a1., Iggg). Another way of

lengthening tree ring recotds in the Prairies is by analyzing lumber used to build wooden

sttuctures, in the 1800s or earlier. Few lakes exist in the Prairies ecozone and many of

these are shallow and temporary with exposure to wind erosion, providing only a short

and discontinuous record of sediment layers. Sediment sampling of several oxbow lakes

in the Red River valley region occurred in 1998 to evaluate quality and data continuity

(Brooks et a1., 1999). Brooks and Grenier (2001) established the chronology and

composition of the oxbow's sediment. The Palliser Triangle Global Change project

contributed significantly to paleoenvironmental research in the Prairies, especially in

Saskatchewan and Alberta (Lemmen and Vance, Iggg). And, following the 1997 Red

River flood, the basin area of Manitoba underwent extensive paleoenvironmental study

with the Red River Flood project (Brooks, 2003). These projects used, evaluated and

compared different proxy sources to build a knowledge base of past and current

environmental pattems and processes.
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This Chapter discusses the information and methods

land cover from the DLS township maps and for

surveys. The data comprises written and graphic

instrumental records and present-day remote sensing.

used to reconstruct pre-settlement

charucterizing climate during the

historical records, tree ring data,

3.I.1 Written or graphic historical information

Written or graphic historical records yield evidence of a variety of past environmental

conditions including climate (Rannie and Blair, 1995; Rannie, 1990; Catchpole, 197g),

land cover (Hanuta, 200I; Wiseman and Joss, 2001; Archibold and Wilson, 19g0) and

hydrology (Rannie, 1999, 1998). These proxy data, covering a time span of several

hundred years in the Prairies are highly suitable in describing conditions before extensive

human modifications of the landscape and in documenting climate, vegetation, fauna and

other natural phenomena. The fundamental limitation of historical evidence is the brevity

of the period of time in which it is available. However, the strengths of historical

evidence lie in the accuracy with which it can be dated and the high resolution of the

information it yields.

In Manitoba and the other Prairie Provinces, the DLS written records begin in July 1g71

soon after Manitoba and the Northwest Territory became part of Canada. prior to

intensive promotion of the agricultural opportunities of the Canadian prairies, survey

teams were dispatched to map the landscape. Land cover information was compiled in
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DLS township maps and analysis of these maps provides insight into surface cover prior

to the influx of European immigrants. The Canadian system of survey was based on the

U'S' rectangular system known as the Land Ordinance so land division structure is very

sìmiiar in the Canadian and U.S. Plains. The township system of location is still used

today, thus making comparisons to modern conditions possible.

3.1.2 Department of the Interior and the Dominion Land survey

The office of the Surveyor General, of the Department of the Interior, created in 1g71

was respollsible for conducting formal legal surveys and for preparing legal suryey maps.

Much of the Surueyor General's work before the 1930s was in prairie Canada and

entailed the systematic division of land into administrative units for the disposal of these

lands for settlement. Accounts summarizing the history of the Dominion La'd Survey

are found in Thomson (1967), MacGregor (1981), McKercher and Wolfe (19g6) and

Richtik (1997).

The original Dominion Lands Act legislation enacted in 1872 d.efined Dominion Lands

and dictated procedures for their survey and disposal. The system ofsurvey based on the

American system used different dimensions. The Township was the basic unit of the

suruey: "The Dominion lands are laid off in quadrilateral townships containing thirty-six

sections of six hundred and forty acres or one square mile in each...." (Department of the

Interior, Canada, 1883, page 2). In Manitoba, the archived records of the DLS surveys

begins in 1871 and runs to the 1930s. The southern Prairie areas were surveyed first with
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sulveys expanding nofthward to the Interlake and Riding Mountain Regions. Figure 3.1

shows the extent of surveys conducted in southern Manitoba.

Instructions for the survey were compiled in manuals issued by the Department of the

Interior. Numerous editions were printed, the first in 1871. The Provincial Archives of

Manitoba (PAM) holds a third edition manual from 1883 and an eighth edition from

1913. Manuals focussed on the technical aspects of the survey but instructions for the

recording of natural conditions were included. Some instructions weïe vague and general

and, therefore, likely contributed to variations seen among surveyoïs in details reported

for the environment. Below is an extract from the third edition manual requirement for

the recording of natural phenomena:

The field notes must be a faithful, distinct and minute record of everything
officially done and observed by the surveyor and his assistants purruunr ro
instructions in relation to running, measuring and -urking lines,
establishing boundary corners, laying off road allowances &c, and present,
as far as possible, a full and complete topographical description of the
country surveyed.
(Department of the Intedor, Canada,l883, pages 1g_19)

Each suryey was assigned a numbered Field Note Boolc in a standardized format that was

"to be a fair and exact copy of the original notes taken in the field" (Department of the

Interior, Canada, 1883, page 18). Field notebooks, belonging to individual surveyors

were used to document a survey. These notebooks were then used in the cornpilation and

production of the final legal survey for a particular township. Figure 3.2 shows a¡

example of a field notebook page. Notebook entries were typically made for individual

sections along the road allowance separating two sections. Therefore, detailed

descriptions can be found for individual sections. Because field notebooks often
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Figure 3.1: Extent of Dominion Land Surveys across Manitoba
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recorded information in more detail, they contain written descriptions of land cover

features not always transfened to the final township plans. Examples of documentation

found in notebooks but rarely or never on township maps include:

. Observations of depth and quality of surface water;

. Descriptions of stream banks and current speeds;

. Availability and quality of subsurface water;

. Typical tree trunk diameters in wooded areas;

' Quantity and suitability of timber for construction or fuel usel and

' Dimensions and heights of local changes in elevation.

Occasionally, notebooks identified geological features or mineral deposits and anirnal

species found in a township.

Land cover information initially recorded in field notebooks was transferred by surveyors

onto standardtzed township base maps. The Department of Interior required plans to

show:

...a11 the topographical features of the country as referred to in the field
books. The topography is to be represented in manner following, that is to
say:
Bush, - a wash of light green without any imitation of trees.
Brulé, - a wash of light brown without any imitation of trees.
Swamps, - a wash of light yellow, with small strokes of green representing
reeds, &c.
(Department of the Interior, Canada, 1883 pages 25-26)

Upon completion of a suruey, the surveyor was required to submit various documentation

to the Department of the Interior confirming the survey work. Among the material

submitted were the f,reld notebook and compiled township plan. ln the final pages of the
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field notebooks a written summary report of the state of the landscape and environment

was included. The sulveyor:

...wìll also subjoin in a concise report such further description or otneï
information connected with the township surveyed as he may be able to
afford, which may be useful or necessaïy to be known, giving a general
description of the character of the country, its soil and geological fátur"s,
timber, minerals, waters &c.
(Departrnent of the Interior, Canada, 1gg3 page25)

During the survey, progress reports were also submitted to the Department of the Interior.

The PAM contains holdings of progress reports in Survey Administration Files. These

record holdings begin in 1875 and were not useful for this study since the majority of

work was completed before 1875.

Wrile many landscape features were recorded and mapped, the specifications of the

suruey manual were not always followed. The most important task of the surveys was

finding the best agricultural land for settlement. Thus in mapping and describing a

township, establishing legal boundary lines and emphasizing certain features, such as the

quality of soil, and the availability and quality of water and timber to settlers were

priority tasks. In the eighth edition manual, inshuctions specified that "the surveyor must

not lose sight of the fact that the main object of his plan is to identify the boundaries of

the parcels laid out; the plan must not be obscured by irrelevant details" (Department of

the Interior, Canada, 1 91 3 page 85).
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3.1.3 The Township and Range System

To subdivide land in the west, a grid system was employed using township lines running

east and west and range lines running north and south. Baselines were required to initiate

the ordering of the landscape. The international boundary served as a baseline for the

nofih/south component of the survey system but a meridian baseline was necessary to

describe land in an east/west plane. The First or Prime Meridian was established west of

winnipeg, at 97" 27' 28.4r" west longitude (Thomson, 1967, page 35). six additional

meridians were established in western Canada as the survey progressed (Figure 3.3).

The range component of the legal description is, therefore, accompanied by reference to

east or west of a baseline meridian.

A township comprised 36 square miles in area and was divided into the 36 sections, each

section being one square mile (Figure 3.4). An allowan ce, 99 feet, for roads along all

section lines was also made during the initial survey. In 1881, the road allowance was

reduced from 99 to 66 feet, and every second east-west road eliminated (Richt lk, IggT).

Every township plan produced by the DLS used a common scale of: one inch to 40

chains' A chain is a unit of measure equalling 66 feet.l It can, therefore, be represented

as a scale of: 1:31, 360 or 1 inch to 0 .5 miles.

' Som. of the common measures found on DLS maps of the 1g70s:
1 link: 7.92 inches
100links: 1 charn
1 chain: 66 feet
S0chains:1mile
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Figure 3.3: Meridian Lines Established across the Prairies (Library and Archives Canada)
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Acreages of all surveyed divisions and water areas, the nature of rnajor landforms, and

information on soil quality, vegetation, roads and trails, and existing settlement were to

be shown on the plan.

Standardized colours and slmbols to depict land cover and human features were also

prescribed in the manuals (Table 3.1). While conducting this research, it was discovered

that, at times, the standard colours or syrnbols were not easily identifiable on the

township maps or were replaced by different shading or symbols.

Table 3.1: some of the colours and symbols used on DLS Township plans

Colour or Symbol Meaning

Green Woods

Dotted Green Scrub or Prairie and Woods

Blue Water

Yellow with small black strokes Marsh

Pink Settler's Improvements

Brown 8ru1é (Burnt Woods)

Etching or Grey Hills or Slopes

Along the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, a different survey existed before the DLS was

initiated. The River Long Lot Survey, established in 1813, occurred prior to the township

surveys so did not conform to the strict sectional grid of the township sur-vev.
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Most long lots consisted of a 10 to 72 chain (660 to 792 foot) river frontage and a strip

reaching two miles back. ln areas with river lots, the township system grid was applied

where river lots ended. Additional details on the history of the river lot suruey are found

in Kaye (1997). Official re-surveys of long lots were undertaken around the same time as

township surueys of the 1870s resulting in adrninistrative units terme d, Parishes along the

Red And Assiniboine Rivers. Parish survey maps were produced with various scales.

3.1.4 The DLS Documents Consulted to Reconstruct Pre-settlement Land Cover

Information

A variety of original technical and descriptive records of surveys made under the

provisions of the Dominion Lands Acts are held in the PAM. Original township plans for

Manitoba, arranged by legal description, produced between i871 and 1930 are deposited

with the PAM map collection. In addition to the original, First Edition Township plans,

successive editions are avatlable for some townships. Field notebooks accompany the

township plans. A diverse collection of other related records is also available. Some

examples include documents conceming the technical, policy and legal aspects of the

survey of Dominion lands, the surveyors' field notebooks and diaries, corïespondence

and administrative files. Original parish maps are also available at the pAM along with

related holdings. This study uses original DLS township plans, parish maps and held

notebooks to reconsttuct pre-settlement land cover information. Field notebook reoorts

are included in Appendix 2.
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3.1.5 Other Written Historical Information

Manitoba newspaper publications from the era of the surveys were searched for

references to land cover information, climate conditions or other environmental

references. These references were transcribed verbatim for the years ig70 to 1g75. Most

of the information derived from newspaper media pertained to climate.

Daily temperature readings and weekl y and, monthly precipitation amounrs were

periodically printed in newspapers. Extreme weather events such as winter storms or

summer thunderstorms were very newsworthy. Some of the available numerical readings

f¡om the newspapers were graphed, and provided indications of temperature and moisture

conditions' Accuracy of the instrumental records measuring temperature or precipitation

is not known since information on the type of equipment used, placement, or time of

readings is not available. The printed readings are used to:

' confirm descriptive accounts of cold or hot and wet or dry conditions:

' Corroborate other proxy evidence; and

. Supplement any land cover information.

Many environmental phenomena and extreme events were described in newspaper

articles. Some of these include:

. Prairie fires;

' Break-up and freeze-up of the Red River and water

the importance of boat transport:

Ievel fluctuations because of
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"The Red River commenced breaking up on the 2gth [April], and moved a
little every day thereafter; until as we go to press, the 3id [May], it is
hunyirig en masse lakewards, and will probably be all gone in a couple of
days' The International fsteam ship] lying near Point bouglas, is getting
impatient to be off'(The Manitoban, May 4,lg72\,

' Land suitability for the onset of spring farming operations in the settled vicinity of

the Red and Assiniboine Rivers: and

" Conditions beyond settled area were noted if there was significance to human

activities. As an example, in May 1873, "The plains are quite as dry as they were

a month later last spring, and surueyors aïe jovial" (Manitoba Free press, May l0

I 873).

For this study, references to environmental phenomena can support temperature and

precipitation data.

Table 3.2 lists the newspapers consulted in

suruey years have been compiled from

manuscript), These reports were consulted

just prior to commencement of the survey.

this study. Newspaper reports prior to the

the Nor'Wester by Rannie (unpublished

to asceÍain general climate characteristics
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Table 3.2: Manitoba Newspapers Consulted to Acquire Historical Climate and

Environmental Information

Newspaper Name Years

Nor'Wester 1867|., 1g6g*, 1g69*, 1970,

r871, 7972, 7973, 7974,

t875

The Manitoba Free Press 1872,7973, lg74

The Daily Free Press r875,1976

The Manitoba News-Letter 1870, 1971

The Manitoban 1870, Ig7I, 1972, ig73,

1874,

The New Nation 1 870

xTranscribedenvironmentalinformaffiannie(nodate)

3.2 Instrumental climate data

Some temperature and precipitation insirumental data aÍe available for Winnipeg

beginning during the survey time. The Meteorological Service of Canada, Environment

Canada supplied monthly mean temperature, and rainfall and snowfall amounts in digital

format. This information is graphed and used to summarize temperature and

precipitation trends during the surveys.
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3.3 Tree ring data

St. George (personal communication) supplied the reconstructed hydroclimate data

obtained from tree ring analysis of bur oaks sampled along the Red River. Living bur

oak trees, stumps and fossilized logs were cored with a 16-inch or Z$-inch Swedish

increment borer. Coring involved inserting the boring tool into the tree at about breast

height and penetrating the tree through its center pith to ensure growth rings for the life

span of the tree were acquired. Core samples were inserted into straws and labeled. At

the Manitoba Geological Survey, cores were allowed to dry for approximately 10 weeks

and then mounted in wooden blocks. Once dried, samples were sanded and polished to

make rings more visible under a microscope. Generating a tree-ring chronology involved

measuring each core sample using a VolmexrM Tree Ring Measuring System. One sample

was pìaced on a moveable platform under a Nikon photomicroscope connected to a

television camera displaying an image of the tree rings. Measuring was accomplished by

counting growth rings beginning at the bark and proceeding inward. The tree ring

measuring system included a module connected to a computer enabling electronic

measurement and digital recording of ring widths for use in cross-dating.

Cross-dating among samples v/as accomplished using a specialized computer program

COFECHA developed by Grissino-Mayer et al. (1995). Trees in a particular area can be

expected to show similar patterns of growth since they will be influenced by sirnilar

environmental forcings (Nowacki and Abrams, 1997). Cross-dating involves comparing

ring widths of each core sample at a site to find these similar patterns of growth among
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the trees. When similarities were identified among the samples of a site, dates of ring

formation are confitmed and a chronology is established based on the synchronization of

ring width pattems. Another specialized computer progïam ARSTAN (created by

Grissino-Mayer et al., 1996) was applied to statistically standardize or eliminate age-

related growth trends. Climate signals from the trees were identified by correlation of

detrended chronologies against available climate records. A statistical regression model

was then applied to hind cast precipitation to 1409 A.D.

This study consults the tree ring reconstructed precipitation record between 1860 and

1876. The tree ring data provide information on the wetness or dryness in the Red River

area prior to and during the surveys.

3.4 Modern instrumental land cover data

One of the thesis objectives involves comparing past land cover to present-day

information. Several remote sensing sources and classified maps are consulted. These

are described below.

3.4.1 Classified LANDSAT Satellite Imagery

Interpreted and classified LANDSAT data for 1995 were received from the prairie Farm

Rehabilitation Administration (PFRA). The LANDSAT data set was chosen to represenr

the modem-day landscape because it provided a current charactenzation of land use in a

format that can be analysed by a GIS and it covered the entire study area. Comparisons

were made between tlie 1870s reconstructed landscape and the modem-day landscape,
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Because the land cover information captured by LANDSAT was compiled from a

collection of images taken over many months, precipitation input probably influenced

how water resources appeared, especially the remaining wetlands and small lake. Since,

images were taken during months with no snow cover, rainfall amounts play a role

affecting wetland extent in 1995. Table 3.3 shows rainfall between April and October at

Winnipeg, as an example showing the variability in one season. April, June and July

below nonnal rain mounts allowed for wetland areas to dry. September, with 670/o more

rain than normal made the wetland/water landscape appear different from even a month

prior' The town of Emerson is also graphed to show an example of spatial variability in

rainfall and this influence on images captured. The month of July in Emerson had nearly

400% more rain than Winnipeg.

Table 3.3: Comparison of rainfall amounts (mm) between Winnipeg and Emerson,

April - October, 1995.

April May June July August September October

Winnipeg 1,.9 50.4 JJ.¿ 29.2 125.s 34.4 39.8

Emerson 4.O 3s.9 26.9 108.6 81.6 71,6
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3.4.2 Orthophotographs

Digital orthophoto Images (DoI) are gray-scale images of the eafth's surface showing all

natural and human-made features. The images have a 2-metre pixel resolution.

Rectifîcation2 processes are applied to remove distortion, curyature, and other anomalies

in the photographs' Coverage by DOI is available for the entire study area. Some of

these images are used in case study examples. Using the GIS, a DoI can be an overlav

over the 1870s reconstructed land cover to highlight changes.

3'4'3 Manitoba Forest Resource Inventory (FRI) Interpreted Air photographs

Forest inventory maps were developed from interpretation of large-scale, 1:15,g40 aerial

photography. The Forestly Branch of Manitoba Conservation made these maps

available. Each forest inventory map covers one township (36 square miles). FRI mans

are used in a case study for a forested area.

3.4.4 Digital Topographic Maps

Topographic features such as major streams, water bodies, populated centres, township

grid and provincial boundaries were used as reference. The 1:500,000 topographic map

series was used as the source for the streams and water bodies.

Any detaìled modem-day drainage systems displayed were obtained from i:20.000

' Rectification refers to a process of h'ansforming the image to align with a r.efere'ce ma'.
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topographic maps from the Manitoba Land Initiative (MLI). All reference data were

obtained from the MLI web site at:@

3.5 Methods

3.5.1 The Townships and parishes

originally, a total of 194 southem Manitoba townships comprised the study area to show

pre-settlement land cover but this number was reduced to 170 townships. The 24

townships removed were found in the eastern part of the study area and were eliminated

because they were surueyed later than the initial surge of surveys in the 1g70s (between

the 1880s and early 1900s)' A total of five parish maps were included along the Red

River' Parish maps were available for the parishes of Lorette and St. Anne along the

Seine River' Land cover adjacent to the Assiniboine River was also reconstructed by

using palish maps. Appendix 1 contains a listing of townships and parishes used in the

study, their survey dates, names of surveyors and field notebook numbers.

The 170 townships of the study area covered 16,500 kin2. Figure 3.5 illustrates the study

area and the years each township was surveyed. Most of the surveys in the study area

occured between 1871 and 1875 (97%) with the majority of the work completed in 1g72

(139 townships). Figure 3.6 depicts when the parishes were surveyed. Most suwey

teams conducted their work in the summeï months. July and August were the two most

common months to carry out fieldwork (Figure 3.7).
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Very few surveys were performed in the winter

few townships where impassable, boggy terrain

year.

months. Winter sulveys occurred in a

prevented passage at other times of the

3.5.2 content Analysis, Land cover categories and other categories

Land cover categories similar to the original categories were used for the mappi'g.

Because the same surveyor did not conduct every township survey, variations in land

cover interpretation must be considered. To assess the consistency of original

classifications, written descriptions of land cover were analysed. This consisted of two

distinct components: data collection and data analysis. Data collection involved

transcription of the original township plan land cover information. Land coveï polygons

were traced from the original documents verbatim to ensure interpretations would

commence after all relevant data was collected. All written remarks relating to land

cover were also transcribed from the original township plans. Target information

extracted from township plans and specific to land cover included references to:

. Prairie land

I Wooded areas

r Wetland areas

. r'Scrub" vegetation

. Surface water bodies or streams

. Locations of spring outlets

Human settlement features were also transcribed from township and parish maps.
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Figure 3.5: Year of First Survey for Townships in the Study Area
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Figure 3.8 is an example township illustrating the initial data collection process. The

figure shows the outlines of the boundaries for various landscape features. When the

surveyor carried out actual traverses of a landscape feature, the extent of the feature was

visible because a solid or dashed line was used to map the boundaries on the township

plan like the example in Figure 3.8. In these cases, digitizing followed the lines

identified by the surveyor and there is higher confidence of the land cover area.

However, boundaries showing the extent of land cover areas were not always clear.

Warkentin and Ruggles (1970: 268) caution that "the idiosyncrasies of the individual

surveyors in deciding how much vegetation to record creates a ... limitation in using

these maps as a source on vegetation distribution". This limitation is noted and a
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consistent procedure adapted in transcribing the original land cover polygons and their

boundaries (Section 3.6).

Figure 3.8 also shows exact transcriptions of text found on the original township map.

Written descriptions aided in classification. After initial data collection (recording of the

township plans' land cover polygons and written material), a content analysis of the

written descriptions took place. Text descriptions were frequently found with map

symbols/shading on the township plans. The derivation of some scientific (quantitative)

infol111ation from textual material is referred to as content analysis. Interpretation

resulted in assigning words to different land cover categories. The initial primary land

cover categories were:

• Prairie;

• Woodland;

• Scrub;

• Wetland; and

• Water

These category names were almost identical to the original plan category names (Prairie,

Woods, Scrub and Marsh) and very similar to the categories used by Archibold and

Wilson (1980) and Hildebrand and Scott (1987). After all the individual townships were

compiled to form one map of the area, the Woodland and Scrub categories ultimately

were combined to become a Forest category. This was done because most of the Scrub

was already interspersed within wooded areas of the Parkland forest.
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The first stage in the content analysis involved identification and assignment of

individual root words or phrases to land cover categories. The most common technique

to give textual material a quantitative expression in content analysis is the frequency

count. Statistics on the occurrences of words or phrases are included in this part of the

analysis. Much uniformity existed among the root words used to desclibe any particular

landscape or phenomena. This consistency appeared over all the townships in the study

area and from surveyor to surveyor. Numerous descriptive adjectives of key words were

also present. Because of the variability and number of descriptive words accompanying

root words, most of the descriptors were not used in the classification. Descriptive

adjectives were initially used only in distinguishing between the two categories of

Woodland and Scrub. A content analysis oflimited word roots and phrases in each target

category was capable of classifying the hundreds of descriptions transclibed. Land cover

polygons and text were also transcribed from parish maps. In the parishes bordering the

Red River where abundant water was found, "narrow strips of broadleaf deciduous forest

(hardwoods) avoid typical prairie moisture deficits because of spring flooding and high

water tables" (Scott, 1997: 46). Because of this characteristic, most text references found

in parish maps described woodland.

3.5.2.i Prairie Land Cover Category

In the 170 township plans of the study area, the most common root word to describe

prairie was Prairie. The phrase, short grass appeared once and grass land appeared three

times. Of the four categories, the Prairie landscape category was the most common
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(Table 3.4a). References to prairie occurred 307 times but the word prairie stood alone

only 18 times. The remaining references to prairie always included some descriptive

modifier. Of the four categories, the Prairie category also contained the most adjectives

(20), individual words or phrases, to describe variations in this landscape. Open Prairie

was the most commonly used phrase, with High Prairie and Low Prairie being the next

most common (Table 3.4b).

Table 3.4a: Prairie Land Cover Category and Root Words Assigned

Frequency of

Root Words

Prairie 307

Grass 7

Field 2
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Table 3.4b: Prairie Land Cover Category and Descriptive Words Accompanying

Root Words

Frequency
of Descriptor

Open 66

High 44

Low 29

Dry 24

Level 22

Rolling 13

Clear 6

Good 6

Excellent 4

Undulating 4

Flat 3

Hard 3

Rich 3

Poor 2

Ridge 2

Wet 2

Burnt 1

Fair 1

Inferior 1

No.1 1
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3.5.z.ii lYoodløttd Lønd Cover Category

Distinguishing wooded areas fi'om the Scrub land cover category was sometimes

difficult. When a written description of the vegetation was presenr or clues fi-om

notebook reports available, these aided in separating the two vegetation types.

In many instances, tree species were identifîed on township maps because a supply and

quality of timber was irnportant for settlement pulposes. The species identified most

frequently in describing Woodland areas was Poplar (Table 3.5a). Oak was the next

most commonly mentioned tree. The Woodland category did not have very many

descriptive words accompanying the root words. Poplar Bluffs were the most commonly

mentioned feature (Table 3.5b),

Remarks typically noted whether wooded areas were sparsely or densely treed. When no

indication of density was provided or if a high vegetation density was noted (thick, grove,

or bluff, for example), the Woodland category was applied. Often, in the writtel

description of wooded landscape, several tree varieties were listed or a list consisted of

one or more tree varieties and other vegetation types. ln the former case, with phrases

such as: Oak, Ash & Poplar or Ash Basswood Oak, the Woodland category was applied.

In the latter case, the vegetation type appearing first in a mixed list was used as the

overall indicator of landscape. For example, with phrases such as: poplar & scattered

willow or thick poplar scrub oak & willow, the Woodland category was applied. It was

decided that the most visible or dominant feature would take precedence in a list of

multiple vegetation types. Field notebooks provided additional comments regarding
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suitabilityof trees for consttuction or fuel use, and the expected availability of timber for

the future. They were used to assist in distinguishing between Woodland and Scrub.

Table 3.5a: woodland Land cover category and Root words Assigned

WOODLAND Frequency

of Root Words

Poplar

Balm of Gilead

Woods/Woodland

Tamarack

Windfall
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Table 3.5b: Woodland Land Cover Category and Descriptive Words Accompanying

Root Words

WOODLAND

Frequency

of Descriptor

Bluff 11

Small ð

Thick 8

Grove 6

Burned/Burnt 5

D.y a
J

Dense 2

Green ¿

Line of ¿

Principally ¿

Thinly 2

Dead I

Fallen

Islands 1

Thicket I

3.5.2.iii Scrub Lønd Cover Category

This category includes vegetation that could be a either mixture of prairie gïasses

interspersed with under-developed woodland or low, bush-type vegetation. This study,s

definition of Scrub includes the areas originally depicted in the township plans as

"Scrub" or "Prairie and 
'Woods". 

Also, if a low distribution density for a tree species was

indicated, the Scrub category was applied. That is, if such adjectives as scattered,
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clumps, and scrub preceded a tree species name, then the Scrub category was applied.

V/illow vegetation was commonly identified on the plans but no references were found in

the township plans, surveyots' notebooks or instruction manual providing a def,rnition of

whether willows were considered Woodland or Scrub. It was decided to place willow

vegetation in the Scrub category. Willow, in a simplified definition, is a transitional

vegetation type between more treed areas and wetland grasses. Willows were the most

common vegetation type in the Scrub classification (Table 3.6a) and adjectives

describing willow varied greatly (Table 3.6b). Typical descriptors were: scattered.

brush and thicket.

Table 3.6a: scrub Land cover category and Root'words Assigned

Frequency

of Root Words

Willow 170

S cattering/S c attered Poplar 9

Brush 5

Scattered Trees/Timber J

Scattering Oak 2

Scrub Oak I

Oak and Poplar Clumps I
_t
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Table 3.6b: Scrub Land Cover Category and Descriptive Words Accompanying

Root Words

SCRUB Frequency

of Descriptor

Scattered 67

Brush 21

Thicket I2

Clumps 7

Dry 5

Thick 5

Burnt 4

Large /l
I

Scrub a
J

Dense 2

Green 2

Few 2

Bush 1

Fire killed I

Low I
I

Line of I

Smail I
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In the f,tnal compilation map, the distinction between the Woodland and Scrub land cover

categories was eliminated because much of the scrub occurred among or adjacent wooded

areas in the Parkland area in the west of east part of the study area. Many of these Scrub

areas described younger growth aspen forest, so Scrub areas were reclassified as

'Woodland. 
The new Woodland category comprised stands of mature trees but also

contained youllg and transitional vegetation growth establishing after disturbance to make

up the Parkland vegetation.

3.5.2.iv lVetland Lønd Cover Cøtegory

On original township plans, Marsh was used to identify wetland areas. The term Wetland

was used in this study and included marsh, swamp, bog, slough, muskeg and others.

Many different root words could be placed in this category (Table 3.7a) but few

descriptive adjectives were used (Table 3.7b). References to hay marsh or hay land were

also placed in this category. Marsh and hay land were the most commonly used words to

describe wetland areas,
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Table 3.7a: wetland Land cover category and Root words Assigned

Frequency

of Root Words

Marsh 73

Hay (including Hay Land, Hay

Marsh, HayGround, Hay Swamp,

Hay Grass)

67

Weeds 39

Marshy Prairie o

Slough a

Bog J

Meadow/Beaver Meadow a
J

Swamp ¿

Wet Land I

Muskeg

Coteau I
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Table 3.7b: Wetland Land Cover Category and Descriptive Words Accompanying

Root Words

Frequency

of Descriptor

Good (Hay Land) 9

Tall (Weeds) 6

Wet 5

Low /1T

Burnt 2

Dense l
I

Dry II

Fine 1

Great 1

Floating (Bog) 1

3.5.2.v Water Land Cover Cøtegory

No content analysis was undertaken for this category because every water body was

clearly defined in the survey maps.

3.5.2.vi Other Land Cover Category

Another land cover category used in the analysis was "Other", Features included in this

category were areas burned by fire, rock outcrops, sand dunes and settlement. or land

cleared for agriculture.
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3.5.2.vii The Line Classification

Stream courses were traced from original township maps and labelled as permanent

streams or intermittent streams. Numerous small stream segments were captured in the

GIS database but not mapped on the final compilation maps. The compilation map

shows locations of several large, permanent streams as location references: the Red

River, the Assiniboine River and Pembina River. Several townships included features

described as gullies or ravines and ridges. These features were included in the database

but not on the final compilation map.

3. 5. 2.viìi The Point Cløssificøtion

Locations of springs and wells were tlanscribed from original township maps and

recorded as point locations in a GiS rnap layer. Any text describing the water coming out

of the springs was included in the database. Much uniformity existed in the root words

that were used to illustrate subsurface water resources on township maps. The

consistency in the use of a few words or phrases appeared over all the townships in the

study area and from surveyor to surveyor. Notebook reports contained more general

references indicating availability of subsurface water resources.

Identification of townships with accessible subsurface water resources was

straightforward. References to subsurface water were provided in words such as

"digging" or "sinking" for water. Digging was used 17 times and sinking five times.

'When field notebooks reported subsurface water, the depth water was reached and its

quality was usually noted. Locations of springs were also fairly simply determined as
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only two root words spring or well accompanied the location. The word spring appeared

13 times. The word Well was used four times. Surveyors applied a couple of point

symbols (a circle or "x") to pinpoint locations of springs and wells. Text identification

always accompanied the slrnbol used on the township plan.

3.6 Land Cover Polygon Capture, Mapping and Analysis

This section briefly outlines methods for completion of the first objective identif,ied in

Chapter 1, reconstructing pre-settlement land cover information. Data collection

involved electronic capture, digitizing, of individual township maps' land cover features,

as polygons or linear or point synbols. The data collection process also included

transcription and analysis of any textual information from the township maps to assist in

land cover classification (Section 3.5). When the final land cover classif,rcation was

applied to a polygon, graphic and written information from the township plan assisted in

this determination. In addition, township field notebook reports were also consulted to

gain an overall, general appreciation of the temain. Land cover information was captured

digitally using a GIS. Final digital map products and hard copy prints were also

generated using the GIS.

Prior to capturing the land cover data, a significant amount

designing how data capture and storage would occur. This

components:

. Choosing the GIS, reference map data and projection;

of analysis was involved

analysis had four major
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' Designing the data file and directory structure and file narning;

" Designing the database structure; and

' GIS customization to aid data capture.

These components of the project were completed with the assistance of an analyst with

technical experlise in GIS and database design. Additional technical details of the GIS

database design are found in Appendix 3.

3.6.1 Polygon Boundaries and Land Cover Extent

Polygon boundaries of vegetation areas could not easily be identified for all townships

because of the limitations of incomplete delineation or shading on original maps or

because surveys only took place along section lines. It was also sometimes diff,rcult to

distinguish colours and symbols used on the original township maps because actual

colour tints varied from map to map and symbols different from ones prescribed in

manuals (Table 3.1) were used by some surveyors. These incomplete traverses and

ambiguous shading thus posed limitations in defining some boundaries.

On the original plans, prairie grassland regions remained un-shaded. This was the

simplest land cover type to identify and did not present classification difficulties. Open

prairie areas amid forest or wetlands were also well defined and labelled.

Original suleyor's instructions specif,red woods were coloured solid green on the

township maps with no symbols inserted. While the shade of green varied among plans

and symbols depicting trees sometimes were found in the shaded polygons, this category
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also did not present classification ambiguity. Limitations appeared in heavily wooded

areas where often surveyors trekked along section lines only, avoiding further exploration

of forests.

The Scrub category proved confusing on some plans. Many plans did not use the

prescribed 'dotted green' shading to depict scrub land cover (Table 3.1). Distinguishing

wooded areas fi'om scrub areas was also sometimes difficult. A number of original plans

showed scrub areas shaded green, like woods while others used tree-like synnbols in a

lìght green shading to depict scrub. Others yet shaded scrub areas the same as marsh.

Examples existed where forested areas, shaded green with tree synnbols were found

adjacent scrub areas shaded green with similar s).nnbols. Willow vegetation, included in

the Scrub category, also proved complex to classify because of variations in shading and

s)Tnbols used. Interpretations by surveyors of willow vegetation likely depended on the

age, distribution and density of the cover. Some original plans show willow shaded green

and represented as woodland while others shaded it as scrub vegetation. The former

examples probably were areas of mature willow; the latter were probably areas of young

growth or sparsely covered terrain. Some maps also depicted willow areas with the

shading and syrlbols for marsh. This study did not attempt to distinguish among the

differences in presentation of willow vegetation. All willow vegetation was initially

categorized in the Scrub land cover category.

Wetland regions were usually simple to identify as they were frequently labelled with

text on the original township plans. The shading and symbols used were fairly consistent.
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Shading did, however, digress from the specified "yellow with small black strokes"

(Table 3.1). A pale green-blue colour was observed in a number of plans. Shading

wetland regions green with yellow streaks in the polygon was another observed

representation.

Difficulty existed in classifying some features in the townships of the east paft of the

study area. Land areas covered with tamarack and spruce, tree species that thrive in

waterlogged soils can be classified as either Wetland or Woodland. In most cases.

tamarack and spruce regions were classified as Wetland unless mature trees were

indicated.

3.6.2 Completeness of Land Cover Information

It was observed that variations in the level of detail recorded on township maps differed

from the accompanying field notebook sketches and reports. The example below

compares detail of information found on a township map and its accompanying field

notebook.

Township 9, Range 2 West was surveyed by D. S. Campbell with field notes in Notebook

Number 45 (Figure 3.9). This township contains areas covered by each of the land cover

categories. Tlie Salle River, a large ravine and numerous gullies run through the

township but not all of the gullies were transferred from field notes onto the township

plan. In addition, the field notebook described the gullies and included dimensions and
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Figure 3.9: Example of Details on Township, Township 9, Range 2 West
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depth of any water found in the gullies. Water depths for the River Salle at different

sampling sites were also provided in the notebook.

The notebook report also fumished a thorough account of some climate and land cover

conditions during the summer of the survey (Appendix 2). The land was described as

being "quite bad in surface with the exception of the banks of the River Salle and a few

gullies". Because of fires the previous year, vegetation was sparse in some regions: "Hay

lands had been deeply bumt last season consequently the grass was very thin in many

places. The fires has run through a great portion of the wood land in sections 33 & 27

consequently the standing trees are thin and the intervals are filled up by a heavy growth

of willow and hazel scrub".

Wood in this township was described as "poor quality being short and scrubby" as "the

best of the oak has also been culled out and the other timber is of no great value". An

extensive account of the River Salle is given in the notebook summary report. Some of

the characteristics of the stream included: "very little current", a muddy bottom, steep

banks, and values for average depth and width. The water was "clear, fresh and good".

Water found in some gullies, was "fresh and good we having used it for a water supply

for some time". The report surmises "there is a fair prospect of getting good water by

digging in this township". Table 3.8 lists the features identified in the notebook but not

on the township plan.
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Table 3.8: Features Identified in the Survey Field Note Book but Omitted on the

Accompanying Township Plan for Township 9, Range 2 West

Notebook
Section Traverse Description

North boundary 34 Dry gully 6 ft. deep.
North boundary 33 Note: from 61 to 80 poplar, oak etc. and burned fallen

timber with willow scrub.
North boundary 32 Marsh bad water. River Salle 8 ft. deep.
Boundary between 26/25 River Salle average width 80 lks. Muddy bottom 3 ft.

deep water clear and fresh slow cunent. N.E. banks 20
ft. high.

Boundary between 35/34 Note: gully 15 ft. deep with water 18 in. Deep.
Bow1dary between 35/26 Dry gully 10ft. deep.
Boundary between 26/27 River Salle Note: width of River 75 lks. on average.

Height of banks 20 feet muddy bottom 3 1/2 ft. deep
slow cunent.

Boundary between 26/23 River Salle 2 feet deep.
Boundary between 23/22 River Salle 2 ft. deep 60 lks. wide.
Boundary between 22/15 Dry gully 10ft. deep.
Boundary between 21/22 Dry gully 6 ft. deep.

Gully 12 ft. deep with 1 ft. water.
Boundary between 27/22 River Salle 2 ft. deep. Poor timber.
Boundary between 28/27 River Salle 3 1/2 deep.
Boundary between 33/32 River Salle 2 ft. deep.
Boundary between 33/28 River Salle 2 ft. deep.
Boundary between 21/20 Wet gully 15 ft. deep. Water 1 ft. deep. 25 lks. wide.
Boundary between 19/20 Wet gully 12 ft. deep. Water 1 ft. deep.
Boundary between 29/20 Wet gully 12 ft. deep. Water 1 ft. deep.
Boundary between 19/30 Dry gully 3 ft. deep. Dry gully 2 ft. deep. Wet gully 12

ft. deep. Water 1 ft. deep.
Boundary between 30/29 Dry gully 4 ft. deep. Wet gully 12 ft. deep.
Boundary between 30/31 Wet gully 15 ft. deep. Water 1 ft. deep.

Dry gully 3 ft. deep.

Discrepancies between township plan and field notebook details are not considered

significant for the scale of land cover reconstruction in this project. This research

attempts to map and quantify land cover for a large area and the township plans provide

enough detail for this task. If additional information for different features was required
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for a study of a smaller, localized area, field notebook details will be useful. Notebooks

can, for example, yield more data on tree species, sizes and burned areas or provide

information on stream profiles and characteristics.

The following are a selection of examples of land cover information variability on

different townships and discussion of how the information is captured and interpreted.

Township 2, Range 3 West (Figure 3.10) represents a simple township to digitize and

interpret. The landscape features were clearly outlined on the original plan and required

no interpolation. Actual traverses3 of landscape features were carried out by the surveyor

and extent of the feature could be seen because a solid or dashed line was used to map the

bOlmdaries on the township plan. Township 2, Range 3 West was prairie with one small

wetland.

Townships 7 to 10, Range 5 West (Figure 3.11) are a series of adjoining townships that

were also fairly straightforward to digitize and assign attributes. All landscape polygon

boundaries were clearly identifiable and the individual townships land cover features

connected even with two surveyors completing the work.

In Township 9, prame exists 111 the eastern third of the township with woodland

dominating the remainder. Poplar covers the timbered land with much of trees "about ten

feet in heighth, and mostly dead". Marshes were delineated and "good water can be

3 Traverse of any feature means that the surveyor walked around the periphery of a feature.
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Figure 3.10 Example of a Simple Township to Digitize, Township 2, Range 3 West
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found in any of the marshes by digging from one to three feet even in the dryest season

of the year". Township 10 is predominantly "nearly level" prairie with some significant

wetland· areas. Poplar again is the dominant tree in wooded parts. The same surveyor

conducted work in each of these townships and landscape polygons fit together almost

perfectly. A different surveyor conducted work in Townships 7 and 8. Landscape

polygons again were clearly delineated and an excellent correspondence exists between

the two townships. While a good coincidence appears along the north-south boundaries

of Townships 8 and 9, a visible difference appears along the eastern edges of those

townships. Prairie is indicated on Township 9, but Scrub was assigned in the adjacent

Township 8. In the final compilation map (Chapter 6), the eastern disjunction between

prairie and scrub remains.

Township 7, Range 7 West (Figure 3.12) is an example of a very complex and time-

intensive township to survey and to digitize. Many small features were scattered

throughout the township and all landscape categories were represented. The field

notebook reported:

There are many marshes scattered over the township, several of them of
from one to two hundred acres in extent and not a few of them remain wet
and soft the whole summer. The dry portion of the township is nearly all
covered with poplar bush with brush and willows. The timber is, with few
exceptions of small size, and suitable only for fencing and fuel. ..There are
several patches of prairie, though of very limited extent in the southerly
tier of sections and adjacent to the stream above mentioned as well as a
few scattered through the township, though very little of it is altogether
free from brush.

One limitation in using township maps to determine landscape cover is that extent of

features was not always definitely delineated on the individual maps. When a traverse
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Figure 3.12: Example ofa Complex Township to Digitize, Township 7, Range 7 West
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was not undertaken of a land cover feature, often the original map showed an incomplete

shading of the feature with no direct indication of where one landscape cover made a

transition to a different cover. Reasons for incomplete traverses included dense woods or

impassable wetlands. Even the personality of a surveyor determined the detail of a

survey. For such townships, digitizing of features traced the visible inexact shading and

it was noted that features will be over- or under-represented. In some case studies

presented in Chapters 4 and 5 where land cover is quantified, terminology is selected to

indicate the possibility of over- or under-representation. For example, less certain land

cover values are described as comprising "at least" or "greater than" the area digitized.

When mapped, no attempt is made to estimate extents of land covers which are indistinct

on townships.

A second limitation involved township maps that showed shaded areas along the section

lines only (Figure 3.13). The surveyor did not attempt to delineate boundaries of land

cover. These examples occurred in areas where travel was difficult such as dense woods

or impassable wetlands. In these cases, digitizing followed any confilmed traverse line

and closed the polygon based on the confinued lines and extent of shading. For any

individual township map with incomplete features, it was noted in the GIS database that

the land cover polygon was incomplete (Figure 3.14) and the incomplete polygon area

represented the minimum cover by the land cover. That is, the land cover value was

under-represented on the township map. When the individual township maps were

combined into one map, any incomplete, and effort was made to interpolate and adjust

unspecific boundaries using "best-fit" line estimates.
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Figure 3.13: Example Township with Land Features Only Identified along Section
Lines, Township 6, Range 11 West
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Figure 3.14: GIS Database Entry for an Unclosed Polygon Land Feature, Township 6,
Range 11 West
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Townships 5 and 6, Range 11 West (Figure 3.15a) are examples of maps where only

features along survey lines were indistinctly recorded. Area covered by a landscape type

was obviously not directly represented on such maps. The limitation was noted and a

consistent procedure adapted in dealing with landscape regions' inexact boundaries.

Features were digitized as shaded on the plans, along survey lines only and polygons

closed based on any confirmed lines and visible shading. Mostly woodland and scrub

were indicated along the survey lines in the example and thus classified. Temporarily,

landscape surrounding the surveyed lines was left unclassified (red colour). In the

compilation map, visual interpolation was applied to establish extent of features. That is,

best-fit lines were subjectively selected to connect the polygons across sections.

Notebook reports and adjacent township maps and field notebook reports also assisted in

estimating extent:

The north and east part of this township consists of poplar woods of good
quality. The rest is bushy prairie ... (Township 5, Range 11 West)

The central and western portion of the township is mostly covered with
dense scrub of willow or scrub oak with thin & low scrub where fires have
been through the woods it is very much blown down leaving it a dense
mass of windfall and bottom scrub (Township 5, Range 10 West)

Figure 3.15b shows how the landscape was infilled. While this is a subjective method to

decide upon land cover boundaries and extent, it is also quick and simple. Again, it is

recognized as a limitation, where an over- or under-representation of various land covers

is present. Visual interpolation was used to infill gaps on 18 townships west of the Red

River and 11 east of the river.
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Figure 3.15a: Example Townships where Features were Surveyed along Section Lines
Only, Townships 5 and 6, Range 11 West
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Figure 3.15b: Interpolation of Land Cover for Townships 5 and 6, Range 11 West
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A third limitation appeared when individual townships were combined and compiled into

one map: the presence of a feature at one boundary but no continuation of the feature on

an adjacent township. Some possible explanations for such disjunctions include:

different individuals responsible for surveys of townships; surveys taking place at

different seasons of a year or in different years; and differing levels of detail presented by

surveyors in their work. Many of these disjunctions were resolved through field

notebook interpretation and by judgment on how to present the information. However, if

adjacent townships or the notebooks did not have enough information' to resolve the

disjuncts, these remain on the compilation map. The next example shows a series of

adjacent townships where the disjuncts were not resolved.

Townships 5 and 6, Range 7 West (Figure 3.16) were surveyed by different people

during the same year (Appendix 1). While wooded regions coincided in both townships,

a willow swamp identified in Township 6 abruptly ends at the boundary with Township

5. A wetland area is visible to the south of the larger willow swamp of Township 6 and

may conjoin that piece. Townships 5 and 6, Range 6 West, however, were surveyed by

the same surveyor in the same year (Appendix 1) show a disjunct. The Prairie identified

in Township 5, Range 6 West abruptly ends with the township to the north where

"Bushes" are identified. This discrepancy may have resulted because of the nature of the

terrain in Township 6, Range 6 West preventing full exploration. The surveyor recorded:

"the timber is very much blown down and tangled with a growth of willow and small

poplar. Very difficult to get through". These townships did show relatively good

agreement with the ones to the west surveyed by different people. In the compilation
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map, part of the disjunct is eliminated after the Scrub category was combined with the

Woodland category. Even after combining Scrub with Woodland, it is recognized that

small grassy openings in this regions may have been overlooked by the surveyors. The

disjunct with the prairie remains and in this example, a transition from grassy prairie to a

more "bushy" prairie may not have been recorded by the surveyor.

3.6.3 Linear and Point Features

Any streams, permanent or intermittent, appearing on township plans were also digitally

captured. Larger streams were usually identified by name on the plan. Occasionally,

other characteristics such as stream permanence, water quality, depth and current speed,

were also noted on the township plan. Better information on stream character was often

found in the field notebooks. The notebooks also plotted smaller water courses not

included on the township plan. The following are some examples of townships with

watercourses.

The Cypress River, flowing through Township 1, Range 11 West (Figure 3.17a) was

described as: "a bed of about a chain in width and no doubt in spring contains a

considerable volume of water but at the time I saw it, viz, in the month of September, it

was nearly dry, the water only lying in the deepest parts of it. This water tasted strongly

of alkali which substance I may add seemed more abundant as we proceeded west."

Township 6, Range 10 West (Figure 3.17b) contains a number of water courses, the

major stream "averages ten feet wide and two feet deep". The current is described as
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slow and the water is "Excellent being fed by a number of springs". The Pembina River

flows across Township 2, Range 9 West (Figure 3.17c). It has an: "average width one

chain" and "The valley of the river is one and one half miles wide on an average. The

alluvial deposits common in such places has been calTied off by the floods pouring

through this great outlet of the waters of these sections of the country leaving in many

places only a subsoil of clay mixed with shale". Numerous small watercourses, many dry

during the summer, are found in Township 4, Range 4 West (Figure 3.17d). The

surveyor speculates that "These water runs or courses being dry during the summer

season, appears to be a general feature in Prairie Townships". The GIS database for

streams allows selection of a permanent or intermittent watercourse in the class field.

Spring water sources were located on township plans and the field notebooks provided

information on water quality and digging depth required to reach subsurface water. Point

locations of spring outlets were included in the GIS database.

3.7 Climate Data

Climate is the prevailing weather at a particular location and includes regular, recurring

patterns and extremes. Climate is naturally variable responding to changes in ocean

circulation and sea surface temperatures, volcanic eruptions, changes in solar output and

other factors. When a shift or change in prevailing conditions appears over a number of
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Figure 3.17a: Example Township with Water Course, Township 1, Range 11 West
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Figure 3.17b: Example Township with Water Course, Township 6, Range 10 West
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Figure 3.17c: Example Township with Water Course, Township 2, Range 9 West
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years within a region, clirnatic change may be occurring. Variability in temperature and

precipitation just before and during the surueys is documented using written accounts

from newspaper publications, a tree-ring reconstruction of precipitation and instrumental

readines.

3.7.1 Climate Information from Written Accounts

Although sulveys occurred over a relatively short time span in the study area, some

obviotts climate varìations likely took place. Written accounts were used to describe

general climate conditions and provide supporting evidence for the precipitation

reconstruction from tree rings and for mapped land cover information. A variety of

newspapers were available at the PAM, stored on microfilm. These were read and any

infonnation relating to environmental conditions transcribed and input into a computer

spreadslreet with a reference date. lJtihzing multiple proxy evidence is beneficial in

verification of infonlation or for filling in data gaps resulting from differing proxy

resolutions (Lemmen and Vance, 1999; Baker et a1.,199g).

3.7.2 Tree Ring Precipitation Reconstruction

Seasonal and annual precipitation variability would probably manifest most noticeably on

wetlands numbers and water content and could explain some vegetation disjunctions

between townships when the compilation map was generated. Based on bur oak tree ring

analysis, a reconsttuction of precipitation for the Red River Valley in Manitoba was (St.

George and Nielsen, 2002; 2000). Ring width records were used to reconsrrucr

precipitation amounts prior to the instrumental record in the Manitoba prairies (section
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3.3)' The Red River Valley reconstructed precipitation data, directly obtained fi-om St.

George (personal communication) is compiled in a spreadsheet and used to help support

the historical record and instrumental readings of climate conditions during the era of the

surveys.

3.7.3 Instrumental Record

The Meteorological Service of Canada provided available instrumental records for

temperature and precipitation taken at Winnipeg in a spreadsheet format. Available data

aÍe graphed and used to evaluate temperature and precipitation variability. No

corections are made to the data.

3.8 Other Methods: Comparison of Reconstructed Land Cover with Modern Land

Cover

Comparison and quantification of land cover changes occured between the reconstructed

landscape and modern day landscape. Among the best digital datasets that show modern

day landscape information are digital orthoimagery (DoI) and LANDSAT classified

imagery. Another dataset, the Forest Resource Inventory (FRI) includes interpreted air

photographs.

Produced by the Manitoba Land Related Information System program, the DOI (also

commonly referred to as digital orthophotography) provide continuous digital air photo

coverage over the entire study area. The imagery was flown in 1994 and 1995 and

produced from a source scale of 1:60,000. The DOI dataset has been georeferenced for
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use in a GIS, however it has not been classified into any landscape categories. Because

the DoI dataset has not been classified it cannot be used in a landscape-scale GIS overlay

analysis' The DoI is an excellent visual tool and is used in case study analyses, snch as

evaluating the change of a specific wetland or forested area over time. The DoI will
graphicaily show trre state of the wetrand or forest in 1gg5.

Two sources of classified LANDSAT data from the mid lggOs exist (pFRA , 2000;

Linnet' 2000)' The PFRA interpreted one set (http://www .agr.gc.calpfralgis/lcv_e.htmy).

The Remote Sensing centre of Manitoba conservation interpreted the second set

(http:llweb2'sov'rnb'ca/mli/)' The LANDSAT datasets are classifîed into discreet

landscape categories and georeferenced for use in a GIS. LANDSAT imagery has a

minimum pixel size of 30 meters and is an excellent data set for landscape-scale analysis.

LANDSAT data are of limited use when analyzing small features (less than 75 meters

across)' The LANDSAT data will be overlaid with the pre-settlement landscape to

produce an intersection of landscape classifications. An overlay analysis will quantify

the change in landscape from pre-settlement to modern day (as represented by 1995). For

example' this analysis will determine the amount of wetland area existing in the pre-

settlement era that today is still wetland, or is now agricultural cropland or forest.

The FRI was interpreted by the Forestry Branch of Manitoba conservation and is highly

detailed dataset (Lin'et, 2000). For instance, wetland areas are broken down into greater

than 10 sub-categories in the FRI. Some wetland sub-categories include: Black spruce

Treed Muskeg; Tamarack Treed Muskeg; Eastern cedar Treed Muskeg; w.et Meadow;
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String Bogs; Marsh; and Beaver Floods. The dataset was interpreted from aerial

photography produced at a scale of 1:15,840. The FRI is a fully structured GIS dataset.

The FRI data are used as the modern day data source in a case study analysis. While

there is potential for using the FRI data in an analysis similar to that described above

using the LANDSAT data, because of its detail, the FRI does not easily lend itself to

landscape analyses.

Once data was collected and received, analysis of climate and land cover information

proceeds. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the weather and climate and land cover

reconstructions resulting from this research. A detailed climate history is generated for

the period just before and during the surveys. And, temperature and precipitation is

linked to some land cover characteristics. Pre-settlement land cover is reconstructed and

compared qualitatively and quantitatively with present-day conditions.
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CHAPTER 4

WEATHER, CLIMATE, ENVIRONMENT AND LAND COVER

4.1 Introduction

Intervals of warm dry climate conditions and cool, moist periods occurred throughout the

Holocene although timing of these intervals is not consistent across the prairies (Chapter

2). Even within generally waÍn or cool periods, variability can be expected. The DLS

sulveys began at the end of a cool phase, the Little Ice Age. Since the latter part of the

1800s and continuing today, a warming trend appears across the southem prairies and

southern Manitoba (ccME, 2003; zhang et a1.,2000; Environment canada , 7gg7 canada

Country Study; Gullet and Skimer, 1992). The instrumental record for Winnipeg

(Figure 4.1) shows a shift to warmer temperatures approximately around 1910. And,

since 1940, a watming trend for annual average temperatures at Winnipeg (Table 4.1) is

recorded with April, May and June experiencing increases in each of the normals periods.

Across the southern Prairies and globally (Karl and Trenberth, 2003), a Z1th century

warming trend is most apparent after approximately 1950, probably intensified by

anthropogenic factors: "There is new and stronger evidence that most of the warming

observed over the last 50 years is attributable to human activities,, (IPCC, 2001).

Historical evidence shows southern Manitoba has 19tl' century mean temperatuïes cooler

than the 20th; the Red River today remains ice-free for a longer time and date of fìrst

autumn frost occurs later in the autumn (Rannie (1990; 19g3) in chapter 2).
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Table 4.1: Comparisons of Instrumental Measurements of Average Monthly and

Annual remperatures at winnipeg from Published climate Normars

* These months show a warming trend over the period of record.

** This month shows a cooling trend over the period of record.

Environment Canada, Meteorological Service of Canada, Canadian Climate Normals
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Period J F M A* M* Jìt J A S o N** D Ann
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Southern Manitoba's climate in much of the 19tl' century was more variable and probably

experienced more extrernes than the 20tl' century iricluding:

' Multi-year periods of long-lasting droughts or wet conditions;

. More frequent and severe spri'g floods on the Red River; and

r I higher incidence of summer flooding events caused by excessive winter snow

accumulation or heavy summer season rains.

This chapter describes climate and weather events around the time of the surueys to

provide a climate history during this era and to provide insight into land coveï conditions

encountered by surveyors. Historic climate observations and other environmental

observations ate transcribed from newspaper accounts just before and during the surveys.

Tree ring and instrumental temperature and precipitation d,ata are used in conjunction

with historical accounts. Prevailing climate and incidence of extreme events are noted

and possible linkages to larger scale atmospheric circulation patterns suggested.

Environmental conditions described for a particular survey year are based on a calendar

year beginning in the late autumn of the year prior to survey and the months during the

suruey year. For example, to describe environmental conditions for the 1872 surveys,

information is collected frorn November and December 1871 and January to September

1872. This time frame is used to better coincide with the way precipitation has been

reconstructed from the tree ring record. Temperature information is useful to assess grass

and forest fire risk and some extreme events such as thunderstorm frequency and

severity. Insights into precipitation amounts provide evidence for wetlands distributions.

stream flows and f,rres occurrence.
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4.2 Climate Prior to the Surveys

Tree ring width records are available reconstructing precipitation amounts prior to the

availability of instrumental measurements in the Manitoba Prairies. The most significant

relationships between tree growth for a particular year and precipitation occurred in the

months of August, September and October of the previous year and in March, July,

August and September of the growth year (St. George et al,, ßgg). Therefore,

reconstructed tree ring precipitation data arc provided for an annual period that spans the

previous August to the current July. For example, reconstructed precipitation amounts

for the yeat 1872 accounts for rain and snow input in August to December 1871 plus

January to luly 1872. The Red River Valley reconstructed precipitation data has been

obtained from St. George (personal communication) and is consulted to help support the

historical record and any instrumental readings of climate conditions during the era of the

SUTVEVS.

Figure 4.2a shows the reconstructed precipitation amounts for the period 1g6g to lgg0

and Figure 4.2b shows the departures from aI97I-I990 mean. ln the 13 years of data

shown, 11 years displayed amounts greater than the mean and two years were below the

mean. The years, 1862 to 1864, 1868 and 1g69, and 1g73 to 1g76 were years

experiencing low amounts of precipitation in succession. The instrumental record

supports the tree ring reconstructed precipitation trends (Figure 4.Za) but because of

months with missing data, the two data sets do not correspond well in Figure 4.2b for the

first several years of measurements.
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The historical record also confirmed dry conditions in 1862 to 1864. ln 1862, the

following remarks were made in the Nor''wester newspaper (September 1 1, rg62):

"...the crop will not be a heavy one. This owing to want of rain in the
early stages of growth. within the last month, there has been quite
enough, but the month before when it was so much required there was not
a single shower" (Nor'Wester, July 9,1862).

"the low water kept her [the lnternational steamboatl two davs and a half
at Goose Rapids..." (Nor'Wester, July 23,1862).

"fthe steamboat] must be detained by the lowness of the lRedl river,',

The winter of 1862-63 in southern Manitoba was mild with little snow accumulation in

many places (Rannie, 1998). In 1863, low water levels persisted in the Red River:

"The river has been unusually low for the season and the creeks are almost
dry" (Nor'Wester, April 27, 1863).

"At length we have had rain. Since last Thursday there have been several
refreshing showers. . .Having had over five weeks of dry weather, this rain
is much needed" Q'{or'Wester, June 2,1863).

"The want of rain is becoming a serious matter with farmers,,
(Nor'Wester, July 8, 1863),

Severe summer drought continued in 1864:

"The crops. where are they? Burning, drying, withering in the ground',
(Nor'Wester, June 21, 1864).

"The oldest inhabitant does not remember a summer of such extraordinary
long-continued heat as we have experienced this year in
Assiniboia...within the past 40 or 50 years, such a summer of heat and
wind has never been known in Rupert's Land. when the sky became
overcast with clouds, in most cases the grateful rain was carried beyond us
by high winds and the land remained parched" (Nor,wester, August 1g,
1 864).

Summer drought was alleviated in 1865 by several June rain showers but high

evapotranspiration rates probably maintained dry conditions in southern Manitoba:
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"...there was the heaviest fall of rain that has been for three or four years
back. . ."(Taylor Diaries, July 1, 1865).

"Scorching winds continued during the summer and by September it was
clear that due to grasshoppers and drought the crops would be poor..."
(Black in Knox, 1958, September 1865).

in 1866, adequate moisture was finally available and the agricultural drought was

checked. The month of June particularly received abundant rainfall:

"...it is now four years since there has been even an average crop in the
lRed River] settlement, what from continued drouth [sic], frost and
insects" Q.{or'Wester, June 30, 1866).

.Wetter 
conditions continued into 1867 with "a good deal of snow" in the winter (Taylor

Diaries, February 22, 1867). A "miserable wet summer with rain that has done a great

deal of damage to crops in Red River Settlement" was reported by Traill (in Atwood,

1970, August24, 1867).

Little snowfall in the winter of 1867-68 contributed to low precipitation amounts:

"Hardly a particle of snow has felled since fFebruary 15]...The snow is rapidly

disappearing and every indication betokens an early spring with no great amount of high

water" (Nor'Wester, March 30, 1868). While periodic rainfall events were repofted in

the historic record, "The summer of 1868 was unusually hot and sultry throughout the

countty" (Cowie, 1913,p.346). A decreasing trend appeaïs in the tree ring data (Figure

4.2).
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The winter of 1868-69 was not particularly severe with respect to temperature or snowfall

amounts in the Manitoba prailies:

"It is now well into January and we are having a beautiful wintet" (Traill
in Atwood, 1970, p. 136).

Snow "depth...varies from one to two feet on the level. It is about one
foot this winter, and last winter it was about eighteen inches in depth"
(Nor'Wester, March 6, 1869).

All snow had disappeared from the prairie by April 17 (Nor'V/ester, April 17, 1869).

Dry spring surface conditions are supported by reports of grass fires: "Prairie fires have

been raging in every direction for the last ten days" (Nor'Wester, April 24, 1869).

Altliough snow disappeared early, spring and summer were deemed atypically cool in the

Red River settlement area:

"This is a remarkably cool summer for Red River. Many of our old
settlers do not remember to have seen one so cold" (Nor'Wester, June 26,
1 869).

The Nor''Wester noted again in an autumn edition, the summer was "unusually cool"

(Nor'Wester, September 13, 1869). Dry conditions prevailed in June, July and August

with three weeks in these months receiving no rain at all (the weeks of July 4 to 10,

August I to 7, and August 8 to 14). During the week of June 27 to July 3, the atmosphere

was so smoky that "it was hardly possible to determine the state of clouds or the auroras

this week" (Nor'Wester, July 10, 1869). Srnoke continued to obscure the sky the

following week, July 4 to 10. Hot and dry conditions persisting for several weeks began

to take a toll on crops. Finally, in the middle of July, a few days of "copious showers of

rain" occurred which "was much needed, as owing to the dry weather of the last few

weeks the crops and especially the gardens were beginning to suffer" (Nor'Wester, July

17, 1869). Dry conditions materialized again after these rain showers: "The weather still
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continues smoky and dry. It has threatened rain for some time, but we have not been

favoured with a drop" (Nor'Wester, August 9, 1869). The tree ring data shows the

decline in precipitation input (Figure 4.2). And, while it was dry in the Red River

Settlement area, heavy rain in the late summer upstream caused about a two-foot rise in

Red (f{or'Wester, September 13, 1869). The autumn of 1869 was very wet and the

winter of 1869-70 received much snowfall: "unusual depth this winter". This manifested

in a slight increase in moisture input recorded in the 1870 tree ring record (Figure 4.2).

4.3 Climate During the DLS Surveys

The tree ring record supported the available written accounts of precipitation for the

period before the surveys, They continued to confirm reported conditions as the surveys

were set to begin in the autumn of 1871.

4.3.1 Weather and Environment in 1871

The winter of 1870-71 received some heavy snowfalls, including an April snowstorm:

"the heaviest snowfall of the winter came down on the 8tl"'. Red River water levels were

"unusually high" at the end of April during break-up and "a new bridge over the

Scratching River was broken with the jam of ice which struck it" (The Manitoban, April

29,l87I). In early May 1871, terrain was also too wet for agricultural seeding: ".,.the

ground was too wet, owing to the recent snow stoms" (The Manitoban, May 6, 1871).

The late spring and summer of 1871 experienced several severe storms, the first occurred

on May 27 when a severe wind accompanied thunderstorms and a large fYork] boat was
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lifted "into the air, turned completely over and dropped on the bank of the river at right

angles to and 30 feet from its first position" (The Manitoba News-Letter, June 3). More

severe thunderstorms at the end of June with intense wind and lightning caused properly

damage:

"Dry goods boxes and lumber were carried about the streets like
straws...the new frame baker being erected at Point Douglass...was blow
down. It was but parlly enclosed, and the roof being on, the wind got
under it and lifted the whole structure from the foundation" (The Manitoba
News-Letter, June 28, July 8, 1871).

These thunderstorms occurred following several days with temperatures around 30oC

(Figure 4.3a). Manitoba newspapers periodically published various weather data. These

included temperature readings and precipitation amounts and information on severe

events. These newspaper data are used to provide information on general temperature

and precipitation trends. July 12 recorded the hottest day of the year (Figure 4.3b) af

100"F (37.8'C). Damaging thunderstorms also occurred in August:

"A storm of thunder and lightning with heavy hailstones, took place at 1 1

pm on Monday [July 31]." (The Manitoban, August 5, 1871)
"A storm of thunder and lightning, with heavy rain, took place on Tuesday
evening lAugust 8] between the hours of 8 and 11 pm." (The Manitoban,
August 12,I87I)

"A very heavy hurricane took place on Wednesday night at 12 pm. Its
effects were not so much felt here as it was fifteen miles up the Red River,
where roofs were blown off the houses, and fencing torn down by its
effects. Large hailstones also fell, destroying the crops, garden vegetables,
&c, actually beating them into the ground" (The Manitoban, August 19,
1 871).

The storm of August 9 took place after a day when a daytime high temperature of 99'F

was recorded (Figure 4.3c). The tree ring record does trend toward slightly higher

moisture inputs during the year.
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4.3.2 Weather and Environment in 1872

Official instrumental meteorological records for Winnipeg are available beginning in

1872 bttt are incomplete. Data are archived for mean monthly temperatures, monthly

rainfall and snowfall amounts and total monthly precipitation. Winnipeg newspapers

continued to sporadically publish weather data which appeared in a more organized

fonnat this year. Both the newspaper and any instrumental records are now referenced to

describe climate. November 12, l87I marked the beginning of the I87I-72 winter and in

early December, the newspaper noted "The winter continues unusually severe..." (The

Manitoban, December 9, 1871). Temperatures had already dropped to -30'F (-34'C) in

November. For precipitation, the l87I-12 autumn and winter season was similar to the

previous year with much snow. Large accumulations of snow in March and April, 1872

resulted from a couple of snowstorms, including a brutalbltzzard beginning on April 11.

That winter was described as severe in intensitv of cold and in its duration because

winter-like conditions oersisted into March and April:

". ..winter seems to be as exuberant as ever. For the last ten days the
thermometer has rigidly kept below zero, and on Tuesday night in some
parts of the Province it crept down to 35o below" (The Manitoban, March
25, 1872).

".,.the cold has been very steady, and the season is altogether unusually
\ate". This has given rise to a great deal of hardship, owing to the great

scarcity of hay, which was largely consumed by the prairie fires last fall.
In some districts the cattle are absolutely starving, owing to this cause and
many have already died" (The Manitoban, April I,1872).

Snowfall amounts reported in the newspaper (Figure 4.4a) for the month of March ( 1 5 .3

inches or 38.9 cm) were double the I97l-2000 normal (19.8 cm). In April, i872 amounts

(17.1 inches or 44.5 cm) were neally five times greater than the 197I-2000 normal of
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10.1 cm (Figure 4.4a). The severe snowstorm of April 11 disrupted all travel, mail and

telegraph selice in Manitoba, the Dakota Territory and Minnesota. Headlines in The

Manitoban (April 20, 1872) announced: "GREAT STORM Immense Snow Drifts -

Travel Impeded NO MAILS - NO TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION", Lasting 36

hours, the snowstornl "...left us almost buried. Drifts such as had not accumulated the

whole winter, were eveÐ vhere - being in many places from ten to fifteen feet in depth".

Rail transport between Manitoba and the U.S. was not possible for a week after snow

drifts blocked rail lines. Telegraph communications were also discontinued as "large

numbers of poles were blown down [and] glass insulators broken". Much of this stotm's

snowfall melted by the end of April but drifts remained on the prairie surrounding the

Red River Settlement. Ice break-up on the Red and Assiniboine Rivers was late this year

probably because of the prolonged cold temperatures:

"Navigation is very backward this spring. In 1870, the Red River was

open on the 8th or 9tl'of April. Last year it was as late as the 21't, before
the ice commenced to move in the main river...Both rivers are yet bridged
with ice this year, and will probably remain so for several days to come"
(The Manitoban, Aprll 27, 1872).

Finally, in early May, the lengthy, cold winter was coming to an end: "It does look a little

like spring time at long last. A tiresome winter of unusual severity has closed its six

months tetm" (The Manitoban, May 4,1872). Spring weather, however, did not endure:

"Chilly, uncomforlable, and anything but spring-like weather has prevailed for the most

part, during the week" (The Manitoban, May Il, 1872). The same article reported that

"In the plains the grass has barely started, and nothing more, and, as a rule the prospect

for pasturage is not very bright" (The Manitoban, May Il,1872). Because the spring of

1872 was unusually severe, the newspaper provided a comparison of meteorological
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variables and phenological indicators for 1872 and 1871 to highlight differences (Table

4.2). The most significant difference in the two years appeared in mean monthly

temperature in May where I8l2 was about 1OoF cooler than the previous year. Rainfall

amounts were higher in May and June 1872 and duration of rain was longer. More

thunderstorms were also recorded in May and June 1872'

Table 4.2: Meteorological and phenological comparison between l87l and 1872

Although the ground was "wet and cold" on May 6 when farming operations were

initiated, it was reported "scarcely any water remains in quarters which were last year at

this time decidedly swampy..." (The Manitoban, May Il, 1872). The statement is

puzzling because April received a large quantity of snowfall (Figure 4.4a) and even

rainfall amounts reported in V/imipeg in April and May were greater than the 1971-2000

normal values (Figure 4.4b). This reference to little surface water may pertain to areas

west of Winnipeg in the vicinity of Portage la Prairie where intensive farming operations

Variable May 1871 May 1872 June 1871 June 1872

Mean monthly

temperature (oF)
60.85 49.33 63.37 63.33

Rainfall amount (inches) t.15 3.80 a /1< 3.8

Number of hours of raln 66.3 98.1 5
a1aJ I.J 41 15

Number of frosts 0 4 z 0

Number of days with

thunder and lightning
J J 6

Swallows appeared May 11 May 20

Mosquitoes appeared May 18 May 24
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were taking place,

this area.

or the rain recorded in Winnipeg during April and May was local to

Even in July, some cold weather was not uncommon with temperatures dropping to the

freezing point (The Manitoban, July 20, 1872). The cold start to the growing season,

however, was not detrimental to crops. June, July and August temperature and rainfall

amounts must have been favourable for crops (Figure 4.4b) as "growth has been

luxuriant in the extreme, and the grain has all been accrued in good shape" (The

Manitoban, August 3!, 1872), so when the majority of surveys occurred that summer and

early autumn, many wetland areas were probably water-filled or soils waterlogged.

Grasshopper infestations occurred in August 1872:

,'...almost in every part of the Province they have made their

appeaïance...everywhere they are far too numerous. Fortunately for the

safety of this year's crop, they have arrived too late to do much damage,

although at Riviere aux Isle de bois they have made complete havoc of
some of the farms" (The Manitoban, August 10, 1872).

By the middle of August, immense swarrns filled the sky and crop damage was

inevitable: "The atmosphere as far as the eye can pierce is saturated with the brutes.

Hundreds of millions can be seen at a single glance" (The Manitoban, August 17 , 1872).

ln order to salvage some crops "farmers have slashed down their crops green in order to

ensure at least food for their cattle..." (The Manitoban, August t7, 1812). While a total

oî 29 thunderstorm days were chronicled (Figure 4.4c), none were severe enough to

cause personal or property damage that was characteristic of 1871. Smoke from plairie

fires filled the sky on October 19 (The Manitoban, January 3, 1872). The Red River

froze on November 18 and the Assiniboine on November 12'
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4.3.3 Weather and Environment in 1873

The winter of 1872-1873 began with no significant weather events and with little snow

accumulation in southern Manitoba for the months of November and December, 1872

(Figure 4.4a). Until the middle of February in southern Manitoba, snow accumulation in

southern Manitoba averaged "not greater than six inches...The roads...are in many

places quite bare" (The Manitoba Free Press, February 15, 1873). At the same time,

"South of Pembina, however, it is said the average fsnow pack] is about five feet" (The

Manitoba Free Press, Februaly 15, 1873). Cold temperatures persisted in February with

only one day, February 16 reaching temperatures above 0oC. A vigorous spring thaw

commenced around mid-March:

"The snow is fast disappearing..." (The Manitoba Free press, March 15,
1 873)

"...the snow has been disappearing rapidly. In the plains there are said to
be large ponds of water forming" (The Manitoban, March 22,Ig73).

"The stage arrived on wheels on'wednesday evening, the snow being so
far gone as to render the change convenient if not imperative" (The
Manitoba Free Press, March 22,1873).

Winnipeg experienced only a few light rain showers in April, the month being fairly dry

and in the latter part of the month, prairie fires burned in the vicinity of the Red River

Settlement: "The haylands to the nofth and west of the town that escaped the prairie f,rres

last fall, have been to a large extent cleared off by fire within the last week or two" (The

Manitoban, April 26, 1873). The instrumental record showed low rainfall amounts for

April and May (Figure 4.5a). Heavy rain showers, however, were occurring in the US:

"...the roads are almost impassible, it having taken a whole week to accomplish the trip
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from Moorhead, and twenty-six consecutive hours dragging through the mud from

Pembina to winnipeg" (The Manitoba Free Press, April rz, rB73). Red River water

levels were high in the United States portion of the basin with water overflowing the

banks at Georgetown and at Pembina "the water is higher now than it was at all last

season" (The Manitoba Free Press, April 19, i873). Following break-up of the Red

River, 1873 water levels were reported slightly higher than 1872bú not as high as the

spring of 1871 (The Manitoba Free Press, May 3, 1873). ln early May, The Manitoba

Free Press (May 10, 1873) reported Red River water levels at'Winnipeg were rising

slowly and were approximately three feet higher than last year. River water levels in

Manitoba were controlled by runoff and rainfall in the United States part of the basin

which was experiencing flood conditions: "...the Red River Valley in Dakota was to a

large extent under water..." (The Manitoban, May 17, 1873). Flooding in the southem

porlions of the Red River basin continued to be an obstacle for boats traveling from the

United States to Winnipeg but the river did not overflow its banks in Manitoba (The

Manitoban, May 24,I873). ln contrast, early spring weather in Manitoba was fairly dry:

"The plains are quite as dry as they were a month later last spring, and surveyors are

jovial" (The Manitoba Free Press, May 10, 1873). The "extreme dr¡mess of spring,,was

also mentioned in a May 24, 1873 article in The Manitoba Free Press. It appears dry

conditions in May were most noticeable beyond the settlement around Winnipeg since

reported rainfall amounts from newspapers were above or near the values of the IgTl-

2000 normals.
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In early June, a severe thunderstorm with hail and plenty of lightning occurred (The

Manitoba Free Press, June 7, 1873). Thunderstorm activity continued throughout June

and July (Figure 4.5b) with numerous references to "frequent and brilliant" electrical

activity. Stories of lightning strikes to structures, animals or people were widespread:

"The lightning rod vendors would do well here lPortage la Prairie] just
now" (The Manitoba Free Press, June 14, 1873).

"Showery weather this week, and frequent and brilliant displays of
atmospherical electricity" (The Manitoba Free Press, June 21, 1873).

"..a house being erected opposite the new Free Press building, was visited
by a "streak" of lightning" (The Manitoba Free Press, July 19, 1873).

A violent stotm in Porlage la Prairie on July 25, lasting two to three hours dumped

enorrnous quantities of rain, flooding the village grounds and entering houses "through

the roof or, and in a great many instances, through the very walls" (The Manitoba Free

Press, July 26, 1873). In Kildonan East, on wednesday August 13, 1873, a possible

tornado was sighted:

The whirlwind proceeded slowly in a southerly direction until it reached a
point at which a considerable quantity of newly cut hay was lying. The
hay was couth up and whirled upward to a considerable height, where it
assumed the appearance of an immense tent invefted, the bottom being
compressed to a narrow point, at an elevation of perhaps one hundred feet,
while the hay at the top was blown about loosely, giving it the appearance
of heavy foliage agitated by the wind, the body of hay was suspended in
the air, remained intact for about ten minutes when, apparently, the
whirlwind subsided, and the hay was precipitated to its original level after
an aerial removal of half a mile (The Manitoba Free press, August 16,
r873).

The summer of 1873 in the Red River Valley of Manitoba was visited by many

pafticularly severe thunderstorms but this legion was not alone in getting rainy, summer

weather: "...the season has been unusually wet all over the United States, doing heavy
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Prairie fires were burning in September although not in the vicinity of the settlement.

Between September 7 and 30, the "Atmosphere [was] full of smoke fiom the burning

prairies" (The Manitoba Free Press, January 17,1874). Early autumn was cold with "rain

and piercing winds...the general rule, and a warrn day the exception" (The Manitoban,

Septernber 27, l8l3). Available temperature data indicated mean monthly September

temperatute was several degrees less than the 19ll-2000 normal for that month. Rainfall

data, however, are very close to the I97l-2000 normal. A significant snowfall occured

at the beginning of October (The Manitoban, October 4, 1873) but was shorl-lived.

Despite the early snowfall providing moisture to the surface, prairie fires ignited near the

settlement in the following weeks:

"Prairie fires are now raging near the town, and the sky has a hazy
appearance caused by the smoke" (The Manitoban, october 1 1, 1g73).

"Prairie fires are now raging in every direction, and the woods in many
places along the red river are burning f,rercely" (The Manitoban, October
18,1973).

Generally, the autumn weather of 1873 was described as cold and "miserable" with

temperatures below normal. Prairie f,rres were plentiful and "very destructive in some

pafts of the Province", including the Parish of Headingley where fire destroyed large

quantities of hay (The Manitoban, October 25, 1873). River navigation was abruptly

stopped because of "the sudden freezing of the [Red] river" on October 2g (The

Manitoban, November 1, 1873). Because the river froze so quickly and "earlier this

season than usual" numerous supply boats became stuck in the ice all along the river in
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Manitoba and the U.S. and were unable to reach wintering quarters (The Manitoban,

November 8. 1873).

4.3.4Weather and Environment in 1874

Mean monthly temperature for October 1873 was 3oC lower than the 1g7I-2000 normal

and November was nearly 6oC below normal. December weather was also below normal

but ternperatures oscillated between mild and cold spells, something that was deemed

unusual: "It is not a frequent occurrence, however, in Manitoba to have sudden changes

in winter from mild to severe or severe to mild. We are generally blessed with unifonn

weather during the winter months" (The Manitoban, December 13, 1g73).

Little snowfall accumulated during most of the winter of 1873-1874. In January, there

were few places where the snow was "fully six inches deep" (Daily Free press, January

17, I874). Spring thaw began at the end of March and continued in April with very rapid

melting. Overall, spring runoff was low: "Wiruripeg never experienced less spring rnud

than this season" and "The stage of water in the Red River is remarkably low this spring"

(The Manitoba Free Press, }y'ray 2,1874). Red River water levels during spring break-up

in North Dakota were also "not so high as last season" (The Manitoba Free press, April

18, I874). In contrast, the Assiniboine River was "unusually high this season,, (The

Manitoba Free Press, May 16, 1874). Smoke in the atmosphere caused by prairie fires

was repofted on May 8 (DailyFree Press, January 4, 1875). In the third week of June,

rain showers and severe thunderstorms with killer lightning occurred: ", . . a family of five

persons were killed by lightning at Fort Alexander" (The Manitoba Free Press, June 27 
^
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1874). Several more close calls with lightning strikes "and their fatal consequences have

created business for the lightning rod men" (The Manitoba Free Press, July 4, 1874).

These summer rain showers raised river water levels by about two feet (Manitoba Free

Ptess, July 4, I874). Intense thunderstorms continued during early July: "Night before

last one of the severest thunder storms we have had in this country visited us. The flashes

of lightning followed each other so rapidly that the illumination was almost

unintemrpted" (Manitoba Free Press, July 4, 1874). The summer storm season jn IB74

was extremely active with reporls of destructive lightning strikes and human and

livestock casualties:

"...lightning last wednesday night ripped up a portion of the tin roof'
(Nor'Wester, June 29, 187 4).

"At Kildonan twelve sheep were killed by lightning on Thursday night last
lJuly 21" (Manitoba Free Press, July 6, Ig74).

"A soldier killed at the barracks by lightning fon July 3],, (The Daily Free
Press, January 4, 187 5).

"A frne cow...of Burnside, was kilred by lightning...,' (The Manitoba Free
Press, July 18,1874).

Rainfall from the frequent thunderstorms not only increased water levels in the Red River

but "the marshes throughout the country are more or less submerged" (Daily press, July

13,1874). Instrumental data for the month of July shows amounts 60%o greater than the

197I-2000 notmal (Figure 4.6a). A thunderstorm on July 11 produced crop-destroying

and window-breaking hail that "aveLaged the size of a blackbird's egg" (Manitoba Free

Ptess, July 18,1874). St. Andrew's Parish reporled hail from this same storm system that

was "of such a size that they were to be seen in shady places on the following morning, in
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piles of six inches in height" (Manitoba Free Press, July 18, I874). Other descriptions

and damage of the storm in the Manitoba Free Press (July 18, 1874) included:

"...thunder and lightning which were the most severe we have yet had, the
lightning keeping up a constant light...

"The hail destroyed the greater part of the crops by breaking the stem, all
grain being well headed..."

"...the wind blew down fences...and a great number of large trees were
blown down in various directions..."

"A large Hudson Bay boat which was lying outside the fort wall, and
standing on its keel was found the next moming to have been moved 64
pacest fabout 160 feet or 49 metres]...the boatlas entirely lifted off its
keel by the wind..."

"...the storm was the worst that has been here since 1853 (so the old
settlers say)..."

Crops were severely damaged by hail and to add to the weather impacts in many parts of

the province, "Total destruction of the growing crops. . .by grasshoppers [was] imminent"

(Tlre Manitoba Free Press, July 25,I874).

In7874, the newspaper carried repofis from various agricultural districts in the province

(Pembina, West L1mne, The Boyne, Rat Creek, Rockwood, Woodlands, Provencher and

Wirinipeg) summarizing crop devastation by the massive grasshopper invasion. Between

Portage la Prairie and Winnipeg "...the whole country between these points is covered

with grasshoppers, and the crops are mostly ruined (The Manitoba Free press, July 25,

1874\.

t 
1 pace is 30 inches (76.2cm)
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lightning rod men report business brisk" (Manitoba Free Press, July 25,1574). Horses,

cattle and a couple of homes were struck by lightning:

"...three fine horses. . .were killed by lightning."

"A 'streak' of lightning took in a chimney on Mr. p. sutherland's house.
Sinclair Street."

"The house of Mr. Royal, st. Boniface, was struck...and a number of
cattle were destroyed in the French settlernents.,,

Generally, summer weather during the summer of 1874 was described as ,,much

warrner than that of last yeaf'(The Manitoba Free press, July 25, rg74).

This year experienced the largest number of thunderstorms between ig71 and 1g75

(Figure 4.6b). Following the June and July frequent and intense thunderstorms and

heavy rainfall events, the remainder of the summer experienced fewer incidents of severe

weather although heavy rains still occurred. Generally, Red River water levels were

"lower than usual this season not withstanding recent heavy rains" (The Nor,Wester,

August 24,1874). Rainy days continued in September: "About the heaviest rain of the

season fell yesterday, at Winnipeg accompanied with some thunder and light¡ing', (The

Nor'Wester, September 14, 1874). The rain from the past months was taking a toll on

dwellings: "ceiling plaster has been coming down lively for a day or two" (The Manitoba

Free Press, September 19, 7874). The wet summer and autumn were also probably

contributing factors to some river bank failure: "The establishment of Messrs Brown &

Rutherford has bodily descended the Bank - the bank going too - a distance of about a

foot'. '" (Manitoba Free Press, September 26, 1874). By early October, river water levels

decreased and the weather became dry, allowing prairie fires to ignite: "The continued
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dry weather seems to induce prairie fires, and a Targe one is raging, apparently a few

miles to the west of the city, today" (Manitoba Free Press, October 10, 1874). Smoke

obscured the atmosphere on October 17 and in the third week of October, "An extensive

prairie fire" was "raging in Sunnyside- the heaviest known in that locality for a great

number of years" (Manitoba Free Press, October 24, I874). Prairie fires that had "been

raging for the past few weeks must have been effectually checked by the first snow of

Thursday fOctober 31]" (The Nor'Wester, November 2,I874). This snowfall, however,

did not remain. The lack of any snow in the middle of November was worlhy of

comment as the newspaper reported this atypical occurence: "Snow seems to be a little

backward in coming fotward this time" and "The hanging off of the winter is the sublect

of much comment" (Manitoba Free Press, November 14.IBi.4\.

4.3.5 Weather and Environment in lB75

Mild conditions prevailed in December with precipitation coming in the form of rain:

"Rain in Manitoba during the winter used to be an unheard of thing, but it was at it again

Thursday night" (Manitoba Free Press, December 12,1874). Much of the snow that fell

earlier disappeared by the end of December and snowfall was actually desired: "Oh! For

some snow, to cover up the rnud chunks on the streets!" (Manitoba Free Press, December

26, t874).

The distinguishing part of January and February 1875 were the prolonged extremely cold

temperatures: "The average temperature for the month of January'75, was 10 degrees

colder than for the same month in the three years previous" (Daily Free Press, February
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6, 1875). January was about 9"C below normal and February about 12oC below normal

(Figure 4.7a). Average ice thickness on the Red River was given as five feet (Daily Free

Press, February 19,20, 1875) and described as extremely thick. And, the Seine River "is

saidtobefrozentothebottom"(DailyFreePress,March 14, I875). Temperaturesof -

30oF and lower were typical. On January 26,when the thermometer registered 8.F (-

13'C), this was the first time since December 30,1874 that temperatures were above goF

(-18'C) (Daily Free Press, January 26, 1875). When a comparison on mean monthly

February temperatures for the past four years was provided (Table 4.3), 1875 was about

15 degrees colder than the previous three Februarvs.

Table 4.3: Newspaper comparisons of February temperatures and snow for lB7Z,

1873,1874 and 1875.

1872 1873 t874 1875

Mean February monthly temp 3.54'F

(-1s.8"C)

3.63"F

(-1s.8'C)

1.7 40F

(-16.8.C)

- 14.86.F

(-26"C)

Total fall of snow 3.7 in (9.4cm) 11.7 (29.7cm) 4.77 (l2.1cm) 5.78 (14.7cm)

Number of snowy days 10 9 6 8

Source: Daily Free Press (March 3, 1875)

The frigid winter experienced severe blizzards with strong winds and limited visibility

fiom driving snow:

"A fearful snow storm, with the thermometer at 40 below...the whole
meteorological outfit seems to be out of kilter this winter. IVho ever heard
before of snow when the weather was so cold?" (The Daily Free press,
January 25,1875)

"The storm last night reached a most terrible patch...The air being filled
with driving snow so thick, that it was impossible to see more than a few
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feet. Woe to any luckless persons who was out upon the prairie last night"
(The Daily Free Press, February 1, 1875)

"Which would you lather have, fofty below or blizzards? There don't
seem to be any mean between the two this winter" (The Daily Free Press,
February 10, 1875)

While the onset of spring thaw began in the third week of March, the thaw was not rapid

like the previous spring: "lJp to the knees in slush this time last year" (Daily Free press,

March 16, 1875). March and April alternated between mild and cold spells (Daily Free

Press, April 15, 1875). From remarks in general newspaper commentary, the IB75 early

spring season had cool temperatures:

"The weather continues to act in a most preposterous and unprecedented
manner, and people are getting completely disgusted with it,, (Daily Free
Press, April 30, 1875).

"It is thought that the winter will set in in earnest soon" (Daily Free Press,
May 1, 1875).

"Never mind the coolness of the weather here - they had a heavy fall of
snow in southem ohio the other day" (Daily Free press, May 3, 1g75).

The instrumental temperature record supports these reports of a cold winter and cool

spring and continued cool temperatures for the rest of the year (Figure 4.7a). Below

normal values appeared from Januaryto April 1875. Despite cool temperatures, prairie

fires were burning in early May (Daily Free Press, May 5, 1875) and again in the third

week of May: "Fires in every direction upon the prairie" (Daily Free Press (May 20,

1875). The "exceptionally dry" winter and early spring season likely contributed to the

blazes allowing grasses to dry out.
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Conditions changed beginning in late May, when rain showers practically became a dally

occurÏence:

"The prairie got such a soaking during the late rains that the roads are yet
impassable in many places" (Daily Free press, June 9, 1875).

"The eafth is just now about as much saturated with water as it is possible
to be, and be entitled to be called earth, and some cellars, which never
before were damp, are now filled with water" (Daily Free press, June I 1,
1 87s).

"The usual diurnal shower didn't come down today. something wrong,,
(Daily Free Press, June 17,1875).

May did show rainfall amounts above the 197r-2000 normal (Figure 4.7c),

The summer and autumn were generally seasonable and the start of the IB75-76 winter

was favourable:

"Weather here still mild and pleasant, and fur overcoats at a discount"
(Daily Free Press, December 3, 1875).

"The prairie, between this city and stony Mountain, is almost entirely
destitute of snow..." (Daily Free press, December 17, lg7 S).

4.3.6 Summary of Weather during the Surveys

Table 4.4 provides a summary of key weather conditions and other environmental

phenomena just before and during the surveys.
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Table 4.4: Chronology of Climate Before and During the Surveys

Year Weather/Climate Notable events

Autumn i867
to
Autumn 1868

Deep snow in the winter:
"unusual depth ofsnow" (January
1e)
April snowfall: "six inches of
snow on the plains"
High water ievels on the Red
River

Low v/ater levels on the
Assiniboine River (Portage Ia
Prairie)

Dry summer
Exh'emely hot
surnûter of 1868
hot and sultry"
Wet and snowy
inches of snow
(September)

suûuner: "the
was unusually

autumn: "eight
at Red River"

Intense thunderstorms (July)
Tornado (July 3)

July: Grasshopper infestation
Complete crop failure

No prairie fir'es around Red River
in the autumn: "Something very
unusual"
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Table 4.4, continued: Chronology of Climate Before and During the Surveys.

Year Weather/Climate Notable events

Autumn 1868
to
Autunm 1869

Mild winter: "well into January
and we are having a beautiful
winter"

Liftle winter snowfall "about one
foot this winter" (reporled March)
Dry spring

Cool spring and suûuner:
"remarkably cool sununer for
Red River"

Dry summer: "has th¡eatened rain
for some time, but we have not
been favoured with a dron"
(August 9)

Wet September: "A considerable
amount of rain has fallen, being
about two inches, mean depth,
and tirere can be little doubt that
some damage has ensued to the
colps, especially along the
Assiniboine...This together with
our unusually cold suÍrner,
retarded the grain some what in
its growth, so that quite an
amount is still standing uncut"

December: Meteorological
observations first appear in the
Nor'Wester Newspaper

April: Many prairie fires

April Prairie fires: "Prairie fires
have been raging in every
direction"

July Prairie Fires: "atmosphere so
smoky that it was hardly possible
to determine the state of clouds"

August Prairie fires: "weather
still continues smoky and dr-y"

October Prairie fires at High
Bluff Parish on the Assiniboine
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Table 4.4, continued: chronotogy of climate Before and During the surveys.

Table 4.4, continued: chronology of climate Before and During the surveys.

Year Weather/CIimate Notable events

Autumn 1869
to
Autumn 1870

Much winter snowfall: "unusual
depth this winter"

Rapid spring melt: "melted the
snow which lay on the ground
fwo or three feet deep four days
ago...supelabundance of surface
water abound[s]" (April 8)

April: High river water levels

Hot summer: "continuation of
excessive heat"

Dry summer': "For the past five or
six weeks we have scarcely had a
drop ofrain"

August: Low Red River water
levels

Wet in the east - Thunder Bay
and Minnesota

July Severe thunderstolm: "hail
stones of a very large size and of
shapes, some larger than a hen's
egg, others of a triangular shape.
In about 15 minutes the ground
was covered white as in winter"

Year Weather/CIimate Notable events

Autumn 1870
to
Autumn 1871

Much winter snowfail: "The
snow lay deep on the ground"
Heavy spring snowfalls:

April 8 "the heaviest snowfail of
the winter came down on the 8tl"'

April 22 "A heavy fall of
snow...once again the prairies
were wrapped in the mantle of
winter for a few days"

April, May: High Red River
water levels

May: Saturated ground: "too wet
for agricultural seeding"

May 27, June 28, August i, 9:
Severe thunderstorms with wind,
lightning and hail damage

First surveys begin in August
1871

September Prairie fìres: "houses
on the opposite side of the street
were all but invisible"
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Table 4.4, continued: chronology of Climate Before and During the Surveys.

Year Weather/Climate Notable events

Autumn 1871
to
Autumn 1872

Cold, long winter (Snow
November 12, 1871 and cold
until April): "winter continues
unusually severe" (December 9,
1871); "the cold has been steady
and the season altogether late"
(April 1)

Cold winter: "winter seems to be
as exubelant as ever. For the last
ten days the thermometer has
rigidly kept below zero, and on
Tuesday night...crept down to
35o below"
March 25 Much winter snowfall

April 11: snowstorm lasting 36
hours with "drifts ten to fifteen
feet in depth"

Late ice break-up on the Red and
Assiniboine Rivers: April 21
"both rivers are yet bridged with
ice"

Cold spring: "A tiresome winter
of unusual severity has closed its
six months term" (May 4); "In the
plains the grass has barely
started" (May 11)

Mild summer

Sufficient suruner rainfall:
"growth has been luxuriant in the
exh'eme"

April 1: "great scarcity of hay,
which was largely consumed by
the prairie fires last fall...caftle
are starving...and may have
already died"

August 1l: Grasshopper
infestation: "afmosphere as far as

the eye can pierce is saturated
with the brutes...farmers irave
slashed down their cr-ops green in
order to ensure at least food for
theil caftle"

October: P¡airie {ires

Majority of surveys occuued in
the summer of 1812
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Table 4.4, continued: chronology of Climate Before and During the surveys.

Year Weather/CIimate Notable events

I 
Autumn 1872

lfo
I Autumn 1873

Little winter snowfall: Snow "not
greater than six inches...The
roads...are in many places quite
bare" (February i5)

Dry spling: "plains are quite as
dry as they were a month later
last spring, and surveyors are
jovial" (May 10)

'Wet summer: "many particularly
severe thundelstorms...rainy,
suûLmer weather'" (August 30)

April 26 Prairie hres "haylands
north and west of the
town...cleared off by file within
the iast week or two"

Heavy rain in the Dakota
Territory and Mimesota: Red
River flooding and high water in
the U.S. portion of the basin only:
"the water is higher now than it
was at all last season" (April 19);
"Red River Valley in Dakota was
to a large extend under water"
(May 17)

June, July: Severe thunderstorms
with hail and lightning damage

August 16:Tornado

September 7-30 Nunrerous prairie
fires: "Atmosphere futl of smoke
from the burning prairies"

October 11:Prairie fires: "prairie
fires are now raging near the
town"; October 18 "Prairie fires
are now raging in every direction,
and the woods in many places
along the red river are burning
fiercely"

Rapid freeze-up of Red River:
"earlier this season than usual"
(October 28).
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Table 4.4, continued: chronology of climate Before and During the surveys.

Year Weather/Climate Notable events

Autumn 1873

to
Autumn 1874

Little winter snowfall: "six inches
deep"

Dry spring: "Winnipeg never
experienced less spring mud than
this season" (May 2)
Hot summer

July 13: Heavy local rainfalls
raising river water levels and
getting "the marshes throughout
the counh'y are more or less
submerged".

Wet summer and autumn: "About
the heaviest rain ofthe season fell
yesterday" (September 1Ð;
"ceiling plaster has been coming
down" (September 19)

December: Rain "Rain in
Manitoba during the winter used
to be an unheard ofthing"

Low Red River water levels:
"The stage of water in the Red
River is remarkably iow this
spring"

Hìgh Assiniboine Rive¡ water
levels "unusually high"

May 8: Prairie fires

June 27 , July 1 1, July 21, August
17: Severe thunderstorms with
Iightning and hail damage

July 25: Grasshopper infestation
"the whole country fbetween
Portage la Prairie and Winnipeg]
is covered with grasshoppers, and
the crops are mostly ruined"

September'26: River bank failure
"establishment...has bodily
descended the Bank - the bank
going too - a distance of about a

foot"

October 24: Prairie f,ires "An
extensive prairie fire raging in
Sunnyside"
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Table 4.4, continued: chronology of climate Before and During the surveys.

Written descriptions from newspapers (Section 4.2) and the tree ring precipitation

reconstruction (Figure 4.2) support greater precipitation inputs in the couple of years

immediately before the surveys began, especially heavy winter and spring snowfall

accumulations. Most of the surveys in the study area also occurred during a time of

wetter conditions. It is probable the landscape showed the cumulative impacts from

multiple years with higher than average precipitation when surveys were underway.

When surveyors were completing work in the spring and early summer, they often

Year Weather/CIimate Notable events

Autumn 1874
to
Auturrur 1875

Cold winter: Mean February
temperature -1 4.9" (-26.1"C)

Cold spring "The weather
continues to act in a most
preposterous and unprecedented
manner, and people are getting
completeiy disgusted with it"
(April30)

Slow, prolonged spring thaw: "It
is thought that the winter will set
in in earnest soon" (May 1)

Wet summer: "earth is just now
about as much saturated with
water as it is possible...some
cellars, which never before were
damp, are now filled with water"
(June 1 1)

Mild autumn: "Weather still mild
and pleasant" (December 3)

Winter begins mild: "Weather
keep astonishly warmer"
(December 22)

Liftle snow fall "almost entirely
destitute of snow" December 17

Thick ice formation on the Red
River: five feet and Seine River
frozen to the bottom

May 20: Prairie fires "Fires in
every direction upon the prairie"
September 13, October 16, 19:
Prairie fires
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encountered soggy terrain with any wetland depressions being extremely wet or filled

with deep water. Many of these first surueys in the study area also occured over terrain

that contained extensive, enduring wetland areas.

4.4 Temperature and Precipitation and Possible Linkages to Atmospheric

Circulation Patterns

Even for such the short time period of these first surveys, the newspaper accounts and

available climate records bring attention to the great inter-annual and annual variability

for this area. Some of this variability is likely linked to wider atmospheric circulation

fluctuations described by various indices including the El Niño Southern Oscillation

(ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) or North Atlantic Oscillarion (NAO), among

others. The ENSO, PDO and NAO are considered because they are atmospheric

circulation pattems that have effects on Manitoba's and the Northern Hemisphere,s

climate variability (Environment Canada, no date; Quiring and papakyriakou, 2005;

Glantz,2000; Bonsal, et al., 1999; Gamet et al., 199g; Green et al., 1997; Gingras and

Adamowski, 1995). The ENSO effects have been the most documented in research and

in the Prairies result in some characteristic temperature and precipitation patterns. For

example, during a strong El Niño autumn and winter, Manitoba temperatures are

typically milder than normal and precipitation less than nonnal while during a La Niña

winter, Manitoba experiences colder than normal temperatures and greatet than normal

precipitation (Environment Canada, 2005). The PDO is an atmosphere-ocean circulation

influencing North Pacific SSTs that persists on a time scale of about 20-30 years. A

positive PDO index results in a cool phase of North Pacific SSTs while a 
'eeative 

pDO
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results in a wann phase of North Pacific sea surface temperatures (SSTs) (JISAO, no

date). The patterns of Pacif,rc SSTs affect atmospheric airflows and the transport of

moisture into the Prairies resion.

Stahle et al. (1998) reconstructed a Southern Oscillation Index for the winter season

(December, January, February) spanning 1706-1977. Table 4.5 lists these index values

for the time of the surveys and identifies probable El Niño and La Niña years. Negative

index values nonnally signify an El Niño winter pattern and positive values a La Niña

winter pattern. Supporting evidence from available written accounts in newspapers

appears to conform to these general characteristics of El Niño or La Niña patterns. The

climate influences are more evident in the written record with a stronger ENSO signal

(for example, 1871 or 1875). However, the connection between ENSO signals and

resulting climate is not simple or straightforward. Possible cumulative impacts may

manifest from multiple years with a tendency toward one phase, or effects from another

atmospheric circulation pattern can become a more significant driver of temperature and

precipitation pattems.

Spatial variations in the North Pacific Ocean SSTs may also in parl be responsible for

anomalously wet or dry conditions in the Canadian Prairies summer season (euiring and

Papakyriakou, 2005): Wetter Prairie conditions may be associated with the combination

of negative SST anomalies along the west coast of North America and southem Canada

and in the northwest Pacific Ocean and, with positive SST anomalies in the Central

Pacific Ocean and coast of Alaska. The analysis of 80 years of 20tl' century climate data
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by Quiring and Papakyriakou (2005) showed southern Manitoba experienced the least

variability of the Prairie Provinces in precipitation inputs and only experienced

anomalous wet or dry conditions about once every 11 years. Bonsal et al. (2001)

documented Canadian winter temperature responses in the 20th century to various

combinations of ENSO, PDO and NAO events. Generally, positive PDO indices show

warrner conditions with negative PDO indices are related to cooler conditions. Bonsal et

al' (2001) found that strong positive, strong negative or neutral PDO indices alter ENSO-

related temperature responses in western and central Canada. The impact is stronger

during El Niño episodes. The research also found over eastem parls of Canada, ENSO

episodes alter typical NAO temperature responses. Specifically, El Niño events make

positive NAO trends wanner andLaNiña events make negative NAO trends colder. The

variations in strength and interactions of the various atmosphere drivers show the

difficulty in separating effects and making linkages to only one driver. Additional

research is still needed to better understand the roles and interactions of all potential

teleconnections and influences on Prairies weather.

The NAO can affect winter and early spring temperature and precipitation pattems in

North America (Hurrell, 2003) but it has most impact in northeast Canada (Bonsal et al.,

2001). NAO indices are available from 1864 to 2004 (Hunell, 1995b) and are also listed

on Table 4.5. A positive value NAO index generally means milder, wetter and stormier

conditions while a negative index means more outbreaks of cold weather in Canada. In

the six-year period of the surveys, the NAO index is inversely correlated to the ENSO

index twice. That is, when a strong La Niña phase is present (positive value), a negative
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NAO index is ptesent (both possibly contributing to cold outbreaks). This appears in

I870-7I and 1871-72. Altematively, when a strong El Niño phase is present (negative

value), a positive NAO index is present. This occurs in the 1873-74 season. The El Niño

phase also appears dominant in the 1872-73 season when the NAO signal is weak. ln

I874-75, both signals are negative and strong. The written evidence indicates a very mild

late autumn and early winter (likely influenced by the start of a strong ENSO) but

January through May was unseasonably cold (with the strong NAO signal possibly

initiating a cooling effect). The early part of 1875-76 is reported mild and lacking snow

even though the two indices indicate a weak trend towards a colder phase. Table 4.5 also

includes for the period of the surueys, data from a preliminary reconstruction of PDO

indices (Kaplan et a1.,2000). The data set covers the period 1856 to 1991. A weak,

negative PDO index is calculated for each of the study period years and may be a

contributing factor to the summer wet conditions encountered during the surueys.

This prelirninary analysis shows that Manitoba's temperature and precipitation variability

can in part be related to large-scale atmospheric drivers such as the ENSO. Using

available indices, impacts on Manitoba temperature and precipitation are more evident

when index values are f 1 or greater of -1 or lower. However, the intensity, timing,

persistence and combinations of the various drivers are complicated. Continued study is

needed to better determine the relationship between the different oscillations and whether

one is more dominant than others in shaping seasonal temperature and precipitation

patterns. There may yet be other natural drivers more important in influencing climate

for this resion.
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Table 4.5: Preliminary analysis of ENSO and NAO influences on temperature and

precipitation.

Year
ENSO Index
- = EI Niño (mild, less
precipitation)
+ : La Niña (cold,
more precipitation)

NAO Index
+ = mild (stormy)
- = cold outbreaks

PDO Index
+: Mild, dry
- = Cool, rvet

1870-71 4.425 (Winter, Spring:
La Niña influence)

"The snow lay deep on
the ground that winter"
(The Manitoban, March
31, 1871)

1.01 -0.09

Year
ENSO Index
- = EI Niño (mild, less
precipitation)
+ : La Niña (cold,
more precipitation)

NAO Index
+: mild (stormy)
-: cold outbreaks

PDO Index
+: Mild, Dry
-: Cool, Wet

1871-72 0.181 (La Niña winter -
cumulative)

-0.16 -0.1

"The winter continues unusually severe" (The Manitoban, December 9, 1871)

"Winter seems to be as exuberant as ever. For the last ten days the thermometer has
rigidly kept below zero, and on Tuesday night in some parts of the Province it crept down
to 35o below" (The Manitoban, March 25,1872)

"...the coid has been very steady, and the season is altogether unusually late" (The
Manitoban, April 1, 1872)

"Then commenced a snowfall of some 36 hours duration [beginning April 11], which
when it ceased left us almost buried. Drifts, such as had not accumulated the whole
winter, were everywhere - being in many places from ten to fifteen feet in denth " /'fhe
Manitoba, April 20, 187 2).
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Table 4.5. continued.

Year
ENSO Index
- : El Niño (mild, less
precipitation)
+ = La Niña (cold,
more precipitation)

NAO Index
+: mild (stormy)
- = cold outbreaks

PDO Index
+: Mild, Dry
-: Cool, Wet

1872-73 -1.5111 (El Nirìo
winter)
"There has been very
little snow this winter
The prailie roads are in
some places almost
bare but in the woods
there has been no
drifting" (The
Manitoban, February
15,1873)

-0.5 -0.i6
"...the season has been
unusually wet" (The
Manitoban, August 30,
1 873)

Year
ENSO Index
- : El Niño (mild, Iess
precipitation)
+ = La Niña (cold.
more precipitation)

NAO Index
+: mild (stormy)
- = cold outbreaks

PDO Index
+ = Mild, Dry
- = Cool, Wet

L813-74 -1.496 (ElNiño Winter)
"The weather during
the past week has been
unusually mild for this
time of the year". (The
Manitoban, December
20,1813).

"...looking for some
place where the snow is
fully six inches deep".
(Daily Free Press,
January 11,1874)

2.32 -0.11
Figure 4.6 (many
thunderstorms)
...the marshes
throughout the country
are more or less
submerged" (Daily
Press, July 13,1814)

"...the effects of the
lightning have been
severe...this season"
(Manitoba Free Press,
July 25, 1874)
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Table 4.5, continued.

Year
ENSO Index
- = El Niño (mild, less
precipitation)
+ = La Niña (cold,
more precipitation)

NAO Index
+: mild (stormy)
- : cold outbreaks

PDO Index
+ = Mild, Dry
-: Cool, Wet

1874-75 -3.256 (El Niño winter
start; NAO spring
influence)

"Rain in Manitoba
during the winter used
to be an unheard of
thing, but it was at it
again Thursday night"
(Manitoba Free Press,
December 12,1874)

-1.35
"The average
temperatuÌe fol the
month of January '75,
was l0 degrees colder
than for the same month
in the three years
previous" (Daily Free
Press, February 6,
I 875)

"it is thought that the
winter will set in in
earnest soon" (Daily
Free Press, May 1,

1 87s)

-0.16
"The earth is just now
about as much safurated
with water as it is
possible to be, and be
entitled to be called
earth, and some cellars,
which never before
were damp, are now
fìlled with water"
(Daily Free Press, June
1 1, 187s).

"The usual diurnal
shower didn't come
down today.
Something wrong"
(Daily Free Press, June
17, 187s).

Year
ENSO Index
- : El Niño (mild, less
precipitation)
+ = La Niña (cold,
more precipitation)

NAO Index
+ = mild (stormy)
- = cold outbreaks

PDO Index
+: Mild, Dry
- = Cool, Wet

t81s-7 6 0.450
"The prairie, between
this city and stony
Mountain, is almost
entirely destitute of
snow..." (Daily Free
Press, December 11 ,
1 87s).

"Weather keep
astonishly warmer"
(Daily Free Press,
Decenrber 22.1875\.

0.21 -0.05
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The next section uses township examples to illustrate linkages between shoft-term

climate variability and land cover characteristics during the surveys.

4.5 Land Cover Examples and Climate - 1871-1875

When the surveys began in the autumn of 1871 and during their peak activity in 1872,

surveyors entered a landscape recently exposed to cumulative impacts of a couple of

years of high precipitation input. This affected wetlands and small ponds persistence and

extent, and water depth in prairie streams. As surveys continued in 1873, the lack of

snow in some areas in 1872-73 affected wetlands distribution in some areas but water

was also retained where soils were saturated. Dry conditions early in the 1873 summer

and many severe thunderstorms in July ignited numerous prairie and forest fires. The

autumn of 1873 and winter of 1873-74 were both fairly dry but July was exceptionally

wet in 1874 contributing to wetland growth. Dry conditions prevailed in the spring and

summer of 1875.

4.5.1 The "Deep Marsh" in 1871 and lB72

An extensive wetland, covering at least 400 km2 existed on the east side of the Red River

("Deep Marsh" in Figure 4.8a). Contours from the digital l:20,000 topographic base

map series and Manitoba's digital elevation model (DEM) produced from

otlhophotographs were both overlaid on the wetland to see if any noticeable depression is

visible where the former wetland existed. No obvious extensive depression appeared on

the two elevation sources. The contour lines are inclusive to show any widespread

depression and only a very gentle gradient is visible on the DEM with lower elevations
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nearer the Red River. The area of this former "Deep Marsh" did have numerous small

streams flowing from the east towards the Red River and even a slightest depressions,

may have been just enough to pond water. Today this region is one of the heavily settled

and modified with urban development, roads, numerous drainage ditches and the Red

River Floodway so it is possible that some former depression has already been erased

from the landscape. Surveying Township 9, Ranges 3 and 4 East in September 1871,

T.H' Lynch Stauton noted that a large portion of these and surrounding townships usually

consisted of "deep marsh quite unfit for cultivation". This was not the case in 1871.

That yeat, the surveyor was informed "by persons who have known it fthe marsh] for

many years that had it not been for the almost unprecedented dryness of the past season,

we would not had run our lines through it" (Lpch Stauton, 1871). While the spring and

summer of 1871 received rainfall, dry conditions dominated in the months of September

and October as prairie fires burned east of the city. At the end of September, prairie fires

created so much smoke that "the houses on the opposite side of the street were all but

invisible" (The Manitoban, september 30, 1g71). The previous summer, 1g70

experienced hot temperatures and a severe, lengthy period of drought: 'oFor the past five

or six weeks we have scarcely had a drop of rain, so that in fact, everything left green by

the grasshoppers was becoming completely parched" (The New Nation, July 16, 1g70). It

is possible the 1870 summer drought was a significant factor contributing to the reduced

water content of the "Deep Marsh" in 1871. But the next year,ISJ2,whenmore of this

wetland area was surveyed, soggy land and standing water existed in the north and

southwest parl of Township 8, Range 5 East. This township was surveyed between May

22 and July 16, 1872 after heavy inputs of spring snowfall including some snow in May:
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"Then commenced a snowfall of some 36 hours duration lbeginning April
11], which when it ceased left us almost buried, Drifts, such as had not
accumulated the whole winter, were ever)¡\,vhere - being in many places
from ten to fifteen feet in depth..." (The Manitoban, April 20,lg72).

"...on the 8tl' and 9tl' lMay] it turned to snowing again. This disruption of
weather has very much retarded all farming operations; and has all but
prevented the growth of vegetation. In the plains the grass has barely
started..." (The Manitoban, May lI,1B7Z)

Some parts of the township were flooded with two to three feet of water. Wet conditions

in this marsh may be more typical as the surveyor, Thomas Cheesman (1872), was

informed, "the greater pafi of this land is prone to flood", At several locations, survey

rods eight feet long were easily driven into the marshy ground. ln Township 7, Range 5

East, land was also wet and flooded in May and June 1872. The cause of flooding in this

township was related to the existence of drainage gullies entering this township from the

adjacent one to the east. One of the gullies ended in Section 23 and,water out flowed into

Sections 22, and 27 to 33 (Figure 4.8a). A second gully ended in Section 5 and water

overflowed into Sections 6 to 8. The surveyor of Township 7, Range 4 East reporled the

"southern part is undulating intersected with gullies or ravines which effectually drain it

of all surface waters" (Martin, October to December 1872). Figure 4.8b shows the area

in the present-day.

4.5.2 ßThe Great Hay MarshÐ in lB72

.West 
of the Red River, an extensive wetland area known as a "Great Hay Marsh,'covered

a great part of Township 7, Ranges 2,3 and 4 West and beyond (Figure 4.9a). This more

petmanent marsh comprised approximately 194 km2 and was produced bv water drainins
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Figure 4.8a: The Deep Marsh, Township 9, Ranges 3 and 4 East, 1871
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Figure 4.8b: The Deep Marsh, Township 9, Ranges 3 and 4 East, 1995
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down from the Manitoba Escarpment in the Boyne River and emptying into the south

west part of this marsh. Some "High Dry Prairie" on the north side of the wetland

probably helped pool water. The phrase "hay marsh" was commonly found written on

original township plans describing lower, wetter regions suitable to produce hay for

livestock. The phrase "Great Hay Marsh" appeared several times on the original maps

describing this extensive wetland.

Western portions of tIns large hay marsh were surveyed between July and October of

1872. John A. Snow's 1872 field notebook report provided a possible explanation for the

fOlmation of this vast wetland: "The marsh is produced by the water of the Riviere aux

Islets de Bois [Boyne River] having no channel through the Marsh to connect it with the

Scratching River [Morris River], and until such channel is made these wet lands will be

useless except for grazing and hay". The report further described conditions in this

wetland area: "Cattle and horses cannot cross these parts except in the month of August,

and then some spots must be avoided" (Snow, 1872). The western part of these wetlands

was described as "very wet and boggy and overgrown with cat tail flags and black

rushes" (Snow, between August 20 to September 9 1872). Grasses reached heights of

two to five feet. This "Great Hay Marsh" extended into the southern part of Township 8,

Range 3 West.

Contours from the 1:20,000 topographic map and the DEM were superimposed on the

Great Hay Marsh. The contour map was not conclusive to show a large depression where

the former wetland existed. The elevation difference is nearly 30 metres from where the
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Boyne River enters this former wetland area in Range 4 West to its eastern limits in

Range 1 West. The DEM also does show higher elevations (darker brown shading) north

and south of the fonner wetland limits. This higher terrain contributed to containing the

water in the marsh and confirming some "High Dry Prairie" identified on the original

township map (Figure 4.9b).

The persistence of waterlogged conditions in this wetland over all of the summer of 1872

and into the autunm can be also be partly related to a cumulative effect 'of precipitation

input and its timing. The large snowfall event in April, 1872 and heavy winter snow

amounts were reported the previous two winters probably completely saturated the

ground. In 1869-70, the snow was described as "fallen in an unusual depth this winter"

(The New Nation, April 2, 1870). In 1870-71, " ... the heaviest snowfall of the winter

came on the 8th [April]" (The Manitoban, April 15, 1871) and after another "heavy fall of

snow ...once again the prairies were wrapped in the mantle of winter for a few days" (The

Manitoban, April 22, 1871). Instmmental weather records at Winnipeg in 1872 recorded

snow in March and rain in April and September much greater than the 1971-2000

normals (Figure 4.4a) and snow amounts double the normal in March (38.9 cm

compared to 15.8 cm) and four times greater in April (44.5 cm compared to 10.1 cm).

Another factor in retaining wet ground conditions may have been a moderately wet

summer with the absence of any lengthy summer hot spell reducing evapotranspiration

amounts from wetland areas keeping them waterlogged all summer. Reports from all

agricultural areas were favourable: "The growth has been luxuriant in the extreme..."

(The Manitoban, August 31, 1872).
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In the north central portion of this wetland, an area of "Level Wet Land" was surrounded

by "Excellent Dry Hay Meadow Land" (Snow, between September 20 and October I

1872). The hay meadow likely became temporarily saturated seasonally or during times

of high rainfall.

This area has a low surface gradient of 0.2 m/km (Land Resource Unit, 1999) and fine

textured, clay soils resulting in surface ponding from spring snowmelt and following

heavy rainfall. This area shows no trace of wetlands on the 1995 land use classification

as they have been completely transformed to cropland (Figure 4.9c). Today, agriculture

is possible in this area because an extensive, constructed drainage network is facilitating

more rapid surface runoff. It is interesting to note that when this area was surveyed in

1872, the surveyor plotted a line on the township map suggesting a proposed drainage

channel for the marsh. This proposed drainage channel was later constructed and named

the Norquay Channel.

For the "Great Hay Marsh" in the west, the extent mapped during the surveys was

probably close to the largest area that was covered and was influenced by a succession of

wet periods. This wetland likely expanded more northward into Township 8, Ranges I, 2

and 3 West where "Low level land" existed. Parts of Township 8, Range 2 while dry

during survey were described as "Land wet in spring".
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Figure 4.9a: The Great Hay Marsh, Township 7, Ranges 2,3 and 4 West, 1872
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Figure 4.9b: The Great Hay Marsh - Digital Elevation Model
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The extent of the "Deep Marsh" in the east appeared more variable than the wetland in

the west and its boundaries less discernible. A large part of the terrain in the vicinity of

the "Deep Marsh" was described as "flat" or "low". And, many small gullies draining

towards the Red River ended their course in this wetland area. Today, this area is a

mixture of land use, including part of the City of Winnipeg, agricultural cropland and

forage, and some grassland. It is still an area prone to flooding, especially during times

of Red River overflow.

Although numerous pre-settlement wetland areas have been mapped in the entire study

area, it is certain that wetland areas naturally fluctuated and during some years, larger

areas than illustrated were prone to submersion. For example, areas identified as "low

prairie" or willow scmb patches on the original township maps were subject to periodic

wetness after spring thaw or heavy precipitation inputs. By just examining these two

large wetland examples, over a couple of years, the variability of their water content was

apparent.

4.5.3 Lizard Lake in 1872

Lizard Lake was surveyed in Township 4, Ranges 7 and 8 West (Figure 4.10a). This

lake was surveyed between September and December 1872. Open water area was about

451 hectares and wetland about 765 hectares. The surveyor observed that the lake had

not dried up over the 1872 summer season. As noted in the previous examples, 1872 was

a wet year and the couple of years prior to this survey also experienced some significant
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precipitation events. When re-surveyed in 1917, Lizard Lake was dry and labeled as

"hay marsh". Another survey in 1919 showed this whole area as dry land. Instrumental

precipitation measurements recorded 349.9 mm for 1917, about one-third below the

1971-2000 normal (513.7 mm) and 492.8 in 1918. When an orthophotograph (flown in

1995) of Lizard Lake and vicinity has the 1872 lake and wetland boundaries

superimposed, the open water area is smaller in the 1995 image and some marsh around

the lake appears cultivated probably for animal pasturage (Figure 4.10b). The outline of

a former lakeshore is also visible on the orthophoto. Two small areas 01 poplar woods

have been completely cleared. The 1995 classified satellite imagery land use map depicts

slightly different boundaries still. When the 1872 map is compared with the 1995 land

use map, nearly no open water area is present (14.5 hectares) and the wetland area (534

hectares) has a different shape than even the orthophoto image (Figure 4.10c). Grassland

areas replace historic wetland area. This example shows the sensitive nature of small

prairie water bodies to the influence of human modifications on drainage and to seasonal

precipitation inputs. The orthophoto was captured on one day in 1995 but the satellite

imagery was gathered over the entire year. Comparing these two images provides an idea

of seasonal variability of the lake and its sunounding wetland. The maps from 1917 and

1919 also demonstrate sensitivity of this water and wetland environment showing a shift

from wetland to completely dry land in just two years.

Many small wetland areas also existed in the two townships west of Lizard Lake in 1872.

Many of these wetland areas are still visible in the present-day on the 1995 land use map.

Conesponding locations can be identified but sizes and shapes are slightly different.
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Figure 4.10b: Orthophotograph of Lizard Lake in 1995
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Figure 4.10c: Lizard Lake (1995) on the PFRA Land Cover Map
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More open water areas were visible on the 1872 maps. The 1995 land use map, however,

does show more small wetland areas than 1872. Some of these probably were

overlooked in the 1872 surveys but others may have been established by Ducks

Unlimited as water fowl management breeding areas.

4.6 Summary

Temperature and precipitation information was presented for the period just prior to and

during the surveys. Even during the short period of the surveys, the climate exhibited

great variability. Data from instrumental measurements, tree ring reconstructions and

written accounts generally all corresponded to show similar temperature and precipitation

characteristics. Local temperature and precipitation patterns also show the broad

characteristics associated with larger atmospheric circulation patterns. The ENSO

influence on temperature and precipitation during the late autumn and winter months

appeared most apparent. The E1 Nifio phase created milder autumns and winters with

little snowfall while the La Nifia phase created cold winters and springs with large snow

amounts. The negative phase of the NAO may, in part be responsible in generating and

maintaining cold air outbreaks in the spring and early summer months. The negative

PD~ index may be responsible for the wetter conditions during the survey years in the

late spring and summer months. The interactions, impacts and time-scale variability of
,

the different natural drivers, however, have not been altogether analyzed in this work.

These larger-scale relationships and their effects on regional temperature and local

precipitation in Manitoba and the Prairies are still being established. And, when

anthropogenic landscape change and increasing greenhouse gas emissions are considered,
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it may be challenging to separate effects of natural atmospheric circulation drivers of

regional climate variability from global climate change.

This chapter also demonstrated that amounts and timing of precipitation input played a

significant role in wetland and water bodies extent and water content in the 19th century.

Land use variability and change are also drivers of regional short- and long-term climate

patterns (Raddatz, 2005; Zhao et a1., 2001).

Slow climate changes over millelmia and centuries helped establish the Prairies

landscape. Temperature and precipitation variability in the 19th century contributed to

creating variability and renewal of the landscape. The land cover, in tum, influenced

regional temperature and precipitation and atmospheric circulation. The state of land

features surveyors encountered and mapped were dependant on the timing of surveys,

especially when mapping water resources.
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CHAPTERS

LAND COVER AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

5.1 Introduction

Descriptions and spatial distributions of the different land cover categories in the late 19th

century are described and quantified. Case study examples of land cover and land cover

change are included. In addition to discussing land cover characteristics, other

environmental features are described, including fires, settlement, and water resources.

5.2 Prairie Grassland

Prairie grassland comprised at least 8,900 km2 of the land cover in the 170 townships of

the study area. Figure 5.1a is a map showing only the distribution of natural prairie in

the 1870s and Figure 5.1b shows that no classifiable amounts of prairie remain in the

study area. The grassland category identified on the 1995 classification refers to land

used for livestock grazing. This present-day grassland has replaced former wooded areas

(Section 5.4). The natural prairie grassland land cover is the one most modified by

humans. Nearly this entire ecosystem has been eliminated from the southern Manitoba

landscape and replaced with agricultural farmland. Some clear and obvious examples are

shown in Townships 4,5,6, Range 2 West (Figures 5.2a, b).

The greatest expanse of open prame existed in townships west of the Red River.

Numerous small wetlands and one extensive wetland area also existed in this prairie

landscape. Temporary grassland openings created by fire were widespread in the wooded
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areas of the west but many of these forest openings were not thoroughly mapped although

they were often mentioned in field notebook reports:

"The Poplar timber (which is situated mostly at the South West comer of
the Township) is very small, with numerous openings in it, and is much
destroyed by fire." (Township 9, Range 4 West)

"There is not one section of prairie land in the township but there are some
clearings made by recent fires." (Township 4, Range 7 West)

On the east side of the Red River, prairie was more broken by stretches of willow bush,

larger wetland areas and tracts of poplar woods. Openings created in any woods east of

the Red River were more typically colonized with "dense underbrush, and large tracts of

willows" (Township 3, Range 7 East) or "grass for hay and pasturage" (Township 3,

Range 5 East). This land cover likely corresponds with different drainage characteristics

in the area.

5.3 Wetland Areas and Water

Figure 5.3a shows the 170 townships of the study area illustrating only wetlands

locations and extent. Wetlands covered approximately 1,600 km2
. Wetlands in the 1995

land use map are shown in Figure 5.3b and comprise 134 km2 of the landscape. In the

1870s, numerous small wetlands and some expansive wetlands areas were visible,

ranging in areas from less than 1 to nearly 400 km2
. Vegetation in wetland areas west of

the Red River consisted primarily of "hay" grasses and willow. Hay and willow also

occupied wetland areas east of the river but rushes, cattails and "weeds" were also

observed and Tamarack became typical in the eastern most part of the study area. Many

of the wetland areas, especially the small ones on the west side of the Red River were
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seasonal and not permanent: "Small marshes abound: in some cases containing water

but often dry and covered with good hay" (Township 1, Range 11 West). After winter

snowmelt, these seasonal wetland areas became saturated but by the sun1ll1er season, they

were dry:

"these marshes are surrounded by good hay lands and when the survey
was made in June these hay lands were most dry." (township 9, Range 2
West).

"Water is also to be found during the rainy or spring season, in almost
every low marsh but these soon get dry in summer. (Township 7, Range 4
E~0 .

" ...marshes which are generally speaking covered with water in spring
and dry in sUll1ll1er." (Township 8, Range 4 East)

However, in the SUll1ll1er or autumn, wetland areas could become waterlogged

after a heavy rainfall event: "Owing to the late heavy rains, the marshes

throughout the country are more or less submerged" (Nor'Wester Newspaper,

July 13, 1874)

5.3.1 Wetland in Townships 1 and 2, Range 7 East

Nearly all of Townships 1 and 2, Range 7 East consisted of an extensive wetland area.

When surveying Townships 1 and 2, Range 7 East between the middle of July and early

September 1875, F.A. Martin remarked that the land "is useless (without thorough

Drainage) for agricultural & grazing purposes three fourths of it being covered with

either water floating bog or swamp willows and reeds" (Figure 5.4a). Wetland

comprised at least 4,772 hectares in Township 1 and 5,469 hectares in Township 2.

"Deep water" was found in the centre of the wetland areas. In addition, the land south
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was described as "low wet land with Poplar and Willows" (Martin, 1875). A branch of

the Rat River (Comoy Creek) ran through the centre of Township 2 but its channel was

not very distinguishable since it "spreads itself out over a large portion of the large or

Great Marsh" (Martin, 1875). Spring and early summer weather contributed to the

wetlands extent and depth of water. First, newspapers reported of a slow, prolonged

spring thaw with cool temperatures persisting: "It is thought that the winter will set in in

earnest soon" (Daily Free Press, May 1, 1875). Then, May and June while remaining

cool, were exceptionally wet: "earth is just now about as saturated with water as it is

possible ... some cellars, which never before were damp, are now filled with water" (Daily

Free Press, June 11, 1875). And, if it did not rain, that was newsworthy: "The usual

diurnal shower didn't come down today. Something wrong" (Daily Free Press, June 17,

1875). With cool temperatures and an abundance ofrain, the wetland had no opportunity

to dry out as evaporation would be reduced.

The surveyor reported some poplar growing on the west side in stony terrain cluttered

with large boulders. Waterfowl were abundant and numerous bear sightings were

reported. Optimistically, the surveyor stated these townships would present "first class

facilities for easy drainage which when done will throw open an area of good rich

respectable soil" (Martin, 1875). Extensive wetland drainage is visible in these

townships on the 1995 land use map (Figure 5.4b). Streams in each of the townships

have been straightened to direct water runoff and nearly all the extensive wetland areas

drained. About 521 hectares of wetland are distinguishable in the eastern part of the

townships and in a couple of northern sections. However, very little agricultural activity
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Figure 5.4a: Wetland in Townships 1 and 2, Range 7 East (1875)
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Figure S.4b: Wetland in Townships 1 and 2, Range 7 East (1995)
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is presently undertaken in these townships, the soil being of marginal quality for good

productivity. A few scattered areas of cropland and forage are found among a mostly

grassland region. A fragmented woodland remains in the west and east sections but in

the nOlihern sections of Township 2, a forested area now thrives where "very wet marsh

with Long Reeds, Rushes and Few Willows" formerly prevailed (Martin, 1875).

5.3.2 Wetland in Township 6, Range 7 West

Large areas of wetland labeled as "bog", "willow swamp", "marsh", "wet land" were

common when this township was surveyed between April and June 1873 comprising at

least 2,368 hectares (Figure 5.5a). The poplar and oak woods were not very densely

concentrated except along the banks of streams. Areas of windfall were encountered and

thick willow bmsh was typical. Tracts of forest still exist today, concentrated in the

southwest, covering about 1,867 hectares, reduced from about 4,124 hectares in the

1870s. The large areas of willow bmsh and wetland have been drained and converted to

cropland (Figure 5.5b), reducing wetlands to small remnants now making up about 92

hectares. Human-constmcted straight drainage channels are very visible on the 1995 land

use map. The Riviere aux Islet du Bois (Boyne River) and its tributaries flows through

the northern part of the township and into the southern pati of Township 7. Stephenfield

Lake, a human-engineered lake created from the damming of the Boyne River is now

found in the northeast sections of this township.
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Figure 5.5a: Wetland in Township 6 Range 7 West (1870s)
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5.4 Woodland and Scrub Areas

Areas classified as Woodland comprised greater than 5,700 km2 of the land cover when

the surveys occurred. Figure 5.6a shows the woodland and scrub in the study area. A

Scrub category was initially created but because the Scrub category included second

growth young trees in many of the Parkland forest surrounding the Prairie, it was decided

to simplify the classification by reclassifying Scrub areas as Woodland. The Scrub

category also included willow vegetation. Nearly all of the Scrub that was classified in

the western townships has been renamed Woodland. The beginning Of the Parkland

ecozone is a combination of trees at varying stages of growth. Fire played a significant

role in vegetation kill and regeneration in this poplar-dominated forest. Because of

annual fires, the woods were continually changing in species composition and age

structure. Following a forest bum in an area, gaps are created allowing increased light

and the understory is opened. Grassland is the first vegetation cover to re-establish and

aspen suckering increases with increased sunlight and warmer temperatures at the forest

floor (Shepperd, 2001). With increased light and less competition from other trees,

gernlination of any tree seeds can proceed. Many of the areas first classified as Scrub in

these western townships were a combination of grassland openings, willow and yOlmg

poplar trees. A line showing the approximate edge of the Parkland boundary in the study

area in the 1870s and in 1995 is shown on the map in Figure 5.6b. Forest now covers

about 1,500 km2
, a decrease of 73% since the 19th century. The change visible in the

southern edge is mostly attributable to agricultural expansion into this area.
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5.4.1 Woodland and Scrub in Township 6, Ranges 10 and 11 West

Figure 5.7a represents a pair of townships where Scrub was initially used to classify a

large part of the land cover. Township 6, Range 11 West consisted of dense second

growth young poplar timber with thick undergrowth and fallen timber littering the

surface: "good patches of timber here and there throughout the township but the general

[character] is thick second growth, the original fall of timber still lying on the ground"

(Beatty, 1872). White birch, with average trunk diameters of about 12 inches was found

in the east part of the township. This township also included a "luxuriant growth of

vetches and hops". Belts of wetlands in Township 6 separated sand hills ranging in

height from 20 to 200 feet. Wetland numbers and extent and the area of wooded cover

for this township were likely underestimated because the survey only provided data along

section lines. At the time of the survey in July and August 1872, the numerous wetlands

contained water. A number of alkali lakes were also scattered throughout this township.

The Cypress River with "low banks and a sluggish current" (Beatty, 1872) had an

average width of 16 feet and flowed through the southeast part of this township.

Today, trees are almost non-existent in the eastern sections and only a few treed patches

remain in the township (Figure 5.7b). Wetland areas still exist but likely cover a slightly

smaller area.

The survey of Township 6, Range 10 West (Figure 5.7a) began in October 1872 but was

stopped then completed in August 1873 because a snowstorm on October 30 halted work.
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Sparsely wooded poplar forest prevailed in this township with some prairie patches and

wetlands. Sections 5 and 6 contained "some very good poplar timber" but much of the

rest of the township consisted of "timber [that] has been very much blown down nearly

the whole of which is grown up with willow, hazel and scrub bush" (Davidson, 1873). A

small but deep and brackish lake existed in Sections 17 and 20. Areas of burned woods,

windfall and underbrush were common. Spring-fed, Cypress Creek contained excellent

quality water during the survey. The stream had an average width of 10 feet and depth of

two feet and meandered through the township. Section 8 contained a spring but its exact

location was not mapped on the township plan. Hilly terrain was found in the northwest

of Township 6 and extended into Township 7.

Today, practically all of the woods and willow underbrush land cover has disappeared

(Figure 5.7b). Fewer wetlands are visible in the 1995 land use map and the size of the

lake in Sections 17 and 20 is smaller. In 1995, water only existed in portions of the

Cypress Creek channel when the image was taken.

5.4.2 Woodland and Scrub in Townships 5 and 6, Range 9 West

In 1872, Davidson reported parts of Township 5, Range 9 West were "well wooded" with

poplar, balsam and oak (Figure 5.8a). Parts were also "sparsely covered with poplar,

Burned, Limbs [and] wind fall". A portion of this township consisted of "small patches of

prairie, Willow, Hazel and cherry the entire portion that is covered by timber or Brush

has Dense bottom scrub and in nearly every case with thick brier of Hop or peas so much

so that it is almost an impossibility to get through until a line is cut". Approximately one
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quarter of the western part of the township included a growth of small trees (poplar,

balsam and oak). Trunk diameters for the poplar and balsam averaged no greater the nine

or ten inches. The same surveyor was responsible for the adjacent township, Township 6,

Range 9 West (Figure 5.8a). Similar land cover was described:

"the entire pati of the Township is wooded or covered by windfall and
Dense scrub such as willow, hazel, cherry thorn and rose bush. The
timber (poplar) has here very much blown down and burned some of it
within the years. Scarcely any clear Prairie, some grass lands with their
bunches of willow" (Davidson, 1873).

In 1872, a sparse cover of burned timber, windfall, willow and dense undergrowth of

brush interspersed with patches of grassland comprised the rest of the township.

No trace of the forest in the western part of the Township 5 remains today (Figure 5.8b).

Only a few remnants are scattered through the townships. The brush cover also does not

appear on the land use map, cropland filling nearly 80% of the township.

5.4.3 Woodland and Scrub in Township 10, Range 4 West

Beyond the edges of the Parkland in the west, areas initially classified as Scrub were

predominately willow vegetation. Patches of willow were common near parts of the

Prairie that were described as flat or low and in the vicinity of wetland areas. For

example, in Township 10, Range 4 West (Figure 5.9a), "A large portion of this township

consists of low bottom Prairie with tall rich grass, and low wet marshes" with "The high

prairie ...of a fair quality, and having, in places, scattering willows" (Cooper, 1872).

Many wetland areas were present and pockets of "low land" probably became wet

intermittently with moisture input. At the time of the survey, between June and August
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Figure 5.8a: Scrub and Woodland in Townships 5 and 6, Range 9 West (1870s)
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1872, an "Impassable Marsh" was located in the north central part of the township. A dry

stream channel (Scott Coulee) wound its way through the township, entering and exiting

this "Impassable Marsh". The channel was three to four chains wide (60 to 80 metres)

with banks six to eight feet high. Tall grass grew on the bed of the channel and the banks

were forested with fire-killed oak, poplar and elm trees. A stream with "Dead Water" in

its channel was also found adjacent to and eventually entering a wetland in the east

central part of the township.

The Scott Coulee still winds its way through the township in addition to several other

drainage channels (Figure 5.9b). The area of woodland along the coulee is smaller today

and wetland areas are non-existent, as agriculture dominates the township.

5.4.4 Woodland and Scrub in Township 3, Range 4 East

Township 3, Range 4 East had dense forest cover in the 1870s along the Roseau River

and in its eastern sections (Figure 5.10a). Tree species identified included oak, elm, ash,

balsam, maple and "green and dead" poplar. Much of the poplar and balsam in the

eastern sections was large, particularly along Mosquito Creek. Areas of poplar windfall

were also reported. The oak, elm and ash were "oflarge size". The underbrush story was

comprised of plums, grapes, cherries, cranberries, strawberries and raspberries. The total

wooded area was approximately 2,994 hectares but this may be smaller as all prairie gaps

in the forest may not have been mapped. Three openings were mapped in the eastern

woods accounting for 21 hectares of the land cover. No mention is made of numerous

forest gaps in the notebook description of the eastern woodland.
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Figure 5.9b: Scrub and Woodland in Township 10, Range 4 West (1995)
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This township still has wooded areas remaining in the present-day. When the 1979 forest

resource inventory (FRI) data are compared with the 1872 DLS township map (Figure

5.10b), a total of 2,070 hectares of land is still classified as forest. As much as 924

hectares of woodland could have been eliminated. The FRI lists dominant trees in this

township as ash, bur oak, elm, Manitoba maple, basswood, and trembling aspen. Other

species include: eastern cottonwood, balsam poplar and a trace of paper birch. Except

for birch, the other trees were identified on the DLS map. The FRI map is useful for

observing boundary changes of the woodland. In some places, it is apparent the wooded

area extended further west than it does today. More prairie openings are visible on the

FRI map than documented in the 1870s. Wetland area was larger when the survey

occurred in July and August 1872. Fluctuations in the limits of the woods adjacent to the

Roseau River are also visible with one large extension of the forest from 1872 noticeably

cleared. When yet another land classification is viewed (1995 LANDSAT classified

imagery), more changes in forest cover are obvious (Figure 5.10c). On this map, forest

cover comprises 1,396 hectares. Grassland openings appear in greater numbers and cover

even a greater area than are classified in the FRI. The two modem classifications and the

1872 survey can be compared with the unclassified orthophoto image (Figure 5.10d).
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Figure 5.10a: Scrub and Woodland in Township 3, Range 4 East (1870s)
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Figure 5.10b: Scrub and Woodland in Township 3, Range 4 East (1979) from the FRI
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5.5 Grass and Forest Fires

Grass and parkland fires were part of the natural ecosystem processes for the Prairie

environment, many of them intentionally or accidentally caused by humans. Just before

or during the survey years, a total of 47 townships showed evidence of forest fires or

grass fires (Figure 5.11). The greatest number of townships with burned areas was

documented in 1872 surveys but 1872 also experienced the greatest number of surveys in

the study area. Many of the fire-scarred areas surveyed in 1872 actually experienced the

fires in 1871. While lightning strikes did contribute to starting fires, most fires were

almost certainly set by humans, both aboriginal populations and early settlers,

deliberately or accidentally (Rannie, 2001).

Fires occurred nearly every year and were regularly reported in newspapers and other

historical accounts. Between 1860 and 1870, fires burned in six years in various southern

Manitoban locations (Rannie, no date). Before the surveys, between 1860 and 1870, fires

burned in six years in various southern Manitoban locations (Ram1ie, no date). Fires

were particularly severe in 1864 and 1869 with heavy smoke. In 1869:

" .. .it was hardly possible to determine the state of clouds or the auroras
this week" (Nor'Wester, July 10, 1869).

"Prairie fires have been raging in every direction for the last ten days"
(The Nor'Wester, April 17, 1869).

The weather remained "smoky and dry" into August (Nor'Wester, August 9,

1869). Although it is not certain the number of fires that can be attributed to

natural causes (lightning) or human-set, Rannie (2001) believes that fires of
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human origin (accidentally or intentionally set) were most common in the 19th century.

At the Red River Settlement, newspaper accounts reported fires or smoke from distant

fires in September and October 1871. Prairie fires also burned in October 1872 but were

not particularly intense since written records did not emphasize any of the fire events.

The date fire swept through a township is difficult to pinpoint. In newspaper accounts

consulted between 1869 and 1875, fires were reported most frequently during the autumn

month of October (Figure 5.12). Rannie (2001) also reported October as the peak month

for prairie fires. The autumn fires of 1871 reported in newspapers were specifically

mentioned in three township reports:

"These hay lands had been deeply burnt last season [1871] ... " (Township
9, Range 2 West surveyed in 1872)

"During the time of survey the whole township was devastated by fire
which destroyed nearly all the wood growing upon it." (Township 9,
Range 1 East surveyed in 1871 surveyed in 1871)

"At the time of my survey the Great Fire which had recently passed over
this whole district had destroyed all grasses and left the open country a
blackened waste..." (Township 10, Range 4 East surveyed in 1871)

Most references to fire appearing in township reports or on maps were more general and

fires dates could not be determined:

" ... a great deal of timber has been destroyed by fire some years ago."
(Township 4, Range 8 West, surveyed in 1872)

"there are some clearings made by recent fires." (Township 4, Range 7
West, surveyed in 1872)

" ...overrun by fire some time ago." (Township 10, Range 6 East surveyed
in 1872)
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Descriptions of landscape also provided an indication of the passage of fire. When fire

recently passed, bare clearings appeared in woods or vegetation was lacking:

" ... there are some clearings made by recent fires" (Township 4, Range 7
West surveyed in 1872)

" ...destroyed all grasses and left the open country a blackened waste"
(Township 10, Range 4 East)

"These hay lands had been deeply burnt last season consequently the grass
was very thin" (Township 9, Range 2 West surveyed in June 1872)

The presence of second-growth vegetation is also evidence of fire events within the past

several years:

" ... the township is mostly covered with... thin & low scrub where fires
have been through" (Township 5, Range 10 West surveyed in September
1872)
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"Late fires have nearly completely destroyed the former timber, now
replaced by a second growth of young poplar & various weeds, which
from time to time will probably become a pray to the same Element"
(Township 6, Range 5 East surveyed in September and October 1872).

5.5.1 Fires in September 1871 around the Red River Settlement

Extensive grass fires were burning in the vicinity of Winnipeg in the autumn of 1871:

" ...on Thursday ... the air around Winnipeg became surcharged with
smoke, to such an extent that the houses on the opposite side of the street
were all but invisible ... The prairie fires around doubtless contributed to
the general gloom" (The Manitoban, September 30,1871).

The autumn fires of 1871 affected a number of eastern townships. That same year, the

first surveys were undertaken near Winnipeg. Although the field notebooks reports

described a fire-scorched landscape, the maps produced rarely identified the burned

areas. This may be because displaying a burned landscape would discourage

immigration and settlement or it was recognized the grassland would regenerate in a short

time.

Township 9, Range 1 East (Figure 5.13) was surveyed between September 19 and

October 6 when the 1871 fires were burning: "During the time of survey the whole

township was devastated by fire which destroyed nearly all the wood growing upon it".

The grassland was consumed and only a few groves of poplar remained. An area of

burned willows was outlined in Township 9, Range 2 East and in Township 9, Range 3

East. Surveyed between August 28 and September 27, 1871 fire "had entirely destroyed

every trace of vegetation and in many cases consumed the surface soil itself'. Fires also

scorched Township 10, Range 4 East in September 1871: "At the time of my survey the
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Great Fire which had recently passed over this whole district had destroyed all grasses

and left the open country a blackened waste". Typically, where larger areas of a

township (like Township 10) were identified as Scrub, this was evidence of recent fire:

" ...mostly covered with dense scrub of willow or scrub oak with thin & low scrub where

fires have been through". When remaining timber was described in these burned areas, it

was sparsely distributed, young and small. Significant fire damage was reported for this

series of townships but was not shown on the maps.

The 1871 fire season affected Township 9, Range 2 West (Figure 3.9). When the survey

took place in June 1872, it was noted that: "These hay lands had been deeply burnt last

season consequently the grass was very thin in many places, that burnt section extends

principally to the north west of the marsh", A large quantity of burned poplar was strewn

on the surface between the woods along the La Salle River and some poplar stands to the

west. Willow vegetation also was prevalent. Along the La Salle, fire destroyed much of

the wood in Sections 27 and 33. The scarcity of timber was noted in the nOlih part of the

Parish of Ste. Agathe. Wood was scarce on the west side of the Red River and on the

east side, prairie fires "have left very little of the timber which grew there formerly".

Rayland forage for livestock around the settlement was also devastated in 1871: " ... great

scarcity of hay, which was largely consumed by the prairie fires last fall [1871]" (The

Manitoban, April 1, 1872).
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5.6 Gallery Forest Along the Red River

Figure 5.14a illustrates the extent of the gallery forest along the Red River of the

parishes along the river in the study area. Forest covered a total of 151 km2 in the 1870s

in the study area and extended up to 2,500 metres beyond the river. Figure 5.14b shows

the extent of the forest today. Gallery forest covers only 36 km2 and rarely extends 1,000

metres beyond the river.

Ste. Agathe (Section 1) covered an area from the border to Township 2 '(Figure 5.14a).

The forest along this part of the parish was fairly narrow (up to 800 metres wide). On the

east side of the Red, from the border and upstream to Township 2, the forest was "thinly

timbered" with oak, ash and maple. An area just south of where the Marais River entered

the Red on the west side of the river was also "Thinly timbered with Oak, Ash & Elm".

A couple of breaks existed in the forest belt and farmed fields were present nearer the

border (Section 5.8). The stretch of forest near the settled land was cleared for fuel and

building supplies.

The Parish map, Ste. Agathe (Section 2), adjoined Ste. Agathe (Section 1) and extended

north to Township 4. The forest belt ranged to 1,500 metres wide, the wider span found

on the east side of the Red River. Numerous breaks appeared in the forest belt nearly all

of them along the outer bend of a meander. Willow vegetation was first noted as a

component of the forest along the west side of the river on this Parish map. A large area

of "Low Willow Brush" was mapped adjacent to the gallery forest on the east side of the
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nver. Poplar was also first noted as a significant component of the forest in this section.

Only two fields were situated in some cleared forest.

Proceeding northward, to Township 6, in Ste. Agathe Parish (Section 3), the forest belt

ranged in size up to 1,200 metres and was consistently wider on the east side of the river.

Similar to Ste. Agathe Parish (Section 2), only a couple of farm fields were found in the

woods (Figure 5.14c). Poplar was more prevalent, particularly on the east side of the

river that was described as "Very thickly wooded". The forest belt was interrupted in

several places on the west side of the river, mainly on the outside bend of meanders.

Gallery forest in the next section of Ste. Agathe Parish (Section 4) extended into

Township 8 and consisted of a narrow strip on either side of the Red River. The width of

the wood belt ranged from 200 metres on the west side of the river and from 500 metres

on the east side. Some forest was cleared for agriculture but most of the cropped fields

were at the outer edge of the forest belt. Areas of willow vegetation and "Dry Poplar"

were growing along the east side of this portion of the river.

Generally, in many parts of Ste. Agathe, quality timber was scarce, particularly on the

west side of the Red River. It was reported that prairie fires burned most of the woods

just beyond the river forest, especially in northernmost part of this parish. Near the river,

a few large oak and elm trees survived "intermingled with dense thickets of hazel berry

bushes and young timbers of various kinds" (McPhillips, Field Notebook 542, 1874).
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The Parishes of St. Norbert and St. Vital around townships 9 and 10 were heavily settled

compared to Ste. Agathe. Some large farm fields existed immediately adjacent to the

river (Section 5.8). The width of the gallery forest ranged up to 2,500 metres on either

side of the Red River. Poplar dominated the west side of the river although other

hardwood trees (oak, elm and ash) and willow were also reported. Poplar also dominated

the east side of the river. An area of "Young Ash Elm and Oak" was identified in the

southern part of the Parish on the east side. North of this area of young growth, areas of

"thick brush" and willow were distinguished.

Forest trees identified in the 1870s still grow adjacent the Red River but the number of

trees is likely smaller in the smaller area covered by the gallery forest. Scott (1997)

names cottonwood, Manitoba maple and green ash as the dominant hardwoods found

immediately adjacent to the river. Willow is also common and while elms are still

growing today, their quantities are limited because of disease-kill. Bur oak colonizes

farther from the river growing along the slopes and onto the prairie-level surface (St.

George and Nielsen, 2000). The two most common species identified in the parish

surveys of the 1870s were oak then elm. Figure 5.15 summarizes the frequency of

references to tree species found on the DLS parish maps along the Red River. Elm was

the most frequently mentioned on the west side of the river and oak on the east side.

When total references are viewed, the hardwoods of oak and ash are most commonly

referenced. The hardwoods may have been reported more often because of their value

for construction.
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5.7 Gallery Forest Along Part of the Assiniboine River

Figure 5.16a illustrates the extent of the gallery forest along part of the Assiniboine

River in the Parish of Poplar Point. The Assiniboine River is out of the main study area

but preliminary examination of original parish maps along this river revealed prominent

changes in forest cover and river course (Section 5.10). It was decided to include one

parish as an example showing deforestation along the Assiniboine. Forest in the Parish

of Poplar Point covered 2,567 hectares in 1873 and extended to 2,500 metres beyond the
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rIver. Agricultural fields were established in the prairie beyond the river forest. On the

south side of the river, a large tract of oak and elm, about 990 hectares was reserved as

wood lots for settlers. At the east end of this parish, a continuous belt of forest was not

present on the south side of the river. Instead, "Bluffs of Poplar and Willow" were

scattered in this area. Figure 5.16b shows the extent of the forest along the Assiniboine

River today. Forest covers 772 hectares and only extends to at most 500 metres beyond

the river.

Assessment of the six available parish maps along the Assiniboine1 that covered from

present-day Headingley to Portage La Prairie, showed poplar and willow were most

commonly named tree species in the l870s (Figure 5.17). Oak and elm were the most

frequently mentioned hardwood trees.

1 Preliminary analysis of parishes along the Assiniboine River and survey dates were: St. Charles and
Headingley, 1874; St. Francois Xavier, 1873; Baie St. Paul, 1873; Poplar Point, 1873; High Bluff, 1873;
Portage la Prairie, 1874.
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Figure 5.17: Frequency of references to tree species along the Assiniboine River
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5.8 Settlement

At the time of the DLS surveys, parts of the landscape in the study area were already

settled and cultivated. The majority of the cleared land was found along the Red and

Assiniboine Rivers2 (Figure 5.18a and Table 5.1). The greatest belt of continuous

clearings along the Red River were found in the Parishes of St. Vital and St. Norbert, in

the vicinity of the Winnipeg and north of Winnipeg in the Parishes of Kildonan and St.
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Pauls, St. Andrews, St. Clements and St. Peter. South of St. Vital and St. Norbert Parish,

smaller areas were cleared for farming and they were more scattered. Land was cleared

along the Assiniboine, again most agriculture occurring nearer Winnipeg. Greater than

3,667 hectares of land was used for agriculture when the Red and Assiniboine River

parishes (outside of Winnipeg) were surveyed. In addition, the Parish of Ste. Anne along

the Seine River was settled with crops planted along the river with a total of 307 hectares

of land converted to cropland in 1874 (Figure 5.18b). West of Ste. Anne Parish, the

Parish of Lorette also along the Seine River was surveyed in 1878 and had 325 hectares

of land in cropland. In the 170 townships of the study area, only five small, scattered

fields were mapped on four townships.

Table 5.1: Area ofland under cultivation at the time of the surveys*

Location Settled area (hectares)

Red River South 197

Red River North 1,697

Assiniboine River 1,776

Parish of Ste. Anne 307

Parish of Lorette 325

Other 97

*Not mcludmg the Red River Settlement

2 The Winnipeg Region and Parishes (Parishes of St. Boniface, St. Vital, Kildonan, St. Norbert, St. Charles,
St. John, St. James) including East St. Paul and West St. Paul were not mapped as part of this project and
their settlement areas are not included in the totals.
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Land adjacent to the Red River was most heavily cultivated in the Parishes of Kildonan

and St. Paul's (not mapped) north of Winnipeg. In this area, only a very narrow belt of

forest was Jound on the west side of the river. While much of the land on the east side of

the river was also farmed, the forest belt extending further from the river and consisted of

"Poplars Willows and a few Oaks". A strip of burned woods was also identified on the

east side beyond the forest. A line was drawn on the original parish map showing the

"Edge of Burnt Timber".

The Parishes of St. Andrews (911 hectares) and St. Clements (374 hectares) were also

heavily cultivated when surveyed in 1873 (Figure 5.18c). In the last parish on the Red

River North, the Parish of St. Peter had 412 hectares cleared for agriculture when it was

surveyed in 1874

5.9 The Red River

The width and course of the Red River has not noticeably changed since the surveys of

the 1870s. The narrowest width measured from township map data was 35 metres at a

location about one kilometre north of Emerson near the Manitoba United States border.

The widest width was 440 metres at location three kilometres north of Selkirk. Today,

the widths at these same locations are 50 metres and 400 metres, respectively. The slight

differences may be attributable to a margin of error in georeferencing locations.

A few slight changes in the Red River and its the surrounding area are visible in the

northern-most Parish of St. Peter (Figure 5.19a). Forest cover immediately adjacent to
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the river in this parish was already mostly cleared for cropland in the 19th century but

woods were present on the east side of the river between the Red River and Cooks Creek

(circle #1 on the map). Today, these woods are nearly all gone (Figure 5.19b). A small

marsh also existed in the southeast with water entering Cooks Creek through a multi-

channel system. The marsh is not visible in the same location on the 1995 land use map.

A wetland area remains in present-day but is nearer the Red River. In the centre of the

parish (circle #2 on the map), a small segment of the Red River split from the main trunk
,

stream and was separated from the river by a narrow strip of wetland. In the 1995 land

use map, this segment is mostly wetland. A similar change has occurred at the north end

of the parish (circle #3 on the map). In 1874, another small segment of the Red River

was separated by wetland from the main trunk stream. In the present-day, this branch is

disconnected from the river with a belt of woods separating the open water body from the

nver.

5.10 The Assiniboine River

Most of the Assiniboine River is not part of the study area, but preliminary investigation

of original parish maps shows noticeable changes in the channel between the 1870s and

present-day. Two example segments from the Parish of Baie St. Paul are mapped. A

tight meander in the 1873 parish map appeared near the western part of the parish

(Figure 5.20a). The second example shows the outline of another former meander that

has also straightened since the 1870s (Figure 5.20b). Both meanders have since been cut
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Figure 5.19a: The Red River in the Parish of 81. Peter (1870s)
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Figure 5.19b: The Red River in the Parish of St. Peter (1995) PFRA land cover map
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off from the river and are forest-covered. The river channel has naturally developed a

new straighter course.

5.11 Water Resources

Additional examples of small lakes are presented (see also Chapter 4) and information on

subsurface water resources are discussed in this section.

5.11.1 Prairie Lakes

When Township 5, Range 9 West was surveyed in July and August 1872, seven shallow,

brackish lakes ranging in size from 44 hectares to 98 hectares were identified and mapped

(Figure 5.21a). Wetlands, labeled as muskegs, swamps, willow bogs, hay land or beaver

meadows, and overgrown with high rushes were also found scattered throughout

Township 5. Fresh water was readily available in the multitude of small streams or by

digging four feet. Springs existed although not plotted on the original township plan.

Water outflow from springs was decreasing during the survey in July and August 1872.

In 1995, six of the seven lakes identified on the original plan are classified as wetland

areas (Figure 5.21b). One lake that held water in 1872 and also in 1995 is located in

Section 3 and Section 34 of Township 4 to the south. Total open water area (444

hectares) was greater in 1872 than in 1995 (81 hectares). Although wetland area is

greater in the 20th century (547 hectares from 407 hectares), the increase resulted from a
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loss of open water. Comparing the orthophoto, it appears differences in water content are

visible from the 1995 classified data (Figures 5.21c and b).

East of the Red River and in the vicinity of the river, willow vegetation was also

frequently associated with young poplar. For instance, in Township 3, Range 2 East

(Figure 5.22a) "the eastern and southern parts are covered with thick willow brush and

young poplar" (Grant, 1873). The Red River with its gallery forest was found in the
,

Parish of Ste. Agathe, on the west side of the township and the Roseau River flowed in

the southeast. Timber was sparsely distributed along the Roseau and willow vegetation

more prevalent. A ravine, running south to north intersected this township. Marion Lake,

an oxbow lake, on the west side of the Red River held water when the survey of the

parish occurred in 1874.

This township is mostly cropland on the 1995 land use map and Marion Lake is dry with

a small area of wetland at that time (Figure 5.22b). The orthophoto also shows a small

sliver of water at a different place from the 1995 map (Figure 5.22c). The woodland area

along the Red River has decreased while trees have matured around the Roseau River

where willow vegetation dominated in the 19th century. Brush vegetation is limited and

only a couple of small islands of poplar remain on the landscape.

5.11.2 Subsurface Water Resources

Information relating to subsurface water included references to spnngs, wells or

descriptions of digging for water. Locations of springs or wells were mapped as point
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Figure 5.21a: Prairie Lakes in Township 5, Range 9 West (1870s)
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Figure 5.21b: Lakes in Township 5, Range 9 West (1995) on PFRA Land Cover Map
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Figure 5.22a: Marion Lake in Township 3, Range 2 East (1870s)
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locations. Assessment of availability and quality of subsurface water was confined to

notebook entries. Transcribed remarks either directly described subsurface water

resources or surmised the availability of these resources based on observations and

success in digging for water.

Figure 5.23 shows the 11 springs and wells identified on township plans. In addition, the

figure identifies 36 townships where digging or sinking wells found subsurface water.

The two townships where saline water was encountered are also identified.

Some examples of sentences describing sprIng outlets and assessmg water quality

include:

"good water can be had by sinking wells four or five feet deep at the edge
of any swamp" (Township 7, Range 10 West, Field Notebook #576)

"On sec. 8 there is the spring of cold fresh water" (Township 6, Range 10
West, Field Notebook #358)

"Water found in holes digged in marshes is generally brackish" (Township
5, Range 4 East, Field Notebook #212)

5.12 Summary

Surveyors in the 19th century encountered a diversity of climate and land cover conditions

in southern Manitoba. While completing the official surveys, various environmental

observations were made describing the state of the landscape, forests and water resources.

The surveys and written observations provide a useful account of the pre-settlement

landscape and a baseline to evaluate changes that have occurred over more than a
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century of development. The mapping and analysis in the examples for this chapter show

significant changes in the landscape since the late 19th century. All 19th century surveyed

land covers showed declines in area coverage. Where prairie grassland once dominated,

agriculture farmland is the present-day landscape. The analysis shows large area changes

over the entire study area and the considerable changes in land cover at local levels

through individual township examples.

The surveyed landscape provided examples of the occurrence of a past common

environmental process such as fires in shaping and renewing the grassland and forest

landscape. The timing and amount of precipitation influenced wetland extent and water

content in wetlands, small lakes and streams. Qualitative and quantitative comparisons to

the present-day landscape draw attention to the enormous impact of human activities on

changing their environment, and affecting climate patterns and other environmental

processes.

The final chapter summarizes the impacts on land cover changes that evolved after the

first surveys. A map of the entire study area and quantitative assessments in land cover

change are produced.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis demonstrates the application of historical cartographic and written sources to

reconstruct land cover and climate conditions of the recent past for part of southern

Manitoba at a time just before the onset of intensive human land development for

agriculture. Township maps, survey field notebooks and newspapers are used to

reconstruct land cover and climate conditions. Tree ring data and instrumental

measurements provide climate information and other environmental observations.

Climate conditions just before and during the survey are analyzed to identify any

relationships between land cover characteristics and temperature or precipitation patterns.

Land cover and climate variability are apparent even over the short five-year period of

the study, 1871-75.

The pre-settlement land cover information is compiled in a GIS database where land

cover types were quantified and mapped. Comparisons are made between the 19th

century reconstructed land cover and 20th century land cover information. The

comparisons show the extent of environmental change of the recent past.

Four thesis objectives were outlined in Chapter 1. Results and discussion of the

objectives conclude this research followed by suggestions for future research.
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Objective 1: To Compile Original DLS Land Cover Information in Southern Manitoba in

GIS Format

Objective 1 of the thesis involved generating maps showing reconstructions of pre-

settlement land cover in a part of southern Manitoba. The DLS graphic and written

historical records yielded land cover information with a fine spatial and temporal

resolution for the study area. Township and parish maps showed land cover information

for known locations that were attached to specific dates. The main study area comprised

170 townships covering about 16,500 km2 and 10 parishes.

Analysis of individual township maps produced by the DLS in the 1870s aided in

generating a portrait of the landscape before widespread human agro-settlement and

modification of terrain. Land cover information from the surveys was digitized and input

to a GIS. The GIS database calculated quantitative area values for different land cover

types and graphic representations of land cover were generated. Four distinct land cover

categories were distinguished: Prairie; Wetland; Parkland; and Water. Additional

categories included: Settled areas; Burned areas; and an Unknown category for areas that

were not classified by the surveyors. Analysis and mapping identified wetland locations

and extent. The Parkland forest boundary and the extent of the gallery forest along the

Red and Assiniboine Rivers of the 1870s was defined and compared to present-day

extent. A selection of townships was presented as examples illustrating notable land

cover changes.

The final product of this study includes a map compiling the land cover information from

the 170 individual township maps and parish maps to provide a snapshot of the landscape
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before intensive human settlement and conversion of the natura11andscape to agriculture

(Figure 6.1a). The compilation land cover map and its comparison to modem-day land

cover (Figure 6.1b) is a significant output of this research showing the pre-settlement

landscape in southern Manitoba. Since the historic land cover information is now stored

in a GIS, maps can be generated at any scale and for any area of interest and land cover

quantified. Available with this thesis is a compact disk with digital files (jpeg format)

showing land cover for individual townships in the study area compared with the 1995

classified imagery.

Objective 2: To Describe and Analyze DLS Land Cover Information

The second thesis objective involved outlining the process of data capture and transfer

from the original paper maps into a GIS. The ArcView™ GIS program was applied to

capture and map land cover data from original paper maps. Standard procedures were

used to digitize original graphic information and the ArcView™ GIS was customized to

create a database of land cover information for each township. Any written material

found on the township plans was also recorded and input in the database. The written

descriptions were analyzed to find the most frequently used words or phrases to describe

land cover features. This analysis revealed only a few words or phrases were consistently

used to describe land cover features and assisted in establishing the final simplified land

cover classification based on both graphic representations and words. Land cover

information was digitized from the 170 township maps and 10 parish maps. The GIS

generated individual township maps, case study maps and a final map that was compiled

by combining all townships and parishes.
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Landscape classification and mapping was completed with mixed results. Excellent land

cover slmchronization across township boundaries was achieved in some regions but not

in others. Transitions from one vegetation type to another were at times diff,rcult and

sometimes not possible to delineate. Decisions were made and documented on how to

deal with any unclear and inexact boundaries of land covers. Despite difficulties and the

need to qualitatively interpolate distribution of some features, a simple method for

mapping information from these 1870s historic maps was achieved. Being in digital

format, the 19tl' century land cover information can be used to generate maps for viewing

and analysis at a variety of spatial scales. The digital format also allows this data to be

available for other applications and for refinement of data interpretation methods.

Objective 3: To Reconstruct Climate Conditions during the Dominion Land Surveys

Climate for the period just before and during the surveys was also established after

consulting newspaper accounts, instrumental records and a tree-ring reconstruction of

precipitation. Climate contributes to changing land cover in all time scales and at

different spatial scales' The climate reconstruction showed that even during the short

period of the surveys (five years), great annual variability appeared. This supports

previous research in Manitoba that identified 19th century temperature and hydroclimate

as more variable than the 20tl' century. Comparisons of proxy indicators, tree rings and

newspaper reports with instrumental measurements were used to validate climate

observations' Good agreement occurred when cross-referencing the different evidence

proving that proxy data are useful in reconstructing environmental conditions in the

Prairies for the recent past.
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Precipitation variability and extreme events had most effects on land cover appearance.

Grass and forest fire events were common in this era, with every year of the study period

reporting some fires. ln newspaper accounts, fires could be identified with specific days.

In the township maps and field notebooks, burned areas were noted and described,

including an extensive burned area east of the junction of the Red and Assiniboine

Rivers. Fire occurrence is partly related to moisture conditions, more fîre activity

occurring with drier conditions and many fires were started accidentally or intentionally

by humans. Prairie fires occurred most frequently in the autumn and if the summer was

extremely dry, vegetation became more vulnerable to ignition resulting in more fires.

Precipitation variability also played an important role in the appearance of the landscape

when surveyed. Precipitation inputs, at least, partially affected wetlands and vegetation

growth. Wetland areas typically became water-filled after winter snowmelt and from

summer rain events. Their size and perrnanence varied depending on slight elevation

changes, soil infiltration rates, quantities of winter snowmelt and summer rain. Smaller

wetlands dried out during times of little moisture input and larger wetland areas

contracted in size andlor became shallower. Cumulative precipitation impacts over the

years also affected wetland extent and water content. In 1872, when most of the surveys

occurred in the study area, wetter conditions prevailed that year and the two years prior,

likely influencing wetland distribution and appearance. At the time of the surveys, soil

conditions, wetlands, any wooded areas and water resources were faithfully reported

because of their significance for future settlement, Presence of good soil, fresh water and
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wood were all beneficial to assist agricultural settlement. Townships with wetlands,

however, were viewed as less productive land until the wetlands were drained. One

effect of precipitation variability in survey reports and mapping was the occasional

appearance of disjuncts of reported land cover befween adjoining townships surueyed

during different months of the same year.

Seasonal temperature and precipitation variations were related to large atmospheric

circtrlation pattems such as El Niño and,LaNiña events, the pDO and the NAO. lndices

for these events were available and prelirninary observation appeaïs to suggest the effects

of ENSO events were manifested best in autumn and winter temperature and precipitation

patterns' However, the complex interactions of the different atmospheric drivers and

their varying strengths make any links between regional circulation, temperature and

precipitation patterns and any large atmospheric circulation pattern inconclusive.

objective 4: Show the Utility of Consulting Historical Evidence in Identifying and

Documenting Recent Environmental Change

The final objective consisted of a series of questions that this thesis research and analyses

addressed to demonstrate the impoftance of proxy land cover data in understandine the

Prairie environment and iilustrating recent randscape change:

' Are DLS land cover data convenient and practical to use in analyzing pre-settlement

land cover conditions?

What are the benefits and challenges of analyzing graphic or written historic records?

what features will the DLS land cover information show?
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" Can the DLS land cover information be quantifred and compared with modern-day

land cover mapping?

Original DLS land cover maps are accessible in Manitoba at the Provincial Archives of

Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta archives also hold original documents for their

surveys. The hard-copy township maps are avallable to the public for consultation and

research. No barriers hindered the collection of the land cover information.

After the 1870s land cover information was captured in a GIS in digital format, the most

signifÌcant benef,rt of analyzing this data was the ability to make comparisons to the

modern-day landscape. This occuned by overlaying 1995 LANDSAT classified satellite

imagery over the 1870s land cover information. By producing maps in the GIS, land

cover changes were illustrated (Figure 6.1) and quantitative descriptions of land cover

changes can be generated through GIS analysis (Table 6.1). The GIS demonstrated the

application of this technology to either calculate area coverage of specific land covers or

total coverage by type ofland cover.

one challenge to manage included making decisions on dealing with inconsistencies in

land cover descriptions and mapping in adjacent townships. Some of these disjuncts can

be explained because surveys occured in different months of the same year or in

different years. Another challenge involved recognizing that the surveyed landscape did

not always capture all land features locations and extents. These complications were

addressed in a systematic manner and the research recognizes the limitations of historical
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proxy data. Regardless of these challenges, the proxy land cover information provides a

picture of Manitoba's land cover distributions though some features may be under- or

over-represented.

Figure 6.1a and Table 6.la are very significant in showing the extent of land cover

change in southem Manitoba. ln the 1870s, prairie grassland dominated the central parl

of the study area with increased landscape diversity appearing in the western and eastem

portions. Prairie comprised nearly 55o/o of the landscape. Parkland forest, bordered the

prairie. The forest cover was fairly dense and consisted of both mature trees and young

vegetation, intermixed with grassy areas and transitional scrub vegetation reflecting the

impacts of fire on this landscape. Burned areas were also identified in many parts of this

landscape. The dominant tree was poplar but a diversity of hardwoods, such as oak, elm

and ash, commonly grew near larger streams. Scrub vegetation in the study area

primarily comprised willow bush or a combination of willow and immature trees. In the

initial land cover classification, a separate Scrub category was used but later combined

with adjoining wooded areas as part of the Parkland forest re-growth cycle. In the 1870s,

forest comprised the next largest areainthe study area(nearly 35o/o of the land cover),
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Table 6.la: Land cover areas for 170 townships for the 1870s DLS surveys.

DLS Classifications Area (km2) o/o of Total

Forest* 5,726.0 34.6%

Wetlands 1,654.7 10.0%

Prairie 9,029.5 54.6%

Water a1 a)t.J 0.2%

Jther+ 88. 1 0.5%

Iotal 16,535.6

* Forest & Scrub grouped
* Other includes Agriculture, Settlements and Burned areas, Unknown and Unclassified

Numerous small wetlands were located throughout the study area. Wetlands covered at

least 10% of the study area but at times covered greater areas than illustrated on the

original maps in since places. This is because many places described as low prairie could

also become temporary wetlands after collecting runoff from snowmelt or heavy rain

falls' Several larger wetland regions were also mapped, including two expansive

marshes' Wetland water content, extent and vegetation growth were variable dependant

on levels of moisture input from snow and rain. Willow vegetation was more typical

with drier wetlands and reeds and rushes with wetlands with deeper water.

Today, practically all of the former prairie grassland

agriculture production (Figure 6.1b and Table 6.lb).

forage and grassland categories comprise 85% of the

land cover has been convefted to

Agriculture activities of cropland,

present-day land use identified by
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the PFRA. Eliminatron

this region.

Table 6.1b: Land cover areas

classifÌed Iand use

of the natural grassland is a permanent environmental change in

for 170 townships for the 1995 LANDSAT PFRA-

Landuse Categories Area (km") 7o of Total

frees 1,539.3 93%

Wetlands 134.0 0.8%

A,griculture* 13,99r.4 84.8%

Water 96.2 0.6%

Urban & Transportation '7/11 1 4.5%

Iotal 16,502.1

x Agriculture includes Cropland, Forage and Grassland categories

Expanses of continuous forest cover existed in the 1870s in the Parkland area and along

streams. There were also many small island forests scattered throughout the Prairies.

Forest cover has decreased and become much more fragmented in the present-day (only

covering about 9Yo of the landscape). Parkland forest area bordering the agricultural

landscape today has considerably decreased since the 19tl' century and most will never

again be restored to pre-settlement coverage. Historically, the Parkland forest and prairie

grassland interface was very dynamic with fires and grazing bison influencing

distribution and extent. Forest cover is still dynamic though human fire suppression

efforts and controlled burns contribute to shaping present-day forested areas.
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Comparison of 1870s land cover to 1995 land cover shows the edge of the Parkland

forest has shifted further north on the west of the Red River, East of the Red River, the

forest edge has also shifted but the geographical distribution is more complex with some

townships today having more tree cover and others less than the 19th century. This

distribution could relate to land being used for farming and later abandoned and

afforestation efforts. Many of the small pockets of island forests have been cleared and

not re-planted having been depleted early in the settlement period for construction and

fuel. The extent of gallery forests adjacent to the Red and Assiniboine Rivers has

decreased since the 19tl' century because of human settlement deforesting these areas.

Even before intensive settlement after the surveys, areas adjacent to the rivers were used

as a timber source for the Red River and barged to other settlements. Ross (1856)

reported tracts of completely deforested riverbanks around the Red River settlement. In

the 19tl' century, gallery forest along the Red River (from the present-day Manitoba-US

Border to the southem boundary of Winnipeg) covered 151 km2 while in the present-dav

it only covers 36 km2.

Many historic wetland areas have also been permanently drained after construction of

numerous artificial channels. However, little documentation exists on the process of

drainage during early settlement of the Prairies (Bumsted, 2006). A few small, drainage

channels were made by Red River settlers before the surveys and by settlers aniving after

the surveys. It was not until 1880 that the Government of Manitoba public Works

Department enacted a drainage act to construct channels to drain large wetlands and

make land more attractive for immigrant settlement ('Warkentin, 1972). By 1884, about
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1/cmlllion acres (101,200 hectares or I,012 km2) were drained by the province (Bumsted,

2006). Today, extensive wetland areas in the southern Manitoba landscape have been

permanently removed and cover less than 1% of the landscape.

Water was classified for 0.2% of the land cover polygons in the 1870s. In the 1995

classification, water area was slightly greater (0.6%) probably athjbutable to engineered

storage areas related to drainage.

Less than 0.5o/o of the landscape was settled in the 1870s when the surveyors went

through. This figure only includes settlement in Parishes and a few isolated fields in the

study area and does not include the Red River Settlement. Areas classified at urban and

transportation on Table 6.1 account for 4.5o/o of the land cover after establishment of

agri-service towns and highways.

Although the representation of land cover areas may be over- or under-estimated in some

areas, this classification and comparison is important in documenting southern

Manitoba's land cover and showing the extent of environmental change that has taken

place on the Prairie landscape. Studyrng past climate showed that even over a very shorl

time, great variability in temperature and precipitation patterns occurred. This variability

played a role in influencing wetland distributions and extent, and incidence of grass and

forest fires. At a time where natural landscape features are being recognized more for

their multitude of social and economic benefits, the pre-settlement maps and quantitative
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infonnation are useful in illustrating human impacts on the environment, generating more

consideration of activities underway today, and planning future activities.

6.2 Future Research

The database created with land cover information can be practical in other research

applications for a variety of disciplines interested in land cover patterns and changes.

Some examples include the agriculture, forest and water resources sectors. These data

can also be consulted for planning and development decisions in restoring natural

landscapes or applied in modeling land cover-atmosphere energy and moisture fluxes.

Land cover changes have received more recognition in clirnate variability and change

research because of the physical interactions between land cover and land use and effects

on energy and moisture exchanges (Raddatz, 2005; Pielke Sr., 2005; Feddema et al.,

2005, Diffenbaugh, 2005a,2005b; Marshall et al., 2004). The large-scale changes in

land-cover that have occurred are at least in part drivers of local, regional and global

long-term climate patterns.

Research can continue to refine the classification and d.ata capture to improve

quantification confidence. Future work can also involve the expansion of the study area

to capture land cover data for all available DLS townships and parishes in Manitoba. In

addition, the study aÍea can be expanded south to capture the land cover information in

the U'S' portion of the Red River basin area in North Dakota and Minnesota usins similar

historic survey maps and notebooks.
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Opporlunities exist to conduct more in depth analysis of environmental changes for local

areas by conducting detailed analysis of survey notebook content. Surveyors' field

notebooks often provide a great deal of additional detail that is not included in township

plans. In some cases, several editions of the township maps have been produced since

the original surveys. Multiple later editions can be used to generate a time series of land

cover maps to highlight and track changes over time. Other map resources can also be

consulted in different eras to develop a lengthy record documenting land cover changes.

By tracking land cover changes over a long period, progression of changes can be viewed

and related to climate and human influences. For example, variability in water resources

and in forested areas can be examined in more detail in cooperation with any available

water- and forest-specific data archives. Other DLS files are deposited with the pAM

and may contain additional land cover information. Content of these documents can be

assessed to determine whether these resources can provide additional, useful information.

Historic photographic evidence and art can also be investigated and incorporated in time

series analysis to view land cover changes,

Knowledge of pre- and post- settlement distribution and size of wetlands and local

climate conditions can assist in better assessing interactions of wetland and climate, and

contributions to river flooding in the past and the present. Rannie (1999) suggests

wetland drainage contributed to a reduction in natural water storage, and, therefore, to

more rapid surface runoff and alteration of Red River flood behaviour. The pre-

settlement land cover data cornpiled for this research has been applied in hydrological
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modeling experiments evaluating Red River spring flood extent with and without

wetlands (Juliano and Simonovic, 1999). Even though this modeling study concluded

any wetlands restoration could benefit only local areas and not have significant impacts

in moderating the Red River at times of extreme flow (lnternational Joint Commission,

2000), debate continues on the possible role of wetlands in flood mitigation in this area.

The digital 19tl' century land cover dala are available to be used for any future modeling

experiments to analyze wetland restoration scenarios and impacts on flooding the Red

River basin and other parts of the studv area.

Pielke Sr. (2005) and Majorowicz et al. (1999) contend that understanding current and

pre-settlement landscape composition can yield valuable information in energy budget

analysis and assist in determining changes in energy transfers resulting from

antlrropogenic land use. Raddatz (2005) found over the period 1997 to 2003 in southem

Manitoba, dry and wet areas in the summer growing season were related to energy and

moisture feedbacks between the surface and atmosphere. An opportunity exists to use the

historic land cover data available for energy and moisture balance studies and assess the

linkages to natural climate variability and anthropogenic climate change influences.

Additional climate information for the latter part of the 19th century can be extracted from

different newspapers to add to the climate history for southern Manitoba. Written

accounts assist in supplying evidence of impacts of past temperature and precipitation

variability and possible anomalies related to different atmospheric drivers. A more

comprehensive analysis of the different teleconnections and observed impacts can show
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sensitivity of the past environment to natural climate drivers. If past El Niño or La Niña

events and impacts can be identified, their impacts can be compared to present-day to

assess how impacts may have changed from human land use activities. The severe

weather events identified in this study can be studied more comprehensively by synoptic

analysis. Atmosphere-vegetation feedbacks in the western United States have been

studied by Diffenbaugh (2005) with global warming models showing these feedbacks can

influence extreme climate events in a warmer world. Severe weather studies can include

historic land cover information to assess oossible connections between land cover and

storm behaviour.

A number of U.S. studies have used historic township plats or field notebooks to

detetrnine locations of pre-settlement forest stands. The past pattern was then compared

to present-day data to detail changes in species composition and forest migration over

time (Radeloff et al, 1998; Smith, 1993; Grimm, 1984; Kapp, 1978; Siccama, I970). A

similar project was accomplished in a portion of Riding Mountain National Park in west

central Manitoba (Wiseman and Joss, 2001). Township map data, air photographs from

different times, and satellite imagery can be used to quantify and map detailed changes in

vegetation over time. Natural vegetation restoration projects may benefit from details of

pre-settlement landscape state (Wiseman, 1999; Radeloff et al., 1998). The IJC (2003)

initiated a project, "Greening the Red" to begin restoration of forest adjacent the entire

length of the Red River in Manitoba and the US. The Manitoba agency responsible may

gain useful information on forest extent and species composition from reviewing historic

conditions. Various agencies such as Agriculture Canada, Manitoba Agriculture and
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Ducks Unlimited promote preservation and restoration projects for natural habitats. At

local levels, natural landscaping can provide numerous benefits to rural and urban

communiti es, including:

' Preserying, restoring and improving natural drainage;

Minimizing erosion and flooding;

Increasing biodiversity;

Sequestering carbon to offset growing human greenhouse gas emissions that

contribute to climate change; and

. Enhancing environment attractiveness.

Consulting land survey records to gain

information has become more accepted as a

conservation (Jackson et al., 2000).

knowledge of pre-settlement land cover

management tool in forest and natural areas

With settlement of the Canadian Prairies, dramatic, human-induced changes to the

landscape followed. Even before large numbers of immigrants arrived in southern

Manitoba, the Prairie landscape underwent dynamic and continuous changes. Climate

controlled vegetation development throughout much of the Holocene after retreat of the

North American ice sheet. Warm and dry or cool and wet eras occurred influencing

vegetation type and distribution patterrrs. However, in the recent past, especially the last

two centuries, human influences are more evident and have contributed to rapid changes

of land cover and climate over a short period, Just before the land surveys in the Prairies,

climate variability and the presence of bison herds shaped and re-shaped the terrain.
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Bison grazing and trampling assisted in maintaining grasslands and Parkland areas. Wet

or dry periods influenced wetland extent, and water depth and persistence. Wet or dry

conditions were also in part responsible for frre frequencies and the size of area bumed.

Fires regularly burned grasslands and forested areas resulting in vegetation rejuvenation.

Even when the first European settlers arrived in the early 1800s, they initiated

environmental changes by carelessness with campfires (Rannie, 2001), over-hunting

bison (Risser et al., 1981) and harvesting timber (Ross, 1856).

The climate information revealed great variability in temperature and precipitation from

year to year for the study area. It is plausible that one or more large atmosphere-ocean

drivers, such as ENSO or PDO events played roles in temperature and precipitation

pattems. The reconstructed climate information is useful in contributing to a climate

history for this area.

This research has created a useful digital database of historical land cover information for

the era just prior to intensive human landscape modification. With historic and current

data available in a GIS environment, land cover comparisons are made graphically or

quantitatively and the magnitude of changes revealed. The information can potentially be

used by a variety of disciplines in both physical and human environment research. The

method to capture and interpret land cover information is simple to use and quick.

Overall, research of causes and impacts of environmental change advances understanding

of various current and historic land cover or climate patterns and physical processes.
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Both natural climate variabilitv and human influences contribute to on-the-sround

environmental change with human interference continually creating more impacts. This

research demonstrates the importance of retaining historic information and reconstructing

past conditions to understand present-day environment in a perspective of longer time

scales.
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APPENDIX 1

TOWNSHIPS AND PARISHES COMPRISING THE STUDY AREA

TOWNSHIPS:

Range 11 West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Stewart 693 1817

2 Beatty r69 r872

3 Leber 254 r872

+ Leber 3t4 r872

5 Beatty 160 1872

6 Beatty 161 r872

7 McGotty 4r9 r873

8 McGotty 432 r873



Range 10 West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Stewart 69r 1877

2 Beatty 170 r872

a
J McArthur 352 r873

+ McArthur 351 1 873

5 Davidson 107 r872

6 Davidson 108,358 1873, Lg72

7 Bayne 576 r875

8 Bolton 515 r874



Range 9 West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Kennedy 670 t876

2 Beatty 167 r872

J McArthur 349 1873

4 McAthur 3s0 1873

5 Davidson 106 1872

6 Davidson 3s9 1873

7 Balme 577 1 875

8 Bolton 516 r874



Range 8 West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

Keruredy 669 t876

2 Beatty 17I 1872

a
J McArthur 219 r872

4 McArthur 304 r872

5 Davidson 411 t873

6 Davidson 360 r 873

7 McFadden 497 r874

ð Doupe 537 1874



Range 7 West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

1 Kennedy 668 r876

2 Beatty t47 t872

a
J McArthur 280 r873

4 McArthur 30s t873

5 Davidson 332 t813

6 McArthur 348 1873

7 Doupe s36 1814

8 Doupe 235 r873



Range 6 West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

Kennedy 587 l 875

2 Beatty 172 r872

a
J Bouchette 293 t872

A- Bouchette 286 1872

5 McGotty 94 r872

6 McGotty 89 r872

7 Albright 546 t874

8 Albright 547 1874

9 Albright 368 T873

10 Albright 262 1 873



Range 5 West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Kennedy 586 r875

2 Beatty T48 t872

a Bouchette 289 t872

/l
I Bouchette 291 r873

5 McGotty 90 r872

6 McGotty 95 1872

7 Lynch-Stanton 84 t872

8 Lynch-Stanton 82 1872

9 Bray 110 1873

i0 Bray r09 I 873



Range 4 West

Township Survevor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Kennedy 585 r875

2 Beatty 168 r872

a
J Burke 191 1872

AT Burke t93 1872

5 Beatty 158,159 r872

6 Beatty r57 T\t2

7 Snow 67 1872

8 Snow 69 1872

o Cooper 48 1872

10 Cooper 49 r872



Range 3 West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Kennedy 584 I 875

2 Beatty r64 r872

J Burke r92 r872

4 Burke 190 r872

5 Beatty 158 r872

6 Beatty 156,157 1872

7 Snow 62 t872

8 Snow 64 t872

9 Cooper 46 r872

10 Cooper /l'7 t872



Range 2'West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Kennedy 583 r875

z Beatty t65 1872

1
J Grant 204 1872

4 Grant 205 1872

5 Morris 98 r872

6 Morris 97 1873

7 Snow 70 r872

R Snow 63 r872

9 Campbell 45 r872

10 Vaughan 177 r872

10



Range l West

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

1 Kennedy s82 t875

¿ Beatty r66 r873

a Grant 225 1872

+ Grant 226 t872

5 Morris 99 t872

6 Morris 100 r872

7 Snow 59 r872

8 Snow 60 r872

9 Davidson 315 1872

10 Vaughan 178 1872

lt



Range 1 East

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

1 Keruredy 486 r874

2 Kennedy 56 1872

5 Richard r44 t872

+ Richard r43 r872

5 Snow 65 r872

6 Snow 66 1872

7 Richard 141 t872

8 Richard 139 r872

9 Sadler 39 r87l

10 McLatchie 2 1871

t2



Range 2 East

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Kennedy 487 1874

¿ Marsh 367 1873

a
J Grant '1., A 1873

4 Grant 227 t873

5 Snow 68 r872

6 Snow 6l r872

7 Richard 142 1872

8 Richard 140 1872

9 Sadler 40 r871

10 McLatchie 2 T87I

13



Range 3 East

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Russell 334 t873

2 Kennedy 55 1872

J McGuin 136 1873

4 McGuin r35 I 873

5 LeBer 257 1873

6 LeBer 2t1 1872

7 Lippe 173 t873

8 McPhillips s61(St.

Norbert)

s42 (St.

Agathe)

1873

t872

9 Lynch Stauton 7 1 871

t0 Lynch Stauton 283 1 871

14



Range 4 East

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Russell aaa
JJJ 1873

2 Kennedy JA t872

a
J McGuin r37 1872

4 McGuin 1a-L) I r873

5 LeBer 2t2 r872

6 LeBer 213 T872

7 Lippe 1.7,1
L t+ t872

8 Lippe 175 r872

9 Lynch Stauton 7 r871

10 Lynch Stauton 9 1871

15



Range 5 East

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

1 Martin 564 I 875

2 Grant 306 I 873

aJ Grant 266 r873

A
I Burke 195 t872

5 Burke r94 r872

6 Lippe 176 1872

7 Cheesman 81 1873

8 Cheesman 75 r872

9 McPhillips

Caddy

699

207

r872

r872

10 Caddy 208 r872

t6



Range 6 East

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Martin 56s 1875

¿ Grant 307 r873

1
J Grant 265 r873

/1 Grant 1/11 t872

5 Richard t45 1872

6 Sadler 183 r872

1 Cheesman 77 r872

8 Cheesman 80 t872

9 Caddy 209 r872

10 Caddy 2t0 1872

I7



Range 7 East

Township Surveyor Field Book

Number

Survey

Date

I Martin 569 I87s

2 Martin s70 I 875

J Grant s72 1875

A
I Grant 571 I 875

5 Sinclair A"taALL t874

6 Sinclair 421 r874

7 Martin 230 r872

8 Martin 232 1873

u Vaughan

Bayne

409

410

1872

t874

10 Bayne 5tó t874

18



APPENDIX 2

DLS FIELD NOTEBOOK REPORTS

Township 1, Range 11 West

This township also occupies a part of the great plain refened to in the report of the adjacent

township to the East. The land is rolling and the soil good consisting generally of clay with a

covering of vegetable mould but in sotrre cases sand predominates and in a few instances on

the ridges gravel was met with.

Small marshes abound: iu some cases containing water but often dry and covered with good

hay.

The Cypress River cuts through a small portion of the south western parl of this township.

This stream has a bed of about a chain in width and no doubt in spring contains a

considerable volume of water but at the time I saw it, viz, in the month of September, it was

nearly dry, the water only lyrng in the deepest parls of it. This water tasted strongly of alkali

which substance I may add seemed more abundant as we proceeded west. This township in

common with the one east of it is entirely devoid of timber, but a considerable quantity

appeared to skirt either bank of the Cypress, a few miles northwest of this township.



Township 2, Range 11 West

Rolling prairie, excellent land. Soil black loam. No water excepting surface fflow?] had in

the township.

Township 3, Range 11 West

This township is mostly all lolling prairie. The soil is generally of the 1st class and provided

on nearly every section with good grass and hay. Water and generally good water may be

had by more or less digging in the sloughs which ar-e pretty near apaft. Settlers could be

supplied with wood frorn the two adjacent townships in the same block.

Consequently I arn of the opinion that this township is well fit for settlement.

Township 4, Range 1l West

Note book missins

Township 5, Range 11 West

The north and east part of this township consists ofpoplar woods of good quality. The rest is

bushy prairie fit for cultivation excepting the vally [sic] of the Pembina River, which is very

slaty fsic]. Swan Lake an expansion of the Pembina lies in the southern part of the township.

It is about six miles long by one wide. The banks of the Lake are about fifty feet liigh and of

slaty formations. The hitl tops are usually sandy and the level parts sandy loam. Several

fresh water springs may be found in the interior of the township.



Township 6, Range 11 West

Is cut up in all directions by a series of sand hills varying in height from twenty to two

hundred feet with belts of rnuskee between.

The eastem portion has some of the finest poplar in the province, also some good thrifty

white birch, average diameter, say twelve inches.

There is also good patches of timber here and there tl-rroughout the township but the general I

? I is thick second growth, the original fall in timber still lying on the ground which

together with luxuriant growth of vetches and hops make the worst possible kind of t ? ]

This township contains but little land fit for settlement, hill morass and alkaline lake being its

characteristic features. Those places shown as bush in most cases are small second growth

poplar and cherry, growing through old windfalls.

There is a stream flowing through the south easterlyporlion of the township which I take to

be the Cypress River.

It has an average breadth of say, sixteen feet, low banks and sluggish current.

The south bank of the rivet between sections 4 at'sd 5 is composed of clay slate in good form.



At the time of the slrr-vev most of the swamps contained water.

There are no mounds in the township, posts and bearing trees everywhere.

Township 7, Range 11 West

This township is very rough as there are several ranges of hills running through it most of

which are high. It is not very well watered though there is some water in the NE part and

several ponds or small lakes of dead water which is scarcely fit for use. The soil for the most

part is good particularly in the valley of the tops of the hills it is somewhat gravelly. There is

a large quantity of burnt standing and fallen poplar likewise standing green poplar in islands

but scarcely large enough for fencing there is a large quantity ofstunted oak and hazel bush

likewise other scrub. There was no stone or indication of mineral found.

Township 8, Range 11 West

This township like the one to the south of it is very rough its principal roughness however is

occasioned [sic] by gulleys [sic] and by the Assineboine [sic] River passing through the

northern part of it and the Cypress River through the NW coÍIer of the township. The

township is moderately well watered by srnall streams and rivers. The Cypress river is about

20 feet wide and four feet deep and is a swift mning stream affording good chances to get

water power for mechanical purposes. It is good fresh water and I think flows from Swan

Lake. The Assineboine [sic] through the township averages about 8 chains wide and varies



in depth from2 to 8 feet in places it is very swift and other places it is comparatively dead. It

is navigable only for canoes or small boats when low in summer.

There is considerable oak and poplar tirnber throughout the township and likewise sprllce

along the western side all of which is stunted or of a scrubby growth valuable only for fire

wood. There are however a few islands of young poplar nearly fit for fencing plllposes.

Along the Assiniboine River the timber is of a better quality being larger and of a more

tlirifty growth though the supply is not very large. Besides the poplar spmce & oak there is

small maple, ash, elm and some tamarac. The soil is good except along the westem side

where the spruce grows, there is almost nothing but a series of sand hills. No indication of

building stone, coal or minerals showed themselves.

Township 1, Range 10 West

This township embraces a poúion of a vast plain extending southerly into the United States

and westerly along the southerly part of our own Tenitory. The land is rolling and the soil

for the most parl in this township is clay with the usual vegetation mould of the prairie on the

surface. No streams are met with but water was easily obtained when I was on the ground in

September from the nllmerous small marshes found in the ravines. In many instances this

water was very good and I have no doubt that abundance of it and of a better quality could

easily be obtained by digging. These marshes in many instances contain excellent hay.



The great drawback in connection with the settlement of this and the two adjoining

townships to the west arises fi'om the scarcity or rather absence of wood. Not a stick of any

kind is to be found in this township and the nearest point at which it can be obtained,viz,tlte

valley of the Pembina River is about seven miles distant fi'om the centre of this township.

Township 2, Range 10 West

Slightly undulating prairie. Soil black [ ? ] excellent farming land. Several good hay

swamps occur in the township. No water except in the swamps.

Township 3, Range 10 West

I beg leave respectfully to state that Tp. No. 3 Range X West is almost entirely open plairie;

the surface is undulating and there are some muskegs. The Pembina River passes through

the nofth east comer of it and there is some timber on its banks but the southern and.westem

portions of said township are entirely destitute of timber. The road for conveying supplies

for the boundary survey passes two miles southward and affords easy access to the lands in

said townshin.

There are no indications of minerals; no fixed rocks and but few boulders.



Township 4, Range 10 West

I have the honour to state that township No. 4 Range X west is for the most pafi coveredwith

bush and timber there are very few sections of "open prairie". The Pembina River runs

almost diagonally through it and the surface of the land is very uneven and broken by

numerous ravines. The valley or bed of the river and the stream varies from 40 linl<s to 3

chains in width; it is very difficult to affect a crossing as the banks are very steep and the

water varies in depth from two to ten feet it is navigable for canoes and timber of saw logs

could in my opinion be easily floated down it to the point of confluence with the Red River.

Township 5, Range 10 West

On commencing the subdivision of this township I had great difficulty in f,rnding the points

on the base line as all the section corner posts with but one exception men rurnored and

destroyed by the lndians who have shown considerable oposition [sic] in this vicinity to

surveyors working alledging fsic] that their reserue covers this portion of the Mountain. I

was ordered off and threatened by the Indians and had some difficulty in maintaining my

ground while at work on this township. I had my most valuable horse stolen by the lndians

causing a loss of $100.00 and much inconvenience.

In consequence of the stakes being removed I had to rechain the baseline and was able to find

the points from which the posts had been removed. I repiaced and marked all post marking

t?l



A belt (uneven in width) of timber follows along the south east and north boundary of the

township. Being a good quality of poplar tirnber where the fire has not been over the

country.

The central and westem porlion of the township is mostly covered with dense scrub of

willow or scrub oak with thin & low scrub where f,rres have been through the woods it is very

much blown down leaving it a dense mass of windfall and bottom scrub and as in township 5

range 9 west all the lumbered land has dense bottom scrub with | ? ]. This township being

the worst I have seen in the country.

There is a great scarcity of water there being more fit for use excepting in the northeast

corner and the southwest. In the northeast comer a small brook of sood fresh water with

some splendid cold springs in the banks and at the south west a deep ravine follow up in

nearly a north course frorn the Pembina River with a brook which heads about for miles from

the Pembina River. There are two small lakes in this townshio on sec. 2 and29. Water salt

and stagnant.

The larger portion will excellent | ? )

The soil being excellent with the exception of sections 6 7 and 18 where the soil is shallow

and land very rough and broken.



On section 18 and the line between section 16 and 2I are two oeaks visible for several miles

near the peak on section 18 is an lndian Cart Trail being a continuation of the Hunters Trail

as marked on the Parlial Map of Manitoba passing Calf Mountain.

There is no large extent of prairie on this township as a farming district it will compare very

favourably with any other porlion of this country as I believe water can be obtained anyplace

at a depth from 8' to 20 feet along the sides of the deep ravine on the west boundary of the

township a very soft crumbly slate rock is to be found from indications slate underlies all this

portion of the country.

In traversing all Lakes I ran all traverse lines to approximate ordinary high water mark and

calculated the area within such traverse.

Township 6, Range 10 West

This township is more open that the two proceeding ones and more clear prairie the principal

feature being a strearn running diagonally from northeast to southwest the stream averages

ten feet wide and two feet deep. Easy current water. Excellent being fed by a number of

springs. Water of excellent quality can be found on every section as far as I have seen.

The norlhwest portion is quite mountainous too much so for cultivation excepting very small

portions adj acent to muskegs which are very nurrìerous the remaining portion of the township
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is well adapted to fanling having excellent soil. Land rolling. Excellent water and a fair

quantity of wood. The wood is almost entirely poplar.

There are a large number of hay flats growing an excellent quality of hay. Nearly every

section has hay flats.

There was no lakes on the portion subdivided but there is on the south east corner of section

20 which will probably contain about 80 acres. That portion remaining undivided is very

hilly and broken with but very little green [ ? ] on it.

A heavy snow storm and cold weather corrmerlced on the 30th day of October which obliged

me to abandon the work for the season and leave this township in its unfinished state.

The cart trail running through sections 1,12,13,14,23,26,25 and 36 is a continuation of a

trail passing calf mountain known on the Gen. Plan as the Hunters Trail extending northerly

to the River Assiniboine and having a branch from Township 8 Range 9 west leading to the

ford [ ? ] of the Salle River which gives a quite direct road from this township to Fort Garry.

The mountain noted on the plan on the line between sections 28 &.29 rises to a height of

about 70 feet or more and is visible fi'om nearly all parts of the township and has scattering

scrub oak and thick bottom.
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Township 6, Range 10 West, continued

...it is that portion remaining from my work of the last year. Cypress Creek passes this

portion. There is some very good poplar timber on sections 5 and 6. On the remainder the

timber has been very much blown down nearly the whole of which is grown up with willow,

hazel and scrub bush.

The southem portion is rolling and hilly the part on the norlh side of Cypress Creek is very

hilly and broken the land along the south side of Cypress Creek is of a good quality that to

the north is nearly useless for fanning.

There is only one lake on this township on section 20. The water is deep but very brackish.

The water of Cypress Creek is excellent. On sec. 8 there is the spring of cold fresh water I

have seen in this province. I have not seen any solid rock on any part of the township.

Township 7, Range 10 West

This township is well adapted for purposes of settlement, the land although very hilly is well

adapted for agriculture. There is sufficient wood scattered in bluffs through the township.

The River Boyne runs through the nofthem half and in the valley of this river is a

magnificent stock grazingcountry. The township is principally covered with hazel and small

oak. The water in the lakes scattered through the township is of the best quality and good

water can be had by sinking wells four or f,rve feet deep at the edge of any swamp.
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Township 8, Range 10 West

The soil is excellent. Plenty of good water in the streams. Surface rolling. Deep ravine

along the water collrses. Timber scarce. Some poplar in the nofth east parl which has been

killed by fire. The banks of ravines and the northem part covered with hazel,briar & willow

scrub. Consider this township well adapted for agricultural purposes.

Township 1, Range 9 West

The North Easterly portion of the Township is very broken. The Pembina River enters in

Sect. 34 and flowing in a South easterly direction leaves in Section 24. The valley of the

River is graduallybecoming more accessible in this Regs | ? ] and abounds more or less with

Hay Land is generally well timbered to the South, where in some places Oak abounds. The

southern & western portion of the Township is for the most part open Prairie occasionally

intersected with Ravines or dry Water Courses. Stretches of Hay land are to be found here

which most prove an obj ect to incoming settlers. The Township is easy of access by means

of the Mission Trail which passes through the North West portion. On the whole considering

the inducements offered in the general supply of Fuel & water the Tp may be considered as a

desirable locality for settlement.
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Township 2, Range 9 West

Westem side level prairie, Soil black loam.

Pembina River average width one chain runs through the Eastem side of the Township. The

valley of the river is one and one half miles wide on an average. The alluvial deposits

comÍron in such places has been carried offby the floods pouring through this great outlet of

the waters of this sections of the country. Leaving in many places only a subsoil of clay

mixed with shale. Good Oak and Poolar tirnber in nlaces.

Township 3, Range 9 West

Tp. No. 3 Range IX West is in part timbered land and parl prairie the prevailing timber is

poplar and oak. The Pernbina River passes through the south east comer of it and the surface

of the land is in many places broken and uneven it is well watered however and is easy of

access at all sections of the year. The road for conveying provisions and other supplies for

the use of the Boundary Survey passes about a mile south of it. There are some boulders

scattered about but no fixed rocks. I have seen no indications of mines or minerals: more

than one half of said Townshio well suited for settlement.

Township 4, Range 9 West

I beg leave respectfully to state that township No. fV Range IX West is composed in part of

timbered land and also in parl of undulating Prairie; covered in many places with willows

and bush. The prevailing tirnber is oak and poplar which although not of heavy growth will
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yet be sufficient to supply building timber fuel etc for settlement purposes for many years to

come. The southern portions is well watered by creeks which flow in a westerly direction to

the Pembina River and there are Muskegs in the northern portions of it which will afford a

supply of hay and as there is good road passing almost diagonally through it is easy of access

at all seasons of the year. There are no fixed rocks and but few boulders and the soil is

composed of rich dark alluvial deposit irunixed with sand.

Township 5, Range 9 West

The surface is almost universally Rolling and in conseqllence have not marked it on each

separate page of the notes as the Roll or Lrneveness does not follow in anyparticular direction

but not enough to interfere with good easy farming with one exception two or three Hills in

the Norlh west porlion. I have estimated that one quafier of the Township is covered with

'Wood (Poplar, Balm gillead and Oak) which may be called well wooded and about one third

of the remainder is sparsely covered with poplar, Burned, Limbs wind fall etc. The

remainder is altemate small patches of prairie, 'Willow, Hazel and cherry the entire portion

that is covered by timber or Brush has Dense bottom scrub and in nearly every case with

thick briers of Hop or pea so much so that it is almost an impossibility to get thlough until a

line is cut.

The Poplar & Balm gillead is small and averaging more than 9" or 10" at the sturnp and very

sound straight trees. I should say that there would be enough wood in this Township to

supply each Quarter Section with enough wood.
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The Quality of the Land is excellent and I believe superior to the land on the Assiniboine or

Red River's. Soil will average 2 feet deep very Black and light loam.

I have traversed Seven Lakes all quite shallow, and water brackish the land around the

margins being for the most paft marshy and covered with a dense growth of High Rush and

in some olaces willow Boss as mentioned in field notes.

There are much of small Muskegs the land of which is entirely useless for any kind of

cultivation.

Good fresh water can be easily obtained in almost every portion of the Township by digging

to the depth of four feet in the low ground and in the vicinity of the Lakes. Now failing

springs of cold fresh water are to be found in July August & Septernber.

Therefore, I feel confident in saying that at least thirly of the thirty six sections will make

most excellent farms.

There are no stones with the exception of an occasional granite boulder foreign to this

porlion of the country.

No fixed Rock occurs in this Township but the underlying rock is a slielly rotten slate.
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There is considerable large excellent Hay flats in various parts from ten to twenty four acres

in extent.

Township 6, Range 9 West

. . .I commenced work on the 18th day of August nearly the entire part of the Township is

wooded or covered by windfall and Dense scrub such as willow, hazel, cherry thom and rose

bush. The timber (poplar) has here very much blown down and burned some of it within the

years. Scarcely any clear Prairie, solne grass lands with their bunches of willow. The land

appears to decrease in quality a sit nears the Eastern face of the Pembina Mountain. There is

a number of small springs and streams of excellent water. There are three Lakes, two small

ones, one of considerable size covering a part of Sections 20, 2I, 16 and 15 about one

hundred acres ofwhich open water. The remainder is quite shallow covering a soft shaking

bog no grass of any value grows on it or at least on that portion included bythe traverse lines.

That part lying in section 20 grows some excellent cranberries. I believe nearly the whole

may be convefted into a cranbeny marsh by draining and cultivation. I did not rneet with any

fixed rock on the Township. The surface is heavy Rotling and hill.

I lost one horse on this Township as well as one on a Township South west from this last

year and have quite conclusive evidence that they were both stolen by Lidians which I shall

submit to the Indian commissioner here.
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Township 7, Range 9 West

Tliis township is very heavily wooded the principal tirnber is poplar with scattered oak and

birch and ehn. It is also well watered the brooks taking their rise from springs in the

township.

The surface of the township presents a very rugged and hilly appearance not withstanding

this [?] land is magnificent even on the tops of the highest hills if cleared splendid crops of

grain may be raised. There has during the past season been a large quantity of rainfall in this

township. In fact this part of the Pembina Mtns is noted for drawing abundance of rain. The

hazel and other scrub grass fiom five to eight feet high and very thick.

Township 8, Range 9 West

The soil is excellent. Plenty of good water. Considerable poplar and oak timber scattered

through. Surface level and covered with Hazel, briar and other scrub where not heavily

timbered. Good hay lands along the River aux Islet Du Bois. Consider this township well

adapted for agricultural purposes.

Township 1, Range 8 West

The Township is intersected by the Pembina River and Valley from West to East entering in

Section 19 and leaving in Section 24. The most desirable lands for settlernent comprise the

northerly [?]ofsects.3lto36inclusivetogetherwithsectionsltol0beingthesouthem 
;]
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portion of the T. the remainder is more or less broken abounding with numerous Ravines

traversed generally by small Rivulets. The Valley of the River is for the most part well

timbered, principally Poplar some of which may be available for building purposes. ln

sections 15,1.4 &.part of 13 it opens out into a Table land, which although void of Timber

and somewhat difficult of access except from the South may be considered desirable for

locating as it is convenient to water and Timber. The scenery of the Valley at this point is

worthy of note. The soil is generally inclined to be light.

Township 2, Range 8'West

Western side rough prairie. Eastem side part timber and willow brush. Soil second rate.

Nearly half of the Township is covered with brush. No water except a small spring creek in

South east corner.

Township 3, Range 8 West

As you are akeady acquainted with all the details of my surveying contract for the survey of

townships Nos III & IV Ranges VII, VIII, IX & X within the province of Manitoba. I will

confine my remarks entirely to the progress which I have made and to the nature and quality

of the soil of the townships which I have surveyed.

I commenced operations in the field on the 17th of June last and quartered the block

containing townships Nos III & IV in Ranges ViI & VIII W. I found it difficult to do so as
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the point of commencernent on the Base Line is in a thickly tirnbered locality and I could not

bring my Provisions and Camp equipage to the spot by the usual means by transport.

I found that rny chaining did not comespond with the chaining of the outlines of the block but

the difference was only about 18 links per mile. The fir'st township which I surveyed is

township No. III Range VIII [ ? ] the field notes of which are contained on the foregoing

pages. It consists of parlly of Prairie and partly of timbered land but sec 46 of the present

Land Act does not apply to it as no section contains more timber than legally belong to it.

The prevailing timber is Poplar but there are some grass and ridges of oak. The surface of

the land is undulating and presents no geological features worthy ofremark the soil is what is

usually denoted drift there are no fixed rocks visible and but very few boulders there is an

abundant supply of water at all seasons and the township is in my opinion well suited for

settlement.

Township 4, Range 8 West

I respectfully beg leave to represent that township No IV Range VIII West consists par1ly of

Prairie and partly of timbered land. The surface of the country is undulating and there is a

sufficient supply of water but it is neither pure nor good. Being situated to the west of the

Pembina Mountains the soil is not quite so fertile as it is in the valley of Red River but it is

my opinion much better suited for settlement than many places which I have seen on my

journey from there to Winnipeg. The nofthern part of the township is rather heavily timbered

with oak and poplar but a great deal of timber has been destroyed by f,rre some years ago.
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The south west part of the township is for the most part open prairie. There are no fixed

rocks visible and there are very few boulders. There are numerous muskegs which afford a

supply of Hay sufficient for the wants of early settlers.

Township 5, Range 8 West

The land is Heavy Rolling and Hilly for the most part thickly timbered on tlie eastern side of

the Township the tirnber is Excellent poplar oak & elm. A belt about one mile in width

running nearly north and south through the centre of the Township is covered with Dense

scrub of Cherry,Hazel and willow with Bluffs of Poplar. A few patches of grass of excellent

quality. The land is good on the southern portion but to the north it is only inferior in quality

as farming land. It is very well supplied with water the water in nearly all the lakes ponds

and streams is very good and fresh.

There are no visible trails in this Township although there is one crossing in fi'om the

eastward on the East Boundary of Section 1 but soon becomes lost.

There is no fixed rock in this townshin so far as I have seen.

On the whole of the Township where there is timber it is much blown down amongst Dense

Bottom scrub.
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Torvnship 6, Range 8 West

On nearly the whole portion the land is of very inferior quality and the surface is so broken

by ravines that it would be impossible to cultivate. One principal süeam runs through from

West to East being a Branch of R. Aux Islets du Bois into which a number of small brooks

empty all having very high steep banks. The water is all the streams is excellent and never

failing.

It is entirely covered with tirnber, no Hay Land of any value. The timber consists of poplar,

oak, elm, white birch, ash and bass wood. Much of the poplar is blown down in dense scrub

bottorn.

On the south east quafier section of sec 14, I found a thin vein of fossil lime stone and

herewith return a specimen marked Specimen A. Fossil lime, S.E. % of Section 14, Tp 6 R

8W Manitoba. I did not have an oportunity [sic] of testing the place as it was on the side of a

band and froze up very early in November. I have no doubt it exists in poping [?] quantities

there. I have seen small pieces of the same in the Banks for two miles up this same stream.

Township 7, Range 8 West (East Half of Township 7)

This half-township is nearly equally divided by a stream (tlie north branch of the River Aux

Islets de bois) from two to tluee feet deep and about twenty-five feet wide which flows with a

good curent in ageneral SouthEasterlydirection across Sections 34,27,26,23,14,12,&'1.
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The soil of that portion on the north bank of the stream is sandy and of that on the south

sandy loam. The whole is of only second quality.

The whole of section three and porlions of one two and ten are on the slope of what is known

as "Pembina Mountain" and is rough unå nitty while a the base of the mountain and

extending through sections one, eleven, ten and fifteen is a strip of land varying fonn half to

a whole mile in width (in the spring and early surnmer of much greater widith fsic]), chiefly

wet swamp and muskeg with thick willows and windfall, and kept wet by the numerous

small streams which flow frorn the mountains.

The greater portion of this half-township is very well wooded with poplar, which on the

Pembina Mountain is mixed with oak, birch, some baswood [sic] and other timber. Along

and adjacent to the River aux Islets de bois are some small strips of prairie land though but

little of it is altogether free frorn brush.

Township 7, Range 8 West

...Survey of the West part of Township No 7 in the Eighth Range West of the Principal

Meridian.

That is to say: This portion of Tp 7 is divided into two parts viz: that on the "Pembina

Mountain" and that at the foot. The Norlherly slope of the mountain runs or lies diagonally

across the middle of sections 30, 20 and 16. On the southerly part, which lies on the
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rnountain and along its norlherly slope thele is abundance of good timber chiefly poplar

rnixed with srnall oak, ash, basswood & maple and a dense undergrowth of poplar, willow,

hazel, plum, cherry, oak, ash, cranbeny, bilberry etc with god gooseberies currants peas

vetches & hops. In many places there is oak of good size and quality.

The soil is of excellent quality, chiefly clay loarn. No rock in place was noticed but a sorl of

broken dark shaly limestone is to be found in many places along the gullies formed by the

streams. Boulders are also found chiefly along the foot of the Mountain slope.

This part of the Tp is deeply funowed by numerous creeks of beautiful clear water there

being scarcely a single quarter section without a stream of excellent water.

The soil of the northerly par1, or that part north of Pembina Mountain is also of very good

quality but a great portion is swarnpy çaused by the overflowing water from the mountain

streams. 
'When 

drained (which may easily be done) it will afford the very best farming land.

It is covered with a thick growth of poplar and willow and other brush with clumps of larger

timber and a few small patches of marshy prairie.

Township 8, Range 8 West

The easterlypart of this Township is timbered with tolerably good sized poplar, very suitable

for rails or fire wood. The westem part principally is covered with a thick growth of

willows, the greater part quite wet. The soil a black clay loam which with proper draining
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will become very productive. On the whole the Township rnay be considered a fair specimen

of the timbered lands.

Township 1, Range 7 West

The Township is for the most paft broken by the Pembina River and Valley, which enters it

from the West in Sect. 19 proceeding in a norlh easterly direction through Sects 30 & 31

leaving the Tp to the Norlh of Sect. 32 re-entering in the north of Sect 33 runs in a south

easterly direction finally leaving the Township in Section 13. As the valley has an average

width of from two to three miles and is much broken bv numerous Ravines it is rendered

unf,rt for settlement. From Sects 1 to 9 sects 16,17 & portions of 20 &.21 comprise the best

portion of the Township and are convenient to the Timberwhich abounds in the Vallies [sic]

and Ravines in sufficient quantity for fuel although difficult of access. The runnirrg water is

generally good, soil inclined to be light especially throughout the broken portion of the

Township.

Township 2, Range 7 West

Township 2, Range 7 
'West 

about three fourths of this Township is undulating prairie. Soil

black loam. The remainder is poplar bush average size say eight inches. Sixty (60) timber

lots have been laid off in the southem parl. Pembina River runs through sections 4 and 5.

The south west comer is much broken by steep hills and deep gullys.
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Township 3, Range 7 West

I beg leave to state that Township No III Range VII V/est consists partly of Prairie and par1ly

of timbered land the south east quarter is for the most part prairie and the residue [?] is

covered with poplar and bush mixed with oak in some places. Sections 34,35 & 36 are

intersected by a spur of the Pembina Mountains they are unf,rt for settlement as the surface is

broken by deep Ravines or gullies with banks one hundred feet deep at the bottom of these

ravines there are creeks containing excellent water all running in a south easterly direction.

The norlh westerly part of the township contains good land well tirnbered with poplar and

oak but the Prairie portions in the south east of the township is of inferior quality.

There are many muskegs where [ ? ] hay can be procured and water.

The surface of the land is undulating and as it is easy of access from Pembina and St. Joe I

believe it is likely to be settled in a shorl time. The physical features of the country present

nothing worlhy of remark.

Township 4, Range 7 West

I beg leave to state that Township No. 4, Range VII west is heavily timbered with oak and

poplar there is also some elm ash rnaple and white birch. There is not one section of prairie

land in the township but there are some clearings made by recent fires.
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The Pembina Mountains intersect it allmost fsic] diagonally and the surface is so much

broken by ravines or gullies as to render one third of the area thereof unfit for settlement.

The residue of the township is well suited for farming but as it is diff,rcult of access it is not

likely to be settled for a long tirne.

The Pembina Mountains are merely the ancient high water marks of the valley of Red River.

They slope in a north easterly direction and the ground imrnediately to the westward fonls

an elevated plateau with an altitude nearly two hundred feet higher than the Prairie land

adjoining to the eastward.

There are numerous creeks of sood watel runnins down the sides of these mountains: no

fixed rocks are visible but boulders are to be met with occasionally.

Township 5, Range 7 West

This Township is very broken. Two small streams (Branches of Tobacco Creek) run through

from west to east with very high banks and a number of small ravines running into them.

The timber is not of a very good quality. The oak being quite stunted. The elm in the valley

of the streams is good and over the whole of the Township the timber is very much blown

down and tangled with a growth of willow and small poplar. Very difficult to get through. I

think the land generally is of an inferior quality. I did not see any regular Rock only soft

loose slate on the banks of the two streams mentioned. There are no lakes or ponds in this

Township. There is a good carttrailnrnning across the township corning in on the east side
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nearthepostat362531 30andgoingoutasshownontheplan. VerygoodhayonSecT,24

and25 also on Sec 16. The edge of the mountain is quite steep rising I should jr"rdge to the

height of frorn two to three hundred feet above the plain to the east.

The water in the two branches of Tobacco Creek is of an excellent quality good water can be

found on almost every part of the township. The only Prairie I have met is on sections 25

and 36. All the rest with the exception of muskey is either heavily timbered or densely thick

scrub.

Township 6, Range 7 West

.. .The Pembina Mountains traverse the southem and western porlions of said township and

the Northem portion is intersected by the River Aux Islet De Bois and its tributaries and

affords a supply of good water; the soil is however rather sandy and the land is thickly

covered with timber willows and other brush; but the timber which is mostlypoplar and oak

is not of heavy growth except on the banks of streams.

Not more thari sixtyper cent of the alea of said township is suited for agricultural purposes; it

is difficult to find good roads and there is only one path or cart trail [ ? ] the Pembina

Mountains available.
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Township 7, Range 7 West

The soil throughout this Township partakes of a sandy character and is of only second quality

but improves somewhat in the southerly tier of sections especially along the north branch of

the Riviere aux islets de bois, a stream about three feet deep and thirty feet wide which flows

southeasterly across sections six, five and four. There are many marshes scattered over the

township, several of them of from one to two hundred acres in extent and not a few of thern

remain wet and soft the whole sufirmer.

The dry porlion of the township is nearly all covered with poplar bush with brush and

willows. The timber is, with few exceptions of smallsize, and suitable only for fencing and

fuel. In section thirty-one and a few other scattered places there are some trees large enough

for building purposes.

There are several patches of prairie, though of very limited extent in the southerly tier of

sections and adjacent to the stream above mentioned as well as a few scattered through the

township, though very little of it is altogether free from brush.

Township 8, Range 7 West

In connexion [sic] with the foregoing Fieldnotes I beg to submit a few remarks relative to the

Township embraced by the Survey.
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The soil throughout the whole township partakes of a sandy character and, except in portions

of the NorlhWest quarter, is only of 2nd class while in some places it is scarcely that. In the

north west quafter of the township the soil is Sandy Loam and in some places is of first class.

In this quarter of the township the best timber is also to be found, being chiefly poplar (but

in some places rnixed with Oak) suitable for building timber and for saw logs while over a

great porlion of the west half and in manyportions of the East half of the Township there are

extensive tracts of timber suitable for fuel and for fencing. The remainder is taken up with

Poplar thickets and patches of small Brush and Hay & willow marshes some of them

containing 150 to 200 acres.

The land in nearly the whole township is level. In a few places it is gently rolling but there is

only one hill (so far as I have been able to ascerlain) which exceeds ten feet above the general

lever.

In view of the extensive tracts of rich clay Loam to be found in so many portions of the

province and of the fact that this township forms part of a tract of land of poor quality I

should say that it is unfit for Settlement though I have seen worse land cultivated with profit.

Water of the best quality can be obtained through most of the year within ten feet of the

surface.
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Township 1, Range 6 West

... that this Township is altogether within the mountain range and is, for the most pad,

intersected by deep lavines of fi'om one hundred to two hundred and fifty feet in depth

occasioned by the various small streams which take their rise in the small marshes & low

lands met with on the top of the mountains: It is along these streams & ravines that the

principal portion of the timber stands. The tirnber is principallypoplar tho there is some elm

in the middle and southem porlions of the township; the timber in the northem tier of

sections is principally oak of fair dimensions.

The south-western part of the township is intersected by the Pembina River & Valley the

latter averaging about one & three quarter miles in width though some of the section lines

cross it for about three & a quafier miles.

The different teraces which comprise the fonnation of the ravine are more or less covered

with poplar & scrub more particularly on the east side.

The elevation from the bank of the River to the heieht of land must be about three hundred

Ieet.

The formation is generally abluish shale (slate) and unstable where exposed. The Pembina

River is about one chain wide with a strong cur:rent and an average depth one & a half feet

where the curent is rapid but where the curent is not so strong the depth is greater: the bed
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of the River is stony, the banks on each side indicate a general overflow during the early part

of the sumrner. Willows abound along the banks as the mountain is approached, dense scrub,

alder etc exists.

Owing to the prevalence of fallen timber & the abundance of grass, the mountains are visited

with many destructive fires.

Township 2, Range 6 West

One half of this Township is prairie. Soil black sandy loam. The remainder is good oak

timber, average size eight inches. Six wood lots have been laid off in Section 15.

There is good water in a gully running across the Township.

Township 3, Range 6 West

The surface is of a rolling character intersected with deep ravines at the bottom of which run

clear and rapid strearns of pure and sweet water.

It is in places well wooded with fine oak and poplar, there being patches of good prairie in

different sections, but all of them are more or less wooded and many of thern entirely so.

The soil in places is good and in other parts inclined to be stony.
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The township is valuable especially for its f,rne tirnber.

Township 4, Range 6 West

I beg to repoft that Township iV Range VI West is considerably rich in Timber of large size

such as oak, and poplar ofgreat value.

The surface here is of a rolling nature, gradually rising towards the west, fonning the base of

the Pembina Mountains in some parts the soil is good being a rich black mould in other parts

it is inclined to be rockv and consequentlv of less value.

The township is well watered by springs and streams of clear & sweet running water

altogether it is well suited for the coming Emigrant.

Township 5, Range 6 West

The surface of this Township is level. ln the south west part it is low and wet at the foot of

the Pembina Mountain. Tlie soil is a dark loarn which for the most part gives a good growth

of grass. The township is well watered by Tobacco Creek which flows through it from West

to East partaking of the same nature as in passing through the neighbouring township to the

Eastward. There is likewise another stream which flows from the Pembina Mountain

discharging itself into a swamp and again forming to a stream and flows to Tobacco Creek.

This stream is not as large as Tobacco Creek but the water on the'West side of the swamn is
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fresh and pure. The banks of the stream are low. The south westem part is well wooded

with basswood oak and ehn there is likewise a large quantity of thick hazel and rose brush.

No stone or mineral have been discovered on the Township.

Township 6, Range 6 West

The sulface of this Township is level, or perhaps a slight inclination towards the Boyne. The

soil in the Eastern part is a dark loam and on the Westem it is more of a sandy nature. The

River Boyne passes through this Township flowing from the West to the East it partakes of

the same nature as it does in passing through Township 6, Range 5.

A belt of timber consisting of oak elm and basswood winds along the Boyne on either sides

though not as wide as in the neighbouring Township to the Eastward, it will vary from 5 to

10 chains in width. There is likewise some poplar in the northern and westem part but the

growth is small. There is a large amount of willow br-ush in the western part.

No stone or mineral has been discovered in this Township.

Township 7, Range 6 West

This township contains a sufficient quantity of timber for settlerrent purposes, it being

chiefly poplar and oak and has been very much destroyed by fire, the water in anyportion the

township is good there is an abundance of hay.
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The soil is of a black sandy nature and very fertile, the only thing that would be detrimental

to settlement of the township is that the surface is generally covered with willows.

There is a road leading to Portage which was opened by me for the pulpose of forwarding

supplies for the sutvey and has since become very convenient for those in search of land;

wagons [sic] and cafts have been frequently seen passing through. If a srnall aid from

goveffrnent was judiciously expended on said road it would eventually become a regular

thoroughfare and at the same time be the means of settling that part of the country; there is

another road ruming east and west near the south boundary of the township apparently a very

old trail.

Township 8, Range 6 West

This township is well adapted for settlement it being well watered and any amount of timber

and hay exists.

The soil is light but if cultivated properly would be very ferlile.

The timber consists chiefly of poplar and oak, the former in abundance and just the size for

building and fencing.
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As for the water, fi'om six to eight feet below the surface it can be found in any section

throughout the township.

In the spring a great portion of the low land is under water owing to the original channels

throughout the timber pofiion being damed Isic] up by falling timber, but this obstacle can at

a very small cost be removed and allow the water to flow freely and render the whole

township fit for cultivation, the natural course of the water being eastward declination of

about one foot and a half per mile.

As for roads there is one leading though the township to the Portage wliich was by ure

opened at great expense for the purpose of forwarding supplies for the survey, and has since

become very convenient for those in search of land: waggons [sic] and carts have been seen

passing through frequently. If a small aid from government was judiciously expended on

said road, it would eventually become a regular thoroughfare and at the same time be the

means of settling the whole of that counttry.

There is also another road leading through to Headingly but it is not very well defined.

Township 9, Range 6 West

The soil being of a very boggy nature, and with the exception of the sand hills [ ? able] to

heavy floods in Spring.
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There are nanymarshes to right and left of line and these are of no value the grass being of a

too lank growth for grazing purposes, besides being covered with a tangled growth of

willows.

I also bring before your notice in NW corner of Section 3 1 , the existence of a large valuable

bed of yellow ochre, a specimen of which will be forwarded.

Township 10, Range 6 West

I commenced the Survey of this Township of the 24Th Aprrl and completed the same on the

13th day of June 1873. The said Township has Ranges of Hills or Ridges mnning through

almost every section line. The soil of which is of a light sandy nature and is admirably

adapted for gardening. These hills are covered with small poplar, light brush and Scrub Oak

and are well situated and suited for building purposes. The low land is well timbered and

watered the timber being a very good quality of Oak and Poplar together with Elm, Black

Ash and Basswood these last in small quantities.

The great draw back to the settlement of the Township will be owing to the lowlands being

covered with water in the Spring of the year but this difficulty could be easily overcome as

there is every facility for draining it on the north and east sides. On the North into the

Stinking River and on the East into Long Lake in the adjoining Township.
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The soil on the lowland is an alluvial deposit about two feet in depth beneath which is clay

which I have ascedained by actual examination on several occasions in different localities.

These low lands require only draining to conveft them into the finest lands in the Dominion.

There are several small creeks running through this township but owing to the depth ofwater

covering the land I could not detetmine their course. ln fact there was so much water that I

was obliged to carnp altogether on the sand ridges, and during the day we were up to our

knees oftentimes to our waists in water.

Township 1, Range 5 West

We begin to enter Scrub and Timber in Section No 1 along International Boundary and also

to ascend the Pembina Mountains, which encroach upon the South-west comer of the

Township extending from Section No. 33 on the North to Section No 2 on the South. As we

leave the Prairie and approach the base of the Mountain the land gradually becomes higher

and boulders abound. The ascent for about one & a half miles is gradual by different

terraces, until finally a steep ascent of from one hundred to one hundred and Fifty feet brings

us to the first ground elevation which still fuilher ascends to Section No. 5 on the

International Boundary and from that point assumes the character of table land, coveled with

dense Scrub, poplars etc and to the north poplar & oak groves.
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This Township in manyplaces presents beautiful locations for settlernentbeingwell supplied

with water and fuel although some pafis are difficult of access. The most desirable locations

are in the immediate vicinity of the foot of the mountains and are generally well supplied

with oak groves suitable for building pulposes and easy of access by means of the Boundary

Commission Road.

Township 2, Range 5 West

Chiefly prairie. Soil black loam. A belt of very fine oak woods, say thirty chains in width

runs through the southerly tier of sections in which we laid off twenty-six wood lots.

Township 3, Range 5 West

I have to report most favorable of this Township 3 Range 5 West, it being also a beautiful

rolling country well watered by streams and springs, it has also fine streaks of large oak very

valuable for building purposes. The soil is a fine black mould, being covered with a rich

growth of grass, very suitable for grazing purposes.

There is also a branch road from the l?] running from Headingley to St. Joe l?]

In concluding I may say that it is a most desirable townsliip and Emigrants will not be

disappointed with it.
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Township 4, Range 5 West

I beg to state that Township 4, Range 5 West is a beautiful rolling prairie, not rnuch wooded

but what little timber there is srows in small bluff.

The soil is of a superior quality with fine rich grass well adapted for grazingpurposes. There

are also small streams coursing through with a few springs of clear and sweet water, thereby

making this Township most desirable for settlement. There is also good communication to

this from the fact that a well beaten road passes through from Headingley to St. Joseph which

makes it easy of access to the Settler.

Township 5, Range 5 West

The surface of this Township is level, with a few small patches of Hay land, and a few dry

Gulleys. The soil is a black loam and I think very rich but owing to the dryness of the

season, the growth was not very good excepting in low places. Tobacco Creek passes

through the northem part of the Township running from west to east, like the Boyne River it

is a crooked, sluggish stream and swells to a large stream after a heavy rain. ln the dry

season it is almost dry, the water does not run it being reduced to a number of pools but in

the wet season or after one or two days rain it will swell up to be about a chain wide and 6 or

8 feet deep.

Tlre valley of the creek is about 20 feet below the prairie level and about three chains wide.

The water is fì'esh. There is not a sufficient body of water to admit of power being obtained
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for mill purposes. The Township is very destitute of wood the only wood on it being a few

scattering trees and clumps along Tobacco Creek. No settlers has taken up land in the

Township.

No stone or mineral has been discovered on this Township.

Township 6, Range 5 West

The surface of this Townsliip as a general thing is level with perhaps a slight inclination

towards the Boyne River for about a mile and a half on either side of the River. The soil is a

black loam but the growth of grass for the most part is stunted excepting where the ground is

wet in such cases the growth is veryrich. The Township is well watered by the River Boyne

passing through nearly the centre of it ruming from West to East. It is a sluggish stream and

subject to extreme raise and fall of the water after a dry season, or rain, owing I presurne to it

being fed by extensive swamps. When full to its banks it will average about 2 chains in

width and about 10 feet deep at other tirnes it will only be about 50 links wide with a depth

of about a foot. No chance is offered by this stream for mill pulposes. The water is good and

fresh. The Township is well wooded by a belt of mixed oak elm and basswood stretching

through it on either side of the Boyre with a width of from 20 to 50 chains. There in on the

North side of the Boyre a Targe quantity of young poplar likewise a large amount of dry

poplar which has been killed by fire. On the South side of the Boyne woods there is but little

or no other timber of rnuch value though a large amount of willow & young poplar. A

number ofpeople had settled along the Boyne River and made some little improvetnents they
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have all expressed themselves r,villing to take their lands as surueyed. The names of such

settlers are on their respective quarler sections. No stone of rnineral has been discovered in

the Township.

Township 7, Range 5 West

The soil in this Township is generally too sandy for good agricultural land the timber consists

mainly of poplar the best has in most cases been killed by fire. There is no water during the

dry seasons either in the pools or little creeks, and when there is it is bad - nearly the whole

of the surface of the open pafts is covered with scn-rbby willow briars and thick tnasses of

wild vetches or tanes l?]. In places however there are good oaks and some good poplar

woods - it seems a good country for the hunter. Prairie fowls partridges and ducks abound.

Badgers exist in extraordinary numbers, and the tracks of deer Elk and moose are found in all

directions.

Township 8, Range 5 West

This Township is principally covered by poplar and willow woods with scattered oak there is

a good deal of timber fit for manufacture, but a very great part has been destroyed by fire.

Water is found in several places but is generally very bad. Elm Creek however supplies

good fresh water.
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The soil is sandy would grow good root clops and perhaps grain for a season but is too light

to continue long productive. There are some very good hay marshes and even the Township

to the South farms [?] abounds.

Township 9, Range 5 West

I have to report only about one half of this township to be suitable for agriculture,"viz" all

the prairie (marshes excepted) and that porlion of the wood land, for a depth of about one

mile, which borders on the prairie. This good land has a variety of soil ranging from clay to

sand but generally of a slightly inferior quality. The balance of the township, comprising the

whole of the westerly and south westerly sections is of no value being for the most part a

very light sandy soi..

About two thirds of the township is timbered with poplar. Of this only that parl which lies

near the prairie is of any value as the westerly and south westerly portions of the township

are for the most parl covered very thickly witli poplars of about ten feet in heighth, fsic] and

mostly dead.

The land is nearly all slightly rolling with a gradual descent towards the north and north east.

Good water can be found in any of the malshes by digging from one to three feet even in the

drvest season the vear.
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I found no minerals or metallic ores of any kind within the township.

Township 10, Range 5 West

I have to report this township to be (with the exception of the hay marshes) good agricultural

land, and especially in the northerly sections, the soil is of very superior quality.

The hay marshes are too wet for cultivation but they are valuable for hay of which they

produce a large quantity amrually.

The timber is rnostly poplar, of good quality and in quantity sufficient only for the use of

settlers as the greater part of the township is prairie.

The land is nearly level, but descends very slightly towards the north east.

The soil is a black loorny [sic] clay full of vegetable and mineral deposits,

Water is not plentiful within the township but where it is found it is of good quality.

So far as I can judge there ale no valuable mineral, or other natural productions in this

townshio.
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Township 1, Range 4 West

That this Township assuûres more of a low character some pafis of it being well supplied

with water in small lakes or ponds and in two or three instances by pools in dry watercourses.

The land is more adapted for stock raising owing to the abundance of hay land and water.

Tlre principal settlement, Mennonite, designated Bloomfield, is on Section 1.5,16,17,20,21

& 22.

ln the south western nofiion we come in contact with the first tirnber which lies on the

Western Boundary.

Township 2, Range 4 West

Township 2 Range 4 West Level prairie. Soil black loam. Two small stands of Oaks and

Black Ash woods lie near the cenhe.

Township 3, Range 4 West

I beg to report that Township 3 Range 4 West is almost entirely open Prairie. A Belt of

Splendid Heavy Timber consisting of Elm, Oak and Poplar Stretches off towards the North

West portion of the Township.
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The Land is well adapted for Hay and grazing purposes but capable of being brought into

high Cultivation.

There is no difficulty about Water as two creeks of excellent Water Traverse the Wooded

porlion of the Township and a numbel of Water runs or courses other parls thereof, and

although these Runs or courses are without Water during the dry Season of the year, still, by

digging to the depth of three to four feet an abundant supply can be obtained.

There are no Stones or Minerals of any description to be found as far as our operations

extended.

Township 4, Range 4 West

I beg to report that Township 4 Range 4'West is altogether open Prairie, and doubtless one of

the finest Townships in the Province of Manitoba. It is alternately Level, Undulating, High

Prairie Land and the soil a rich loam with a clay subsoil. From the great number of water

runs (though in the summer season quite dry) that traverse the Township, the land is no doubt

well watered and ferlilized. These water runs or courses being dry during the summer

season, appears to be a general feature in Prairie Townships - at least such was our

experience. There is no difficulty in procuring water, as we obtained a good supply by

digging to the depth of from three to four feet. There are no stones or minerals of any

descriptions as far as our obseruations.
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Township 5, Range 4 West

Note Book Missins

Township 6, Range 4 West

Township 6 Range 4 West. Soil a black mould from ten to twenty inches deep, overlying a

wliite clay. The Boyne River flows across the north westerly part of the Township: banks

about twelve feet high, current say three miles per hour. There is a belt of good Oak timber

intermixed with Elm, Poplar, and Basswood, average size twelve inches, or over extending

along either bank of the river, for a depth of from ten to twenty chains. There is also anothet

belt of Oak timber of the sarne quality and breadth extending in a south-easterly direction

from Section 28 to 12. Through the latter belt runs a dry gully from eight to ten ft. deep, with

the appearance of having been once a river nearly as large as the Boyne. All the Sections

containing wood and some of the adjacent prairie lots have been taken up and more or less

improvements made thereon.

Saw very fine crops of wheat, barley and oats raised there last season. Every lot in the

Township is fit for settlement if the wood land, which has been gobbled up by the few, were

divided among the rnany.

Township 7, Range 4 West

I have the honor to repofi the completion of the suryey of Township No. 7 in range 4 west of

the Province of Manitoba being part of and execution in accordance with my contract of the
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20th of May last. This Township contains 23183 t"o a.r", of disposable land and 874 8/r0

acres in road allowance.

The surface of the Township is considerably diversified. Along the eastem margin is the

great marsh covering about seven sections which is here verywet and boggy and overgrown

with cat tail flags Roseau and black rushes. Cattle at liberty roam in summer over the greater

parl of the marsh but it is not safe for loaded cafts especially near the mouth of the Riviere

aux Islet du Bois which enters the marsh in Section I1 and looses avisible bed in Section 14.

This River enters the Township in Section 8 where a Mr. Grant has a cattle dept or station

for raising cattle and horses. Wood is here abundant on both banks of the River and the

water is excellent.

On the plan I have drawn a line showing where the channel should run to connect this river

witlr its natural discharge the Scratching river. About 26 square miles of this Township is

beautiful undulating Prairie sandy loamy soil and would be very easily cultivated. Three

small strearns beside the Riviere aux Islets du Bois crosses the Township in and easterly

direction but they are all dry in the summer months. The westerly part of the Township is

covered with Willows and small groves of Poplars and Willows and the great island of

timber appears near the Township to the westward.

It is probable that this Township will soon be settled as wood is within a short distance of

every part of it.
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Township 8, Range 4'West

I have the honor to repoft the cornpletion of the survey to subdivide Township No. 8 in

Range 4 West of the Province of Manitoba being part of my contract of the 20th of May last.

The Township contains 23047 t/z acres of disposable land and 872 1/5 acres in roads. The

surface of this Township is generally level or slightly undulating and the soil sandy loam

which allows the surface water to disappear early in spring. Nearly all the Township is

suitable for cultivation and sufficient wood for purposes of fuel and fencing is every where

convenient.

The main cart trail from Headingly crosses the south east angle of this Township. This

Township will no doubt as soon as the heavier woods lands are filled be settled and is even at

the present time a very desirable locality.

Township 9, Range 4 West

This Township consists partly of Prairie land and partly of Poplar bush; a large portion of the

Prairie land being of a low marshy character with coarse rank grass, and having in places

scattering willows and small Poplar, and Oak groves.

The Poplar timber (which is situated mostly at the South West fNorthwest] corner of the

Township) is very small, with numerous openings in it, and is much destroyed by fire. The

hish land consists of a black loam.
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Township 10, Range 4 West

A large portion of this Township consists of low bottom Prairie with tall rich grass, and low

wet marshes. The high prairie is generally of a fair quality, and having, in places, scattering

willows, and small scattering poplars.

The Township is traversed by a dry channel (near the norlh boundary) from three to four

chains in width having banks from 6 to 8 feet high. The bed of this channel consists of black

muck about 18 inches deep and is grown up with tall grass. Clean fine sand under the muck

in which good clear water can be obtained. This dry channel is timbered on both banks with

Oak, Poplar and Elm; the timber, however, in places is much destroyed by f,rre.

I consider this Township is more adapted to grazing than to agricultural purposes.

Township 1, Range 3 West

This Township comprises Rolling Prairie with luxuriant growth of Grass, more particularly

in the North-west corner; is also well drained by water courses.

Water is found during tlie dry season only by sinking wells.
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This Township commands imposing views of the Pembina Mountains to the west.

It is already rapidly filling up with Mennonite settlements.

No timber exists.

Township 2, Range 3 West

Township 2 Range 3 West. Level prairie. Soil black loam.

Township 3, Range 3 West

I beg to report that Township 3 Range 3 West is entirely open Prairie, all of which, with the

exception of a srnall Muskeg on the west side of the Township, is splendid arable Land &

free from stones of any description. A small creek of good water winds its circuitous course

through the Southeastern parl of the Township in addition to a number of water runs, on of

which traverses the centre of the Township, but as in other Prairie Townships we found quite

dry. During the Spring and Autumn however these water courses are full of water.

There are no stones of minerals of any description as far as our observation extended.

Township 4, Range 3 West

I beg to reporl that Township 4 Range 3 West consists of open Prairie Land of rather a mixed

character, but possessing great fertility. The Noilhern porlion of the Township is good level
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Prairie. The centre low flat Land but capable of being brought into good cultivation and the

Southern portion is good Undulating Prairie.

In addition to a few water runs or colrrses, which we found quite dry, a small creek of good

water winds it sluggish course through the Northern portion of the Township. These water

runs though dry during the sunmer season are ftill of water in the spring and autumn. There

is no difficulty whatever in obtaining water, for by digging to the depth of from three to four

feet we procured a good supply at a very dry season of the year.

There are no stones or rninerals of any description as far as our observation extended.

Township 5, Range 3 West

About one-quaúer of this Township is swarnp: good hay ground but much too low for

cultivation. The central and westem part is good level prairie. Soil black loam.

Township 6, Range 3 West

Township 6 Range 3 West Good level prairie. Soil black loam. There is no running water in

this Township and but two small stands of Oak timber; one in Sections 16 and 21 and the

other in North East quarter of Section 18. In a gully running along the line between Sections

20 and 2I, l7 and 16, may be found standing pools of good water throughout the season.

There is a good Hay Swamp extending across the south of the Township; where anumber of

the settlers from Township 6 Range 4 West get their winters supply.
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Township 7, Range 3 West

I have the honor to report that duling the past suuìmer I completed the Survey of Township

No. 7 in range 3 
'West in accordance with my contract of the 20th May last.

About two thirds of this Township is occupied by the great Hay Marsh lying between and

dividing the Riviere aux Islets de Bois fi'om the Scratching River. It produces excellent hay

about its margin but the central parts and particularly along the west side ofthe Township are

overgrown with black rushes, cat tail flags and Roseau. Cattle and horses cannot cross these

pafts except in the month of August, and then some spots must be avoided although

sufficiently f,rnn for men and even cattle and horses without loads.

The marsh is produced by the water of the Riviere aux Islets de Bois having no channel

through the Marsh to connect it with the Scratching River, and until such channel is made

these wet lands will be useless except for grazing and hay. On the Plan of the Township I

have drawn a line showins where the channel should be made.

The remaining part of this Township is excellent high Prairie especiallythat block extending

the whole lensth of the southem boundarv of about ten square miles.

There is no wood in this Township except a few isolated clumps of willows.
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Township 8, Range 3 West

I have the honor to report tl're completion of the survey to subdivide Township No 8 iri range

3 west of the Province of Manitoba being parl of my contract bearing date the 20tli of May

last.

As will be seen by inspection of the accompanying Plan only a small porlion about for

sections of this Township is covered by the Great Hay Marsh - of the remaining 32 sections

about 29 are high slightly undulating open Prairie and the balance excellent hay land.

The Township contains 23056 7/r0 of disposable land 8724/10 in roads. There can be no better

land than the dry porlion of this Township and the hay land with the exception of some spots

in the Great Marsh is good solid Prairie soil. The great cart trail from Headingly to the River

aux Islets du Bois passes diagonaly [sic] across the North West angle of the Township from

Section 34 to Section 7.

There is no wood in the Township nor any Stream.

Township 9, Range 3 West

This Township consists of level open Prairie with here and there a few small marshes and

some patches of scattering willows and small poplar. The soil being generally of a black

loam.
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Township 10, Range 3 West

This Township consists partly of low rich bottom Prairie with heavy hay grass, and partly of

dry level Prairie.

The Township is traversed near the North boundary by a dry chamel from three to four

chains in width having clay banks rising from six to eight feet about the bed. The bed (which

consists of about 18 inches of black muck) is grown up with tall grass. Clean fine sand

underlie the muck; good clear water being tound in this sand at about 3 feet.

This dry channel is timbered on both banks with Oak and Poplar; the latter timber, however,

prevails.

I am of the opinion this Township would be well adapted to grazing purposes.

Township 1, Range 2 West

This township is lnore or less intersected by dry watercourses of which the head is the

Maurais River is the principal its bed in many places containing pools of water which must

prove of great value during the dry seasons. This water is better adapted for domestic

purposes than that attained by drinking...a few solitary second-growth trees exist along its

banks.
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Township 2, Range 2 West

Prairie...surface water to be had in gullys.

Township 3, Range 2 West

This township is all prairie. In the noftheru eastern & norlli westem porlions it is low &.flat

with a heavy clay soil which fonns excellent hay land particularly in the northwestem

portion.

The west part of this township is high with a rich clay loam is well watered with a long strip

of eood water.

In the last part of the township there is a fine body of water with good & higli land

surrounding it. The center of township is interspersed with ridges.

Township 4, Range 2 West

This township is wholly Prairie.

The northem tier of sections is low & flat the remainder of the township is rolling and land-

rich clay loam.

This township is not favored with water.
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Torvnship 5, Range 2 West

This township contains...of good prairie...The land is very level throughout there being no

gullies to drain the surface water therefore the water gathers in low places which is very

good hay land.

There is no timber in this township for fencing building or fuel which is the only drawback.

Township 6, Range 2 West

Township contains...clear open level prairie of very good quality...

The only drawback...the absence of wood for building fencing and fuel there being not one

tree growing or standing in the township. The nearest timber is about three miles west ofthis

township where there is a belt of oak timber adjoining to a creek but which does not contain

a sufficient quantity for any pulpose worth speaking of.

Township 7, Range 2 West

...about two thirds of it is occupied by the great hay marsh over which the water of the

Riviere aux Islets de Bois must pass in spring to reach and be discharged by the Scratching

River which may be said to take its rise in the marsh in this township. I saw but few spots

which were not solid prairie soil and experienced no difficulty in driving oxen with heavy

loads in every direction over the marsh. It produces a fine clean growth of grass from two to

five feet in higth isic] at full growth and the surface is so smooth that a mowing machine can

work well upon it.
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ln the southwest angle of tliis township there is one block about 8 square miles of beautiful

high rolling prairie with an excellent sandy loam soil. This township is entirely destitute of

wood.

Township 8, Range 2 West

The surface of this township is generally very level and although a large portion is dry during

the summer months. This contiguity to the great marsh (a small part of which is within the

township is covered with water in the spring) large tracts of the surface have a hard and

cracked appearance where dry. About nine square miles is included in the hay rnarsh which

with few exceptions is fine and solid prairie. There is no stream in this township...having

neither wood nor mnnin.q water within its boundaries.

Township 9, Range 2 West

Tliat it is quite bad in surface with the exception of the banks of the River Salle and a few

gullies which run through it but there is no elevation or depression of any note in the whole

of it. The land in this township is as a general thing dry, the only marshes of any account are

in the southem poftion, these marshes are sumounded by good hay lands and when the survey

was made in June these hay lands were rnost dry. These hay lands had been deeply burnt last

season consequently the grass was very thin in many places, that burnt section extends

principally to the nofth west of the marsh.
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A line running east or west thru the township about lialf a mile north of the allowance for

road between sections 15 &.24 to 18 & 19 would be very nearly a separating line between the

perfectly open prairie to the south and land covered by woods and willow scrub with prairie

openings to the north.

This township being so level presents no geological features there being no exposed of the

fixed rock in the whole of it.

The principal timber to be found is oak, water elm & poplar although l noticed a few ash and

basswood trees but these are few in number and of small size. Timber in this township is of

poor quality being short and scrubby. The best of the oak has also been culled out and the

other tirnber is of no great value. The greater part of the timber grows along the banks of the

River Salle although there are some nice poplar groves on sections 29 &.30 but these are of

no great extent. The fires has run through a great portion of the wood land in sections 33 &

27 consequently the standing trees on this and the intervals are filled up by a heavy growth of

willow andhazel scrub...ln the northem part of it referred to above there is some quiet

extensive patches of willow scrub but as a general thing these bushes do no grow higher than

fi'om one food and a lialf to thuee feet high, and there is a good deal of lying burnt poplar

tirnber on the ground between the main woods on the Salle and the poplar groves to the

westward.
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The River Salle...is a slow stream there being but very little current. Its bottom is very

muddy. The average depth of water in the centre of the strearn was about two feet six inches.

Its banks are steep and usually from fifteen to twenty feet high and of an average width of

about two chains and fifty links from he top of the banl< on one side of the stream to the top

of the bank on the other side of the stream. When I made the survey in June the water was

clear fresh and good. There was also a gully in which we found water running through

section 22,21,21,19,30 and 31 and entering into the Salle in Section 22. Although we

found considerable water in this gully when we commenced the survey on the 1 1th of June, it

was nearly dry when we completed the survey on 25th of that month and consider it would be

perfectly dry in the early part of July. The water in this gully was fresh and good we having

used it for a water supply for sometime. I also think there is fair prospect of getting good

water by digging in tliis township.

Township 10, Range 2 West

The surface is a little varied with low ridges and slight depressions. A branch of the river La

Salle or Stinking River flows through one corner of the township watering twelve quarter

sections. The water being good although the river bottom is mud. There is also a small pond

in the south part of the township fuilishing two other quarter sections with good water.

There is also sorne wood along the river consisting of oak and poplar...There are also a few

clumps of poplar scatteled over the township.

In reference to the block comprising townships 9 and 10 Ranges 1 and 2 west.
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The greater parl of this block is excellent plairie land...La Riviere Sale or Stinking River

which stream first enters tlie block in section 10 TP 10 R2 West and with a general south

easterly direction and with a sinuous collrse and a sluggish current crosses the block

diagonally to near its south east corner. The banks are steep and from ten to eighteen feet

high the river bed generally soft clay and the water slightly saline. Along the stream and

chiefly on its left bank and filling up its many deep bends is some good oak timber mixed in

many places with poplar and fringed with a dense growth of willows and bottom scrub which

latter often extends through the heavy timber at the river's edge.

Each township in this block has one or more spots (sornetimes of two or three hundred acres

in extent) too low and wet for cultivation but affording good grass in great abundance.

Township 1, Range I West

...well drained by water courses and commands a beautiful view of the Pembina River belt of

timber to the south and also that of the Red River to the east. The onlv timber that this

township contains stands in sections No 5 & 8 will soon be appropriated for building

purposes. Generally this township is rolling prairie...there being little or no low land.

Township 2, Range 1 West

...level prairie...
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Township 3, Range 1 West

This township is open prairie principally level and flat...ln the south west portion of the

township there is a fine body of water abounding with game.

Township 4, Range 1 West

This townsliip is wholly prairie the norlh half being high and dry...

The south half is somewhat lower and is wet in spring. There are no creeks lakes ol springs

in the township and the surface water which accumulates in the spring is cornpletely

evaporated by the middle of July.

Township 5, Range I West

This township contains...clear open prairie..the front portion of this township is generally

very level and clear of bush and timber. Towards the north part the land becomes rolling

being composed of several gullies some of which are from four to six feet and leading into

the main gully which is a porlion of the south branch of the Scratching River and running a

norlherly course until it joins the norlh branch. The banks [of the Scratching River] about

frorn 10 to 18 feet deep...will cary water away at a great speed and drain the surrounding

prairie in due time in the spring. .. This township is also destitute of timber of any description.
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Township 6, Range 1 West

...but around the banks of the Scratching River are solid clay beds some 18 or 20 feet high

where it joins with the south branch corning in from the south this river fScratching River]

must drain the prairie land in a shofi time as there was no water running in the chanal [sic] in

the middle or about the 15th of June and shorlly afterwards it dried all up with the exception

of about a quarter of a mile where the southem branch crosses the front of this township.

There are two or three small holes which hold water the year through and I think must be fed

by a spring as the water which lies there is of a very good quality.

This township has the disadvantage of no timber being on it...

Township 7, Range 1 West

This township is watered and drained by the east branch of the Scratching River which takes

its rise partly in this township and partly in the one adjacent to the west. The main stream

enters the township in section 19 and leaves it in section No., 3. This stream was entirely dry

in the month of August water being only obtained by making a well in the bed of the stream.

There is no wood in tliis township except a few clumps of large willows which grow nearthe

water of the Scratching River. These were barely sufficient for our camp purposes during he

suwey...On the west of the Scratching River the township skirts and takes in a part of the

Great Hay Marsh which divides the Riviere aux Islits du bois from the Scratching River

being entirely destitute of lurnber...
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Township 8, Range I West

...twenty sections of this township are sufficiently dry for cultivation and the balance good

hay land. The River Sale runs through Section 36 & touches the north east angle of section

35. This stream has running water in it all through the summer. Its banks are tolerably well

wooded. The stream is about one chain & twenty five links in width but shallow (except in

spring). The water here is good though some miles lower down the stream it is too salt for

cooking purposes. The banks are generally about twenty feet above the low water level.

There is no other streatn in the township and no wood not even a clump of willows except

that mentioned.

...but wood is so scarce only that porlion in the vicinity of the River...

Township 9, Range 1 West

First respecting timber there is a naTrow belt of oak & elm of a very good quality, mostly on

the north side of the Salle River...To the north of the said river there are a few sroves of

poplar of inferior quality the best parls of which have been cut and taken to the Assiniboine

(by comrnon report here). This includes all timber that has coÍte under my observation there

is considerable bush willow also on the north side of the river and some excellenthavflats of

nearly every section on north of the river.
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The Salle River is quite srnall being a rìere brook when the water runs at all rapidly and the

water is stagnant and brackish nearly unfit for use.

Tolvnship 10, Range 1 West

The land is a little undulating quite destitute however of prominent ridges of depressions.

Divided proportionally between dry land...and moist hay land. The whole may be easily

drained...There is no wasteland in the township.

I found no stream or springs but obtained water easily in many low places by diging [sic] a

few feet.

The township is destitute of wood with the exception of a few clurnps of poplars and some

willow bushes. I found a few small boulders.

Township 1, Range I East

...principally of beautiful undulating prairie intersected in a southwesterly direction from

section 25 bythe bed of the River aux Marais which contains in some places ponds of water.

The only timber in the township grows along the said river and is very limited and barely

sufficient for the sections on which it grows: Dwarf oak and basswood with much scrub

constitute its seneral character.
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The township is thoroughly drained by the River Marais and its various tributary

coulies...although dry on the surface, water can easily be obtained by dìgging a moderate

deoth.

Township 2, Range 1 East

...composed entirely of Prairie

There is no running water but a portion of the North 'West abounds in Marsh or low land

which during the early part of the season retains water and fumishes a rank growth of grass.

Altho' devoid of tirnber...

Township 3, Range I East

... good water can be found readily, but there is no wood growing there...

Township 4, Range 1 East

...good water can be found in several places but it has also the great disadvantage of being

unwooded."

Township 5, Range I East

...all open Prairie with the exception of one poplar bluff three fourths of a mile long and

about one quader in bredth fsic] in Section No. 33 and a few small patches of willows. The
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Scratching River passes through my suruey from Nofthwest to Southeast and is the only

stream with the exception Red River holding water through the summer. The want of

wood...

Township 6, Range 1 East

This entire township is ahnost one treeless Plain. There are a few willows in the south west

angle of the township and a small part of the Poplar Bluff which extends southwards into

township No. 5 in the same range.

With these exceptions it is entirely destitute of wood.

The only stream is the Scratching River which in Section No. 6 divides...During the month of

July there was no running water in the stream but found sufficient good water in small ponds

in its bed to answer our purposes.

...dry Prairie and wet or moist Prairie producing a heavy growth of Prairie or wild grass.

...want of timber.

TownshipTRangelEast

...a beautiful plain...but its perfect dryness, the absence of any strearns, springs or deposit of

water of any kind as well as the total absence of any kind of wood.. .
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Township 8, Range 1 East

With the exception of some fifteen hundred acres in the Norlh-easterly portion of the

township which is swampy, the township is good land.

Through the centre nms a lasting stream of good water along the banks of which there is in

places some fine timber such as oak ash maple and ehn.

Township 9, Range 1 East

...all Prairie with the exception of a few srnall bluffs of poplar and willow. The land is high...

During the time of survey the whole township was devastated by fire which destroyed nearly

all the wood growing upon it.

There is no water anywhere in the township, the nearest water is that of Stinking River and

Red River.

Township 10, Range I East

fReport found in same notebook with Townships 9, 10, Range I, 2, 3 and 4 East]

"...that the portion of township 10 Range one East...is excellent dry rolling prairie with the

exception of about one fourth of it which is hay lands...This township is lightlytimbered with

clumps of poplar and willow which is of no particular value.
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About three fourths of that porlion of township 10, Range 2 East... is bush land. The poplar

timber is mostly small...

Between Ranges one and two East passes through beautiful rolling prairie with clumps of

poplar and willow bushes.

. ..between townships 9 & I 0 in Ranges 3 and 4 east passes through excellent prairie between

the Red River and River Seine. The greater porlion of this distance however is covered with

a small growth of poplar & willows. Immediately after crossing the River Seine the line

enters the muskeag which extends about three miles. There is then about a mile of very fair

poplar timber...and from there to the line between the fourlh and fifth ranges east is level

prairie land with occasional clumps of willow bushes.

...North from the second base between ranges 3 and4 east the land is marshy for about three

miles. This would make first class land if properly drained. From the marshy land to the

River Seine the line passes througli a beautiful tract of rolling prairie whish is dotted with

clumps of poplar & willow.

From the River Seine to the conection line between township 10 and 11 is nearly all

muskeag"
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Township 1, Range 2 East

...wooded only on the borders of the River Marais and all the sections throuqh which the

Marais passes are taken up and improvements made...

The belt of timber consists principally of Oak and Basswood with Scrub. The oak and

basswood are of sufficient growth to be suitable for building but there is only enough for the

use of those sections in which the timber srows..

Water is to be found only in the bed of the Marais...It is found in places from 6 inches to 4

feet deep, but only saw the water standing in pools, never flowing and only suitable for

watering cattle. Good water may however be readily obtained by sinking to a moderate

depth; also on Sections 11 and 14 is situated lake Louise about 1 r/a miles in length with a

nalrow belt of timber skirting the nofih and east shores sufficient for the use of the said

sections.

The general characteristic of the township is a beautiful rolling prairie situated on the west

and closely adjacent to the Red River.
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Township 2, Range 2 East

...along the Riviere au Marais where wood can be found on each side not leaving overtwenty

acres of wooded land on each quarler section; by digging wells in the River au Marais any

quantity of water can be obtained.

Township 3, Range 2 East

. ..there is a fine ravine running through the entire of the township from south to north. ln the

Northwest part of the township there are a few patches of poplar. A considerable portion of

the centre of that is open prairie, the eastern and southem pafis are covered with thick willow

brush and young poplar. The River Roseau runs through the south end of township.

Township 4, Range 2 East

...there is a fine ravine running throughout the eastern tier of sections on the bank of which

there are fine clumps of oak with a few poplar. The west side of the township is chiefly

prairie. The south side is covered with poplar and poplar brush and willows. ..The township

is interspersed with patches of hayland.

Township 5, Range 2 East

...there is only one small stream and this was dry in the month of July except in holes here

and there but water was easily obtained by digging in the bed of the stream. This stream

passes through section one and part of section 12.
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...covered with thickets of poplar and willows with beautiful tracts of open prairie between.

There is sufficient woods in this section for all immediate purposes, including building

timber which is abundant alons the east side of the Red River...

Township 6, Range 2 East

This township is chiefly absorbed by the Red River and Selkirk grant of two miles in depth

on each side thereof. The sections bounded by me are all good land being greatly high, dry

prairie and level low marsh or hay land.

The east bank of the Red River is pretty well tirnbered with oak, elm and ash but there is no

wood on the parl surveyed by me except a few clumps of willows and a few poplars on the

paft east of Red River.

Township 7, Range 2 East

...a considerable part there of being wet and marshy. The greatest paft however is dry and fit

for cultivation but it contains no wood of any kind.

Township 8, Range 2 East

...defective in two very essential things, wood and water. For what very little wood there is

on it is small and scanty and as for the water it is everywhere, and even in the river, saturated

with salt and other minerals which gives it a very disagreable [sic].
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Township 9, Range 2 East

...low wet prairie land about one half of it is covered with small poplar and willow.

Sections 31 32 33 in the norlh end and I 2 3 4 in the south end as well as the extream fsic'ì

westem tier of quarter sections is dry prairie...

Large quantities of hay are cut yearly upon this township.

Township 10, Range 2 East [with Township 10, Range 1 East]

fReport found in same notebook with Townships 9, 10, Range I,2, 3 and 4 East]

"...that the porlion of township 10 Range one East...is excellent dry rolling prairie with the

exception of about one fourlh of it which is hay lands...Tliis township is lightlytimbered with

clumps of poplar and willow which is of no parlicular value.

About three fourths of that portion of township 10, Range 2East... is bush land. The poplar

timber is mostly small...

Between Ranges one and two East passes through beautiful rolling prairie with clumps of

poplar and willow bushes.

...between townships 9 & 10 in Ranges 3 and 4 east passes through excellent prairie between

the Red River and River Seine. The ereater portion of this distance however is covered with
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a small growth of poplar & willows. Immediately after crossing the River Seine the line

enters the muskeag which extends about tluee miles. There is then about a rnile of very fair

poplar timber...and fiom there to the line between the fourth and f,rfth ranges east is level

prairie land with occasional clumps of willow bushes.

...North from the second base between ran.qes 3 and 4 east the land is marshv for about ttu'ee

miles. This would make first class land if properly drained. From the marshy land to the

River Seine the line passes through a beautiful tract of rolling prairie whish is dotted with

clumps of poplar & willow.

From the River Seine to the conection line between township 10 and 11 is nearly all

muskeag"

Township 31 41 51 6, Range I East

Township 6, Range 2 East

...composed of undulating prairie abounding with numerous dry water courses thereby

affording ample drainage eastwards into the river fscratching].

lScratching] presents every indication of a large stream during the spring freshet.
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There is considerable driftwood of large dimensions which would indicate periodical

overflows and extending far inland. They however on enquiry are not of frequent

occulTence.

Those portions of Ranges I arid II to the eastward of Red River especially from two to three

miles inland are well timbered with oak ehn poplar etc...

Township 5 and 6 Ranges III and fV abound in prairie and groves of poplar and Tamara

excepting in the vicinity of Rat River and its east and west branch where the general

character is broken and abounds with heavy growth of oak elm poplar etc.

...in the south east part of township 5, Range 4 between and in the vicinity of the said east

and west branches of the Rat River. In this locality the land is rolling covered with willow

and small poplar...

The water supply is abundant and general drainage is into Rat River...

Township 1, Range 3 East

This townsliip is bounded on the south side by the state of Minnesota US in which rises the

Mickek or "Joe" River wliich at this season of the year fNovember] is nearly dry and along

the banks of which some good hay land exists. The Joe River runs in a northeasterly
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direction into the Red River draining the southwestern portion of the township and is the

only water course therein.

Very few small swamps are to be met with, the land being dry level prairie...The only

timber...consists of a few small islands ofpoplar in the southwestemportion which are barely

worthy of mention.

Township 2, Range 3 East

is generally low and drained by the Rosseau River...it is a fine stream having an average

width of one chain and a depth varying from 18 inches to 4 feet frequently even 10 feet.

Water is dark. Banks high and very soft being composed of clay . Current strong and

general collrse zig zag.

That portion of the township to the norlh of said river comprises very rich soil heavily

covered with undergrowth of willow, poplar, oak, etc.

The sections adjoining the river...being well timbered with oak poplar elm basswood etc. in

the vicinity of the water course.

The greater portion of the township to the south of the river is low abounding in a luxuriant

growth of grass and adapted for stock raising. No timber except on those sections along the

river.
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The soil...exhibits indications of being subrnerged during the earlypart of the season.

Township 3, Range 3 East

The general surface of this township is level Prairie. The east and north east portion being

open. The remaining porlion of the township is densely covered with large willow from 5 to

7 feet in height intenningled with small poplar and along the easterlyborder of the willow is

a dense growth of wild pear ranging from 2 % to 5 feet in height.

The land...being dry and gradually sloping towards the Rosseau River.

The Rosseau River...banks being covered with oak, elm and ash of large size. The general

depth of water on the 5th of June was 18 feet and in September it would average 5 feet. The

average height of banks above water in the last part of July was 20 feet...The water being

fresh and good with a very strong cunent and teaming with fish of many kinds such as

buffalo fish, channel cat, pike, goldeyes & shiners. The first two named being of very large

size weighing from 10 to 35 pounds and are easily taken with a hook.

Township 4, Range 3 East

...level open prairie lands interspersed with islands of poplar.
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Some slightly rolling land along the west boundary. The southwest sections are covered with

a thick growth of scrub poplar, oak and willow. The natural water shed of the west paft runs

to the North west and emnties into Swamo River...

The wet weather creek in the south west part of & contained in several paces good clear fresh

water on the 2nd of July...good water can be got by digging nearly any part of the township.

Township 5, Range 3 East

Low marshy grounds stripped of all kinds of timber cover over half thereof. Three ridges of

about two chains wide each run through this township from the southeast to the northwest.

On the sides of such ridges extend large marshes wherein water lies during most parl of the

year.

The Riviere aux Marais. ..runs through the westem sections to wit 7 , 18, 79,30 & 3 1 ...oak elm

and poplar trees are to be found along the river in various places and in the neighborhood

thereof.

During the summer season there is no running stream in the river and whatever water found

in holes (natural or digged) is of a brackish nature.
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Township 6, Range 3 East

...offers and excellent soil...except in such parts as are covered in marshes. The sections 26

36 26 35 27 34 28 29 32 30 19 18 &. 7 are well covered with timber consisting of oak, ash

elm but chiefly of poplar. Several small groves of oak and poplar trees are to be found in a

few other sections. Rat River flows from the SE to the NW...and the bed of March fMaraisl

River runs through the same from S to N in the westem sections thereof but there is no

regular stream during the summer season and whatever water can be had therein is brackisli

in nature with the exception of the ground along the rivers on both sides thereof which may

be considered as of a more hilly nature and broken surface this township is very level and

contains generally what may be called fine rolling prairie land.

Township 7, Range 3 East

Fire wood can be found towards the southem part thereof but more especially in larger

quantities to the southwest where we came to Rat River, a smooth stream of good drinking

water about two feet deep at the time we did cross the same, that is about the latter end of

August.

Township 8, Range 3 East [Includes the Parishes of St. Norbert and Ste. Agathe]

St. Norbert Parish

When considered as a whole this Parish is very much supplied with wood, hay land, and

water of the latter tho there is a plentiful supply in all parls of the Parish but of the former

there is very little suitable for building timber or firewood south of lots 30 and 2I9.
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Ste. Agathe Parish

The tirnber is very scarce in this part of the parisli of Ste. Agathe on the west side ofthe Red

River there is none and on the east side the prairie f,ires have left very little of the tirnber

which grew there formerly. Close to the river on the latter side are a few large oak and elm

trees intetmingled with dense thickets of hazel berry bushes and young timbers of various

kinds.

On the east side, is a chain of small lakes along the margins of which are excellent hay lands.

Township 9, Range 3 East and Township 9, Range 4 East

9,4 ...a large portion consists of deep marsh quite unfit for cultivation, indeed I am informed

by persons who have know it for many years that had it not been for the almost

unprecedented dqmess of the past season we would not had run our lines through it as we

did. The remainder of the townshin is flat...

Towardsthesouthandeast,thelandisflatwith...generallyclumpsofwillowandpoplar. As

I am informed the greater part of this land is | ? I to flood in the winter and spring.

The timber is the township consists of low scrubby willow very thick with dense dead

underbrush poplar never large or of any value except for poles suitable for rooß or fencing
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and indeed usually too small for these pluposes and some scmbby oak only attaining to any

size on the banks of the River Seine.

...two streams running thlough the township at rnost season their volume of water is

considerable but at the time my survey made they were nearly dry. They seem to connect to

an old ditch or canal now closed and by overflow in the marsh but this I was not able to

exactly to detennine.

Large quantities of course hay are cut on these lands...

The southwest of this township and the whole of that part of No. IX in the III Range... is

pretty good land so far as I was able to judge but to fonn an opinion was difficult by reason

the late fires which had entirely destroyed every trace of vegetation and in many cases

consumed the surface soil itself. All the flat open lands are covered with innumerable white

shells evidently deposited by the floods...

Township 10, Range 3 East

No surveyor's report included in the note book.
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Township 1, Range 4 East

The westem and plincipal porlion of this township is a level prairie... dotted with hay

meadows proceeding eastward a rise in the prairie occurs of about 30 feet...to the east of this

ridge...occasional grove of small sized poplar and willow occur. This eastem sections

drained by a coulee which runs in a north westerly direction and eventually [ ? ] into the

Roseau River

...timber of little or no value

Township 2, Range 4 East

The west half is void of timber and has a general westerlydrainage towards the Rosseau and

Red Rivers. The Northwest angle of Section 31 is low and wet and early part of the season

and furnishes a rank growth of grass. The east half of township is composed of alternate

groves of timber and prairie. The timber (poplar and willow) is very dense being generally

composed of a luxuriant undergrowth with dead fallen timber.

The water supply is confined principally to the north east quarter of the township and

consists of two or three streams which retain water the sreater oart of the season.

The east half is very undulating in many places, extensive ridges are met with...
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West half...many sections abounding in luxurious grass.

...good stock raising country abounding in water meadow fuel and shelter.

Township 3, Range 4 East

The open prairie is this township west of the wood land is of verybest quality...containing no

low wet lands.

It is also well watered having Mosquito Creek in the North East the Rosseau River crossing it

on the south.

The woodland to the east of [ ? ] St. Paul cart trail is probably from 60 to 70 feet elevation

over the open prairie to the west...

The timber is of the larger class of poplar and very large Balm of Gilead (especially along

Mosquito Creek).

The woodland along the Rosseau is of large size being oak, elm, ash, Basswood, Maple Balm

of Gilead & Poplar.
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From section 10 east the river contains several srnall rapids being high banks & stony

bottom.

Haps [?]m [?] plums grapes cheruies & high bush cranberries abound both on the mosquito

Creek and the Rosseau River.

Strawberrys [sic] & Raspbenies abound in many sections.

Township 4, Range 4 East

The west paft ... is composed of ...a few scattering islands of poplar.

The centre section is only fit for hay it being low and flat in wet seasons (such as the

present). Up to the 1Oth of June is covered with water 6 to 15 inches being the overflow of

Mosquito Creek and Rat River. Mosquito Creek coming in on the south would average on

the prairie about 60 links in width and in September it was 4 feet in depth and of the purest

spring water that I found in the province. It however loosed itself in the muskeg on sections

4 &.9. This creek contains some very good fish.

The west branch of Rat River...on the first of June was a very formidable stream being about

18 feet deep and a very strong current. Good clean fresh water containing fish of good size

but what kind I am not nosted.
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From the S. Paul Road the land rises to the east till it attains an elevation of about 70 feet

above the bottom lands. The land is broken and in manypalaces contains large quantities of

drift rock.

The timber on the high lands is generally good being Balm of Gilead Poplar and Oak. Out in

mally sections theybeen burnt and blown down causing wind falls that are grown up with all

kinds of thick scrub.

Township 5, Range 4 East

The surface...although level in many parts is however more broken than that in other

townshios.

The west branch Rat River...runs through the sections 9 16 21 28 32. The East branch runs

through the sections 24 25 36 35 34. Water is excellent in both streams...Oak elm ash and

poplar may be bound on the sides of both streams at ta distance containing from ten to 40

chains (variously) timber is also of good quality of constructing timber. Apart from the river

sides all timber met with may be said to be poplar of no larger a size than 10 inches in

diameter. The sections 67 18 19 as also the westem part of sections 5 18 17 20 are very low

and covered with water during cerlain part of the year. Water found in holes digged in

marshes is generally brackish.
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Township 6, Range 4 East

"The ground oscillating gently here and there may be termed flat and level throughout this

township except in the vicinity of Rat River where several ravines with small elevations are

often to be met with.

The main river towards the south of this townshio receives the water of two streams the one

called the eastem branch and the other somewhat larser called the western branch of Rat

River. On the border of these strearns is to be found timber consisting principally of oak ash

elm and poplar viz in sections 3 4 &.5 8 1 8, 17 , 19. Timber is also found in various places

along the correction line. Small groves here and there and more especially in what is called

"les Epinctiéres" tamarack Islands in sections 23 24 &.26. Marshes and low .qround covered

with tall weeds...

Township 7, Range 4 East

A large part of this township is covered with marshes here and there alternately interposed by

high prairie land whereon the ground having been burned grow very tall weeds. Wood

timber is very scarce throughout the whole but few exceptions may be made of small brush

here and there as well as of various groves of willow spruce and poplar.

Water is also to be found during the rainy or spring season, in almost every low marsh but

these soon get dry in summer. It then becorres necessary to dig and sink holes in such

marshes where by such means can be had water.
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Township 8, Range 4 East

...contains tracts of good land though previous files have devastated parls thereofwhere very

tall weeds have since srown.

In the north east porlion of this township is what the inhabitants call "Oak Island River" with

the appearance of current on the surface of its water about 2 Yz miles long loosing its form

and disappearing in several marshes lying to the north west there of...

Water also can be had easily as well as fire wood for a cefiain number of years to come. The

same cannot be said of the rernaining part of said township. With the exception of few

brushes here and there wood of any description becomes very scarce ad water is excessively

rare unless recourse is had to digging and sinking wells in marshes which are generally

speaking covered with water in spring and dry in summer. The direction of these marshes is

generally intersected by and undulating prairie mnning from northwest to southeast.

There is no water power or real flowing river in any parl of this township.

Township 9, Range 4 East [Report in Notebook for Township 9, Range 3 East]

9,4 ...a large portion consists of deep marsh quite unfit for cultivation, indeed I am infonled

by persons who have know it for many years that had it not been for the almost
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unprecedented dryness of the past season we would not had run our lines through it as we

did. The remainder of the townshin is flat...

Towards the south and east, the land is flat with.. .generally clumps of willow and poplar. As

I am informed the greater part of this land is | ? ] to flood in the winter and spring.

The tirnber is the township consists of low scrubby willow very thick with dense dead

underbrush poplar never large or of any value except for poles suitable for roofs or fencing

and indeed usually too small for these purposes and some scrubby oak only attaining to any

size on the banks of the River Seine

...two streams running through the township at most season their volume of water is

considerable but at the time my suruey made they were nearly dry. They seem to comect to

an oid ditch or canal now closed and by overflow in the marsh but this I was not able to

exactly to detennine.

Large quantities of course hay are cut on these lands...

The southwest of this township and the whole of that part of No. IX in the III Range... is

pretty good land so far as I was able to judge but to form an opinion was difficult by reason

the late fires which had entirely destroyed every trace of vegetation and in many cases
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consumed the surface soil itself. All the flat open lands are covered with innumerable white

shells evidently deposited by the floods...

Township 10, Range 4 East

...to the south & west there is a lalge quantity of worthless marsh. There are no streams and

no timber of any value except for firewood as a whole it is better that the township to the

south of it and itself improves towards the nor1h. There is a good deal of hay cut here of a

coarse description. At the time of my sur-vey the Great Fire which had recently passed over

this whole district had destroyed all grasses and left the open country a blackened waste...

Township 1, Range 5 East

According to fuúher instructions received from Land Office, Winnipeg, I began my

operations on the International Boundary Line, between Ranges four and five, going East 6

miles, establishing the boundary of the Township at 1 c 50 lks north of the lnternational

Boundary. I then ran a line North to corner of intersection of Townships one and two,

Ranges five and six leaving the broken quarter sections along the north tier of township one.

This done I proceeded to subdivide according to Manual.

This Townsliip is well wooded but almost all small & a good deal of dry poplar, the fires

having destroyed a good deal of the best. In order to protect my posts as much as possible I

built mounds at all posts, even in the thickest woods.
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'With 
the exception of the north half of the township, the soil is of very inferior quality. The

southetn portion is very swampy and of little value as are agricultural locality.

Good water can easily be obtained in any portion of this township, by digging a few feet.

Township 2, Range 5 East

This Township is of first class character, as it consists of rolling Prairie, numerous Poplar

bluffs with considerable good meadow land in the Eastem part.

There are boulders throughout the township but not to an extent to interfere with agricultural

operations.

The River Roseau meanders through the North East part of the Township.

Township 3, Range 5 East

The Township is chiefly wood land with a great deal of willow and poplar bush. The timber

is principally poplar and bluffs of tamarac and spruce which afford good building timber.

The west branch of "Rat Creek" runs across the North-East comer of the township, supplying

good clear water.
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There are large openings in the woods throughout the township producing vely good grass

for hay and pasturage.

The "Roseau River" crosses the South west corner of this township. On and adjacent to its

banks is to be found a good supply of Oak and Poplar timber fit for building purposes. In

some places the banks of this stream are from sixty to seventy feet high.

The land in the southern part of this township is high and dry, and well adapted for

agricultural purposes.

Township 4, Range 5 East

I beg to report that Township 4 Range 5 East is generally well Timbered but contains very

inferior Soil. The Timber consists chiefly of Poplar and Willow of various dimensions with

occasional heavy willow Brush or Scrub, which latter causes much difficulty and delay in

prosecuting operations in the Field.

The Soil is generally of a Sandy Gravelly and Stony nature, which must render its successful

cultivation a matter of great difficulty. A considerable porlion of the Township is covered

with Ddft consisting of large granite, limestone & other Boulders.
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A fine meaudering Stream of fresh water, the west branch of Rat Creek, winds its circuitous,

sluggish course, through the southwestem porlion of the Township, and the East Branch

along the Norlh East Comer thereof.

Township 5, Range 5 East

I beg to report that Township 5 Range 5 East is well timbered, but contains very inferior soil

for agricultural purposes. The Timber is chiefly Poplar and willow of various dimensions

with occasional heavy Bmsh or Scrub, which latter causes much difficulty and delay in

prosecuting operations in the Field. The soil is generally of a Sandy, Gravelly, Stony nature

which must render its successful cultivation a matter of some difficulty.

A considerable porlion of the Township is covered with Drift, consisting of large granite,

limestone and other Boulders. A fine meandering Stream of fi'esh water, the East Branch of

Rat Creek winds its shining waters through the south west comer of the Township. The

general features of the Township, like its kindered [sic] Township to the South are by no

means favorable for settlement.

Township 6, Range 5 East

I have the honor to report to you, that after special verbal instructions form LindsayRussell

Esqr, lnspector or Survey for the Province of Manitob a &.et &et.
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I left Winnipeg on the 14th September last, to make the Survey & Subdivision of Township

No. 6 in the 5th Range East Manitoba, which l have preformed in obedience with the Field

notes here unto annexed.

The general appearance of the South & more particularly the South East part of this township

is undulating. The quality of the soil is secondary, par1ly composed of light sandy soil, with

an admixture of sravel.

Granite boulders of large size are also frequentlv met with.

Late fires have nearly completely destroyed the former timber, now replaced by a second

growth of young poplär & various weeds, which from time to time will probably become a

prav to the same Elernent.

I consider this part of the township as offering but slight advantages in an agricultural point

of view.

The northern and principally, the norlh west part of this township, contain a larger extent of

prairie land suitable for farming. There remains some wood but unfortunately here as

elsewhere the fire has committed ravases.
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Vy'ater is not common, nevertheless, two brooks or sloughs running about nofth west are met

with at distance of two and a half, to three miles from each other, they appear to retain their

water throughout the year.

I remarked also that the East Boundary line of this township was too short, the East boundary

of Section 35 being only 79 chs & so on proportionnally [sic], to the west boundary line

which I fourid correct. less five links.

Township 7, Range 5 East

The greater portion of this Township is level prairie undulating slightly on the westem side

tlrrough sections 77 , 19 , 2I and 3 0 witli a heavy clay soil.

There is a considerable tract of wet and flooded land, producing on some pafts of it where

not too much flooded an abundance of flat rank grass. The cause of this flooding is, the

drainage of Township seven in the sixth range is brought down to section 23 by what is

known in the country as a "cully" where it terminates and the water flows over pafts of

sections 22,27,28,29,30,31, 32 and33. Similarly another "cully" empties itself into

section 5 and spreads over a portion of that and 6, 7 and 8.

There is little tirnber in this township and that of inferior growth, much damaged with fire,

principally of poplar and willows, with some tamarack on sections No. 6 and 8.
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Township 8, Range 5 East

The north part of this Township extending fi'orn the north boundary line to nearly the road

running from 'Winnipeg to Oak Point is either bog or level wet land (some parts having as

much as two feet of water lying on it) broken occasionally with low dry willow or poplar

ridges. Again on the south west angle there is considerable low wet land partly flooded

rendering more or less four or five sections useless for agricultural purposes. From the

westem boundary at the intersection of the Winnipeg and Oak Point road there is a belt of

good stiff clay loam prairie land running along the north side of the said road to the eastern

boundary & on the south side of the said road about one third of the distance across the

township, then widening out to the southem boundary, except a strip of west land running

through sections II and 12.

There are some poplar groves on sections 1I,12,13,74,15,26,34 and 35 of small area, of

from twelve to eighteen years growth, and as previously stated some willow and poplar

ridges scattered over the noúhem part of the township.

Township 9, Range 5 East [Parish of Lorette included]

I beg leave to report on Survey of Township Number 9 Range 5 East of Principal Meridian.

The surface of this Township is generally level prairie, interspersed with stands of Poplar

with a fair quantity of low rich bottom lands good for Hay, which with a little draining could

be made good for agricultural purposes. The River Seine runs through the south part of the
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Township from East to West, the banks of which descend abruptly averaging about ten feet

in height, and are generally wooded with poplar and small oak.

The water is fresh and good but the stream is nearly dry towards the latter part of the

summer.

The soil is deep rich loam well mixed with clay.

Parish of Lorette

I have the honour to report the cornpletion of the Plans, Field Notes, Register &c of tlie

Parish of Lorette in the Province of Manitoba the survey of which was comrtenced by my

father under instructions dated June l st 1877 andwhich you were good enough to instruct rne

to complete after his death.

ln those parts of the Parish first surveyed the depth of water in the marshes and on the hay

lands in the vicinity of the river retarded the work and rendered it necessary to leave some

lines unfinished until later on in the season.

No mounds were built on the rear lines on the south side of the river. exceþt in rear of Lots

26-33 as the soil, where it was not muskeg, was too low and wet to admit of them being built

even in October.
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The soil in the greater part of the Parisli is of excellent quality, and, in ordinary seasons, all

the land excepting near the two-mile lines on the south side and a few small swamps in the

other pafts, is fit for cultivation. The south side of the river is, however, better adapted for

hay and grazing land than for cultivation.

The timber, principally poplar and small oak, grows in the river bends and in scattered bluffs

on the prairie. A few ash and rnaple trees are found near the river and in some places the

latter trees were insufficient number to induce the claimants to make su.qar.

As the Register sent with the Field notes & plans furnishes full infonnation with regard to

buildings and other improvements on each lot and the nature of the claims, length of

occupation &c. I do not consider it necessary to make a more extended repofi here.

Township 10, Range 5 East

I beg leave to report on Suwey of Township Number 10 Range 5 East of Principal Meridian.

A greater part of this Township is open and level prairie with a large portion of Hay land

particularly to the south. There are some srnall groves of Poplar on the South East. The soil

is of a deep rich loam well mixed with clay. I met with no streams or springs in this

Township. The North parl of the Township is full of weeds and vetches which made it very

diff,rcult and troublesome to work in and will account for the discrepancy in the chaining in

that portion of the Township.
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Township 1, Range 6 East

As in Township No. 1 Range 5 East, I first ran the South Boundary of Township according to

instructions. I then proceeded to lay down the Block Line on the East. Having done this I

subdivided in the usual manner.

This Township is unfit for farning pulposes, being very low and wet & covered in great part

with long willows. There is however some very few poplar scattered thro' it. The North

East comer of township is so low that when surveying it we had great difficulty in running

some of the lines & had in fact to leave 3 miles and a half undone as the water was too deeo

to allow us to do work on them.

Township 2, Range 6 East

The Township is mostly high dry land, chieflyPrairie, interspersed with fine groves ofPoplar

timber. The soil is a rich dark sandy loam through somewhat lighter on the ridges.

The Township is well drained by the Roseau River a fine strearn of good clear water fringed

on each side with a narrow belt of tirnber, among which may be found Ehn, Oak and Poplar

of a good size, suitable for building purposes.

The whole Township is well adapted to agriculture, rich soil upon the Prairie and a sufficient

amount of timber for fuel and all farming purposes.
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Township 3, Range 6 East

The township is generally composed of low level land. The southem part is low and wet

with heavy clay soil producing grass only fìt for pasture.

The northem parl is fairly wooded with Tamarac and Spruce, parl of which has been killed

by fire. There are large openings in the woods producing fine hay and pasturage. The land is

stony and the soil chiefly coarse gravel.

The west branch of "Rat Cteek" runs across the centre of the township supplying good clear

water. The bed of this stream is gravelly and its banks are skirted by dense willow brush.

Township 4, Range 6 East

The first and second tiers of sections are well wooded with tamarac,poplar and spruce. The

soil is generally a light clay loam excepting in the south-west where it is stony and gravelly

and chiefly covered with Young dead poplar and willow. In the South East part of the

township there are some very fine hay meadows.

What is known as the "East branch of Rat Creek" runs diagonally through the township of

both sides of this stream there are sorne fine "bottom lands" some of which are well wooded

with poplar. Its banks are fi'om fifteen to thirty feet liigh.
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Township 5, Range 6 East

The Township above named is a level surface, its soil is totally unfit for farming purposes,

alternating from wet and marshy to a course sandy and stony soil.

The woods which covers its surface are also of a very inferior and stunted kind, with the

exceptions of a few spots where avery srnall proportion of trees can be found good and large

enough to be used in the construction of buildings. The best kind of wood are, spruce,

tamarac, aspen poplar and a few elms.

The water all over this Township can be found readily any where either on the ground or by

digging; it is not only abundant, but it is every where, pure and good and free of that

calcareous substance or salty taste which in so many parts of the Province renders water not

only disagreeable to the taste but perhaps unwholesome as a drink.

On the twenty frfth of September, only a few days previous to my repairing to this township

in order to survey it there fell a heavy srlow covering the ground some where about six inches

deep. It soon melted though, but it left such a quantity of water in the marshes that I have not

been able to proceed regularly to the subdivision of this Township, wherefor, instead of

commencing the subdivision thereof from tlie South East angle I have been obliged to strike

a new base fi'om the center East and 
'West. The said base beins the Northem boundarv of

Sections 73, 14, i5, 16, 17 & 18 where from I have subdivided Northwardly and

Southwardly according to the Field notes herein inserled.
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Township 6, Range 6 East

Township 6 Range 6 East is nearly altogether covered with bush.

At one tirne it has been thickly wooded with large poplar and tamarac. Bluffs that have

escaped the fire still remain, the timber which is of suffîcient size for building purposes.

The chief porlion of the township however is covered with small thick poplar and willow

second srowth.

The surface of the Township is Rolling.

The land is of poor quality.

The sections bordering on the base are low and swampy. The extreme western tier are unfit

for settlement being covered with large boulders.

The soil in general is light and is mixed with sand and gravel. The sections most desirable

for Settlement are 32,33,34,35,36,23,24,25,26,27 and28 being chieflyprairie; the soil

good; and free from stone.
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To the south and west of these sections there are large bluffs of building timber and excellent

hay land.

Township 7, Range 6 East

The first two tiers north of this Township are level prairie, except the timbered part of it,

shown on the map which is moderately liigh gravelly land with some large granite stones

intermixed. The southem part is undulating intersected with gullies or ravines which

effectually drain it of all surface waters. The soil is a deep clay loam, easily worked and well

adapted for agricultural purposes. The beds of the gullies when drained off in sllmmer

produce heavy crops ofhay ofa superior quality.

The timber is mostly poplar, although young of a rigorous growth, but as in other parts it has

been much injured by fire. On parls of sections 4,8, 11 &. 14 there are some tamaracks of

considerable size.

Tlris township is attracting the attention of settlers and there are akeady temporary houses

erected and enclosures made on the S.W. quafter of section 11 and 13 and the south half of

section 14.

In the southem parl of the township are several valuable springs.
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Township 8, Range 6 East

This township was only parlly subdivided as it was considered that the eastem tiers had

better be reserved for settlers claims, and the portion on the norlh is an impassable rnarsh.

The portion subdivided is a level prairie with a deep strong clay soil except the northern part

(composedofpartsofsections 17,I8and2I andsections19,20 and30)whichismarshand

burnt swamp and of little or no value, growing nothing but wire grass.

The only wood in this township are willows, and a few srnall bluffs of poplar.

The River Seine which runs into the norlhem part of this township will average about one

hundred feet wide and from eight to ten feet deep, without any visible current and dies away

in a great Marsh.

Township 9, Range 6 East

I beg leave to report on Survey of Township Nurnber 9 Range 6 East of Principal Meridian.

Tlris township is chiefly level prairie with alarge porlion of Hay land on the south par1. On

the north side of the River Seine there is alarge Marsh totally unfit for cultivation apaft of

which could not be suleyed.
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The River Seine runs through the South west corner of the Township the water of which is

fresh and good, but the stream gets very low during the dry part of the season. There is very

little tirnber in the Township with the exception of that part near the banks of the river near

which there are some large groves of poplar and parl of the Marsh is covered with a growth

of small Tamarac or Larch. The soil is generally a rich deep clay loam.

Township 10, Range 6 East

I beg leave to repoft on Suruey of Township Number 10 Range 6 East of Principal Meridian.

The surface of this Township is generally low and level and contains alarge area of Hay land

which by draining might be made suitable for agricultural purposes. The soil is for the most

part a deep rich clay loam. There is scarcely any wood with the exception of some groves of

Poplar in the Norlh East comer which have been oveffLm by fire some time ago. There are

many ridges in this part of the Township and the soil is in some places of a gravelly nature.

Township 1, Range 7 East

This township is useless (without thorough Drainage) for agricultural & grazingpurposes

three fourlhs of it being covered with either water floating bog or swamp willows and reeds.

The few dry spots are stony & strewn with large boulders, and are the only spots on which

timber (poplar) grows to any size.
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Gante, consisting principally of water fowl was very abundant during the time of our

operation. Bears also were numerous. The Large swamps along the River Roseau are full of

Horse Leeches of a laree size.

This township presents first class facilities for easy drainage which when done will throw

open an area ofgood rich respectable soil.

Township 2, Range 7 East

The greater portion of this township is covered by swamps on which long marsh willows,

reeds & sedge grass brushes predominate.

The only sections at all fit at present for settlement are those on the'Western tier; these are

fairly wooded with Poplar, the land is only of average quality.

The South Branch of Rat River runs thro' the centre but is only visible as a channel in a few

places, as it spreads itself out over a large portion of the large or Great Marsh.

Township 3, Range 7 East

The Township in places is well timbered chiefly with Poplar, though frequently small,

apparently a young growth, with dense underbrush, and large tracts of willows; a good deal

of the timber has been burnt.
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There are large stretches of Shaking bog and swamp quite useless for any pulpose whatever.

ln some parls of the Township, boulders occur of various sizes.

Except for fuel, the Township is of little value for its timber, and quite useless for

Agricultural purposes.

Township 4, Range 7 East

The Township is well wooded, but frequent fires have destroyed a great portion of the

timber, wliich however, will soon be replaced by the young thrifty growth that is fast

springing up.

The Poplar and Tamarac in places, is excellent, and there are large tracts of Norway Pine that

are very valuable.

The soil is mostly poor, often thin and sandy with frequent marshes.

I do not consider the Township at all fit for agricultural purposes.

Township 5, Range 7 East

The timber is light in the greater part being Scrubby. The soil is light and about one third of

it fit for immediate Settlement.
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Tolvnship 6, Range 7 East

The soil of this Township is light but at least half of it is fit for agricultural purposes at

present but as land gets scarce the greater part of it will be taken up for fanning purposes. [n

this Township there is very little Wood of any cornmercial Value.

Township 7, Range 7 East

J'ai l'honneur de vous infornlee que la Subdivision du Teue Rang Est, sans le Towtship 7 est

contpletee, et de bandfaire rapport et't consequence.

I ant plcascd to inftrrnr yoLr that the subdir.'ision in Torvnshilr 7, Rangc 7 East is conrpletecl.

Toute la partie Est de le Township est completetlxent inculte a cause de Marais du Diable qui

traverse le Township dans toute sa longeur.

All o1'the easte¡:n portion oIthe tot,nship carlrlot be cLLltir.,atecl becarLse of'the Devils Su,atnp,

rvhich ìntersects tlre J'orvliship along its lerrgth.

J'aucunt irnportance, pourua e nlon avis devenir ties avantúgeux plus tard parceque les

lintites du bois recutant d'annee eu arLnee par suite des feux prisqu annuels et du debet que

I'on eaufait dans le pays ce ntarais pourrct alons the d'un immense avantoge eu pannissant

la tourbe conune combustible, qui sear

Sotne acivantages exist because the linrits of the u¡ater fluctiLate year: by ¡ieal in the couutr:y

and thc large size of the rnarsh permits the usc of iteat as fi"Lel.
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J'autant plus facile afabriclue cllte ce marais peat etefacilentent ctsseche eu conduisant ses

eclltx û la Riviere La Seine qui coule aupris cle ce marctis, et serpente le susdit Township de

I'Est a l'Oust dans purc1ue tout sa longuer.

Tihis peat swarnp can easilybe ch'aineclby diverting its rvaters 1o the Seine Rivel'that flou,s

neat'the swalrp and u,inds tll'ough nrost of the torvnship fiom east to r.r¡est.

Cette Riviere jttsclue dans Ie ntais de Decembre dernier pournússait encore de I'eau bonne

pure &. en grancle abunclance. Cele est gittira lentent boisee clu chaque cote et eu contains

endroits orx y rencontu clu bois de construction.

fhis river proviclecl goocl. cle¿ur and abLrnclant lr¡atel1'ronr May to tlre end of Decenrber.

Les cultivatures qui se piseraient le long de celte Riviere y travreraient dons ces deux

avantages I'eau et le bois, et plus lefain abonde.

Agricultural developnrent is goocl along the Rivel because ol the rvater, r.r'oods and a lot of'

hay lan<l.

Je dois neanmoins m'enxpressed d'ajoulee que presclue partout, la terre est le seconde

classe, exceptee cipenclant Ia partrie Ouest du Township, comprnant aux lisiere d'enbiron

cleux mulles du Nord au Sud, qui peut tlte contplee pour I J des plus riches parties clu pays

par son faire & la grancl fertitile de la tine.
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I must acicl tliat altnost everyrwhere thc lancl is second class u,ith the erception of the rvcstenl

par-t of tlte toq,nship ivhere there is a 2-rnile stretch fi"om the nol:th to south of feltjle lancl.

On paurrait aussi obtenir de tris bonne eau au morfett de puits.

1'hele appears to be good r.r¡ater: in rvells.

Contnte prisque touts les Riviers qui sillonntent la Province de Manitoba, le bois est ett pltts

grcutde quantite sur la parties Nord-Ouest de la Riviere La Seine - Comprenant depuis la

Riviere elle ntiuse [?J jus clLt aLDc lintites Est du Townsltip -c]ue sur la partie Sud-Ouest.

Dans la prerniere partie on y rencontre du bois de toute espiee quoi que peu cependant de

seroice, tauclisque dans la derniere ony trauve que dujeune bois, a I'exception cependcmt de

guelgues iles que le feu sentole avoir ipargries pour laisser bois que cette partie de la

Province de Manitoba a du the intmensetnent riclte du bois.

As is the case J'or nrost rivres that exist in Nlanitoba. trees arc. abundant on tlie ncxthrvestern

porlion of the Seine River.

Township 8, Range 7 East

J'ai I'honneur de vous sountethe le rapport de I'arpentagefait dans le No I Rang 7 E.

I am repolting on Torvnship 8, Range 7 East.

C'est clans cette partie 9ue se troune situi le joli village de la Pointe de Chene qui promet cle

clenis florissant.
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It is in this alea that rve finci thc beautilul village o1'Pointe de Chene.

Ensite la partie en debois de ltabitatiot'Ls est boisee a I'exception cle cluelque milles

Uninhabitecl areas are rvooded rvith the erception of a fcrv rniles.

La partie Nord est converte de bois de service. Jeferai Suroil mentions de Sections 33 & 34

et partie 28 & 27.

The northrvest scction is covel:ed r,vith tl'e-es.

Dans le reste du Township on y recontru partout c1ue dtr bois cle Chaufage et beaucottp cle

Saules.

ln the rer¡aìnder of the torvnshin. r.ve fincl rvillon,s ancl firer.vood.

Tant qu'a lafertilite du Sol, Je cros qu'a part cluelques Sections aupris du chemin Dauson,

Ie reste demenres [?J inculte a cause de saranes &ntarai clui s'ytrountnt [?J . La partie Sud-

Est entre autre ne se compose qu'en ntarais.

Apart fi:om a fer,v sections zidjacent to Darvson lìoacl, the land is not goocl fbr: cultivatiori

because of'sq'anrps. The south-eastern portion is nrostly s\\'amp.

Cette portie du pays derua ne'anmains setablir bientôt par suite des avantages qu'offre la

Rout Dawsons cltti travers le dit Township. Le terrc¿in est eeniralement Sablonlel$,.

This is a ,qoocl are¿r to settle because of zlccess to the Darvson Road tl'ain.
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Township 9, Range 7 East

I have the honour in accordance with the instructions contained in the Dominion Lands

Suleyor's Manuel, to subrnit the following Reporl on the Survey of Township No. 9 in the

9th Range East of the principal Meridian, that is to say:

That in the Spring of the year 1872I entered into a contract with the Secretary of State of

Canada to subdivide a Block of four Townships in the Province of Manitoba. I be.qan the

work early in the month of May of that year but found the land so flooded with water that I

could not proceed with the Survey in consequence of which the Surveyor General assigned

me other work, having completed which I returned to the said Block in the month of

September found it quite wet but was enabled to perform that part of the work contained in

the foregoing Field Book. I was then transferred by the Surveyor General to work in the

Settlement Belt and other pafts of the Province. The balance of the survey of the Township

has since been finished bv another Partv.

A considerable part of the land which I surveyed is rather inferior in quality and not very well

timbered (the small amount of timber upon the land has been badly damaged by fire all of

which will appear plain by reference to the Field Notes).
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Torvnship 9, Range 7 East

This township especially the westem half of it is well adapted for purposes of settlement.

There is situated along the English River (which takes its rise in this Township) some of the

finest claims which it has ever yet been my lot to suruey in the Province. The timber is good

as also the water in this Townshio.

The English river is known farlher north under the name of Joe Cooks Creek and derives its

name (of English River) at this point from having been in former times the wintering place

for the Kildonen stock holders.

The southern part of this township having been surveyed by Mr Vaughan I have been unable

to return the work in strict accordance with Manual of instructions but have adhered to it as

closely as possible.

Township 10, Range 7 East

The western part of this township is well adapted for settlement purposes and the timber

being so near the adjoining prairie makes the wooded sections very valuable. The principal

wood is spruce juniper and poplar.

The surface of the country is undulating. The water in all the brooks is good. No particular

ledge ofrock appears.
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Miscellaneous Other Field Notes

St. Andrews Parish

ln the Parish of St Andrews a large portion of the "Outer two Miles" have scattering Bluffs

of poplar and willows &c which made very much more work than would have been were it

bare prairie...

Outer Two Miles St. Andrews & St. Clements Parishes

"The greater portion of the "Outer Two Miles" in these Parishes is covered with timber and

Scrub. There is very little if any hay to be obtained in the "Outer Two Miles" of St.

Clements. Any hay that is procured fi'om that vicinity is in the rear of the four mile limit. . ."

Includes a portion of the town plot of town of Selkirk

"The western portion of Town plot is crossed by Cooks Creek, a stream averaging about one

(1) chain in width and varying in depth from three (3) to ten (10) feet, the unevenness in

depth being occasioned by frequent shoals along its course.

The stream is apparently supplied by living springs affording excellent drinking water

throughout the year."

"The height of water in this creek is greatly affected by the direction of the wind. A norlh

wind sends the water of the Red River into it causins it to rise sometimes between thlee (3)

and four (4) feet above its ordinary level in a few hours.
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Along the westem side of this creek there is a thick growth of poplar which also grows to

some extent alons the eastem bank.

The northeastern and norlhwestern portions of the Town plot are covered with a similar

growth of poplar.

The westem and Southwestern porlions are covered with a very thick growth of young

poplar, willow and other kinds of bush.

The southeastem portion is more open but covered also to a considerable extent with bumt

brush and timber.

Owing to these circumstances, the circuitous course of the creed, and the small force at my

cofitmand, the progress of this survey was necessarily much slower than a similar survey on

open prairie would have been.

The locality surveyed seems admirably adapted for a city.

It is beautifully situated on high dry ground, well drained naturally. Ravines or hollows run

through it in a north and noÍhwesterly direction of sufficient depth to carry off all surface

water rapidly.
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The drainage from the eastem portion being into Cooks Creek and from the western portion

into the low land lying along the westem limit of the Town plot and extending to the Red

River.

A narrow body of water called "lagoon' extends along the westem end of the Town plot

corurecting with the Red River and which is of sufficient depth to admit the entrance of

vessels from the river, a number of which already winter here."

Township 15, Range 5 East

"Only the two northerly tiers of sections in this township have been surveyed by me, the

southerly porlion of it being included in the St. Peter's Indian Reserve.

None of the land is fit for cultivation and only a small amount is dry enough for hay land,

which is the East half of sections 3 5 and 3 6,West half of section 30 and a naffow strip along

the banks of the Red River which flows through sections 28, 27 and 34. The river here has

an average width of about fifteen chains, the banks are low and covered with a thick growth

of high reeds and an occasional bluff of willow.

The curent is not very strong and the water rises and falls, an average of about two feet

varying with the direction and duration of the wind the north raising and the south lowering

the level.
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Netley Lake embraces the greater pofiions of sections 31,32,33,28,29 and about half of 30.

It is shallow and marshy with no well defined shore and has a high thick growth of rushes

and reeds around the marsin.

Devils Creek flows through sections 16,27 and across the south west comer of 26 it has an

average width of frve chains and is navigable for York boats and Tugs.

There is also a small Lake in the NE % of section 35. and the NW % of section 36 the sreater

portion of it being in Township 16 Range 5 East. It has a channel flowing out of the south

westerly comer which after mnning a shoft distance tums to the north and leaves the

Township a short distance west of the % section post on the north boundary of section 35 it

has an average width of about three chains and is navigable for river boats and Tugs.

The water in all the Lakes and creeks that have an outlet into the Red River of Lake

Winnipeg are subject to the rise and fall before mentioned.

Iron posts were planted at section and % section corrrers, those at the t/q sections being

stamped with cold chisel in addition to the tin square on the top.

A few mounds were built where the ground was dry enough.
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All of the Township with the exception before mentioned is marsh, covered with reeds and

rushes."
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APPENDIX 3

DATA CAPTURE, DESIGN AND STORAGE IN THE GIS

Prior to capturing the land cover data, a significant amount of analysis was involved

designing the approaches to capture and store data. This analysis had several maior

components:

These components of the project were completed with

technical expertise in GIS and database desisn.

the assistance of an analvst with
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I Choosing the GIS

Two different GIS were used in this project: ArcViewrM from ESRI and GeoMedia

Professional from Intergraph Corporation.

ArcViewrM GIS, from ESRI, was chosen as the primary GIS for this project for a number

of reasons. ESRI Canada and the University of Manitoba have formed an education-

industry partnership. ESRI software was available for use by University of Manitoba

students' There was a significant amount of reference data, such as digital

orthophotographs and topographi c data (administrative boundaries, streams and

settlements, for example) that have been produced in a format directly usable by

ArcViewrM, without conversion. ESzu is one of the leading GIS among environmental

research otganizations (www.eüL!arl]) and is one of the standards of the Manitoba

Govemment Department of Conservation. Digital data produced by this project will,

therefore, be usable by other organizations. Another reason that ArcViewrM was chosen

is that it can be easily customized. This was important to ensure data consistency and to

automate some of the repetitive tasks.

ArcviewrM was used for all data capture, most of the analysis and for producing most of

the maps.

GeoMedia Professional from Intergraph Corporation

used for some of the more complicated analyses and

(www.rnterg-aph.com) was also

for producing large plots of the



compilation map. GeoMedia Professional was provided courtesy of Intergraph Canada

and the author is grateful for their support.

2 Reference map data

Reference map data can be defined as data that is used for reference purposes only and

was not edited or modifìed in any way by this project. Reference data provides visual

reference for map viewers. For example, the provincial boundary lines and Red River

provide visual reference of location. Referenc e data were also useful for quantitative

analyses. For instance, the LANDSAT land use data were consulted to calculate wetland

acreage in the 1990s. The next paragraphs summarize reference data used in this project.

The Manitoba township base map was one of the most important datasets for this project.

As the original DLS maps were produced on a township-by-township basis, this dataset

provided the key reference for locating the DLS maps when capturing in the GIS. This

data is available from the Manitoba Land Initiative (MLI) (http://web2.gov.mb.calmli).

Digital orthoimagery (DOÐ, produced at a scale of 1:60,000, from the Manitoba Land

Initiative (MLÐ was one of the datasets used to compare historic features with modem-

day land cover' The aerial photos comprising this dataset were flown in the 1990s.

Digital orthoimagery is imagery only and does not contain interpreted or attribute data.

Attribute data is defined as a "characteristic of a map feature described by numbers or

characters stored in tabular format" (ESRI, 1990). The primary use of digitar



orthoimagery (DOi) is visual analyses only. This dataset is also frequently referred to as

digital orthophotography, orthophotogaphy, orthophotos and sometimes simply orthos.

Classif,red LANDSAT land use imagery from the Manitoba Department of Conservation

Remote Sensing Centre (available from MLI) was another dataset used to compare

historic features with modern land cover. This imagery is a mosaic of images taken in

the mid-1990s. Unlike the orthophotography, the LANDSAT imagery is classified into

eight land use categories for the southern part of Manitoba. These categories are:

. Cropland

I Trees

¡ Water

. Grassland

. Wetlands

r Forage Crops

Urban and Transportation

Unclassified

Topographic data such as lakes, streams, the provincial boundary, in addition to the

toponlmic database (digital gazetteer) and drain maps (more detailed stream data) were

used for basic reference such as identifying features and providing modem references

when producing maps. The MLI, maintained by the Manitoba Department of

Conservation, is responsible for distribution of this data.



3 Projection

The projection used was Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 14 as this is the

Manitoba provincial data standard. Therefore, the township land cover maps were

produced in UTM zone 14 projection. This ensures that the land cover maps will "line

up" with Manitoba reference data, such as digital orthophotogaphy and detailed

hydrographic (water) features. Producing the data in UTM zone 14, ensures that the DLS

land cover data can be utilized, without conversion, by other potential users.

4 Designing the Data File

As the source maps generated from the surveyors' original plans were produced on a

township-by-township basis, it was decided that data capture should also be at the

township level. Each original township base map was digitally converted separately into

its own GIS file. This was an important decision as it allowed data capture to more

closely reflect the source data. It also allowed the delay of most interpretation until

compilation of the larger, merged map.

5 DLS Township File Naming

All township land cover maps were named consistently using the legal description

(township and range) as the base of the name in the following format: "t", followed by

the 2-digit township number, "r", followed by the 2-digit range and ,.e" or ,,w,, for the

location relative to the prime meridian. Polygon features had no other information added

to the name. For example, the polygon land cover features from Township 1, Range l1
'West 

received the shape file name t01r1lw.shp. Linear features had line added to the



name, point features loint. In the preceding example, the linear features were named

t01r1 1w_line.shp and point features named t0111 lwjoint.shp.

6 Directory Structure

To aid data capture while in the Provincial Archives of Manitoba the data files were

organized into a number of folders. This prevented the problem of working with more

than one hundred data files in a single directory. Nested in a folder named "arcdata" is a

series of sub-folders to hold township land cover maps for each range. These sub-folders

are labeled sequentially to include data for Ranges one to seven East and Ranges one to

11 V/est. Forexample, er01 stands forRange 1 East, er02 forRange 2Ûastandwrll for

Range 11 West.

7 Database Design and Structure

Two database fields were added to each township fîle for capturing land cover attributes

(Figure 1). A detailed information field (class) allowed for capture of any textual

descriptions the surveyor used. A classification field (finalclass) was used for storing the

land cover classification where the feature belonged (for example, prairie). This field

was used for different analyses such as thematic mapping (for example, making all the

prairie areas the same colour) and for calculating area coverage by a specified land cover.

Since each ArcViewrM shape file had its own database file, the detailed information field

and classification field were added to each of the township land cover files.



Figure 1: Attribute Table (database file) for a Digitized Township

Based on the content analysis of written descriptions on original township maps and field

notebook reports (Chapter 3), it was determined that land cover classification in the GIS

could be divided into a total of eight categories. In addition to the primary land cover

categories of Prairie, Woodland, Scrub and V/etland, data capture also included the

following:

I Water - This category was used to capture þermanent) open water features such as

lakes and large streams.

' Unknown - ln some cases, the feature cannot be identified. Text was unreadable or

the surveyor did not assign a label to the feature.



' Other - Most frequently settled areas or areas cleared for agriculture, sometimes

referred to as "Improvements" on the original DLS maps. Burned areas were also

classified in this category.

' No Data or Not Assigned - An artifact of digital data collection. By default all

polygons are initially assigned this classification until another classification is input.

The classified attribute data is actually stored as a code in the "finalclass" field of the

database. The following coding system was used for polygon features:

Code Land Cover Cateeory

P Prairie

F Forest

V/ Wetland

S Scrub

'Wa 
Water

U Unknown

O Other

N No Data or Not Assigned

Because only one tlpe of point feature, spring outlets, was captured, there was no need

for a classification system for point features.



The following classification system was used for linear features:

Code Linear Category

G Gulley

Ridge

Stream (Permanent)

Stream (lntermittent)

Unknown

Not Assigned

S

Si

U

N

R

8 GIS Customization to aid data capture

Before undertaking digital data conversion, a quick analysis of the original township

maps revealed that there was a significant amount of land cover polygon information to

be converted' For planning purposes an estimate of 25 features per township was used.

With 170 townships in the study area, this produced a total of more than4,200 features.

Based on the number of features and maps, the limitations in accessing the original paper

maps (the PAM hours of business) and the extreme care with which these valuable

documents must be treated, data conversion took several months.

With the large number of features for digital conversion and the fairly lengthy timeframe

for the process, it was necessary to customi ze the GIS data capture routines to ensure

consistency and reduce data entry eïïors. ArcViewrM GIS is supported with its own

programming language, Avenue, which was used extensively to customi ze the GIS for

this project. The GIS digitizing tools were also customized to provide functionality that



standard ArcViewrM does not deliver. In addition to data entry customization, the GIS

was also customized to reduce some of the tedium of steps performed hundreds of times

throughout the project. The following is a description of the various customizations to

the GIS to support this project.

8.1 Digitizing Tools (polygons and lines)

Several new digitizing tools were created specifically to support digitizing DLS land

cover features (Figure 2).

. Set DLS Attributes for selected line or polygon

. Draw a new DLS land cover polygon

¡ Draw a new DLS land cover linear feature

. Draw a new DLS land cover polygon along a common boundary

The new and existing digitizing tools were modif,red so that once digitizingof a feature

was completed, the Data Capture Form (Figure 3) was displayed.

Button Shortcut:
Add DLS Township
Theme

Customized Menu Ootions for
Adding an Existing DLS
Township theme or creating a
new one.

Digitizing Tools: Set DLS Attributes,
Draw DLS Polygon, Common
Boundary Append, Draw Line

Customized Buttons: Apply
DLS Legend, Merge
Townships

Figure 2: Customized ArcViewrM Tools, Menus and Buttons
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8.2 Enter Attributes Fornt

The Enter Attributes form was designed primarily to ensure consistent data capture. This

form was used to enter attributes into the database for each feature. The form provided

two places for data entry. A text box was available that allowed free text to be entered

for the detailed land cover information. In the example of Figure 3, Detailed class

contained the words: "Oak & Poplar", transcribed directly from the original land cover

polygon' Second, a "pick list" of classification categories was available. When an item

from the "pick list" was selected and the form closed, the selected code was stored with

that feature in the database. Using a "pick list" for selecting classifications ensured data

entry consistency and eliminated many types of input errors such as tlpographic errors

(for example, accidentally typing in a "q" instead of a "w"). It also eliminated many of

the most common data entry inconsistencies, such as a mix of upper case and lower case

letters (for example entering in both "p" and "P" for prairie). Use of a .,pick list,' also

guaranteed data entry consistency throughout the life of the project (for example, the

project may have started using "rv" for wetlands and later using "m" for marsh). ln the

example of Figure 3, the land cover category, Class, is assigned "F" (Forest/V/oodland)

from the "þick list".

The Enter Attributes form is designed to work for both linear and polygon features. If a

linear feature is digitized or selected, only linear categories are displayed in the ,,pick

list"' If a polygon feature is digitized or selected, then only polygon categories are

available for selection.
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The Enter Attributes Form is automatically displayed after a polygon

Pointing and clicking on a feature using the Set/View Attributes tool

displays the Enter Attributes Form.

or line is drawn.

(see below) also

Figure 3: Attribute Data Entry.Screen (Landscape Features).

8.3 Set/View Attributes Tool W

This tool is designed to provide point and click access to land cover feature attributes. By

selecting this tool, then pointing and clicking on a polygon or linear feature, the Data

Capture Form (Figure 3) with feature attributês is displayed. The attribute information is

editable. The Set/View Attributes tool is extremely valuable for quality control. Once a
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map was digitized, the digital version was compared with the paper map. Any

inconsistencies were easily corrected by clicking on the feature and correcting the

attribute.

8.4 Calculøte Areøs

By default, ArcViewrM does not store area for polygon features in its shape file database.

This function is added programmatically, although ArcViewrM provides area in map

units (square meters). Conversion routines are also included to convert area into Acres

and Hectares. Two fields (Acreage and Hectares) are added to the land cover databases

to store these area values (Figure 1).

8.5 Add DLS Theme

Three ways to Add a DLS township to the map view were customized into the

ArcViewrM interface (Figure 2): A menu option, a shortcut button and a shortcut key

(control+T). The Add DLS Theme was programmed into the GIS for convenience and to

add some routine quality control checking. This function provided the ability to navigate

to a specified directory, to select and load a theme. Each time a DLS township shape file

was added, the database was checked to make sure the necessary database fields exist. If

they did not exist, they were created. The Add DLS Theme applied a standardized

legend to the newly added theme (based on finalclass field).
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8.6 Apply Legend

By selecting a theme and clicking this button, a standardized legend was applied to the

theme (based on the finalclass field). This was particularly useful if a theme was added

by some other method than the "Add DLS Theme", or if the legend was changed

temporarily for some reason.

8.7 Merge Themes

The Merge Themes function

maps. This function was used

provided a basis for combining two or more land cover

when creating the compilation map.

Data Capture

9.1 Creating the Township Bøse Coverøge

To capture the DLS land cover information, a "blank" township shapefile is created for

each township to be converted. The "blank" township shapefile actually has one polygon

exactly the size of the township. This polygon has no attributes. The shapef,rle is geo-

referenced to UTM zone 14. The individual township polygons are created from the

Manitoba Township base map by selecting the polygon and saving it to its own shapefile.

This is achieved by using the "Convert to Shapefile" option in ArcViewrM and saving the
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file in its appropriate "Íange" directory. The file is named using the previously described

township/range naming system.

9.2 The Original Township Maps

Once base maps are created, data collection from the original paper copy DLS maps is

undertaken. The DLS maps are housed at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba (pAM).

Two copies of original maps exist for each surveyed township all bound in volumes.

Both copies show land cover information but one copy also includes names of

landholders after the onset of settlement. The clearer copy of the two township maps is

used to collect land cover information. An original paper copy township map is 12

inches by 12 inches in size. Additional space surrounding the map always contained

infomation identifying the township, a surveyor's signature authenticating the map, and

a signature and date the survey was approved by the head surveyor in Ottawa. Other

information found on maps can include a legend and a calculation of areas for different

land covers.

9.3 step-by-step Description of Datø collection from the originøl pøper map

To digitize land cover information, a notebook computer and portable GTCO 24,, by 24,,

digitizing tablet (GTCO Calcomp, Inc.) are set up at the PAM. The digitizing tablet is

directly connected to the notebook computer. The township map to be electronically

captured is carefully removed from its binding in the volume and laid flat on the

digitizing tablet. ln order to protect the map surface from damage, a transparent sheet of
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plastic is placed over the original map. Four weights are placed at each of the corners of

the map to hold the map in a stable position. The specially customized version of

ArcViewrM GIS is opened on the notebook computer and the township base map created

earlier for the township to be digitized is added to the view window and made the active

theme.

Next, the paper township maps must be "geo-referenced". That is, "real world"

coordinates of the paper copy township map are established. To geo-reference an

original township map, the four corners of each paper township map are correlated with

the four corners of the spatially accurate digital township map. This is achieved using

ArcViewrM's Digitizer Setup tool. A dialog box appears with spaces to enter the UTM x

and y coordinates for the map. Using the township base map first, coordinates are

derived for the four comers of the map. A consistent direction was followed to enter

coordinates, beginning with the southwest comer (given an Id# of 1), moving to the

northwest corner (Id# 2), then the northeast comer (Id#3) and finally the southeast comer

(Id#4). ln order to get the most accurate coordinate values, each corner is magnified,

using ArcViewrM zoom tools, to zoom in until the map scale becomes 1:1. Using a

computer mouse, coordinates are entered by moving the cursor over the corner and

clicking the mouse button. This process is repeated for each of the remaining comers.

After coordinates are entered with the mouse, the corresponding corners on the paper

map can be registered. The township corners of the paper map are registered using the

digitizer puck. The digitizer puck is placed over each comer of the map in the same

sequence coordinates were entered with the computer mouse. Clicking 0 on the puck at
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each corner enters the map coordinates in the Digitizer Setup step. 'When all corners are

entered, the coordinates are registered and any placement of the puck on the paper map

corresponds to the same location on the digital map.

Digitizing land cover features on the active township theme starts by selecting "Start

Editing" from ArcViewrM's "Theme" menu. This puts the GIS into input/edit mode and

allows the addition and editing of features. The appropriate customized digitizing tool

(Figure 2) is selected. For example, the "DLS land cover tool" is used if a closed

polygon is input. The "Split Polygon" tool is selected if the intent is to split one polygon

into two. The digitizer puck is used to trace outlines of land cover features within the

township. This is achieved by running the puck's cursor over the outline of the feature

and clicking on any point to be collected as a vertex for the line or polygon. Land cover

features such as a grove of woods, an area of wetland or water bodies are drawn as

polygons. When data capture for the feature is complete, indicated to the system by

double clicking, the Enter Attributes form (Figure 3) appears. The two attributes, the

detailed textual description and the classification code are entered. Once all of the

features are digitized, the digital map is compared with the paper original. Any changes

are made as needed. ln Chapter 3, Figure 3.4 shows a scanned photograph of one

original township plan while Figure 3.11 is the GIS version of the same map with the

polygon layer captured electronically.
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10 Data Output

Land cover features of each township in the study area are digitized independently

exactly as originally drawn. When individual townships were combined to create a

compilation map for the entire region, additional interpretation of landscape takes place.

If a land cover feature crossed a township boundary, primarily, it could be matched with

the adjacent township. When this did not oÇcur, visual interpolation provided an estimate

of probable extent and combination.
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